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“As historically the first high-carbon economy to have developed, and today being a significant
net importer of carbon-intensive goods, the UK has a particular responsibility to take political
and practical leadership in the international process of decarbonisation. zerocarbonbritain2030
makes an important contribution to the climate change debate. It is pioneering in offering a fully
integrated routemap for addressing carbon emissions from the UK perspective, going beyond the
most ambitious targets hitherto to propose a 90 percent reduction by 2030 (rather than the 2050
typically discussed), together with ‘carbon capture’ equivalent to the remaining 10 per cent.
In order to effectively eliminate carbon emissions from British industry, homes, power generation,
and transport systems, the report seeks to “power down” high-carbon living by reducing energy
demand, so as to facilitate a transfer to fossil-free supply. Importantly, the carbon reduction benefits
are placed in the context of wider benefits of ‘regime change’, including avoiding the spectre of
ever more expensive and scarce oil, the opportunities for ‘green jobs’ and the creation of a more
equitable society. New technologies and more efficient design are evaluated as an essential part of
the decarbonisation strategy, to be “powered up”. Offshore wind and wave energy are identified as
having the strongest potential as renewable energy sources, providing most of the fossil-fuel free
energy mix by 2030 (and with the latter including no new nuclear capacity).
Although embracing the importance of new technologies, the report does recognise the limits
to ‘fit and forget’ fixes, identifying more radical reform as essential in the agricultural sector, which
in the future will focus on ‘locking in’ carbon in the soil and vegetation, and in spatial and transport
planning, to prioritise the needs of people, rather than energy-intense vehicles. These strategic
shifts will also need to be accompanied by behaviour and lifestyle changes by citizens, such as more
walking and cycling and less meat consumption.
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Whilst it is the nature of scenarios that they are rarely followed precisely by actual events,
zerocarbonbritain2030 has effectively applied a ‘backcasting’ approach to demonstrate that
at least one set of policy options and technical measures exists to eliminate carbon emissions
whilst simultaneously enhancing our quality of life. We now need the political leadership, public
consensus, and ongoing scientific support to turn possibility into reality.”
Professor Graham Parkhurst, Centre for Transport and Society, University of the West of
England.
“This new report from the Centre for Alternative Technology is much to be welcomed, coming as
it does at the start of a new administration. The goal of peak emissions by 2016 is less than seven
years away. Everything necessary to reach that first goal will have to be put in place by the next
government – a challenge they must take up with unusual urgency. A year ago in May 2009, a Nobel
Laureates Symposium on Climate Change hosted in London by the Prince of Wales had as its title,
The Fierce Urgency of Now.
One of the few positive outcomes of the Copenhagen Conference in December 2009 was the
near-global consensus for a goal of 2o C for the maximum rise of global average temperature from
its pre-industrial value due to human activities. That is a necessary, but tough target for the world
to meet. It will require, for instance, peak global emissions by about 2016. However it was very
disappointing that little was accomplished at Copenhagen to set up the actions required for its
realization.
Two reasons are often advanced to delay action on climate change. The first is to present climate
change as a longer-term issue and argue that of more immediate concern are big issues like world
poverty. That may appear to be the case until it is realised that the plight of the world’s poor will
become enormously worse unless strong action to curb climate change is taken now. The second is
to suggest the financial crisis must have top priority and action on climate change will have to wait.
That again may seem good sense until it is realised that there is much to be gained if both crises are
tackled together. Also, many studies, for instance those by the International Energy Agency1 (IEA,
2008), demonstrate that necessary action is affordable; increased investment in the short term is
balanced by savings that accrue in the longer term.
This report presents detailed information and argument to demonstrate that zero emissions
by 2030 is within reach – given appropriate commitment, dedication and effort on the part of
government, industry, NGOs and the public at large. In calling for a common sense of purpose, not
just nationally but internationally too, it points out the benefits to society – its health, social welfare
and sustainability – that will result from the pursuit of such a goal. May I urge you to study carefully
its arguments and its findings.”
Sir John Houghton, Former Co-Chair of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change.
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“Since their pioneering Low Energy Strategy for the UK in 1977, the Centre for Alternative Technology
has been pointing the way towards a sustainable energy future for Britain. Now the CAT researchers
have done it again. Their new zerocarbonbritain2030 report, building on the analysis in the first
Zero Carbon Britain report in 2007, describes in detail how the UK could make the transition
to a zero carbon society as early as 2030. CAT’s integrated approach involves “powering-down”
(reducing energy wastage) and “powering-up” (deploying renewable energies), combined with
lifestyle and land use changes. It demonstrates that the UK economy could be 100% powered by
renewables – if we can muster the political will to make it happen. And if we do, the Britain of 2030
will be a greener, cleaner, fairer place. ZCB2030’s proposals are more radical than those of the UK
Government, which envisages a much slower 80% reduction in carbon emissions by 2050. But even
if they don’t yet agree with all of its conclusions, ZCB2030 should be essential reading for politicians,
policymakers, researchers and anyone else interested in positive responses to the challenges of
climate change and energy security.”
Godfrey Boyle, Professor of Renewable Energy, Open University.
“The first zerocarbonbritain report, published in June 2007, was an extraordinary document.
Although aspects of a zero carbon Britain were missing from it, such as food and farming and
behaviour change, it was an audaciously bold and desperately needed framing of a key concept –
how the UK could move to being a zero carbon economy over 20 years. Rather than come up with
endless reasons why this seemingly impossible task couldn’t be done, the default political response
to climate change at the time, it set out a bold vision for a lower-energy future. It was a visionary
and inspired project, as well as a prototype for a larger and more detailed follow-up. It is that followup, zerocarbonbritain2030, that you now hold in your hands.
With Government still in denial about peak oil, with the scale of the changes necessitated to have
the best possible chances of avoiding catastrophic climate change leading some to deem them
impossible, and others to retreat into a rejection of the science, ZCB2030 is a breath of fresh air. We
stand at an unprecedented crossroads, making choices now that will profoundly affect the future.
What ZCB2030 does brilliantly is to argue that the approach of powering down (reducing demand)
and powering up (building a new, zero carbon energy infrastructure) is not a hair shirt, survivalist
rejection of modernity, rather it is the logical, achievable next step forward for the people of these
islands. It is a move towards entrepreneurship, resilience, connectedness and stability. It offers a
return to scale, a bringing home of the impacts of our actions, and a shift to a world that we can
hand on to our grandchildren with relief and pride, and with a twinkle in our eyes.
Bringing together much of current thinking on energy, food, climate change, economics and
the psychology of engaging people in such a monumental undertaking, it argues its case patiently
and clearly. In the Transition movement, we often ask the question, ‘what would it feel like, look
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like, smell like, sound like, if you woke up in 2030 and we had successfully managed this transition?’
ZCB2030 offers a very tangible taste of such a world, of energy-efficient homes, with less need to
travel and highly efficient public transport for when we do need to, more localised food production
and a more seasonal diet, of energy production owned and managed by the communities it serves.
For many of you reading this report, some of these things will already be an integral part of your
lives. In all the time that I taught gardening and permaculture, nobody ever came back to me and
said that their quality of life had been diminished by acquiring those skills. Likewise, the societal
shift in this direction will be a collective journey, a collective undertaking, and one that offers an
increase in our quality of life, rather than a decrease.
Inevitably with a work going against the status quo in such a fundamental way, such as ZCB2030,
questions arise, such as whether, in the light of the UK’s recent economic turmoils and declining
levels of surplus net energy, we can actually afford to implement the new infrastructure set out
here? Will there be sufficient economic slack to allow us to resource this? One thing is certain,
that the transition set out here is the clearest, best researched and most attractive option that is
currently on the table, and we are beholden to work out how to make it, or something that has
built on it, happen. ZCB2030 also offers a national framework, within which communities can begin
to design their own approaches, their own ‘Zero Carbon [insert name of settlement in question]
Plans’. Some are now starting to do this, offering a fascinating synergy of top down and bottom up
thinking. Indeed the Totnes Energy Descent Action Plan, which I was involved in, drew heavily on
zerocarbonbritain for its energy section.
ZCB2030 deserves several reads through, packed as it is with information and links. Now that
we have it, what can we do to bring it into reality? We can spread it around, enthuse about it far
and wide, badger and lobby our elected local and national representatives with it, and at the local
level, use it to underpin our thinking about where we see our communities going. Whether we
choose to see the changes compelled by peak oil and climate change as a disaster, or as an historic
opportunity to, as Thomas Paine put it, ‘build the world anew’, is up to us. For me, the vision of
the future that ZCB2030 sets out is a powerful attractant, one that is increasingly inspiring and
motivating individuals and communities across the country to do their bit to bring it about.
The generation that lived through the War had a vital life mission, survival. The next generation
had the strong mission that they wanted their children to have happier and richer lives than they
had. For the last couple of generations though, we have rather been treading water, without
a collective mission. ZCB2030 offers that, a call to arms, the opportunity to undertake a great
work that generations hence will tell tales about and celebrate in song. I, for one, am profoundly
grateful for the effort and thinking that has gone into this remarkable piece of work, and I look
forward to the day when we can look back to it, not as another report that grew dusty on a shelf,
but as a key contribution to the society-wide discussion so urgently needed in the move towards
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the remarkable, timely, selfless and compassionate shift that the people of these islands made in
response to the challenges faced.”
Rob Hopkins, Founder of Transition Towns.
“As a contractor involved in the construction and refurbishment of buildings in the UK, we
understand that most of the technical solutions required to deliver the vision set out in this report
exist today and are tried and tested products and solutions. It is our belief that this undertaking
represents the biggest economic opportunity our nation has witnessed since the industrial
revolution, we have the opportunity to rebuild our economy and create huge employment.
However in order for this to happen we need not to focus on the technical barriers but the financial
one s, in order to unlock this opportunity we require new ways of valuing property, and new and
innovative financial models. We need to understand that we can no longer separate the capital
cost of works from the running costs of buildings, to deliver a zero carbon Britain we need to start
planning for the long term and be prepared to make difficult decisions today that will benefit our
future.”
Paul Davies, Wates Living Spaces.
“This report clearly shows that the Great Transition to a zero carbon Britain is not only the most
pressing challenge of our time, it is also entirely possible. The solutions needed to create a lowcarbon and high well-being future for all exist, what has been missing to date, is the political will to
implement them”.
Dr Victoria Johnson, Senior Researcher, Climate Change and Energy Programme, nef (the new
economics foundation).
“This important report both acknowledges the scale of change required andrecognisesthat the
various issues cannot be addressed independently. My work is in the transport sector and I have
for long argued that we cannot make sensible decisions about transport policy independently
of energy policy in the wider sense, so the systemic analysis in this report is to be welcomed.
Furthermore, contemporary debate, and investment, revolves around technology and what
incremental reduction of impacts it is realistic to expect from our commercial system. In contrast,
this report loudly proclaims a goal and then develops a strategy to get there. Less unsustainable is
still not sustainable – yet there appears to be a subconscious delusion that it is more reasonable to
contest nature’s laws than stem the ever-burgeoning transport requirement that the market has the
‘right’ to demand!
A step change in the environmental burden imposed by transport is required, and this requires
a step change in solutions. We need a synthesis of multiple technical solutions rather than the
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one-size-fits-all approach that the versatility of the internal combustion engine has allowed us.
The criterion by which we match technical solutions to specific niches will be energy efficiency,
thedominant metric that we must pursue, anddifferent solutions are more efficient in different
niches. Therefore, a complex mix of almost all the fuels and powertrains that have been proposed
have a role to play, with the exception of the proposals in the 50’s for family cars powered by nukes!
This makes it more realistic to meet demand because a) the aggregated energy demand is lower
and b) the demand is spread over all renewable energy sources and energy vectors; whilst potential
on greening the electricity grid is substantial, the last thing we can afford is to impose the entirety
of transport demand on the grid as well.
But this report does not just dwell on the technologies. Technology does have a vital role to
play but, although necessary, it is not sufficient. In this report, CAT have tackled the whole of the
particularly knotty problem of decarbonising this area of human activity – Power Down before
we conclude how much we need to Power Up, reduce demand as well as focus on efficiency and
develop renewable strategies to meet our needs. There is a great temptation to look to technology
for solutions when the principle barriers to sustainable transport are not technical but to do
with the inertia in the highly mature systems that we have developed. These systems have been
remarkably effective at achieving what they were intended to achieve, enabling cheap travel, but
they were forged in an area when the constraints of today were simply not on the radar, so it is
hardly surprising that the systems that we have inherited are no longer fit for purpose. Highlighting
an example in the report, we recognise that we need to wring the maximum utility out of every unit
of resource we use and yet wecontinue to sell vehicles rather than a transport service. This rewards
the opposite of what we are trying to achieve, the maximisation of resource consumption rather
than the minimisation, obsolescence and high-running costs rather than longevity and low-running
costs; issues such as these are not a matter of technology butpeople, politics and business.”
Hugo Spowers, Riversimple

Endnotes
IEA (2008), Energy Technology Perspectives, IEA/OECD
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Executive summary
Introduction

this should raise the Earth’s temperature. In

zerocarbonbritain2030 is a fully integrated

was first predicted, the average surface of

solution to climate change. It examines how

the globe has warmed by about 0.8°C. A

we can meet our electricity and heating

multitude of different lines of evidence have

requirements through efficient service

confirmed that emissions of human origin

provision, while still decreasing carbon dioxide,

are the primary cause of this warming. These

methane, nitrous oxide and other emissions.

include measurements of incoming and

The report starts by examining the current

the century that has passed since this warming

outgoing radiation, the lack of any plausible

“context” in the Climate science and Energy

alternative explanation and distinctive

Security chapters. It then moves on to how we

“fingerprints” that identify the warming as

can “PowerDown” heat and electricity demand

caused by an enhanced greenhouse effect

largely through new technology, efficient

(Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change

design and behaviour change. Land offers

[IPCC], 2007).

tremendous potential not only to decrease

• Future warming has been estimated based on

emissions but also to sequester residual

a sound scientific understanding of physical

emissions. We then move on to how we can

systems and feedbacks as well as the study

“PowerUp” through the use of renewable

of past temperature changes. Using these

technology and finally we examine the policy

methods, the IPCC (2007) estimates a warming

that can help bring this about and the job

of between 1.1 and 6.4°C over pre-industrial

creation that will come with it.

temperatures for the coming century,

Context
Climate Science

depending on how much we emit, exactly how
sensitive the climate is to greenhouse gases
and how the natural carbon cycle responds
to the increasing CO2 and temperatures. This
warming is expected to have profoundly

• Since the Industrial Revolution humans have
been adding significantly to the greenhouse
gas blanket that surrounds the Earth.
Established physical principles suggest that

negative impacts on many people and
ecosystems, particularly those that are already
vulnerable.
• More than 100 countries have adopted a
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target limit of 2°C of warming relative to pre-

gas emissions to zero as fast as possible. In

industrial temperatures. To exceed this would

this report we adopt 2030 as our target year.

have very dangerous consequences for many

Because warming is ultimately caused by

people. A study by Meinshausen et al. (2009)

cumulative emissions over time, we should

suggests that to have a 70% chance of staying

also keep the quantity of greenhouse gases

below 2°C it will be necessary for global

emitted during the transition phase as low as

greenhouse gas emissions to peak before

possible.

2020, be cut by 50% by 2050 and approach
zero before 2100. To provide an 84% chance,

Energy Security

a 72% global cut by 2050 would be required.
Other studies have suggested broadly similar
figures (Allen et al., 2009; Weaver et al., 2007).

changes in relation to its use of energy. Firstly,

If the world was to converge on equal per

North Sea oil and gas production is in terminal

capita emissions by 2050, global cuts of this

decline. In 2005 we became a net energy

magnitude would require a per capita cut in

importer for the first time in 25 years (Oil &

the UK of 92% or 86% from 1990 levels by

Gas UK, 2009). Secondly, more than a third

2050.

of current electricity generation capacity is

• As the required global cut is severe, such a

due to be retired over the next two decades

scenario would require poor countries to also

(Department of Trade and Industry [DTI], 2007).

make cuts by 2050. The long industrialised

Both of these factors make this a critical time to

countries hold the historical responsibility

assess our energy system.

for climate change and possess far greater

• Non-renewable fossil fuels clearly cannot last

resources to invest in low carbon technologies.

forever. In particular, serious concerns have

The UK should therefore take on a greater

been raised over the future of the global

share of the burden and cut emissions faster

oil supply. Over 95% of the oil currently in

in order to allow the majority world a longer

production is “conventional” oil which is easy

time period to decarbonise. Furthermore,

to extract (Méjean et al., 2008). Non-negotiable

because imported goods account for about

physical constraints influence the speed at

a third of our emissions (Helm et al., 2007)

which such oil can be pumped, and output

deeper domestic cuts are required in order to

from a single well (or aggregated over a whole

compensate for foreign emissions produced on

region) inevitably rises to a peak and then

our behalf.

declines (Sorrell et al., 2009). The point at which

• In conclusion it is recommended that in the
UK we should aim to reduce our greenhouse
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• The UK is currently undergoing two major

the global peak production rate is reached is
generally referred to as “peak oil”. Despite a

executivesummary
framework
introduction
context
wide variety of estimates concerning its timing,

• In conclusion, there is good reason to

a growing number of calculations suggest

believe that conventional oil may soon be

that it is likely to occur somewhere between

reaching its production peak and it would be

the present day and 2031 (Greene et al., 2006;

advisable for this reason alone to reduce the

International Energy Agency [IEA], 2008; Sorrell

oil dependence of our society and transport

et al., 2009; Vernon, 2009).

system. Furthermore, because there are good

• If a shortage of oil occurs the price will rise

reasons to expect significant future volatility

until some customers are priced out of

in international fuel prices, a renewable

the market. As prices rise, more expensive

electricity generation infrastructure which has

extraction technology and unconventional oils

no ongoing fuel cost is likely to give us a more

can become economic, slowing the decline

stable and secure electricity system.

in production but at the expense of higher
production costs. The overall effect is rising

Equity

prices, but the shape of the rise is hard to
predict.

• As touched on in the Climate science chapter,

• High oil prices have serious effects on wider

historic responsibility for climate change is

society. The prices of all fuels are linked to a

not equal between countries globally. Long

degree (Nuclear Energy Agency [NEA], 1998).

industrialised nations such as the UK are more

There are good reasons to believe that a peak

responsible for our changing climate than

in oil production will not lead to a smooth

less industrialised nations. Neither are the

painless transition into a post-oil world unless

implications of climate change distributed

conscious intervention is employed (Hirsch et

equally. Often those least responsible for

al., 2005; Sorrell et al., 2009).

emissions are those most vulnerable to a

• To keep global temperatures within 2°C of
pre-industrial temperatures, cumulative CO2
emissions must be kept below the amount

changing climate. Therefore it is clear that
climate change is also a question of equality.
• A comprehensive national and international

that would be produced from burning the

decarbonisation strategy offers the

remaining proven economically recoverable

opportunity to address many social as well

fossil fuel reserves (Schmidt & Archer, 2009).

as environmental ills. In combination with

Therefore fossil fuel depletion is unlikely

wider efforts to restructure our economic

to adequately solve climate change for us.

and financial system and re-evaluate the

However, it provides a further incentive to

core values held by society, we can create a

invest in alternatives to a fossil fuel-based

decarbonised, fairer world for ourselves, the

infrastructure.

environment and future generations.
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PowerDown

buildings added up to approximately 70

There is huge potential to decrease energy

million tonnes of CO2 in 2003: 13% of the total

demand without decreasing the services that

UK reported carbon emissions (Lazarus, 2005).

are provided. In zerocarbonbritain2030, energy
demand is decreased by over 50%.
The report looks in detail at how energy

Current policies
•U
 nder the Strategy for Sustainable

demand can be decreased from buildings,

Construction, new domestic buildings and

transport and land use. The Final Accounts

schools in the UK have to be “zero carbon” in

examine this at a higher level, referring to the

use from 2016. Public buildings must comply

National Emissions Directory, to make sure all

by 2018 and other non-domestic buildings by

sectors are covered.

2019.

The Built Environment

• There is a range of legislation governing the
construction industry covering issues such as
sustainability, energy efficiency and carbon

Current emissions

emissions. The key statutory and voluntary

• The domestic sector accounts for 28% of

legislation is as follows:

total British energy demand (Department of

• The Code for Sustainable Homes;

Energy and Climate Change [DECC], 2009).

• Part L of the Building Regulations;

It is responsible for approximately 30% of

• Standard Assessment Procedure (SAP);

Britain’s total emissions (Department for the

• Merton Rule; and

Environment, Farming and Rural Affairs [Defra],

• Energy Performance Certificates.

2001; DTI, 2003; Power, 2008). Over half of
domestic carbon emissions are from space

Decreasing demand

heating (53% in 2005), while one fifth comes

• By making thermal comfort the goal rather

from heating water. The remainder comprises

than focusing on heating a building to a

of appliances (16%), lighting (6%) and cooking

certain temperature, there are many options

(5%) (Department of Communities and Local

for decreasing energy demand.

Government [DCLG], 2007).
• Non-domestic buildings account for 25% of

demand are:

the country’s carbon emissions. Non-domestic

• Improve the insulation or fabric of buildings;

buildings emit over 100 million tonnes (Mt) of

• Decrease draughts;

CO2 per year.

• Decrease the heat demand through:

• The total embodied carbon of construction
materials for domestic and non-domestic
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• The four key ways to decrease space heating

• Good ‘passive’ design to increase natural
heat gains,
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• Decrease area requiring heat,

(Hammond & Jones, 2008). It is a measure of

• Decrease the thermostat/air temperature,

the quantity of non-renewable energy per unit

• Thermal comfort can be maintained through

of material.

good design resulting in warmer surfaces
and less drafts.
• Improving the efficiency of heating
technology.

• While current practice often focuses on energy
“in use”, material selection should take into
account the embodied energy of materials in
determining preferred choice.

• T he target for domestic houses should be
a 70% reduction in space heating energy

Sequestration

demand as a whole with variation depending

• Natural materials such as wood and straw

on building type.

absorb CO2 from the atmosphere. This stored
carbon could be locked away in building

Refurbishment

materials resulting in a carbon saving i.e. a

• In Britain in 2005 there were over 9 million un-

“net negative”. Therefore the mass sustainable

insulated cavity walls and 6.3 million lofts with

refurbishment of current buildings can also act

little or no insulation (DCLG, 2007).

as a carbon store.

• The priority for refurbishment is clear: a

• The materials used for this carbon

demand reduction for space heating while

sequestration include grown and recycled

maintaining thermal comfort. This can be

materials.

achieved through design and energy efficiency

• This one process has three benefits: it saves

measures, most notably an increase in

carbon; it reduces the cost; and it locks carbon

insulation. These standards should be written

in the building.

into a Code for Sustainable High-Performance
Refurbishment.
• A “whole house” approach is necessary. This

Recommendations
• The largest decrease in emissions from

means designing a strategy for the house

building stock will come from refurbishment.

rather than seeking incremental reactive

A Code for Sustainable High-Performance

improvement.

Refurbishment is required to ensure this is
done to a high level and avoid it being done

Embodied energy

twice. This should include the use of natural

• The embodied energy of a material or product

materials were possible to lock away carbon.

refers to the total primary energy consumed

• Building codes for both domestic and non-

during the resource extraction, transportation,

domestic buildings should provide a clear

manufacturing and fabrication of that item

definition of “zero carbon”, and include a
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consideration of the energy, emissions and

including the UK’s share of international

sequestration potential of construction.

aviation and shipping. The largest share (about

• A clear framework for building design should

40%) of these emissions is from private cars.

be drawn up, allowing for different routes to

In terms of distance, the largest share is from

zero carbon buildings.

medium and long distance trips.

• A further step for such codes would be to
incorporate them into European legislation

Fuel switching

to create a set of European Sustainability

• Electric vehicles produce about 50% less CO2

Standards. This would help develop

compared to petrol or diesel vehicles under

consistency in the “green industry”. It can

the current grid mix (King, 2008) and this will

be developed with consideration of the

decrease to near zero as the electricity network

local environment and changes in climate

is decarbonised. Running the entire UK car

throughout Europe. This standard could be

and taxi fleet on electricity would require a

based on an energy demand per m or per

quantity equal to 16% of current electricity

building.

demand (E4Tech, 2007). However, with use of
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• E nforcement of regulations, codes and

smart charging, electric cars should require

standards is crucial (Grigg, 2004). Legislative

little or no additional electricity production

backing could take the form of sustainability

capacity because cars could be set to charge

or low carbon inspectors. Inspection would be

when demand is low, such as during the night.

without prior warning; with legal responsibility

Batteries may be charged in garages, allowing

devolving upon the organisation’s directors.

vehicle owners to simply swap flat batteries.

• S ubstantial education is needed to ensure that

Improvements in battery technology are

people appreciate not only the benefits of

expected in the future, and concerns about

low carbon homes, but also the ways in which

supply limits on raw materials are unfounded.

their own choices and actions can influence

In the zerocarbonbritain2030 scenario, all

the effectiveness of the end result (Osami &

transport modes that can be electrified are

O’Reilly, 2009). Action can be achieved through

electrified, including all private cars and trains.

education, marketing and legislation.

Transport

• Hydrogen is able to store more energy for
less weight than batteries and it can be
created from zero carbon electricity using
electrolysis. However, this process requires

The current situation

twice the energy of using batteries (King,

• The transport sector currently accounts for

2008). Because of this, hydrogen is limited in

around 29% of UK greenhouse gas emissions,
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significant niche markets where large amounts

million tonnes – roughly equivalent to a year’s

of power are required or stopping to exchange

worth of carbon emissions from all transport

batteries is difficult, including buses and some

operations in the UK. It takes over a decade

goods vehicles.

for the entire national car stock to be replaced

• Biofuels have been the subject of considerable
controversy due to doubts about their overall

and so vehicle replacement will have to begin
rapidly to be complete by 2030 (King, 2008).

greenhouse gas balance and their impact on
land use change and food prices. “Second

New business models

generation” biofuels, made from lignocellulosic

• The transport modal shifts in

feedstock such as wood or grasses, may be

zerocarbonbritain2030 are generally away

less problematic because such biofuels tend

from the private car.

to have better greenhouse gas balances and

• The economics of car use are simplified by

the feedstock can be grown on a wider variety

moving the upfront costs of car purchase,

of land types. We use some lignocellulosic

insurance, and taxation to a system where

biofuels in the zerocarbonbritain2030 scenario

drivers pay for each mile driven. This would

to power the sectors for which there is

make public transport costs more easily

currently no alternative to liquid hydrocarbon

comparable with car costs, and would show

fuels: aviation, shipping, some heavy goods

that public transport is often a more cost-

vehicles and some farm machinery. 1.67

effective solution. With increased use, public

million hectares of land in Great Britain is

transport provision can improve service and

devoted to producing the feedstock. We

decrease prices.

assume a corresponding reduction in meat

• Pay-per-hour car clubs and pay-as-you-

consumption, so that there will be no net

drive insurance has been shown to cut trips

increase in land use.

by approximately 25%. At present, vehicle
purchasers want durability, reliability and fuel

Changes to vehicles

efficiency. Producers however simply seek

• “Lightweighting” could offer efficiency gains of

increased sales. If cars were leased and priced

up to 10%, at a cost of £250–500 per vehicle,

per mile, then incentives for durability would

while low-rolling resistance tyres and improved

devolve on the leasing company. If that leasing

aerodynamics could give potential efficiency

company is also the producer, then it is also

savings of 2–4% each (King, 2008).

able to ensure build quality and durability

• The CO2 emissions produced in manufacturing

rather then simply request it.

during the replacement of the entire car
stock in the UK would be between 90 and 150
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Behavioural change

required services while decreasing transport

• In the zerocarbonbritain2030 scenario an

energy demand by 63% from 2008 levels. The

absolute reduction in transit is required.

remaining energy requirement is supplied

Passenger kilometres travelled domestically

predominantly with electricity, supplemented

decrease by 20%, spread evenly across all

with some hydrogen and biofuel.

modes. Domestic aviation is eliminated and
international aviation decreases by two thirds
due to limits on biofuel supply. Some short-

Motivation and BehaviourAL
Change

haul flights can be replaced with trains and
ships but an absolute reduction in transit is
also likely to be required.
• Aviation is always a challenge for sustainability.

measures will be implemented in each sector
to address climate change. Many of these

Fiscal policy (air passenger duty) is

are policy driven, however individuals and

already being implemented in this area. In

communities must also play an active part in

zerocarbonbritain2030, aviation has been

decarbonisation. The public can do this by

looked at in depth. The exact future mix of

accepting, supporting and indeed calling for

services will be dependent on the priorities of

the positive change that climate science shows

individuals. In this scenario it is anticipated that

is necessary.

aviation will be around a third of current levels.
• We expect the average occupancy rate of cars,
vans and taxis to increase from the current 1.6
(Department for Transport [DfT], 2009) to 2.
• The modal shift towards public transport is
quantified in Table ES.1.

• To facilitate this behaviour change, societal

• Change is challenging. But good
communications can limit anxiety towards
change, and can inspire action.
• How do we best change behaviour; and
to what extent is a change in attitudes
required? Social marketing theory suggests
that government and NGOs must develop

changes will be required. It will also be

communication strategies focused on the

necessary to adapt town planning to minimise

audiences they want to reach, rather than

distances and maximise opportunities for

the problem they want to solve. This can

walking, cycling and public transport.

be achieved by the promotion of a series

Conclusion
• By combining modal shift, increased vehicle
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• In zerocarbonbritain2030, a huge array of

of entertaining, tangible and achievable
action experiences. Reaching out to those
not traditionally engaged with “green” or

occupancy, wider technology improvements

“ethical” issues can foster new social norms and

and fuel switching, we are able to provide the

encourage the widespread adoption of new
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Table ES.1 Transport today and in ZCB2030
Transport mode

Current (2007)

ZCB2030 scenario

Walk
Pedal cycle
Electric bike
Rail
Coach
London bus/train
Local bus/train
Motorbike
Electric scooter
Car, van & taxi
UK aviation

4.89
0.47
0.00
6.86
0.88
1.09
3.85
0.70
0.00
80.16
1.11

10.00
3.00
0.12
14.00
10.00
1.30
5.00
2.10
0.35
54.13
0.17

Percentage of domestic passenger kilometres travelled by mode of travel today, 2007, and in the ZCB2030 scenario.
Significant reductions in the use of cars, vans and taxis are expected by 2030, with corresponding increases in the use of local
transport and walking and cycling.
Source: Data for current (2007) based on statistics from DfT (2008).

behaviours across society.

Land Use and Agriculture

• A simultaneous process of challenging
extrinsic values in society, as recommended

The current situation

by identity campaigning proponents, must

• The current land mass of Great Britain is

take place. Social marketing tools are vital, but

made up of about 11.2 million hectares of

communicators should consider the long-term

grassland, which is primarily used for grazing

ramifications of multiple individual appeals to

livestock; about 4.87 million hectares of

existing values relating to wealth and social

arable crops, of which 2.1 million are used for

status. Programmes to help draw out intrinsic

growing livestock feed; 3.24 million hectares of

values using fun, participatory methodologies

woodland; and 3.28 million hectares of urban

amongst important role models and norm
leaders may be one way of amalgamating

land.
• Greenhouse gas emissions from the land

lessons from the social marketing and identity

use and agriculture sector are made up of

campaigning approaches. Supporting local

nitrous oxide (N2O), methane (CH4) and carbon

programmes which attempt to achieve specific

dioxide (CO2). Methane is produced primarily

behavioural objectives but also foster intrinsic,

by livestock in their digestive processes, and

community-oriented values, is another way.

from manure. N2O is released when nitrogen is

9
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added to the soil, either as mineral fertiliser or
nitrogen-fixing crops. The bulk of it (60%) comes
from fertilised grazed grassland and manure

scenario existing woodlands are preserved and
carefully managed.
• Switching from products with high greenhouse

handling and relatively little from arable

gas and land intensities to those with lower

cropland (15%) (Brown & Jarvis, 2001). Carbon

intensities enables us to achieve two goals;

dioxide is produced from tilled or disturbed

we reduce greenhouse gas emissions from

soils and from the energy used in agriculture.

agriculture and at the same time release land
for other uses. The greenhouse gas and land

Methodology: background assumptions

intensity of different products can be seen in

• In the zerocarbonbritain2030 scenario we

Figure ES.1 for our 2030 scenario. Livestock

accept 15% of our food needs as imports from

products, particularly those from sheep and

the EU, and about 7.5% from the tropics, but

cows, have much greater land and greenhouse

apart from this our food needs must be met

gas intensities than plant products.

domestically. This restriction is to enable the

• Using the released grassland to grow biomass

creation of the scenario. Apart from this small

for energy allows us to supply the demand

amount of trade, the landmass of mainland UK

for storable solid, liquid and gas fuels in other

has been treated as a separate entity.

sectors. For these we use energy silage from

• Energy used in agriculture is assumed to

forage-type grasses, short rotation woody crops

be decarbonised - this is dealt with in other

and miscanthus. These are perennial crops and

chapters. The effect is to reduce the greenhouse

so growing them on grassland need not cause

gas intensities of land use products by

a loss of soil carbon. They are also low nitrogen

approximately 20% for livestock and about 45%

users and hence the emissions from growing

for crops.

them are very low.
• In addition, using some of the released

Strategy

grassland to grow biomass for carbon

• Preserving carbon reservoirs has been given

sequestration allows us to sequester enough

high priority. Soil stores a lot of carbon,
particularly in peat-lands and to a lesser extent
in grasslands. This carbon can be released if the

10

carbon to cover the residual emissions from all
sectors.
• Some technical changes in land management

land is disturbed or converted to tilled arable

also allow us to reduce greenhouse gas

land. In order to avoid this there is no new

emissions and increase carbon sequestration.

arable land in the scenario, and peat-lands are

More organic matter is incorporated into soils

especially protected. Woodlands are another

than is current normal practice, and nitrogen is

reservoir, and in the zerocarbonbritain2030

handled better to reduce N2O release.
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Fig. ES.1 Greenhouse gas and land intensity of different products

Greenhouse gas and land intensity of different products can be seen in Figure ES.1 for our 2030 scenario.
Livestock products, particularly those from sheep and cows, have much greater land and greenhouse gas intensities
than plant products.

Products produced

55:45, and in the scenario it is to 34:66. This

• In the zerocarbonbritain2030 scenario

proportion of livestock products matches

abundant food for the population is produced

recommendations for optimum dietary health.

but livestock products are reduced to 20-30%

Essentially the livestock sector switches from

of their present quantity. Cow and sheep

quantity to quality production.

stocks in particular are much reduced. The

• In the zerocarbonbritain2030 scenario over

levels of egg, poultry and pig-meat production

70 million tonnes of biomass for energy is

are only a little lower than today because they

produced. This is used in the following ways: 16

use little land and we can feed them on high-

million tonnes for biogas (bio-synthetic gas),

yielding crop products and food wastes. Plant

mainly used to back up the electricity grid; 18

protein is greatly increased; at the moment

million tonnes of woody biomass for CHP; and

the ratio of meat to plant protein is about

27 million tonnes to create kerosene, petrol
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and diesel using the Fischer-Tropsch process to
power those parts of the transport sector for

million tonnes a year (Read et al., 2009).
• A soil sink of around 9 million tonnes CO2e per

which there is currently no alternative to liquid

year is achieved through best practice on all

fuels.

soil types (Brainard et al., 2003; Klumpp, 2009;
Weiske, 2007; Worrall et al., 2003).

Carbon sequestration
• After appropriate management changes, land

• 4.3 million tonnes of biochar a year is created
and incorporated into soils (Sohi et al., 2010)

can remove CO2 from the air and sequester it in

providing sequestration of around 14 million

soil or above-ground biomass. Carbon can also

tonnes per year. Biochar is charcoal that is

be sequestered in products. Although neither

used as an agricultural amendment. It cannot

of these can accumulate carbon indefinitely,

easily be broken down by decomposers and so

they can provide us with a “window” of around

may have potential as a more permanent net

20-30 years, after which other methods of

negative process.

sequestering carbon may be available. These
might include deeper soil sequestration or new

Conclusion

technologies.

In the scenario a healthy diet is provided for the

• After food needs have been met, 43% of

used for food production, supplemented by

is dedicated to growing biomass for carbon

low-carbon imports. It provides a much higher

sequestration. Carbon is also sequestered

degree of food security than at present. Total

in soils through best practice management,

greenhouse gas emissions from agriculture

encouraged though financial incentives. Below

are reduced to a fifth of their current quantity,

are the final figures for carbon sequestration

leaving a total of 17 million tonnes of CO2e.

in zerocarbonbritain2030, adjusted for

Meanwhile the sector provides enough biomass

uncertainty.

to fulfil the fuel needs of the other sectors and to

• About 10 million tonnes of CO2e per year is

sequester carbon at a rate of 67 million tonnes of

sequestered in long lasting biomass products

CO2e year. These “negative emissions” match the

such as buildings and other wood products.

residual emissions from other sectors to meet

• About 23 million tonnes of CO2e per year is
sequestered in engineered biomass silos.
• Carbon management of existing woodland
is improved and 1.37 million hectares of new
woodland is planted. This increases CO2e stored
in-situ in standing timber by an estimated 12

12

population on only 29% of the land currently

the remaining “productive non-food” land

the scenario’s ultimate goal, of a zero carbon
Britain.
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PowerUp
Renewables

academic sources. With this, we create a vision
of how the energy system could look like in
2030.
• The Renewables chapter also brings together

• The Renewables chapter combines leading

data from our other chapters. Data on heat

research and modelling on renewable heat

demand comes from our chapter on The Built

and electricity to create one integrated

Environment; data on increased electrical

energy model to meet the needs of the

requirements come from our Transport

zerocarbonbritain2030 scenario. As our basis,

chapter; and data on the available biomass

we use the UK Energy Research Council’s

from the Land Use and Agriculture chapter.

(UKERC, 2009) £18 million research into

As the integration between these sectors

electricity scenarios and integrate this with

increased so did the potential number of

the work of NERA Economic Consulting and

solutions. For the purpose of this report we are

AEA (2009) for DECC on heat, and work from

showing just one of these routes.

the National Grid (2009) on biogas, as well as
further specialised research from an array of

• Since zerocarbonbritain: an alternative
energy strategy (zerocarbonbritain, 2007) was

Fig. ES.2 Delivered energy provision in ZCB2030

Delivered energy provision for heat and electricity, by source (%), in ZCB2030.
Segments displaying heat sources are pulled out from main pie chart.
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published, there has been a lot more research

10:1 (U.S. Department of Energy [US DoE], 2004).

demonstrating the potential of renewables.

Many of the measures outlined in other chapters

Jacobson and Delucchi (2009) demonstrate that

of this report, such as the rapid move towards

100% of the world’s energy needs can be met

electric transport, will further improve the EROEI

from renewables by 2030, and the European

of wind turbines.

Energy Agency (EEA, 2009) has found that the
economically competitive potential of wind

195GW of offshore wind are steel and concrete.

generation in Europe is seven times that of

The embodied energy of these materials would

projected electrical demand in 2030. Renewables

be 115TWh. There will also be a varying degree of

and sustainable biomass can power Britain

processing and maintenance, depending on the

without the need for fossil fuels and nuclear

details of the turbines installed and where they

power.

are installed, plus operations and maintenance.

• The breakdown of the sources of electricity and

There have been concerns raised about offshore

heat production in the zerocarbonbritain2030

wind’s steel requirements (Mackay, 2008). The

scenario is shown in Figure ES.1. This shows a

UK currently uses 13.5 million tonnes of steel

large proportion of delivered energy being from

per annum (The Manufacturers’ Organisation

wind, especially offshore wind.

[EEF], 2009), therefore in 2013 offshore wind

• Offshore wind is a tremendous resource for the

would be using 0.6% of current annual UK steel

UK. In zerocarbonbritain2030, this provides

and in its peak year it would require 10.4% of

615TWh per year from 195GW of generation

current demand. This is an achievable quantity

capacity. There are several questions this raises,

and will clearly not be a barrier, especially with

for example over embodied energy, resource use,

construction and automation moving away from

balancing the grid, skills, and economics.
• The energy required to make something is

14

• The core resource requirements for installing

steel.
• The UK steel market specialises in high-

referred to as its embodied energy. To calculate

quality steel, including steel designed for the

the energy return on energy invested (EROEI) of

manufacture of wind turbines. However, the

a renewable energy source the embodied energy

largest UK steel producer, Corus, was forced to

can be compared to the energy it generates

indefinitely mothball a number of UK production

through its lifetime. The EROEI for wind is higher

sites from January 2010 due to broken contracts,

than other renewables. A 5MW turbine can give

resulting in the loss of about 1,700 UK jobs (Corus,

a return of approximately 28:1 (see Lenzen &

2009). The development of wind power in the UK

Munksgaard, 2002) which can be compared to

has the potential to ease the decline of the UK

photovoltaics (PV), where some of the highest

steel industry in the medium-term and, over the

calculated ratios, based on US weather, are about

long-term, it has the potential to contribute to its
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growth as we export our technology.
• One of the challenges of a renewables and
biomass scenario is the balancing of variable
supply with variable demand. This can be

• The development of offshore wind resources and
an EU grid may also be utilised to ease electricity
distribution in the UK from North to South.
• Using data on the capital, operations and

addressed on both the supply and the demand

management costs of power generation

side. On the demand side, there are lots of

technologies (European Commission, 2008) we

services that do not need to run at an exact

find that onshore wind has similar capital costs

time but can rather be run within a range of

to coal but without the fuel requirements. The

times. This flexibility can be used to “re-time

capital cost of coal with CCS is similar to the cost

loads” on the grid, making management easier.

of offshore wind, but has substantial running

While there is flexibility during the day, the big

costs that offshore wind does not possess, and

area of potential is moving demand overnight.

this is before adding in any carbon cost. The cost

Electric cars, for example, may charge at night.

per kWh for customers will be dependent on a

This also minimises the need for additional grid

range of factors including the policy mechanisms

capacity, therefore decreasing the cost of the

in place, the ownership of the generation, the

infrastructure and final electricity pricing. On the

capacity factors of the generation and future fuel

supply side, some biogas is used as additional
dispatchable generation to back up the grid.
• The zerocarbonbritain2030 scenario has been

costs.
• There are various different mechanisms in place
to reward people for producing renewable

successfully tested with the “Future Energy

electricity which include: Renewable Obligation

Scenario Assessment” FESA energy modelling

Certificates (ROCs), Levy Exemption Certificates

software. This combines weather and demand

(LECs), the Climate Change Levy, feed-in tariffs

data to test if there is enough dispatchable

(FITs), as well as Use of System electricity

generation to manage the variable base supply

grid charges, the Transmission Use of System

of renewable electricity with the variable

(TNUoS), Distribution Use of System (DNUoS)

demand.

and Balancing Services Use of System (BSUoS)

• Even after a decrease of energy demand of

charges. The major policies on the electricity side

over 55% on current (2008) levels, electricity

are the Renewable Obligation Certificates and

demand will roughly double because of the

feed-in tariffs. Levy Exemption Certificates (LECs)

partial electrification of the transport and heat

are a way of integrating these policies with the

sectors. However, required increases to the

Climate Change Levy.

electricity infrastructure can be minimised

• A sustainable, secure, efficient Britain can be

through balancing measures such as demand

powered without relying on fossil fuels or nuclear

side management.

power.
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Microgrids and distributed
generation

our economy to ensure that the dual problems
of climate change and energy security can
be tackled. Fortunately, as detailed, in other

• Distributed generation tends to occur when

chapters of this report in making such a

the energy source and the consumer are

transition there is much potential for creating

located close together, limiting transmission

jobs (Bird, 2009; Jungjohann & Jahnke, 2009;

and distribution losses (Institute of

Forrest & Wallace, 2010), increasing energy

Engineering and Technology [IET], 2006).

security and improving livelihoods (Abdallah

• Distributed renewables are part of the solution

et al., 2009). A world without fossil fuels can

to decarbonise the UK energy infrastructure,

be better in many ways. However, achieving

society and economy. Smaller-scale

such a transition will not be easy and will

renewables are generally more expensive, and

require drastic policy interventions at both the

have a higher embodied energy than large-

international and national level.

scale renewables. However, they increase the
total potential of sustainable generation of the

International policy frameworks

UK and help increase efficiency and decrease

• A t the international level, the crucial first

demand where they are deployed.
• Minimising losses in the system is a delicate

step is to sign a global agreement aimed
at reducing temperature rise to below 2°C,

balance; one of the key areas is a balance

and setting a cumulative carbon budget

between transmission losses and storage

that provides us with a sufficiently high

losses. Distributed generation and Microgrids

chance of meeting this goal. The exact policy

can save on transmission losses and must be

mechanism could come later but ensuring

carefully designed to ensure that storage and

that all countries are on board with this

the losses associated are minimised.

overarching target is critical to changing the

• Microgrids can be used in niche applications to

direction of the global economy. Another

assist distributed generation and help manage

key step is achieving global agreements

the variability of the transmission grid.

on ending deforestation, and assuring

Framework
Policy and Economics

funding for research and development and
an adaptation fund for those hardest hit by
climate change. Doing so could reduce the
risks of climate change significantly.
• A key decision then needs to be taken over

The challenges we face are unprecedented.
We need strong decisive action now to rewire
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which of three road maps should be taken.
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Road map 1: One-price-for-all

The framework is there to bind countries
together and ensure that all are working

• The first road map sees an international

towards a common purpose, but does not

agreement as an opportunity to solve the

define or impose one particular policy solution.

fundamental problem that carbon is not priced

A key decision in such a framework approach

properly, and to design a global system which

is how the cuts required are allocated between

ensures that the true cost of fossil fuels is

countries and across time, with Contraction

explicitly included in the pricing mechanism

& Convergence (C&C) the most commonly-

everywhere in the world. It can be seen as
a one-price-for-all solution at a global level

known method.
• The various global one-price-for-all policies

and could be based on several global scheme

may seem desirable, but appear unlikely

proposals such as Cap & Share, Kyoto2 or

to be implemented in the near future. An

a globalised, harmonised carbon tax. The

international agreement based upon an

existence of a global framework will mean a

international framework is therefore preferable.

slightly reduced role for national governments

Such an agreement would provide flexibility,

who will no longer have to design a policy

both between countries and over time, and

mechanism to price carbon. Instead, they

allows different policies to be tried and tested

will have to design a range of policies to

in different regions and circumstances, while

complement the global agreement, balancing

at the same time binding countries together

the winners and losers from such a scheme

and ensuring that all are working towards a

and ensuring that the transition to the new

common goal.

agreement is as smooth and as painless as
possible.

Road map 2: An international framework with national action initiatives

Road map 3: Regional carbon pricing
schemes
• Another possible road map, and one that
looks more likely after Copenhagen, is for

• The second route is far more focused at the

countries who wish to decarbonise rapidly to

national or regional level with an international

forego a global framework – aimed either at

agreement providing a general framework

an internationally-harmonised carbon pricing

that allocates the carbon cuts required by each

mechanism or at determining national carbon

country, but allows national governments to

budgets – and rather to join together into blocs

decide which is the best policy solution for

with other like-minded countries.

pricing carbon and for achieving these cuts.

• These blocs would then set a common cap,
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reduction targets and rules, and use border

are required to put the economy on a more

adjustment taxes and rebates to prevent unfair

sustainable trajectory. A Green New Deal is

competition from countries with laxer carbon

needed to provide the investment required

reduction targets. Powerful blocs could adopt

in large-scale renewable energy technologies

a particular policy for determining carbon

and energy efficiency improvements. Public

budgets or prices within the bloc, and could

money should be used as a guarantor, and

also include an international redistribution

innovative financial arrangements have to

mechanism to benefit poorer nations. This

be developed, in order to harness the private

could create a large trade bloc, incentivising

sector funds necessary to finance such an

other nations to join so as not to be excluded
by the border adjustment tax (Douthwaite,
2009).

enormous investment programme.
• At the same time, we need to develop new
and better policy support mechanisms in
the renewable electricity and renewable

National policy frameworks

heat sectors. The electricity sector offers an

• At the national level, and assuming that

opportunity for rapid decarbonisation in many

no international carbon pricing scheme is

areas and, with the right policy support, we

implemented, the UK should complement

could go some way to achieving this goal. The

the European Union’s Emissions Trading

new banding of the renewable obligation and

System (EU ETS) and the CRC Energy Efficiency

Feed-in Tariff for renewable capacity under

Scheme by introducing a scheme aimed at

5MW will lead to increased investment in

reducing emissions further. Cap & Share, TEQs

renewable generation. In the heat sector, the

and carbon tax schemes all provide viable

innovative Renewable Heat Incentive (RHI)

proposals and the answer may actually lie in

currently out for consultation aims to make

combining a firm cap with a tax scheme to

Britain world-leading in renewable heat. This

provide a certain environmental outcome

is projected to bring 78TWh of renewable

with a guaranteed floor price for investors.

heat online by 2020 saving 17Mt of CO2 (NERA

Over time such a scheme may develop and

Economic Consulting 2009). Combined with

encapsulate the whole economy with the EU

policies aimed at tackling skills shortages and

ETS actually feeding into it.

non-market barriers, these should provide a

• It is also clear that simply internalising the
price of carbon will not solve all our problems
(Green New Deal Group, 2008; WWF, 2009). We
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fair incentive for the nascent renewable heat
industry to develop rapidly.
• Furthermore there is significant potential

are “locked” into the present technologies and

for smart meters to allow variable pricing to

processes and more targeted interventions

drive both, shifts in, and reductions in, the

executivesummary
framework
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demand profile. Finally, we need to ensure that
the most vulnerable elements of society are
supported and protected during the transition,

Employment

• S hifting to a zero carbon Britain could

in particular that an increase in fossil fuel

provide significant economic benefits to the

prices is accompanied with a comprehensive

UK in increased employment, and therefore

retrofitting campaign to reduce the dangers of

increased tax revenues.
• Counting just the number of “jobs” ignores the

fuel poverty.

difference in duration between jobs. Therefore

• The challenge rests on the Government
to implement change and individuals to

“job years” is used. While development takes

demonstrate willingness for change. The policy

more than a year, looking at the installations

solutions are there. We can achieve such a

in a year and the “job years” this creates gives

transition; such a path is possible. We just have

a good indication of the employment in that

to have the courage to take it.

year.

Table ES.2 Industrial, waste and residual emissions
Source
Industrial combustion
Landfill
Other waste

% of 2007 quantity
remaining in ZCB2030

Residual emissions
(million tonnes CO2e)

0

0

22%

4.2

100%

2.4

Cement production

10%

0.6

High greenhouse gas potential
greenhouse gases

10%

2.4

Lime production

300%

3.1

Iron and steel production
non-combustion emissions

100%

6.8

3%

0.08

Other chemical processes

100%

4.4

Emissions from disused
coal mines

100%

1.2

70%

4.0

Nitric and adipic
acid production

Land converted to settlements

Industrial, waste and residual emissions in ZCB2030, compared to 2007 (million tonnes CO2e).
Source: Based on data for 2007 from Jackson et al. (2009) and MacCarthy et al. (2010).
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• The peak year for offshore wind development

areas. Employment in carbon-intensive

starts in 2022 and is set as 17GW. The direct

industries such as oil and gas, iron, steel,

and indirect job years based on installations

aluminium, cement and lime are already at

in 2022 is 291,270. The same year has 1.45GW

risk from carbon pricing. However, the UK’s

of onshore wind deployed which is 22,229

oil and gas industry is also at risk from peak

job years. Therefore over 300,000 could be

production in the UK’s indigenous reserves,

employed in wind power alone by 2030.

and the increased mechanisation of labour.

• The total deployment of wind power in the UK

Evidence suggests that green jobs in energy,

as envisaged in zerocarbonbritain2030 would

construction, transport and agriculture should

deliver over 3.4 million job years.

more than compensate for this, although these

• The transition to a low carbon economy
will inevitably undermine jobs in other

may not emerge in the same geographical
locations.

Table ES.3 The greenhouse gas emissions balance sheet for ZCB2030
		

Million tonnes CO2e

Great Britain: Total emissions in 2007		
(including international aviation and shipping split 50/50
between the countries travelled between)

637

Residual emissions in ZCB2030:
Industry, waste and disused coal mines

30

Residual emissions in ZCB2030:
Land use and agriculture sector

17

Residual emissions in ZCB2030:
Miscellaneous and other sectors

20

Residual emissions: Grand total		

67

Percentage of 2007 emissions remaining		

10%

Carbon sequestration		

- 67

Net emissions: Final total		

Zero

Total British greenhouse gas emissions, 2007, and residual emissions and sequestration, 2030, under ZCB2030
(million tonnes CO2e).
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Conclusions
residual Emissions
• While electricity has been addressed in
detail, the industrial and waste sectors still
currently constitute around 24% of total British
emissions. Many of these emissions can be
reduced, and a summary of the reductions that
we estimate can be made is given in Table ES.2.

The Final Emissions Balance
Sheet
The final emissions balance sheet under the
zerocarbonbritain2030 scenario is shown in
Table ES.3.
The value of zerocarbonbritain2030
reaches far beyond emissions; a bold national
endeavour will provide a plethora of economic,
environmental and social benefits, including a
common sense of purpose.
The actions taken will bring about a far
brighter future, revitalise communities, renew
British industry and provide a sustainable
economy.
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Without concerted action now, the
world will be faced with temperature
increases far in excess of 2oC, with
unthinkable impacts
Robert Watson,

Former Chair of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change; Strategic Director for the Tyndall
Centre at the University of East Anglia; and Chief Scientific Advisor for the UK Department for
Environment, Food and Rural Affairs.
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Introduction
zerocarbonbritain2030 is a fully integrated solution to climate change in the UK. It examines how
we can meet our electricity and heating requirements through efficient service provision, while still
decreasing carbon dioxide, methane, nitrous oxide and other emissions.
The report starts by examining the current “context” in the Climate science and Energy security chapters.
It then moves on to how we can “PowerDown” heat and electricity demand largely through new
technology, efficient design and behaviour change. Land offers tremendous potential not only to
decrease emissions but also to sequester residual emissions. We then move on to how we can “PowerUp”
through the use of renewable technology and finally we examine the policy that can help bring this
about and the job creation that will come with it.

All human societies have had to face challenges

the necessary transition to a low carbon future

of one sort or another. But in today’s world,

would not only stimulate the economy and

the scale and scope of those challenges

create jobs, it would also provide greater

is perhaps greater than any faced before.

security, autonomy and an enriched quality of

Heating, electricity and land use must now

life.

be confronted. There is a common solution

zerocarbonbritain2030 is the result of a

to a changing climate, the failing economy,

long process of developing alternatives to our

diminishing fossil fuel reserves and rising

current unsustainable use of natural resources.

energy prices. Time is now pressing for all

Founded in 1973, the Centre for Alternative

countries to rise to these challenges in a manner

Technology first published An Alternative Energy

commensurate with the scale and immediacy of

Strategy for the United Kingdom in 1977 (Todd &

the threat.

Alty, 1997).

zerocarbonbritain2030 explores how Britain

Thirty years later, the first zero carbon Britain

can respond to the challenge of climate change

report, zerocarbonbritain: an alternative energy

in an energy secure, timely and humane way.

strategy, was produced (Helweg-Larson & Bull,

It shows that many potential solutions already

2007), in response to the scientific evidence

exist and are in operation, ready for wider

on both climate change and energy security,

application. In addition, it shows that making

which revealed a situation even more urgent
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than had been anticipated. That report began

the investment, through the value of the energy

to outline how Britain could decrease its energy

saved or generated.

demand by around 50%, and then go on to
meet this reduced demand through indigenous

there are a range of serious physical and

renewable reserves.

economic impacts that would result from

That report looked at the renewable

inaction. Dealing with such a challenge requires

resources in Britain as a geographical unit. Now,

a degree of urgency that is lacking currently.

zerocarbonbritain2030 considers how Britain

This report illustrates a potential scenario for

can play its part within a wider, global solution.

meeting the necessary scale and speed of the

It still has Britain as its focus, but also considers

challenge.

how the people and businesses within it can

Much excellent work in this area has been

also take a global lead in fulfilling international

published over the past few years. This report

obligations to deliver climate and energy

aims to synthesise and draw together work

security. With that in mind, there is now a

done by different expert groups. Through

chapter on Motivation and behavioural change.

developing a common, coherent vision,

The scope is also widened through an

zerocarbonbritain2030 offers a process for

extensive examination of food and farming

integrating detailed knowledge and experience

practices within the Land use and agriculture

from a wide range of disciplines into a single

chapter. This looks at both the potential to

framework that can clearly and effectively be

reduce emissions and the potential to use the

articulated to promote urgent action across all

land to sequester carbon, balancing out any

sectors of society.

residual emissions.
The focus is on policy, but it also includes

The concepts explored in the first
zerocarbonbritain report have been updated

roles for all sectors of society, such as individuals

and strengthened through additional input

and businesses. It aims to stimulate debate and

from external experts and organisations. Careful

build consensus over this new and challenging

analysis explodes some of the many myths

terrain, signposting where the path is clear,

that have grown up in this area, such as that

and highlighting places where there is still

renewable technologies use more energy in

uncertainty and where research is required.

their construction than they supply, or that

The current economic situation presents
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As our Climate science chapter demonstrates,

there is one magic bullet that would negate the

a substantial opportunity. This new report

need for major reductions in energy demand

highlights how, by taking the necessary action

and use of natural resources.

now, economies can be revitalised, employment

The report is divided into five sections:

created and a secure dividend created to repay

• The Context section presents the evidence

introduction
on which the report is based: the science

climate science shows is necessary. This chapter

behind why we need to change our path, how

discusses current personal barriers to action

much needs to be done, and how quickly. An

and introduces several strategies to overcome

introduction is given to the issues of climate

them, including social marketing, identity

change and energy security. The climate

campaigning and community-led carbon

science, energy security, carbon budgeting and

management and energy reduction schemes.

equity considerations highlight the need for
rapid reductions in Britain.

• The PowerUp section discusses Britain’s
strategic renewable energy reserves. The

• The PowerDown section evaluates how

Renewables chapter highlights the potential

Britain’s energy demand can be decreased,

for renewables in the UK and then considers

looking in depth at two key sectors: the built

what could be realised by 2030. The

environment, and transport. Buildings are a key

zerocarbonbritain2030 scenario combines

component in dealing with energy and climate

an array of research from experts in the

problems, and the importance of their role is

field, including from the UK Energy Research

often underestimated. The report shows that it

Council, the National Grid and others, into

is possible to drastically reduce energy demand

one scenario. Renewable sources of heat and

through a “deep refurbishment” of existing

electricity can reliably meet demand through

buildings, and highlights the need for a code for

a mixture of smart demand management,

high performance sustainable refurbishment

back-up generation, storage facilities and

including the use of natural materials to lock

connection with neighbouring countries. The

carbon in buildings.

zerocarbonbritain2030 scenario has also been

The report then goes on to consider transport,

tested using weather data and half hourly

and shows how the sector can be decarbonised

demand profiles to ensure that there is enough

through the use of several technologies,

flexibility in the system to efficiently meet

particularly the electrification of transport and

Britain’s electricity needs.

reduction in vehicle body weight, as well as

To supplement the core scenario there is a

through modal shifts to public and human-

chapter on microgrids which highlights some

powered transport.

of the uses of distributed generation especially

To complement these sector studies, a
chapter on motivation and behavioural change
examines how to best motivate individuals and

when combined at a local level to meet local
needs and improve resilience.
• The Land use section considers emissions

how individual action plays an active role in

from land and agriculture and the potential of

decarbonisation, by accepting, supporting and

the land for carbon sequestration. It identifies

indeed calling for the positive change that the

the emissions originating from land use, how
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these can be reduced, the change in diet that

of environmental awareness, Britain has the

will be required, and the land-based products

opportunity to rise from its current position

available to assist decarbonisation and

to be an international leader in one of the key

sequestration. The new diet, which includes

issues of the age. As we progress down that

reduced meat consumption, is healthier than

road and successes become visible, public

the current diet. The chapter even highlights

enthusiasm and engagement with the process

many of the potential uses for land-based

will grow.

products and the selection chosen for
zerocarbonbritain2030. The land has the unique

Choosing the future

property that, under the right management, it

When considering the vision of a sustainable

can actually become a net sink for greenhouse

future outlined in zerocarbonbritain2030, a

gases.

natural response is to compare it to the recent

• The Policy and economics section examines
the legislation and incentives that would
be required to make it all happen and the
job creation that would come with it. It also
examines how environmental considerations
must change the ways in which society views
fundamental issues, most crucially its sense of
direction and purpose in the 21st Century.
It is of no benefit to play down the scale
of the challenge. What is required is an
overhaul of how energy and fossil fuels are
obtained and used. However, in a time of rising
unemployment and falling social cohesion, such
a challenge may be precisely what is needed.
Many of the jobs created would be secure,
and of enduring value. They would build the
infrastructure, cultivate the knowledge and
skills, and develop the enterprises that would
be in increasing international demand over the
decades to follow.
The report concludes that, with its
excellent natural resources and high level
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Tar sands, Canada.
Source: Rezac/Greenpeace.
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past. However, the unsustainability of society’s
recent trajectory clearly cannot continue. A
more appropriate comparison would therefore

be with other possible visions of the future.
The Climate Change Bill included an 80%
reduction in CO2 emissions by 2050, compared

Photovoltaic roof – the Centre for Alternative Technology.
Source: Centre for Alternative Technology.
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to 1990 levels. The future will not be a mirror of

one of the many results of inaction. Its costs

the past and will not be “business as usual”.

are financial, social and environmental. As this

For example in the short term, climate change

report highlights, however, there is another

could be accelerated through the growing use of

way forward. Rather than allowing inertia to

unconventional fossil fuels.

drive business as usual, renewables can power a

The energy return on energy invested (EROEI) is
the ratio of the amount of usable energy acquired
from an energy resource to the amount of energy

Consumption or production

expended to obtain it.

Anthropogenic climate change is caused by

In the USA, conventional oil gave an EROEI of

the consumption of natural resources. The

over 100:1 in 1930; by 1970, that had fallen to

international agreements created to control

30:1, and by 2000 had fallen to around 18:1 (Hall,

CO2 levels are, however, based on countries’

2008). The extraction of unconventional oils can

territorial emissions – that is, emissions from the

give a ratio as low as 3:1.

production of goods and services within that

Such increasing inefficiencies are the

country. Thus, if China produces goods for export

consequence of inertia maintaining current

to the UK, the emissions associated with their

systems rather than switching to new

production are counted as China’s own, not the

technologies. The exploitation of the Canadian

UK’s.

tar sands arises from the slow development

This grossly distorts the picture, especially at a

and adoption of new energy sources such as

time when UK consumption is increasing, while

renewables.

production is decreasing. It has been estimated

As an indication of scale, the Canadian tar

that on the basis of consumption rather than

sands development currently emit around

territorial production, the UK’s emissions would

36 million tonnes of CO2 per annum, even

have risen by 19% rather than falling by 15%

before factoring in the considerable additional

between 1990 and 2007 (Helm et al., 2007).

emissions caused by the removal of forest cover

In aiming to avoid more than 2°C warming,

(Greenpeace, 2009). This is about the same as

Britain has the potential to take a global lead in

Norway’s total emissions in 2006. The process

fair accounting, by ensuring that the embodied

has devastating impacts on the boreal forest,

energy and carbon of its imports are also

which is completely stripped during surface

included.

mining. It has substantial health impacts on the

Currently, emissions from imports are generally

local population, polluting both water and food

ignored in energy and carbon modelling. This fits

supplies.

neatly with other nationally-based accounting

The drive to exploit unconventional oils is
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procedures, and also simplifies the modelling

introduction
process. A consumption basis would put huge

agreement this seems the most sensible

additional demands on creating a workable

suggestion.

model and be dependent on a number of

One candidate for such overseas investment

assumptions due to the limited availability

would be the Desertec project to supply

of data. Perhaps most significantly however,

renewable energy from concentrated solar

basing models on consumption rather than

power farms located in Southern Europe and

production would make the challenge of

North Africa. This would help international

decarbonisation harder due to the much higher

adaptation and decrease the embodied carbon

baseline that it provides.

in imports.

Due to the embodied carbon in imports, and
for financial reasons, simply reducing the level
of imports can help ensure we fit within a fair
carbon budget. We must therefore examine
ways to reduce imports and ensure that the
remaining imports have minimal carbon
content.
With policy to promote spending on capital
(UK based renewables) rather than goods,
and an increasing focus on the quality of
goods, the demand for goods will decrease.
Where appropriate, increased localisation of
production can also be encouraged, therefore
further reducing imports.
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Another possible mechanism for reducing
the export of carbon emissions abroad is to levy
taxes to account for the embodied carbon in
imported goods.

Figure sources
Rezac/Greenpeace.

Centre for Alternative Technology.

These taxes would prevent imports from
countries with lower environmental standards
becoming more cost competitive. They would
also generate revenue, which could be ringfenced and used to finance decarbonisation
projects abroad, compensating for the imported
emissions. In the absence of an international
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“

One ought never to turn one’s back
on a threatened danger and try to run
away from it. If you do that, you will
double the danger. But if you meet it
promptly and without flinching, you
will reduce the danger by half
Winston Churchill

”
35
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Chapter 1
Climate science
Introduction

disruption to human societies all over the world.

The threat of climate change is one of the three

This chapter presents a summary of the

key reasons – alongside energy security and

scientific predictions in the area of climate

global equity – behind the current pressing

change, and the reasoning on which those

need for society to alter the ways in which

predictions are based. Building on this, the final

energy is produced and used. Those same

section discusses the quantity of greenhouse

reasons underlie the more general need for a

gases that the UK can afford to emit over the

radical overhaul of the way in which humanity

next few decades, based on the current level of

relates to and uses all of our planetary resources

scientific knowledge and understanding.

and systems, including the land, the oceans
and the atmosphere. If we do not change our

Evidence of climate change

current course, the consequences will include

It has been known since the 19th Century that

species extinctions, mass migration and acute

greenhouse gases such as carbon dioxide (CO2)

Fig. 1.1 Rising annual global average temperatures

Temperature anomaly (oC)

Global air temperature 2008 anomaly +0.33oC (10th warmest on record)

Global average air temperatures (°C), 1850–2008.
All data is shown as the difference in global mean air temperature relative to the period 1961 to 1990 (the temperature change
relative to a reference temperature is referred to as the temperature ‘anomaly’). The purple line demonstrates smoothed trend.
This graph illustrates the rise in global temperature that has occurred over the past 150 years.
Source: Based on data from the Climatic Research Unit, UEA (2009).
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Fig. 1.2 Northern hemisphere long-term temperature changes
Northern Hemisphere
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0.6
Temperature anomaly (oC)
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Northern hemisphere temperature reconstructions (°C), 200–2000.
All data are shown as the difference (anomaly) in global mean air temperature relative to the period 1961 to 1990. Composite
land and land plus ocean temperature reconstructions are estimated at 95% confidence intervals. Temperature has been
calculated from averages of thermometer readings since the 1800s. This graph demonstrates that the scale of global mean
temperature increases over the last 150 years is unprecedented within the last 2000 years.
Temperatures since the 1800s are calculated from thermometer readings. Temperatures prior to the 1800s are calculated
using temperature “proxies” including tree rings, coral, stalagmites, glaciers, icebergs and boreholes. The climate affects their
pattern of growth.
Source: Mann et al. (2008).

and water vapour trap incoming solar radiation

Earth’s temperature. He suggested that this

and prevent it from leaving the Earth, keeping

warming might be amplified because, as

the planet at a hospitable temperature for life

temperature increased, the air would hold

(Fourier, 1824; Tyndall, 1859). Without them,

more water vapour. In addition, the melting of

the average temperature of the Earth would be

ice would expose darker surfaces which would

some 20°–30° colder (Houghton, 2009).

absorb more radiation. Arrhenius produced

At the end of the 19th Century, the Swedish
physicist Svante Arrhenius (1896) reasoned
that adding to the greenhouse gas blanket
through burning fossil fuels would raise the
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quantitative estimates of the warming that
might occur.
Since Arrhenius’s time the Earth has
experienced a global average surface warming
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This warming has not merely been seen in
thermometer readings, but also in a multitude

Fig. 1.3 Global temperature changes and climate models
a

1.0

Temperature anomaly (o C)

of about 0.8°C (see Figures 1.1 and 1.2).

0.5

of changes to the natural world, including
diminishing ice cover, altered plant and animal
behaviour and changing seasonal patterns
(Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change,
[IPCC], 2007a). Data for the oceans, atmosphere,
land and ice since 1950 has been analysed and it
has been calculated that the entire earth system
has been accumulating heat at a rate of about

0.0
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6 x 1021 Joules per year (Murphy et al., 2009).
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Meanwhile, climate science has progressed
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of evidence have confirmed that the build up of

b

1.0

Temperature anomaly (o C)

immensely and a large number of different lines

0.5

anthropogenic (of human origin) greenhouse
gases is the significant cause. This has led to a
scientific consensus so strong that no dissenting
view is held by any scientific body of national or
international standing.
A small selection of these lines of evidence are
presented below:

0.0

-0.5

• There is no convincing alternative
explanation. Incoming solar radiation has
been measured for decades and has not
changed significantly, especially during the
last 30 years. The trigger for the warming at
the ends of previous ice ages is believed to
be the Milankovitch cycles (changes in the
Earth’s orbit that occur regularly in a pattern
scanning about 100,000 years), but the next
such trigger is not expected for another
30,000 years. The natural effects alone would
have produced a slight global cooling over

Santa Maria

Agung

Pinatubo
El Chichon

-1.0
1900

1920

1960

1940

1980

2000

Year
Comparison of global mean surface temperatures changes (°C), 1900–2008, from
observations (black) and model simulations forced with (a) both anthropogenic
and natural forcings and (b) natural forcings only.

All data are shown as the difference (anomaly) in global mean temperature
relative to the period 1901 to 1950. The wide coloured band is made up
of different model outputs and the central coloured line is their average.
Vertical grey lines indicate the timing of major volcanic events. The
comparison demonstrates that model simulations of natural forcings alone
do not correlate with actual temperature observations over the last 150
years. However, model simulations of natural forcings and anthropogenic
forcings together correlate extremely well with the record of temperature
change.
Source: IPCC (2007).
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the past 30 years (IPCC, 2007a).
• While the lower atmosphere is warming, the
upper atmosphere is cooling (Olsen et al.,

isotopes, the source of the carbon can be
identified (Newton & Bottrell, 2007). The

2007). This effect cannot be explained without

isotopic fingerprint of the atmospheric CO2

invoking the build-up of greenhouse gases

shows an increasing proportion coming from

(IPCC, 2007a).

fossil fuels, rather than from natural sources

• Unlike warming caused by other heating
agents, an enhanced greenhouse effect

(Houghton, 2009).
• Factors that disturb the Earth’s energy

should lead to greater warming at the poles –

balance and initiate a temperature rise or

again, precisely what is observed (ibid.).

fall are known as “forcings”. Models which

• The tropopause is the altitude at which the

incorporate both the natural and the

air stops cooling as height increases. Over

anthropogenic forcings reproduce past

the past few decades, the altitude of the

temperature profiles very well (see Figure

tropopause has been rising. This is another

1.3). They have also accurately simulated

observed “fingerprint” pointing to the

more detailed changes such as regional

presence of an enhanced greenhouse effect

temperature patterns, the variations of

(Santer et al., 2003).

warming at different depths in the oceans

• The greenhouse gases all absorb particular

and the changes that have followed volcanic

wavelengths within the infrared spectrum.

eruptions. These models correctly predicted

When satellite data was examined in 2000,

the climatic changes that occurred between

it was found that the quantity of radiation

1988 and the present day (Mann & Kump,

leaving the Earth in the wavelengths
absorbed by CO2 had fallen over several

2008).
CO2 is not the only greenhouse gas emitted

decades, as had that in the wavelengths

due to human activity. Because it is the main

absorbed by the other greenhouse gases

one, other greenhouse gases such as nitrous

(Harries, 2001).

oxide and methane are often translated into

• The atmospheric levels of all greenhouse

“CO2 equivalent” (CO2e) on the basis of how much

gases have been traced back over time using

warming they are estimated to cause compared

ice core samples. They are found to have

to CO2.

remained stable for thousands of years until
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measuring the proportions of those different

Human activity also emits aerosols – small

about 200 years ago when they began to

particles that have a net cooling effect by

increase rapidly (IPCC, 2007a). The source

preventing sunlight reaching the Earth.

of the new CO2 can be established because

Coincidentally, the cooling effect of aerosols

carbon exists in different isotopic forms. By

is currently roughly balancing the warming
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effect of humanity’s non-CO2 greenhouse

would result from a doubling of the equivalent

gases. Hence in warming terms, the total CO2

CO2 concentration from its pre-industrial

equivalent level is approximately the same as

level of 280ppm, assuming the CO2 level is

the CO2 level, which is about 385ppm (parts

then held constant until the Earth reaches its

per million), having risen from 280ppm in pre-

new equilibrium temperature. It would take

industrial times.

centuries to fully reach this new equilibrium,

Over the next few decades, aerosol emissions
are likely to decline, due to clean air legislation
and because reducing CO2 emissions through

but most of the warming occurs within decades
(IPCC, 2007a).
If it were possible to double the amount of

cuts in fossil fuel use will lower aerosol

atmospheric CO2 while keeping everything else

emissions at the same time. Unlike CO2, aerosols

unchanged, the Earth would warm by about

have a short atmospheric life because they are

1.2°C before reaching its new equilibrium

“washed out” by rain. In consequence, over the

(Houghton, 2009). This figure is relatively easy

next few decades the warming effect of the

to calculate from the physics of radiative heat

current level of greenhouse gases will increase,

transfer theory. However when atmospheric

and the CO2 and CO2 equivalent levels will

CO2 is doubled, everything else does not remain

diverge (Houghton, 2009).

the same. This is because of feedbacks which
are either positive, amplifying the warming, or

Predictions of the future
CLIMATE SENSITIVITY & FEEDBACKS

negative, decreasing it. On the timescales of
interest to humanity, they are overwhelmingly
positive (IPCC, 2007a).
The most important feedback is water vapour.
This is a powerful greenhouse gas, but adding it

An increase in greenhouse gases creates an

directly to the atmosphere does not have much

imbalance between the energy entering and

effect because it quickly rains out again. This

the energy leaving the earth, called a forcing.

places water vapour in a separate category to

This causes the Earth to become hotter, and as

the greenhouse gases which make up the

the temperature rises, it loses more energy to

“CO2 equivalent” level. However, because

space. Eventually a new equilibrium is reached

warmer air holds more water vapour, it creates a

where energy input and output are in balance at

positive feedback which approximately doubles

a higher temperature.

the warming that would occur had the water

“Climate sensitivity” is a measure used to
predict the temperature response to a given
forcing. It refers to the expected warming that

vapour level stayed constant (Dessler et al.,
2008; Houghton, 2009).
Some of the increased water vapour will
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Fig. 1.4 Probability estimates of equilibrium climate sensitivity
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Comparison of different estimates of probability density (or relative likelihood) of equilibrium climate sensitivity (°C).
The bars below the main graph show the respective 5 to 95% probability ranges; the dots show the median estimate. The
probability density functions are based on instrumental data from various authors listed in the legend. Based on this, Earth’s
equilibrium climate sensitivity is most likely to be between 2°C and 4.5°C.
Source: IPCC (2007).

also condense to form clouds, increasing the

the land and sea that are exposed reflect less

net cloud cover. Clouds create both positive

radiation, absorbing a greater proportion of the

and negative feedbacks. Some trap heat in the

sun’s heat. Once more, this creates a positive

atmosphere, causing warming, while others

feedback (Hall, 2004).

reflect solar radiation back into space, causing
cooling. The estimated net effect of clouds

feedbacks have been calculated using models

varies between models (Ringer et al., 2007;

which incorporate the circulation of the

IPCC, 2007a).

atmosphere and oceans, cloud formation,

A third important feedback is caused by
melting snow and sea ice. As snow and ice melt,

42

The overall effect of these and other

sea ice and the other elements of the climate
system.
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A different approach to estimating the climate

act as carbon sinks (IPCC, 2007a). Predictions

sensitivity has been to start from observational

of the effects of continued CO2 emissions are

data. These include evidence from short-term

worsened by the fact that as CO2 concentrations

cooling following volcanic eruptions; the

and temperatures rise, the ability of some of

changes during the ice age cycles; the climate

those sinks to keep absorbing our emissions is

at the Last Glacial Maximum (21,000 years ago);

likely to decline. Furthermore, some ecosystems

the temperature and CO2 records over the past

are themselves predicted to start giving out

150 years; and data from the deep past, tens of

more greenhouse gases as temperatures and

millions of years ago, and from the Little Ice Age

CO2 concentrations rise (Cox et al., 2006).

between 1645 to 1715.
Based on all this work, the Intergovernmental

The responses of the carbon cycle to rises
in CO2 levels or to temperature are referred

Panel on Climate Change estimates climate

to as “carbon cycle feedbacks”. Many of these

sensitivity at between 2°C and 4.5°C, with a best

feedbacks have only recently started to be

guess of 3°C. The probability of a sensitivity

incorporated into models (IPCC, 2007a). They

higher than 3°C is greater than one that is lower,

include:

and climate sensitivities less than 1.5°C can
effectively be ruled out. Climate sensitivities
higher than 4.5°C are considered less likely but
cannot be totally ruled out (IPCC, 2007a).

The oceans
• Warmer oceans: As oceans warm, they
absorb less CO2 (gas solubility decreases
with increasing temperature) (ibid.).

CARBON CYCLE FEEDBACKS AND
CLOGGING SINKS

positive feedback
• Ocean acidification: As levels of
atmospheric CO2 rise, more is dissolved in
the oceans, increasing their acidity. More

Climate sensitivity describes the global mean

acidic water reduces the ability of plankton

temperature response to the level of CO2 in the

and corals to form shells. Much of the

atmosphere. But on its own this is insufficient

oceanic food chain depends on plankton,

to determine the temperature response to our

making this an extremely serious issue in

emissions of greenhouse gases, because the

itself. Declining shell weights have already

quantity that we emit is not the same as the

been observed for several species (Moy et

quantity that ends up in the atmosphere.

al., 2009; De’ath et al., 2009). It also acts as

At present only about half of the emitted CO2
ends up in the atmosphere because the Earth’s
ecosystems, such as the oceans and plants,

both a positive and a negative feedback on
climate change.
positive and negative feedback
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• Slower ocean circulation: Another possible

and the ensuing warming are increased. While

effect of climate change is to reduce the

there is uncertainty about the magnitude of

circulation of global ocean currents. This

the effect, current understanding indicates that

would reduce the biological productivity of

the net feedback from the carbon cycle will be

the ocean and its ability to absorb CO2 (IPCC,

positive and that it will increase as temperatures

2007a).

rise.

positive feedback

On land
• Increased soil respiration: Soil contains

Models predict that, by the end of the 21st
Century, the additional CO2 from the biosphere
feedbacks, land and sea, will lead to an
additional warming of between 0.1°C and 1.5°C

microorganisms that convert carbon in the

compared to the case where climate change has

soil into CO2 as they respire. The growth and

no impact on the carbon cycle (IPCC, 2007a).

respiration rates of these microorganisms
increase with temperature, which is why soils
in hot areas like Africa contain less carbon

PREDICTED TEMPERATURE RISES FOR
THE COMING CENTURY

than soils in colder areas (IPCC, 2007a).
positive feedback

The mechanisms and feedbacks described in

•C
 hange in plant uptake and sequestration

the preceding sections have been incorporated

of CO2: More CO2 in the air can lead to

into estimates of likely temperature rises over

increased plant growth, in turn allowing

the coming century.

plants to take up more CO2 from the
atmosphere. However, above a certain level

scenarios to make forecasts based on different

this ceases to aid growth which instead

assumptions of population growth, economic

becomes restricted by other factors such as

growth and international cooperation. Mean

access to water and nutrients. Furthermore,

estimates for temperature rises this centruy

ecosystems struggle to cope with rapid

under these scenarios are presented in Figure

climate changes (IPCC, 2007a). Ecosystems

1.5.

such as forests are reservoirs of carbon,

The IPCC’s highest emissions scenario is called

and should they reduce or die off, the

A1FI (fossil-intensive). Until the global economic

carbon they store would be returned to the

recession, the growth rate of global emissions

atmosphere (ibid.).

was exceeding that of the A1FI scenario

positive and negative feedback
When models including some of these
feedbacks are run, both the calculated CO2 level
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The IPCC (2007a) uses various emissions

(Raupach, 2007; Anderson & Bows, 2008).
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Fig. 1.5 Predicted climate change scenarios to 2100
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Predicted global temperature increases (°C) to 2100 under each IPCC emissions scenario.
The coloured lines within the graph show the mean temperature estimates for each of the IPCC’s six emissions scenarios. Probability
ranges are indicated for each scenario to the right of the graph. The darker shaded area for each represents the mean ±1 standard
deviation given mid-range carbon cycle assumptions. The lighter shaded area for each depicts the change in this uncertainty range if
carbon cycle feedbacks are assumed to be lower or higher than in the medium setting. Each emissions scenario is based on different
projected rates of future population growth, international economic and political convergence, and technological change. Current patterns
correlate most closely with the high A1FI emissions scenario.
Source: Amended from IPCC (2007).

Impacts

which may give a misleadingly mild impression

Warming the planet by several degrees takes

of the ultimate impacts. A great deal of

us into uncharted territory. A temperature rise

uncertainty surrounds the impacts of the larger

of 4–6°C would be similar to the difference

increases.

between our current climate and the depths of
the last ice age (Allison et al., 2009).
It is very hard to predict what might happen

At higher temperatures, it is likely that climate
change will affect everyone. However, the
impacts will not be spread equally. Climate

with such a high degree of warming. Many of

change is also an issue of justice and equity,

the specific predictions that are available refer

because while it is the rich world that is

to fairly moderate temperature rises of 1–3°C,

primarily responsible for the emissions, the
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Box 1.1 Some unknowns and controversies
Methane, permafrost & the fire inside the ice
There are several carbon cycle feedbacks that have not yet been modelled, and are therefore not included in any
estimates of likely temperature rises. This means that all the current predictions of temperature rise might be
underestimates (Cox et al., 2000; IPCC, 2007a, Jones et al., 2009).
One of these is the possibility of methane or CO 2 releases from permafrost. Permafrost is ground that is permanently
frozen, located mainly across Siberia and other northern regions. It contains a huge carbon store – almost twice that
in the atmosphere – created from long-dead organisms preserved in the frozen conditions (Schuur et al., 2009). If
the permafrost thaws, as it is now starting to do, the carbon can start to be released, either as CO 2 or as methane
(Åkerman and Johansson, 2008; Allison et al., 2009; Jin et al., 2008). Methane is about 25 times as powerful a
greenhouse gas as CO 2 over a 100-year period (US Climate Change Science Program, 2008).
The likely magnitude of any positive feedback from melting permafrost is not yet known (Archer, 2007; Schuur
et al., 2009; Jones et al., 2009). After about a decade of stability, methane levels in the atmosphere have recently risen.
It is unknown as yet where this methane originates from (Allison et al., 2009).
There is an even greater store of methane hydrates at the bottom of the oceans (crystals of methane and water). It
has been suggested that should the surrounding ocean warm sufficiently, these hydrates could melt and be released
into the atmosphere (US Climate Change Science Program, 2008). However, most of this hydrate is hundreds of
metres below the ocean floor and will be insulated from the effects of climate change for millennia (ibid.). It is currently
considered unlikely that any significant release of methane from ocean hydrates will happen this century (Allison et
al., 2009).

impacts will fall most heavily on the poor. This
is firstly because of a lack of resources to adapt,
and secondly because it is predicted that many

• The contamination of groundwater sources
with salt as sea levels rise (ibid.).
• Diminishing meltwater from glaciers, which

of the most serious impacts will hit regions

currently supply water to more than one

which are already vulnerable through poverty.

sixth of the world’s population, although this

Some of the specific predicted impacts are:

will first increase as the glaciers melt (ibid.).
After a warming of around 2°C, 1 to 2 billion

Water

people are predicted to face increased water

Climate change threatens fresh water supplies

shortages (IPCC, 2007b).

due to:
• Altered rainfall patterns, with dry regions
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One of the most disturbing forecasts to date
suggests that the proportion of the land surface

becoming drier and wet regions wetter, and

in extreme drought could increase from 1% in

rainfall patterns becoming more variable

the present to 30% by the end of the century,

and less predictable (IPCC, 2007b).

under one of the high emissions scenarios

introduction
context
which the IPCC associates with up to 5.4°C of

be committed to extinction after rises of 2–3°C.

warming (Burke et al., 2006; IPCC, 2007b).

Certain particular areas of very high biodiversity,
such as coral reefs, are directly threatened by

Food production and human health

even low levels of warming.

A temperature rise of up to 2–3°C is predicted

After a 4°C rise, up to 70% of species will

to lead to the redistribution of the world’s food

be at risk (ibid.). At higher temperatures, the

production potential from low to high latitude

possibilities become more uncertain, but also

countries (IPCC, 2007b). As it is principally

more dire. There is evidence that large rises in

low latitude countries that are poor and

temperature that took place in the deep past led

economically dependent on agriculture, this is

to mass extinction events (Mayhew et al., 2008).

likely to increase global hunger and inequality.
Responding to new growing conditions by

Sea level rise

adopting new crop varieties or species requires

Over the past 100 years global average sea level

expertise and significant capital outlay. In the

has risen by about 12–22cm, and the rate has

absence of adaptive measures, production from

been increasing (IPCC, 2007b).

the rain-fed agriculture practiced by the poor is

In its last assessment report, the IPCC (ibid.)

predicted to be reduced by up to 50% in some

predicted a global sea level rise by 2100 of

African countries, by as early as 2020 (ibid.).

18–59cm, plus an additional contribution from

Above 2 or 3°C of warming the total global

observed ice sheet processes that were not

food production potential is predicted to decline

well understood, for which they estimated

(ibid.). Additionally, as a result of reductions in

17cm. Many of these processes are still not

freshwater availability in the tropics, diarrhoeal

well understood but more recent estimates

disease is projected to increase, and infectious

have suggested higher figures and generated

disease could also increase (Costello et al., 2009;

estimates of between 0.5 and 2 metres for total

IPCC, 2007b).

sea level rise this century (Pfeffer, et al., 2008;
Rahmstorf, 2007; Grinsted et al., 2009).

Ecosystems

Sea level rise is something that is committed

Ecosystems are adapted to particular

to long before it happens. The oceans take a

environmental conditions and struggle to cope

long time to heat up, and ice sheets take a long

with rapid change. Species are already observed

time to melt. Because of this the rise in the

shifting towards the poles or to higher altitudes,

longer term will be higher than these figures, as

but their ability to migrate is limited (Pitelka,

the processes will continue long after the end of

1997; Chen et al., 2009). The IPCC (2007b)

the present century.

suggests that 20–30% of species are likely to

Half of humanity lives in coastal zones, and the
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lowest lying areas are some of the most fertile

thresholds that, when crossed, lead to

and densely populated on Earth (Houghton,

significant changes, even if those changes

2009). The human effects of sea level rise are

occur slowly. A description of the scientific

therefore likely to be significant.

understanding of such “tipping points” was
provided by Mitchell et al., (2006), the IPCC

Migration, violence and disasters

(2007a) and later expanded on by Lenton et al.

Higher temperatures will lead to increased

(2008). They include:

forest fires and flooding, and may increase the
power of other extreme weather events such

Ice sheets

as hurricanes and tropical storms (IPCC, 2007b).

The two major ice sheets endangered by climate

Estimates of the number of people who may be

change are those of Greenland and the West

uprooted due to climate change by 2050 (i.e. at

Antarctic. If the Greenland ice sheet melted

comparatively low temperature rises of around

entirely, it would raise the sea level by about 7

1.5–2°C) are in the order of hundreds of millions

metres. The West Antarctic ice sheet would add

(Warner et al., 2009).

a further 5 metres (Oppenheimer & Alley, 2005).

Many commentators have argued that

If temperatures above a certain level are

the reduction in human security caused by

sustained in the long term, total melting of

changing climate trends and increased extreme

the ice sheets becomes inevitable even if the

weather events, could also lead to violent

process takes a long time to complete (IPCC,

conflict, particularly in fragile societies (see

2007b). The IPCC estimates that the Greenland

Homer-Dixon, 1994; Baechler, 1998). The United

ice sheet will be committed to melting after

Nations Environment Programme (UNEP, 2009)

global average warming of 1.9 to 4.6°C. It

claims that the long drought in the Sudan has

could not derive a similar estimate for the West

been one of the major contributing factors

Antarctic ice sheet as its disintegration depends

underlying the war in Darfur. While it is difficult

on its poorly understood interaction with the

to attribute any particular event to climate

surrounding ocean.

change, it makes droughts like the one in the
Sudan more likely to occur.

THRESHOLDS AND TIPPING POINTS

Ice sheets do not melt overnight. The IPCC
(ibid.) suggest that it would take more than
1000 years for the Greenland ice sheet to melt
in its entirety. For the West Antarctic ice sheet it
states that “present understanding is insufficient
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The Earth contains many systems that may

for a prediction of the possible speed” (IPCC,

undergo abrupt changes after a certain

2007c). If the ice sheets start melting rapidly,

threshold is reached. There may also be

dramatic sea level rise will occur long before

introduction
context
they melt entirely.
Once the ice sheet becomes thinner,

predicted by some carbon cycle feedback models
(Betts et al., 2008; Jones et al., 2009).

temperatures in the region can increase, speeding
the melting and causing rain to fall rather than

Ocean circulation

snow. Hence it is believed that once melting has

Ocean currents are another area associated

taken place, it may be irreversible (IPCC, 2007a).

with the possibility of abrupt changes beyond a

Despite this, there may be stable states where

certain threshold. The Atlantic part of the global

part of the ice sheet will remain if temperatures

thermohaline circulation, commonly known as

return to those similar to the present day (Ridley

the Gulf Stream, is predicted to weaken over the

et al., 2009).

next century as a result of climate change. The
prospect of a very rapid change in ocean currents

Forests

is considered possible, although a complete

The Amazon rainforest is an interdependent

switch off is regarded as extremely unlikely (IPCC,

system which recycles a large fraction of its

2007b).

rainfall. Many models suggest that the Amazon
will almost totally collapse after about 4°C

Arctic summer sea ice

of warming, being replaced with savannah

When sea ice melts, the darker ocean surface is

within a few decades (Betts et al., 2004).

exposed. This absorbs more radiation, amplifying

New work suggests that the Amazon could

the warming and causing more melting. All

become committed to die off even at lower

models show a trend of declining Arctic ice cover

temperatures (Jones et al., 2009). Other forests in

as temperatures increase. Some show abrupt

northern latitudes such as those of Canada and

losses of parts of the Arctic summer sea ice that

Scandinavia, could also die off. Studies suggest a

are irreversible (Holland et al., 2006), but other

threshold of around 3°C for this, although this is

models show that it is possible for the Arctic to

highly uncertain (ibid.).

recover from such events (Lenton et al., 2008). In

Forests are large reservoirs of carbon. If they

recent years Arctic summer sea ice has declined

die off or are destroyed, this carbon is returned

faster than was predicted by models (Allison et al.,

to the atmosphere, acting as a positive feedback

2009).

mechanism. The trees of the Amazon contain a
years of current global annual human-induced

How much can we afford to
emit?

carbon emissions (Nepstad, 2007). The collapse

One thing that seems clear is that as temperatures

of parts of the Amazon is one of the things

rise the risks increase dramatically. The likely

responsible for the significant extra warming

impacts themselves become stronger and the

quantity of carbon equivalent to about 9 to 14
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Box 1.2 Some unknowns and controversies
Long-term climate sensitivity
In general, climate sensitivity has been calculated using feedbacks that act moderately quickly, such as water vapour
levels and melting sea ice. Things that do not change significantly in the short term, such as ice sheet cover or ocean
circulation, have been assumed to be fixed.
Recent work has suggested that in the longer term climate sensitivity could be significantly higher due to slow feedbacks
such as changes in the Earth’s reflectivity that occur when ice sheets melt. James Hansen (head of NASA’s Goddard
Institute for Space Studies) used paleoclimate data from the deep past to arrive at an estimate of 6°C. Hansen et al.
(2008) argue that these slow feedbacks may begin to come into play on timescales as short as centuries or less.
More recently Lunt et al. (2009) used paleodata from a different period in the past to suggest an estimate for the
long-term climate sensitivity. Their estimate is less than Hansen’s but still 30–50% more than the IPCC’s estimate of
sensitivity based on fast feedbacks alone.
Hansen et al. (2008) use paleoclimate data to further suggest that if CO 2 levels are maintained at or above their current
level for long enough, they risk triggering processes that will lead eventually to the melting of most of the ice on the
Earth and a very large temperature and sea level rise. To guard against this possibility they suggest a global target of
350ppm CO 2 equivalent, significantly below the current level.
The arguments and conclusions of Hansen and colleagues in this area are controversial within the climate science
community (Annan, 2008; Connolley, 2008; Allen, 2009).

probability increases that some of those

2009). However 2°C has been considered the

changes will themselves trigger an escalation

upper limit on an acceptable level of risk, and

of the warming process, leading to yet more

it is imperative that this target, at least, is not

impacts.

exceeded.

More than 100 countries have adopted a
target limit of 2°C relative to pre-industrial levels
(Meinshausen et al., 2009). A 2°C rise cannot
probably be considered “safe”. As described

Calculating a global
emission’s budget based
on 2°C

above, the impacts of even this amount of
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warming are severe. With an increase of 2°C, the

Many analyses have assessed the probability

Earth would probably be hotter than it has been

of exceeding different threshold temperatures

for millions of years (Schmidt & Archer, 2009).

after various emissions cuts (House et al., 2008;

An alliance of small island states and Least

Allen et al., 2009; Meinshausen et al., 2009). The

Developed Countries has called for the target to

analysis performed recently by Meinshausen

be 1.5°C (Alliance of Small Island States [AOSIS],

et al., (2009) was aimed specifically at limiting

introduction
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warming to below 2°C.
Because CO2 has a long atmospheric lifetime,

Meinshausen et al. (2009) also assess
greenhouse gas emissions in 2020. They

the total cumulative amount of CO2 emitted

conclude that while emissions in 2020 are

into the atmosphere is what is important for the

a less reliable indicator of temperature rise

climate, not the rate at which it is released (Allen

than emissions in 2050, they do provide some

et al., 2009). Meinshausen et al. (2009) calculate

indication. They calculate that we have around

that limiting cumulative CO2e emissions over

a 79% chance of staying under 2°C if CO2e

the 2000–2050 period to 1,000Gt (gigatonnes)

emissions are 30 billion tonnes in 2020, around

CO2 yields a 75% probability of warming staying

a 63% chance if they are 40 billion tonnes, and

under 2°C. Known emissions in the period 2000–

a 26% chance if they are 50 billion tonnes. CO2e

2006 were 234Gt CO2e, hence this would leave

emissions in 2007 were 48.1 billion tonnes (CCC,

less than 766 gigatonnes for release between

2008), and so this suggests that emissions must

2007 and 2050.

peak and start to fall at a time significantly

There are only a limited range of plausible

before 2020 if we are to have a good chance

emissions trajectories that can be followed

of avoiding a 2°C rise in temperature. This is

between now and 2050 if we are to stay within

confirmed by other analyses (Met Office, 2009).

any set cumulative budget. Because of this,

A plethora of different methods have been

emissions in 2050 are quite a good indicator

proposed for dividing emissions budgets and

of the amount likely to be released in the

cuts between nations. These are discussed in

intervening years. Meinshausen et al. (2009)

the Policy and economics chapter. The starting

estimate that we will have about a 70% chance

point for such a discussion must be the vastly

of staying under 2°C if global emissions are cut

uneven current distribution of greenhouse gas

by 50% from 1990 levels by 2050; as long as

emissions, as is shown in Figure 1.6.

emissions have peaked before 2020, continue

To stabilise the climate at any temperature

to be cut after 2050 and approach zero before

requires emissions to eventually trend towards

2100. If the same pattern is followed but with

zero in the long term (Matthews & Caldeira,

a cut of 72% by 2050 instead, we have an 84%

2008). Because of this, dividing the carbon

chance of staying under 2°C. Global emissions in

budget is not a matter of deciding how much

1990 were about 36 billion tonnes CO2e per year

different countries must decarbonise, but at

(Committee on Climate Change [CCC], 2008).

what speed. Given the huge disparity of starting

Therefore a 50% global cut entails that annual

points, it would clearly be unjust to suggest that

global emissions will need to be cut to 18 billion

everyone should cut at the same speed. The

tonnes and a 72% cut would require them to fall

rich, long-industrialised countries have far more

to 10 billion tonnes.

to cut than the majority world.
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Towards a UK emissions
budget

billion (CCC, 2008), the suggested 2050 budget
of 18 or 10 billion tonnes would give an annual
personal allowance of about 1.96 or 1.10 tonnes

If the world were to converge on equal per

of CO2e per year. UK emissions in 1990 were 797

capita emissions by 2050 and assuming the

million tonnes of CO2e (ibid.) and the population

global population in 2050 will reach about 9.2

was 57 million (Ross, 2007). Therefore to cut to
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Fig. 1.6 International contributions to climate change

3

4
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6

Population (billions)

Greenhouse gas emissions (CO2e) by nation and per capita for nations (2000).
The vertical axis shows greenhouse gas emissions per capita for each nation in 2000. The horizontal axis shows the population
size of each nation. The total area of the graph covered by each nation represents its total greenhouse gas emissions,
per year. Some countries with large populations such as China and India do produce a significant proportion of the world’s
greenhouse gas emissions. However, this graph clearly demonstrates the enormous difference in per capita greenhouse gas
emissions across the world, and shows that many wealthy nations with relatively small populations also emit a significant
proportion of total greenhouse gas emissions because their per capita emission levels are so high.
Source: Mackay (2009).
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the personal allowance associated with an 84%

The second reason for deeper 2050 cuts in the

chance of avoiding 2 degrees of warming would

UK becomes clear when the size of the 2050 per

require a per capita cut in the UK of 92% from

capita allowance of 1 or 2 tonnes is examined.

1990 levels. The personal allowance associated

Few countries currently emit as little as 1 or

with a 70% chance would require a per capita cut

2 tonnes per capita. The average per capita

of 86%.

emissions in the portion of the world deemed

However, there are several reasons why cuts in

too poor to be required to make cuts under the

the UK should be deeper. The first reason relates

Kyoto Protocol is 4.2 tonnes of CO2 equivalent

to how national emission totals are calculated.

per year (IPCC, 2007d). Average per capita

The standard accounting method is to attribute

emissions in Mozambique are about 1.7 tonnes,

emissions to countries on a geographical basis,

and in Malawi around 3 tonnes (Baumert et al.,

i.e. where those emissions are produced. But

2005). If such low targets are to be achieved, it

goods are often consumed in a different country

is not only rich countries that will have to make

from that in which they were manufactured. The

cuts by 2050. Poor countries will have to as well.

effect of this accounting is therefore to downplay

Long-industrialised countries possess

the emissions associated with consuming

infrastructure and wealth achieved by burning

goods, and to give the impression that moving

fossil fuel over the past 100 years. They now

manufacturing to poor countries is lowering

have the resources to invest in low carbon

greenhouse gas emissions, when in fact it may

technologies for the future. The majority of

be raising them.

countries do not. Historical responsibility

This is a significant issue. Helm et al. (2007)

for climate change rests overwhelmingly on

calculated that if emissions were allocated to

the long industrialised world, while it is the

countries on the basis of consumption rather

majority world that will be hit the hardest by the

than production, it would increase the UK’s

consequences. Those who have already spent

total emissions by a massive 50%, meaning that

so much of the global carbon budget should

we have outsourced a third of our emissions.

therefore allow others to now have their share.

Designing policies to deal with this is difficult, as

In historical terms, the UK’s emissions are the

the UK has limited control over how goods are

second highest in the world, and only just below

made in China. However, until this issue has been

those of the United States (Mackay, 2009).

addressed it suggests that a genuine equality

This is not merely a matter of justice. It is

in per capita emissions by 2050 would require

neither politically nor technically possible to

deeper domestic cuts than those suggested

demand that countries that are already poor and

above, in order to compensate for foreign

have neither the infrastructure nor the funds

emissions produced on the UK’s behalf.

to invest in low carbon technologies cut their
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emissions anyway. To have a good prospect of

Recommendations

remaining below 2°C of warming, rich countries

It is recommended that the UK must develop an

will initially have to reduce their emissions

emissions budget that:

below the level that they demand of poor

• is based on a high probability of avoiding an

countries.
Finally, there are some reasons why it may be
wise to regard the conclusions of Meinshausen
et al. (2009) as conservative. The UK
government’s Committee on Climate Change
(2008) predicts that trajectories leading to a
50% global cut by 2050 would result in greater

upper limit of 2°C warming;
• is based on good accounting;
• apportions a fair portion of a global budget to
the UK.
In light of the analysis presented in this
section, it is recommended that the UK must:
• aim for as close to a 100% cut as possible.

cumulative emissions over the period than

This should be done as fast as possible. In

Meinshausen allows, which would generate

this report, we have chosen 2030 as the

more warming. Furthermore, it should be noted

target date;

that Meinshausen et al. assume that global

• keep the quantity of greenhouse gases

emissions cuts will continue after 2050. If cuts

emitted during the transition phase as low as

do not continue on their path towards zero after

possible.

2050 then emissions before 2050 must be lower
in order to avoid a 2°C rise.
Weaver et al. (2007) modelled the warming
that would occur if greenhouse gas emissions
were cut by different percentages by 2050 and
then held constant. They found that all scenarios
involving less than a 60% global reduction by
2050 culminated in more than a 2°C rise this
century. Even when emissions were stabilised
at 90% below present levels at 2050, the 2°C
threshold was eventually broken. Clearly it will
not be easy for emissions from the whole globe
to approach zero.
If we wish to avoid a 2°C rise in temperature,
there is no time to lose in cutting our emissions
as fast as possible.
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Chapter 2
The energy security context
Introduction

It details several aspects of our domestic

A secure energy supply is one that is able to

energy system that are currently undergoing

deliver the energy services we require in a

major changes. It then addresses global

reliable manner and at an affordable price.

energy security, with a focus on oil. Finally,

The security of our supply of energy is affected

the relationship between energy security and

by a multitude of areas including technology,

climate change is discussed.

infrastructure, policy, geology and trade.
This chapter examines some of the issues
affecting the UK energy system and its security.

The chapter concludes by highlighting the
common solutions to the problems of global
energy insecurity, and climate change.

Fig. 2.1 UK energy production and consumption

UK energy production by energy type and gross inland consumption (million tonnes of oil equivalent), 1970-2008.
“Primary electricity” includes nuclear and natural flow hydro electricity but excludes output from pumped storage stations.
From 1988, it also includes generation from wind farms. Production of “thermal renewables and solar” has only been
recorded since 1988. It includes solar and geothermal heat, solid renewable sources (wood, waste, etc.), and gaseous
renewable sources (landfill gas and sewage gas). Since 2004, the UK has returned to being a net importer of energy.
Source: Based on data from DECC (2009).
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Fig. 2.2 UK North Sea oil production

Oil production on the UK continental shelf (megabarrels), by oilfield, 1977–2008.
Different colours represent production from different oilfields. UK oil extraction has declined significantly since
1999 (the peak year of production).
Source: Sorrell et al. (2009).

UK energy security:
UK ENERGY PRODUCTION AND
IMPORTS

North Sea oil production reached its peak
in 1999. It had experienced a previous peak
and decline in the mid 1980s (see Figure 2.2).
This was caused by the decline of several
giant fields; the oil price crash of 1986, which

In 2005 the UK again became a net energy

led to postponement of new investment and

importer, as shown in Figure 2.1. The principal

exploration; and the Piper Alpha disaster and

reason for this is the decline in North Sea oil

subsequent remedial safety work. The 1999

and gas production. Britain has been extracting

peak can be seen to be attributed to the

gas from the North Sea since 1967 and oil since

exhaustion of exciting fields and the inability of

1975. The basin is now “mature” (Oil & Gas UK,

newly producing fields to make up the shortfall.

2009).

Oil production from the North Sea is now in
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Fig. 2.3 UK total net fuel exports and balance of payments

UK total net fuel exports, 2001–2008, based on (a) a balance of payments basis (£ billions) and (b) a quantity
basis (million tonnes of oil equivalent).
In 2004, the UK became a net-importer of fuel. Due to rates of currency exchange, the UK only became a net-importer
of fuel on a balance of payments basis in 2005. However since then, the balance of payments for fuel has continued to
decline, even though the quantity of net exports (imports) has for the last three years been relatively stagnant.
Source: Based on data from DECC (2009).
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terminal decline (Sorrell et al., 2009).
The picture with regard to gas is very similar.
UK gas production peaked in 2000, and is now
declining at approximately 5% per annum
(Department of Energy and Climate Change

£13 billion in tax from the offshore oil and gas
industry in 2008 (DECC, n/d).

The retirement of UK electricity
generation infrastructure

[DECC], 2009). If the UK continues to rely on gas
for many of its energy services it will increasingly

Another major current issue currently affecting

have to import it from Norway, the Netherlands,

the UK’s energy system concerns its electricity

the former Soviet Union and Algeria (Oil & Gas

generation infrastructure.

UK, 2009).

A significant amount of our current

Britain imports the bulk of its coal. 76% of the

generation capacity is due for retirement within

coal used in Britain in 2008 was imported (DECC,

the next ten years. In 2006, the Carbon Trust and

2009).

LEK Consulting estimated that 8 of the 29GW of

Imported fuel is not necesarily insecure; but

coal generation operating in 2005 will be retired

becoming a net energy importer is a significant

by 2020, due to the need to comply with the EU

change for the UK. North Sea oil and gas have

Large Combustion Plant Directive and flue gas

made a significant contribution to the UK’s

desulphurisation requirements. Over the same

balance of payments (see Figure 2.3).

period, 8 of the UK’s 12GW of nuclear capacity

Based on a rough estimate of 100 billion cubic

is also scheduled to be retired. The 2007 Energy

metres of gas at 2p/kWh, 680 million barrels

White Paper estimates that the UK will need

of oil at $78 per barrel and an exchange rate

around 30–35GW of new electricity generation

of $1.64 to the pound, replacing North Sea

capacity (equal to more than a third of current

extraction with imports would add £53 billion

capacity) over the next two decades, and

to the trade deficit. The Exchequer raised nearly

around two-thirds of this by 2020.
The infrastructure which is built now to

“Our forecasts of the current balance
from 2007–08 to 2011–12 are affected
by one major change in the last year the sharply lower levels of production
and yet higher costs in the North Sea”.
Gordon Brown responding on the decline in tax
revenue from UK oil and gas production in his 2007
Chancellor of the Exchequer’s Budget Statement. The
revenue was 38% below prediction at £8 billion rather
than £13 billion (Brown, 2007).

replace the retiring plant will go on generating
many years into the future. In other words, the
UK is now at a critical crossroads in terms of
electricity generation.
Any investment in new generation plant
infrastructure must take into account the
security of its fuel supply and the potential fuel
price fluctuations which may occur over the
duration of its design life. Fossil fuel-powered
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stations require ongoing fuel, while renewables

either from a single well or the aggregated

such as wind and solar power do not. The

output over a region, inevitably rises to a peak

security of the electricity supplied by different

and then declines. Most regions reach their

generation technologies is therefore one of the

peak production rate significantly before half of

many things affected by future international fuel

their recoverable resources have been produced

prices, to which we now turn.

(Sorrell et al., 2009). A recent review from the UK

Global energy security
PEAK OIL
Non-renewable fossil fuels are clearly finite
and so cannot last forever. In particular, serious
concerns have been raised over the security of
the world’s future supply of oil and the potential
volatility of the oil market. This section will
summarise some of these concerns, and how
they may affect the wider energy issues that face
us.
Over 95% of the oil currently in production is
“conventional” (Méjean & Hope, 2008) – that is,
light oil that can be extracted cheaply and easily,
generally using a well-bore method. In contrast,
unconventional oils occur primarily in solid form,
and require substantial processing before they
can be used as liquid fuel. The distinction is not
clear-cut and some oils may be placed in either
category (Greene et al., 2006).
The speed at which conventional oil can be

Energy Research Centre (ibid.) concludes that:

“Oil supply is determined by a complex
and interdependent mix of ‘aboveground’ and ‘below-ground’ factors
and little is to be gained by emphasising
one set of variables over the other.
Nevertheless, fundamental features
of the conventional oil resource make
it inevitable that production in a
region will rise to a peak or plateau
and ultimately decline. These features
include the production profile of
individual fields, the concentration of
resources in a small number of large
fields and the tendency to discover and
produce these fields relatively early. This
process can be modelled and the peaking
of conventional oil production can be
observed in an increasing number of
regions around the world”.

pumped is influenced by many factors. Some
are economic and political, but others are
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The point at which global production of

non-negotiable physical constraints that cause

conventional oil reaches its maximum is

production to follow particular patterns, both

generally called “peak oil”. As it depends on

within fields and over whole regions. Production,

many factors, it is extremely hard to determine
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precisely when it will occur, or how steep the
ensuing descent will be.

Despite the wide variety of estimates
concerning the timing of peak oil, a growing

One point to note is that world discoveries of

number of calculations suggest that it is likely to

oil peaked in the mid-1960s and have declined

occur somewhere between the present day and

ever since, falling below production in the mid-

2031 (Greene et al., 2006; International Energy

1980s (City of Portland Peak Oil Task Force, 2007).

Agency [IEA], 2008; Sorrell et al., 2009). Some

Production clearly cannot exceed discovery, and

believe that it has already occurred (Campbell

it can furthermore be noted that in many oil-

2008; Vernon, 2009). Sorrell et al. (2009) found

producing nations, declines in production have

that:

lagged declines in discovery by 25 to 40 years.
For example, discoveries in the US peaked in the
early 1930s, while production peaked in 1971.
The world currently finds one barrel for every four
or more that it uses (ibid.).
Estimates of the timing of a global peak are
made harder by the lack of reliably-audited
data on oil reserves (Sorrell et al., 2009). There

“For a wide range of assumptions about
the global URR [Ultimately Recoverable
Resource] of conventional oil and the
shape of the future production cycle,
the date of peak production can be
estimated to lie between 2009 and 2031”.

are various reasons to be sceptical of publiclyavailable estimates. For one thing, OPEC

The review further concludes that:

(Organisation of the Petroleum Exporting
Countries) production quotas are set partly on
the basis of proven reserves. When this quota
system was introduced in the late 1980s, the
reserve estimates of OPEC member nations
jumped by 60%, leading to suspicion about their
accuracy (City of Portland Peak Oil Task Force,
2007). In the case of private oil companies, there
is a link between reserve estimates and share
prices, which also provides some incentive for

“On the basis of current evidence we
suggest that a peak of conventional oil
production before 2030 appears likely
and there is a significant risk of a peak
before 2020”.

The volatility of global energy
markets

exaggeration. In the past two years, both Shell
Oil and the Kuwait Oil Company have admitted

If a shortage of oil occurs, the price will rise

overestimating their reserves, and they have

until some customers are priced out of the

reduced them by 20% and 50% respectively

market. However, because oil is crucial for so

(ibid.; Sorrell et al. 2009).

many activities, it is very price-inelastic, in other
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words, a big price rise is required to produce

occurred against a backdrop of a very long-term

a small decrease in demand. Oil shortages

trend of falling international food prices (Heady

therefore lead to large price rises. As prices rise,

& Fan, 2008).

more expensive extraction technology such

If production of conventional oil peaks

as enhanced oil recovery become economic.

in the near future, unconventional oil will

This can be expected to slow the decline

become increasingly important. Although

in production but at the expense of higher

unconventional oil is spread throughout the

production costs. The overall effect is rising

world, the bulk of it is believed to be in the form

prices, but the shape of the rise is difficult to

of heavy oil in Venezuela and the Canadian

predict. Indeed these economic effects mean

tar sands. Some production currently takes

that there may not even be a single abrupt peak

place from both of these sources, but it is both

in oil production. Instead, the push and pull

difficult and expensive.

of supply and demand may create more of a
“bumpy plateau” (Sorrell et al., 2009).
Rising oil prices have serious effects on

to produce at an oil price of less than $70 a
barrel. Because of this there has generally been

wider society. The prices of all fuels tend to be

a lack of commercial interest in it and the extent

linked, to a degree (Nuclear Energy Agency &

of global reserves is very uncertain (Greene

International Energy Agency, 1998). The coal

et al., 2006). The total reserve is generally

price is affected by the oil price because oil

thought to be very large, but this does not in

is used in coal extraction. In Europe, policy

itself imply that large quantities are recoverable

mechanisms currently tie the gas price to the oil

at a reasonable cost, or indicate the rate at

price.

which it can be extracted, processed and

Oil prices also appear capable of having
serious effects upon food prices. Global food
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Unconventional oil tends to be uneconomic

brought to market.
Pessimistic analysts have concluded that

price spikes occurred during both the 1973 and

unconventional oil will be incapable of meeting

2008 oil shocks. Different analyses have reached

the shortfall caused by conventional oil decline.

different conclusions as to the importance of

One such analysis was produced by Söderbergh

various causal factors but there is a consensus

et al. (2007), who estimated that a crash

that oil prices were at least partially responsible

programme to develop the Canadian tar sands

(ActionAid, 2008; Heady & Fan, 2008; Mitchell,

could deliver only 5 million barrels per day by

2008). It is apparent that both food price crises

2030. This is less than 6% of projected global

occurred during sudden rises in oil prices; they

production. Even if this is an underestimate,

were the only two such food price spikes to

unconventional oil is considerably more

have occurred over many decades, and they

expensive to extract. Therefore, as was
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discussed earlier, whether it is due to constraints

which have the potential to go into a rapid

on availability or increased production costs, it

decline (Sorrell et al., 2009).

appears that the peaking of conventional oil will
substantially raise the price.
A higher cost will also be paid in terms of

In terms of extraction costs, the US provides a
rather disquieting historical example. Extraction
costs remained steady or declined between

energy. The quantity of energy used in the

1936 and 1970, but then increased more than

extraction and processing of fuels such as oil is

fourfold within a decade after production

quantified as an EROEI ratio: the Energy Return

peaked in 1970. If a similar pattern occurs at the

On Energy Invested. The EROEI ratio for oil has

global level, the price rise will be too abrupt for

declined as production has shifted to more

a smooth or painless transition (ibid.).

difficult fields in more challenging locations.

Another reason why the transition may not be

With a shift to non-conventional oils, the

painless unless proactive steps are taken is that

EROEI ratio will continue to fall – the EROEI for

as the price of oil increases, the prices of other

unconventional oils are much lower than ratios

commodities such as steel also rise. This in turn

for conventional forms (Sorrell et al., 2009). The

raises the cost of manufacture and installation

EROEI for petroleum extraction in the US fell

of alternative infrastructure (East, 2008).

from around 100:1 in 1930 to around 20:1 in

It took many decades to create the oil-

the mid-1990s. The EROEI for global oil and gas

based infrastructure currently in place. It

production has not suffered such a dramatic fall,

will take decades, along with substantial

but is now also in decline, falling from 26:1 in

investment, to make a full transition to a new

1992 to 18:1 in 2006 (ibid.).

infrastructure. The highly regarded report

Some optimists have suggested that as peak

completed by Robert Hirsch et al. (2006) for

oil occurs, the ensuing price rises will stimulate

the US government concluded that a large-

the development of alternatives in a timely way,

scale programme of investment in substitutes

leading smoothly into a post-oil world without

and efficiency would need to be initiated

the requirement for conscious intervention.

at least 20 years before the peak to avoid

There are many reasons to be sceptical of this.

serious disruption. Hirsch estimated that these

A painless transition in a market such as

measures will cost in the range of $1 trillion, but

energy, with a large physical infrastructure,

the costs of acting too late will exceed the costs

is considerably more likely if the price rise is

of acting too early.

gradual rather than sudden. However there are

It is therefore vital that society acts promptly,

some reasons to believe that the decline in oil

in order to minimise both the financial and the

production will be steep, particularly as current

energy costs of this transition.

production is heavily reliant on a few large fields
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The Interaction between
Climate and Energy Security
It has been suggested that the limits on fossil
fuel availability may themselves tackle climate
change without the need for any proactive
intervention. However, if we wish to avoid a 2°C
rise in temperature, this view does not appear to
be supported by the current climate science. In
order to keep global temperatures within 2°C of

“Limiting cumulative CO2 emissions over
2000–2050 to 1,000 Gt [gigatonnes] CO2
yields a 25% probability of warming
exceeding 2°C – and a limit of 1,440
Gt CO2 yields a 50% probability […].
Less than half the proven economically
recoverable oil, gas and coal reserves
can still be emitted up to 2050 to
achieve such a goal”.

pre-industrial levels, cumulative CO2 emissions
must be kept well below the amount that

The peaking of conventional oil could worsen

would be produced from burning the remaining

climate change, due to the heavy greenhouse

proven economically-recoverable fossil fuel

gas burden associated with unconventional oils.

reserves (Schmidt & Archer, 2009). Meinshausen

Tar sands and heavy oils release substantially

et al. (2009) conclude:

more greenhouse gases over their lifecycle than

Fig. 2.4 Solutions to fossil fuel depletion and climate change

Fossil fuel depletion
solutions

Carbon capture & storage
used to enhance oil
recovery
Development of
unconventional oil
Excessive use of biomass
Some agricultural
interventions, such as
reduction in fertilizer use
even at the expense of
forests

Climate change
solutions

Energy reduction and
energy efficiency
Development of
renewables such as wind
and solar
Development of non-fossil
fuel energy carriers such
as electricity and hydrogen

Carbon capture & storage
not used to enhance oil
recovery
Restoration of ecosystems
and tackling deforestation
Some agricultural
interventions, such as
reduction in ruminant
livestock

Comparison of several complementary and non-complementary solutions to fossil fuel depletion and climate change.
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their conventional counterparts (NCEP, 2004).
Liquid transport fuels can also be made from coal

As has been detailed, there are reasons to expect
significant volatility in international fuel prices in

using a process called Fischer-Tropsch synthesis,

the future. This suggests that renewable generation

although the process is both expensive and

infrastructure, which has no ongoing fuel cost, is

highly-polluting. It has primarily been conducted

likely to give us a more stable and secure electricity

on a large scale by countries unable to obtain

system.

conventional supplies – primarily Nazi Germany,

The insecurity of the future fossil fuel market,

and South Africa. However, the 2008 rise in oil prices

particularly oil, also affects our choices in other

stimulated a wave of investment in coal-to-liquids

sectors such as transport. There are good reasons

technology (Market Avenue, 2009). Such transport

to believe that oil may be reaching a peak in its

fuels produce approximately double the CO2 of

production, requiring a rapid reduction in the

conventional oil per litre, rendering coal-to-liquids

extent of our dependence on it.

one of the most climate-damaging of all energy

There are some short-term solutions to the

technologies (Natural Resources Defense Council

problems caused by the depletion of fossil fuels

[NRDC], 2007).

which would worsen climate change, but many

However, while fossil fuel depletion is unlikely

solutions which align with tackling climate change.

to solve the climate problem on our behalf, it

Because of the need for rapid decarbonisation to

certainly increases the incentive to invest in a

prevent a 2°C rise in temperature, reductions in

new infrastructure. The solutions do not coincide

fossil fuel use and investments in alternatives must

completely and there are some areas where they

occur faster than if depletion were the sole concern.

may be in conflict. However, there is a great deal of

The following chapters will describe how we can

overlap. An illustrative diagram can be seen in figure

reduce our dependence on energy, move away from

2.4.

fossil fuels and create a new sustainable energy

Conclusion

infrastructure. This will meet the challenges of both
climate change and energy security.

In this chapter two major changes currently
occurring in the British energy system were
discussed. Firstly, for the first time in over a quarter
of a century, the UK has recently become a net
energy importer. Secondly, the UK faces a widening
gap between electricity supply and demand, due to
the retirement of plant and generation capacity. We
need to replace this capacity with an energy-secure
form of electricity generation.
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Chapter 3
Equity
Introduction

the late 1980s income inequality has remained

zerocarbonbritain2030 presents a vision

much higher than in the 1960s and 1970s; on

not only of a decarbonised economy, but

some measures it is the highest in the last 50

also of a society that is fairer, both nationally

years:

and internationally. The transition towards a

• By 2007–8, Britain had reached the highest

decarbonised society must be equitable as well
as technically feasible and sustainable.
Many of the proposed measures and
interventions will either raise the cost of
fossil fuels or require significant levels of
investment. It is crucial that the poor are not

level of income inequality since shortly after
the Second World War (Hills et al., 2010).
• The household total wealth of the richest
10% is over 100 times that of the poorest 10%
(ibid.).
• The average ratio of chief executive officer

left disadvantaged. Reducing carbon emissions

(CEO) to worker pay rose from 47:1 in 1998 to

is not enough. Fuel poverty must also be

128:1 in 2008 (Peston, 2009).

addressed, to ensure that today’s inequities

• Within FTSE 100 companies in 2008, the largest

in access to energy and energy efficiency

ratio of CEO to worker pay was 1374:1 (Bowers

measures are not reproduced within a zero

et al., 2009).

carbon society. The changes to the wider

As will be demonstrated below, these high

economic system that will be entailed by a

levels of inequality are neither inevitable

transition to zero carbon must also place equity

nor functional. The UK is the most financially

at their core.

unequal country in Western Europe on almost

Equity in Britain

all measures (Hills et al., 2010). This inequality
is manifested in poorer levels of individual and

While great improvements have been made in

societal well-being, as well as in less stable

the last half century in reducing discrimination

economic growth. It is telling that the UK has

on the grounds of gender, ethnicity, disability

been the last country in the G7 to pull out of the

and sexual orientation, economic inequality

2009 recession.

within Britain has increased enormously. Since
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The benefits of equity
SOCIAL WELL-BEING

Wide inequalities erode bonds of common
citizenship and recognition of human dignity
across economic divides (Hills et al., 2010).
Societal violence is significantly higher in less

Equality is associated strongly with numerous

equal countries (ibid.). Some crime stems from

positive measures of well-being, both at an

the low self-esteem that is caused by poverty

individual and a societal level. Inequality on the

and discrimination. Young men and women

other hand correlates with a host of negative

who feel worthless, and have little opportunity

personal and social externalities, from poor

for advancement, often do not ascribe any more

health to higher levels of violence, drug abuse,

value to the lives of others than they do to their

crime, teenage pregnancy, imprisonment,

own.

obesity and lack of trust (Wilkinson & Pickett,
2009).

ECONOMIC GROWTH

Equality promotes populations that are
both mentally and physically healthier. In

The relationship between equality and

highly unequal societies, people in “less equal”

economic growth is complex (see Ferreira,

positions are far more likely to suffer from health

1999). Inequality within nations has, in certain

problems. People working extremely long hours

contexts, been associated with high short-

or for low pay are more likely to neglect or be

term growth rates. However, inequality breeds

unable to care for their personal and physical

inequality. This is typically bad for long-term

well-being.

investment, innovation and growth.

Additionally, studies suggest that there is
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The costs associated with responding to

a particularly high level of stress associated

higher levels of societal violence, lack of trust

with perceiving oneself to be “at the bottom of

and poor health can dampen growth. In

the heap”. This applies to those in positions of

addition, inequality usually hampers social

financial inequality, as well as those subject to

mobility. (Organisation for Economic Co-

racial or sexual discrimination. This stress results

operation and Development [OECD], 2008).

not only in much higher levels of depression

The poor or discriminated against have less

amongst those in “unequal” positions in society,

access to capital and other opportunities which

but also in higher levels of heart problems

contribute to economic growth. Similarly, in

caused by stress (Wilkinson, 2006; Wilkinson &

a less equal society, access to good quality

Pickett, 2009). Differences in wealth are highly

education, and just as importantly, access to

correlated with mortality rates after the age of

the necessary care and support which must

50 (Hills et al., 2010).

accompany education, is limited for many.
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Inequalities accumulate down the generations,

higher levels of income inequality (OECD, 2008),

so that people’s occupational and economic

UK economic productivity, in terms of Gross

destinations in early adulthood depend to

Domestic Product (GDP) per worker, ranked

an important degree on their origins (Hills et

second lowest amongst G7 countries in 2008.

al., 2010). This limits the “talent pool”, limiting

In terms of GDP per hour worked, Germany was

long-term growth opportunities. Additionally,

17% more productive and France 16% more

unequal power leads to the formation of

productive (Office of National Statistics [ONS],

institutions that perpetuate these inequalities in

2010).

power, status and wealth.
As has been discussed, perceiving oneself

Progressive decarbonisation

to be “at the bottom” is associated with poor

The aim of reducing inequality has numerous

self-esteem and health. This has an implication

policy implications. In particular, the

for the businesses and organisations in which

Government response to the challenge of

people work.

re-balancing the public finances following

High pay inequalities are touted as incentives

the recent financial crisis will have enormous

for performance, but these are effective only in

implications for inequality (Hills et al., 2010).

specific circumstances (Marsden, 1999). High

Moreover, the government has a fundamental

levels of pay inequality also tend to reduce

role in developing the wider social and

morale and lower levels of teamwork.

institutional context for society.

1

High wages are not linked to the social value

Most such policy implications are outside

of the work conducted (Lawlor et al., 2009). Nor

the scope of this report. Instead, it will confine

does it appear to correlate with macroeconomic

itself to specific ways in which decarbonisation

performance. Whilst between 1998 and 2008

strategies can prevent further increases in

the ratio of CEO to employee pay rose from

inequality and can even support its reduction.

47:1 to 128:1, the job roles remained largely the
same. Despite huge pay increases for CEOs, on
31 December 1998 the FTSE 100 index stood
at 5,896; ten years later it had fallen to 4,562

GREENER, FAIRER CARBON PRICING
SYSTEMS

(Peston, 2009). The basic salaries of executives
within FTSE 100 companies rose 10% in 2008

Both the progressivity of the tax system and the

alone, despite the onset of the global recession,

level of benefits and credits have an important

and despite wide-scale pay freezes and

influence on equity levels (Hills et al., 2010).

redundancies for workers (Finch & Bowers, 2009).

Within the Policy and economics chapter, various

At the international level, despite much

1

policy proposals are discussed for placing a

Institutions which highly value teamwork and employee morale have relatively low pay disparities. The Armed

Forces for example has a de-facto pay disparity of 8:1 between the highest paid officer (top-level Brigadiers,
Commodores and Air Commodores) and the lowest paid entry-level cadet (Armed Forces, 2010a, 2010b, 2010c).
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higher price on carbon, whose current low cost

4 million – around 16% of all households (DECC,

subsidises the high levels of consumption by

2009). Over 5.1 million UK households were

the wealthy.

believed to be in fuel poverty by July 2009

Instead, distributing emissions credits or

(Bird et al., 2010).

permits on an equal per-capita basis ensures

The UK Government has set targets to end

an equitable share of emissions rights. With

fuel poverty in vulnerable households by 2010

their generally lower levels of consumption,

and in all households by 2016. The Scottish

the poor acquire a tradable asset in the form of

Government intends to end fuel poverty by

their unused emissions credits. More generally,

2016, while the Welsh Assembly’s aim is 2010 for

decarbonisation should also help those on

vulnerable households and 2018 for all others.

lower incomes by limiting the volatility of

However these targets appear unlikely to be

energy prices as fossil fuels become ever scarcer.

reached through current policies.

ENDING FUEL POVERTY

Although financial assistance with paying
fuel bills can help in the short-term, a more
sustainable and cost effective approach is to

In itself, raising the price of carbon would have

improve the energy efficiency of people’s homes

an immediate negative impact on the poor,

(Bird et al., 2010). There is considerable scope for

especially the fuel poor, unless accompanied

more joint action on climate change and fuel

by targeted interventions. A household is said

poverty by different government departments.

to be in fuel poverty if it needs to spend more

takes place, increased carbon costs are likely

adequate level of warmth (usually defined as

to raise the cost both of energy and of energy-

21ºC for the main living area, and 18ºC for other

intensive consumer goods. In both rich and

occupied rooms) (Department of Energy and

poor countries, spikes in fuel prices have been

Climate Change [DECC], 2009).

linked to spikes in food prices. Steps must be

2

People in fuel poverty are disadvantaged by

taken to ensure that the poor are not priced out

three factors: poor quality housing, high energy

of buying essential goods. It is essential that

prices (possibly accompanied by unfair payment

the fuel poor are assisted with implementing

methods), and low income. Consequently,

energy efficiency measures, so that they are less

fuel expenditure represents a much higher

vulnerable to further energy price increases.

proportion of income. Fuel poverty has grown

A Government-driven energy efficiency

considerably since 2004, largely due to the

retrofit of homes is discussed in the chapter on

dramatic rise in energy prices. In 2007, the

the Built environment, and modes of financing

number of fuel-poor households in the UK was

such schemes are discussed in the Policy and

2

The Built environment chapter highlights the importance of emphasising thermal comfort rather than air temperature

in discussions of “warmth”.
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During the period over which decarbonisation

than 10% of its income on fuel to maintain an
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economics chapter. There is also a need for
revised energy pricing schemes to replace

be reinforced by focused policy interventions.

the economically unfair and environmentally

International inequality

unsustainable practice of rewarding greater

Climate change is a notoriously unfair

consumption with reduced per-unit costs.

international problem. The contributions

NEW JOBS IN DEPRIVED REGIONS

from poor nations to global greenhouse gas
emissions, both currently and historically, is
dwarfed by the contributions from rich nations,

Decarbonisation will create many new job

yet ironically, the impacts of climate change are

opportunities, as discussed further in the

predicted to hit the developing world hardest.

Employment chapter. Some will arise through

This has been discussed in greater detail within

the efficiency drive over the next 20 years, while

the Climate science chapter.

others will be created by the development

Because the poorest and least influential

of renewable energy infrastructure. The

countries are at greatest risk from climate

Government can promote a reduction in

change, it has proven easier for wealthier

inequality by supporting re-skilling programmes

nations to ignore demands for emissions cuts. It

in deprived areas.

is essential that future international agreements

Over the longer term, the move to a

on climate change support the eradication of

decarbonised economy will entail significant

absolute poverty and promote wider efforts

permanent changes to the economy. It may lead

to reduce inequalities between nations across

to more manufacturing jobs for example, for

the world. Significant funds must be provided

steel production and the manufacture of energy

to poor countries, both for mitigation and

infrastructure. This offers particular potential

adaptation efforts to compensate for the

for regeneration in post-industrial areas, where

impacts of climate change, and to support

there are currently especially poor social and

wider development goals.

economic conditions.
Finally, jobs are also likely to be created within

The merits of different proposals for
international policy frameworks are discussed in

the agricultural sector, through the twin drives

the Policy and economics chapter. The principal

towards re-localisation of production and

recommendation is for the establishment of a

decarbonisation. The economy as a whole will

global cap on emissions, with either national

consequently become less dominated by the

carbon budgets or individual permits and

financial and service sectors. A more balanced

dividends distributed on a per-capita basis.

economy should result in reduced economy-

This does not overcome the unfairness of higher

wide pay disparities, although this should also

historic emissions in developed nations, but
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does establish a good basis for a more equitable
future.

Conclusion
Climate change, biodiversity decline, and
maintained or growing levels of poverty and
inequality are amongst the global problems
which have long suggested that our current
path is unsustainable, environmentally and
socially. The recent financial crisis demonstrated
that it is unsustainable economically as well.
There is now substantial public support within
the UK for government to take action. We now
have a tremendous opportunity to re-evaluate
the link between economic growth, social
progress, human happiness, and the state of the
environment (see Box 1 within the Policy and
economics chapter).
Any decarbonisation strategy must be
sensitively designed so as to limit growth in
inequalities. But, a comprehensive national
and international decarbonisation strategy
also offers the opportunity to actively address
many social as well as environmental ills. In
combination with wider efforts to restructure
our economic and financial system and reevaluate the core values held by society, we can
create a decarbonised, fairer world for ourselves,
the environment and future generations.
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Chapter 4
Climate and the built environment
Introduction
The built environment is one of the most

construction and use of buildings.
Currently “zero carbon” as considered in the

important areas of focus for any effective

Code for Sustainable Homes (CHS) refers to

policy to guide the UK towards a sustainable

zero net carbon emissions from living in homes:

future. The design, construction, maintenance,

heating, gas and electricity. It does not include

refurbishment, management and operation of

the wider carbon emissions from occupants,

the country’s building stock are all crucial to

from the energy used in construction, or the

reducing carbon emissions. As so much time

embedded carbon in building and repairing

is spent in buildings, improving them can also

homes.

improve occupant’s day-to-day lives.
Over the past thirty years there have been

Existing residential, industrial and commercial
buildings must decrease their energy (heat and

substantial developments in the design and

electric) demand by over 50% with domestic

insulation of housing, to create buildings so

heating being 70%. This should also include

efficient that they require little or no artificial

supporting infrastructure such as roads and

heating and reduced electrical needs. While

bridges, energy generation and transmission,

there are many innovative companies applying

water supply and treatment plus waste

these new techniques in practice there are also

infrastructure. The domestic sector has clear

high levels of inertia in the general construction

targets for new-build but the non-domestic

industry.

sector requires more attention.

Existing changes planned for the Building

This chapter examines what actions need

Regulations include incremental improvements

to be taken, technical and financial, to

leading up to 2016, when all new dwellings

decarbonise Britain’s buildings and the wider

will be required to be “zero carbon”. These

built environment. It offers a range of policy

regulations will encourage the construction

recommendations for the built environment

industry to be more innovative. However, these

that would contribute to the creation of a

regulations need significant strengthening to

sustainable future.

be in line with best practice, in terms of low

Not only is the built environment very diverse

heat requirements, electrical demand and the

in the variety of its characteristics and energy

minimisation of embodied energy from the

requirements, but there is also great diversity in
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the way in which the buildings themselves and

available strategies for reducing energy and

the wider infrastructure are used. For example,

carbon demand (Helweg-Larson & Bull, 2007).

a shift from office to home-working increases

44% of UK emissions are from the use of

the demand for electricity and heat from the

buildings (17% from non-domestic buildings

domestic sector. However, it can be beneficial

and 27% from domestic buildings), not including

in energy terms (heat and electricity) as it

their construction or maintenance (Healey, 2009).

requires less space heating overall. In turn there

In consequence there is potential to substantially

could potentially be less need for commercial

decrease national emissions, through

buildings. While this chapter touches upon some

improvements to the building stock.

of these latter factors, its main focus is on the

The domestic sector accounts for 28% of total

building envelope itself. This offers the greatest

British energy demand (Department of Energy

potential for decreasing the carbon impact of the

and Climate Change [DECC], 2009a). It makes

built environment.

a considerable contribution to greenhouse
gas emissions (Bordass et al., 2004) and is

The built environment in its
wider context

responsible for approximately 30% of Britain’s
total CO2 emissions (Department for the

To begin, the current trend of energy use in

Environment, Farming and Rural Affairs [Defra],

buildings is considered, to give an estimate of

2001). In relation to this, in 2006 the British

the likely future position under a business-as-

government announced plans to achieve zero

usual approach without intervention. The first

carbon emissions in all new homes by 2016

zerocarbonbritain report examined the scale

(Banfill & Peacock, 2007). However, this is still

and distribution of energy use in buildings.

in consultation. Future proposals may include

It projected the likely position, with regard

30% from off-site measures, such as renewable

to energy use, of buildings in twenty years’

electricity. These figures do not include emissions

time, under a business-as-usual scenario (see

at the power station for producing electricity

Table 4.1). It then considered and assessed the

consumed by domestic buildings or any other

Table 4.1 Energy use projections under a “business-as-usual” scenario
Sector

TWh Now

TWh 2027

Expected increase

Domestic

545

664

21%

Non-Domestic

199

251

26%

Energy use projections for domestic and non-domestic buildings under a ‘‘business-as-usual” scenario (TWh).
1TWh (terrawatt hour) is equivalent to 1012 watt hours.
Source: ZeroCarbonBritain (Helweg-Larson & Bull,2007).
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supporting infrastructure, or the carbon used for

areas for reductions in CO2 emissions. Combining

ongoing building maintenance or to construct

the emissions statistics from the use of buildings

buildings in the first place.

with their estimates for construction and

The strategy for sustainable construction

maintenance, shows that around 64% of carbon

includes non-domestic buildings. Schools will

emissions in the UK come from the building

need to meet “zero carbon” standards by 2016

sector alone.

with public buildings being by 2018 and other

Residential construction trends

non-domestic by 2019.

The UK currently has a low replacement rate of

The total embodied carbon of construction
materials for domestic and non-domestic

its building stock (Power, 2008). Of the country’s

buildings added up to approximately 70 million

approximately 24 million homes, it is projected

tonnes of CO2 in 2003: 13% of the total UK

that at least 87% will still be standing by 2050.

reported carbon emissions (Lazarus, 2005). This

Prior to the economic downturn, 20,000 dwellings

includes transport of materials which are covered

were being demolished and replaced per annum,

in the Transport chapter.

with a further 180,000 being newly built per

The opportunities for reducing CO2 emissions
from buildings once they are constructed

annum.
The average carbon emissions for building a

are varied. These include improvements

new home is 35 tonnes (Environmental Audit

in the building fabric and services, greater

Committee [EAC], 2005).1 Around five tonnes of

energy efficiency, and more sustainable

this could be from bricks alone.2 Maintenance

power generation. Buildings with sustainable

also accounts for a significant portion of these

energy efficient technologies, coupled with

emissions with major DIY tasks most common

environmentally-friendly appliances are further

when a house is bought and sold (typically every

Table 4.2 Wall insulation in the UK
Construction

1970

1980

1990

1996–2002

2003–2006

From 2007

Solid wall (SW)

1.7

1

0.6

0.45

0.35

0.3

SW thickness

240

250

270

300

300

300

Cavity wall (CW)

1.6

1

0.6

0.45

0.35

0.3

CW thickness

250

260

270

270

300

300

Timber frame (TF)

0.8

0.45

0.4

0.4

0.35

0.3

TF thickness

270

270

270

300

300

300

Changes in required U-values (W/m2K) and thickness (mm) of different wall constuctions since1970 for new-build
properties.
Source: Various building regulations and construction guidelines.

1

The EAC use a figure of 9.54 tonnes of carbon, which has been converted in to carbon dioxide emissions (x 44/12).

2

Based on 10,000 flettons, weighing around 23 tonnes in total, with carbon emissions as noted by the Inventory for

Carbon and Energy (Hammond & Jones, 2008).
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11 years). Impacts include replacing carpet

Space heating

(typically 10kg embodied CO2/m ) and painting
2

(around 1kg embodied CO2/m2 (Hammond &

Energy demand from buildings can be

Jones, 2008).

distinguished according to what that energy is

In relation to the UK’s dominance of older

used for. In particular, it is useful to differentiate

buildings, the insulation level of the building

the use of energy for space heating from other

envelope has gradually improved over time. Table

uses, including the use of appliances. In 2007,

4.2 illustrates the change in U-values from 1970.3

space heating accounted for 56% of domestic

This table illustrate the need to upgrade the

energy consumption and 46% of service

existing building stock to meet current standards.

sector energy consumption (DECC, 2009b). It is

Buildings will also have to be adapted to meet

therefore critical, if we are to achieve energy use

weather challenges associated with climate
change. Predictions indicate that buildings

reductions, to improve its efficiency.
There are a whole range of measures available

will increasingly be adversely affected by

to decrease the heating demand from the built

overheating, flooding and water stress (Roberts,

environment. These include improvements to the

2008). Since 1961, the duration of summer

building envelope (the walls, windows, floors and

heatwaves has increased by between 4 and

roof ), the heating system and thermal comfort.

16 days in all regions of the UK (ibid.). Rainfall
has been decreasing in summer and increasing

Building fabric

in winter, with heavier precipitation events

Simple improvements to the fabric of buildings

occurring in winter. Building design should give

are well known. These include cavity wall and

real regard to occupant behaviour, energy use

loft insulation, double glazing and draught

and the interaction of the two.

proofing. There are also several more radical

Energy consumption
in buildings

ways to decrease the energy performance of
buildings, e.g. by whole house refurbishment and
the addition of internal or external insulation.

The British government has set a target date of

Improving the building fabric keeps more heat

2050 by which CO2 emissions are to be reduced

within the usable space. This in turn decreases

by 80% on 2000 levels. Buildings are a key

the energy demand and eliminates cooling

element in the process of decarbonisation. They

requirements.

will in fact have to exceed this level of reduction,
due to other sectors such as aviation, for which

Thermal comfort

emissions reductions from buildings will have to

In discussing heating, it is “thermal comfort” that

compensate.

is the real target: rather than looking at a set air

3

The U-value of a building element is the rate at which heat passes through that element – a wall, roof, floor, window

or other structure. The lower the U-value the lower the rate at which heat is lost. U-values are measured in W/m2K.
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temperature as a target level. By defining the

as warm as for example a living room. It needs

goal more accurately it makes the opportunities

to be comfortable. These areas do not require

of achieving it a lot easier to understand.

the same level of heating. Intelligent building

Thermal comfort is defined as a mental
condition that is based upon the lack

design can automatically adjust the heating in
such transition spaces.

of perception of noticeable changes in

With an objective of thermal comfort, why

temperature that results in a personal

heat a space which is not being used? By only

expression of satisfaction with the environment

heating the spaces in use, the energy demand

(American Society of Heating, Refrigerating

in a building is decreased. In a domestic setting

and Air-Conditioning Engineers [ASHRAE],

this could decrease heat demand by over 40%

Standard 55, 2004). It is a complex area within

(Mackay, 2008). Mackay (ibid.) uses the formula

environmental building design.

below to calculate the power used in heating a

For example, to avoid being cold the level

building.

of clothing could be increased rather than
increasing the air temperature. One of the
advantages of this approach is that it can vary

power used =

average temperature difference x
leakiness of building
efficiency of heating system

per person and therefore people can adapt
to their own individual levels of warmth as
required.
In addition to revising and improving the

This is useful as it highlights the impact of
the temperature difference between inside and
outside. Mackay (ibid.) refers to the formula in

building fabric, there are a range of elements

relation to decreasing the thermostat; however,

relating to building design which affect the

it can also be used for thermal comfort. For

thermal comfort of occupants. Interestingly

example, in winter occupants are more likely to

occupants are willing to tolerate higher levels of

accept a cooler building which decreases the

temperature variance if they feel they are able

temperature difference between inside and

to control their conditions (Baker & Standeven,

outside and therefore the energy demand. By

1996). This is most relevant to office buildings

inhabiting or heating smaller living spaces or

where different energy usage is found, by

selectively heating smaller areas there would be

putting the heating control near the window

decreased energy demands.

(generally the coldest part of the office) or in the

Mackay (2008) highlights the importance of

centre of the office (one of the warmer spots).

the amount of space heated per person which

Our metabolic rate varies dependant on

we can add to his formula as below. This adds

activity, for example when walking through an

‘multiplied by space heated’ after average

area such as a corridor it does not need to be

temperature difference.
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power used =

average temperature difference x
space heated x
leakiness of building
efficiency of heating system.

Planning Package (PHPP)based refurbishment
companies claim 80–95% decreases in energy
demand (Thorpe, 2010). Mackay (2008) suggests
75% and his research demonstrated 67% on a
dwelling without adding any external or internal

The four key ways to decrease space heating
demand are to:

cladding.
The target figure for policy should be a 70%

1) Improve the insulation or “fabric” of buildings;

reduction in space heating energy demand for

2) Decrease draughts;

the domestic sector as a whole with variation

3) Decrease the heat demand through:

depending on building type. Significant

a. Good “passive” design to increase natural

reductions in space heating energy demand

heat gains;

within the non-domestic sector can also be made.

b. Decrease area requiring heat;

Low embodied energy materials which sequester

c. Decrease the thermostat/air temperature.

carbon are favoured for building and retrofitting

Thermal comfort can be maintained through

properties. These tend to be cheaper and slightly

good design resulting in warmer surfaces

more bulky. Therefore the opportunities for

and less drafts;

their application vary between building type.

4) Improve the efficiency of heating technology.
The term adaptive thermal comfort has two key

To summarise, by making it clear that the goal is
thermal comfort rather than heating, there are a

parts. One part considers the level of connection

wide array of options for decreasing the energy

there is between an occupant’s immediate indoor

demand from buildings. While the air in a building

space and the outside world. The other part is

may be cooler the building can still be more

the level of control (or even perceived control)

comfortable through good design and planning.

an occupant has over heating, cooling and
ventilation of “their space”. These complex design

Legislation

elements have the potential to decrease energy

There is a range of legislation governing the

demand and improve occupant efficiency. They

construction industry, including issues such

are increasingly being accepted by industry.

as sustainability, energy efficiency and carbon

The next step is to set a target figure for
decreasing space heating demand. As a
comparison, WWF (2009) suggest a decrease in

emissions.

Current legislation

energy demand of 86% by 2050. The Department
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for Communities and Local Government (DCLG,

The key statutory and voluntary legislation are as

2009) suggested 40% by 2020. Passive House

follows:

powerdown
The Code for Sustainable Homes (CSH)

energy aspects through amendments in 2010

The Code for Sustainable Homes was developed

and 2013. It will achieve “zero carbon” by 2016.

to promote sustainable building practices for
new homes. It provides standards for the key

Standard Assessment Procedure (SAP)

elements of design and construction that affect

The Standard Assessment Procedure is the

the sustainability of a new home. The code

UK Government’s recommended system for

incorporates nine sustainability issues, ranging

measuring the energy rating of domestic

from water usage to the health and well-being

dwellings. The first version was published in

of the occupants.

1995, and was replaced by newer versions in

Energy efficiency and CO2 emissions are
central to the code, although CSH compliance is

1998, 2001 and 2005. It calculates the typical
annual energy costs for space and water

not a legislative requirement (Osami & O’Reilly,

heating, and from 2005, lighting. CO2 emissions

2009). However, builders are encouraged to

are also calculated. SAP as a regulatory tool is

follow CSH principles, as assessment under

included in Part L of the Building Regulations

parts of the code’s standards will be made

and CSH.

mandatory for all in future (DCLG, 2008).
Some local authorities are including CSH

SAP is the auditing method behind
calculations in the Building Regulations and

recommendations at the planning stage now.

the Energy Performance Certificates (see

The CSH is mandatory for social housing and

below). It includes boilers, pumps, fans and

grant funding is available from the Homes and

fixed lighting. It does not cover occupant-

Communities Agency. Under the grant scheme

installed appliances, electrical equipment and

all social housing must achieve level CSH Level 3.

non-fixed lighting. Because the energy used by
appliances and most lighting is not included

Building Regulations Part L

within the auditing method, more energy

The Building Regulations 2000 set out broad

efficient equipment cannot contribute to better

standards and requirements which individual

ratings. The Government has recognised the

aspects of building design and construction

shortcomings of SAP. It stated that “SAP in its

must achieve. Part L deals with the energy

existing form does not adequately take account

efficiency of the building fabric and boiler,

of nor does it provide for proper accounting

conservation of fuel and power, and some

for the range of technologies that will reduce

dedicated low-energy light fittings. The

them” (DCLG, 2007a). SAP 2009 has scince

emphasis is on the building fabric. It is a design

been updated. It came into force as the tool for

standard and does not influence operation

measuring Part L from April 2010.

or occupancy. Part L is incorporating the CSH
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Merton Rule

how well the building meets its requirements

The Merton Rule was first introduced by

rather than the more common criterion of

the London Borough of Merton in 2003. It

the efficiency of individual components such

is a planning policy that requires new non-

as heating and insulation. This ensures that

residential developments above 1,000m2 to

the design and integration of the building’s

provide 10% of their total energy demand from

components are all considered in conjunction,

on-site renewable sources (Merton Council,

to help decarbonise the nation’s building stock.

2009). The London Plan (Policy 4A.2i) (Mayor
of London, 2008) now requires all London
Boroughs to provide 20% on-site renewable

Recommendations for
improving buildings legislation

sources on all developments.
The above examples highlight the UK

Energy Performance Certificates (EPCs)

Government’s commitment to meeting EU

Energy Performance Certificates record how

directives. These directives require a reduction

energy efficient a property is as a building,

to direct in-use emissions from homes. They

and provides ratings on an A–G scale. These

measure emissions from building stock but

are similar to the labels now provided with

exclude emissions due to building construction

domestic white goods such as refrigerators and

and maintenance, or wider infrastructure

washing machines. EPCs give information on

emissions. The Strategy for Sustainable

the current performance of a house, along with

Construction includes a target for reducing

its potential for cost-effective improvement.

emissions by 60% based on 1990 levels by 2050.

They have been a legal requirement on the

sector non-domestic buildings and other non-

2008. An EPC does not give information on

domestic buildings will be zero carbon from

current energy usage, it calculates energy

2016, 2018 and 2019 respectively. Therefore

performance.

how zero carbon is defined is crucial.

An EPC is accompanied by a recommendation

In what follows, further mechanisms are

report that lists measures (such as low and

proposed that would build upon the effects of

zero carbon generating systems) to improve

the above policies.

the energy rating. A rating is also given
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Domestic buildings and schools, public

construction, sale or rental of properties since

An analysis of the above standards and

showing what could be achieved if all the

their implementation can help identify the

recommendations were implemented. One key

best route towards decarbonisation. One key

feature of EPCs is that they look at performance

advance would be to have greater consistency

rather than efficiency. That is, they consider

between standards. Currently, SAP is used to

powerdown
assess the carbon impact of new buildings and

German Passivhaus standard. Passivhaus is

rd (reduced data) SAP is used for EPCs. An EPC

a design methodology which maximises the

quantifies the carbon emissions whereas CSH

comfort of buildings while massively reducing

examines the energy consumption and carbon

their energy consumption.

emissions of the whole building, including

Passive houses have a combination of high

catering, computing and all small power plug

insulation, lack of draughts and air leakage,

loads. Part L 2010 may be mandatory and

advanced glazing as well as a mechanical

include specifying 75% of internal lighting.

ventilation and heat recovery system. This

This is necessary to identify homes that are

provides up to 80% of heating needs through

“zero carbon” and to establish the level a home

warmed fresh air, resulting in properties that

achieves under the Code for Sustainable Homes.

stay comfortable without the need for large and

Furthermore, the revised and updated CSH

costly heating systems. Furthermore, a code for

“zero carbon” standard should become a

sustainable building design should encourage

compulsory legal standard. This has already

timber frame construction to promote carbon

been proposed for the zero carbon part of Part

sequestration, low embodied energy and the

L for 2016.

use of natural materials. Like all legislation

Another key issue is the need for building
energy labelling. These certificates give an
indication of the actual energy use of individual

it should be matched with training and
enforcement to ensure compliance.

homes. Smart meters may be required in all

Domestic properties

buildings by 2020. There may also be a credit

27% of UK emissions arise from energy use in

for them in the next version of CSH; this

the home. Between 1990 and 2008, total energy

proposal is out to consultation. DECs (Display

consumption in the UK rose by just over 5%

Energy Certificates) use actual meter readings

but domestic energy consumption rose by 12%

for the home energy labels. These give a clear

(DECC, 2009b).4 Over the same time period,

indication of how much energy is actually

emissions from the residential sector have

being used, and informs on how the occupants

declined, but at a much slower rate than for

actually use energy.

several other sectors (DECC, 2010). Figure 4.1

Clear standards are required. Sharing best

shows energy use within domestic properties in

practice at a European level while taking into

2007. 55% of energy was used for space heating,

account the variance of climate could help

and a further 26% for heating water. Trends

evolve our building standards. This would

suggest an increase in consumption for lighting

ensure regulation of the “green industry”. The

and appliances and a fall in consumption for

standard should be written in light of the

cooking and hot water (DCLG, 2007a). Table
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Fig. 4.1 Energy consumption in domestic dwellings

Energy consumption in domestic dwellings by use as a percentage of total final energy consumption, 2007.
Source: DECC (2009).

4.3 shows the CO2 emissions associated with

for the increases in the size and number of

these uses. Retrofitting domestic buildings

homes. While any standard involves a degree

offers an effective way not only of decreasing

of compromise, one of the best examples is

carbon emissions but also of reducing overall

the Swiss Minergie label, which stipulates

energy demand. With appropriate measures,

a consumption of 50kWh/m2/annum for

the average home’s heating and lighting usage

heating, hot water, cooling and mechanical

could be reduced by 80%, with the remaining

ventilation. Mackay’s (2008) house in 2006

heat and electrical demand being met using

used approximately 160kWh/m2/annum and

renewables. The nation’s building stock could be

the same dwelling in 2007 after building fabric

transformed from among the worst in Europe to

improvements used 54kWh/m2/annum. This was

a position of leading the low carbon economy.

without internal insulation or external cladding

To meet ambitious targets at minimum
cost requires optimising each opportunity to
decarbonise. Rather than aiming to reduce

improvements.
A key factor is quantification based on

overall energy use from buildings by a set

floor area. In the case of retrofitting, the best

percentage, the aim should be to achieve

approach may be to have target figures for

a set standard across the sector. The added

each building type; however, every situation

advantage of this approach is that the actions

demands a slightly different solution depending

are linked to a clearly defined outcome. The

on building and occupancy, so that with

disadvantage is that it does not account

experience, the standards can be amended as

4
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which offers the potential for substantial further

Domestic energy use appears to have peaked in 2004 and total energy use in 2005 (DECC, 2009b).

powerdown
Table 4.3 CO2 emissions from domestic buildings
End use

% of total

Appliances including cookers

21

Lighting

6

Water heating

20

Space heating

53

Total

100

CO2 emissions from British domestic dwellings by use per household, 2005, as a percentage of total domestic
emissions, 2005.
Source: 2005 data from DCLG (2007a).

practical knowledge develops.

existing infrastructures and protects existing

In the zerocarbonbritain2030 scenario, all

communities. In addition it can reduce energy

electricity is renewable, leaving the focus on

use in buildings in both the short- and long-

provision of heating. While the German Passive

term. While there are increasingly impressive

House Planning Package (PHPP) standard energy

refurbishments at an individual house level, the

consumption is 15kWh/m2 for new build, the

first local authority to complete a large scale

standard for retrofitted buildings is 30kWh/m .
2

In the domestic sector, there are many
opportunities for basic cost-effective
improvements in thermal performance. In

refurbishment (1000 or more dwellings) will
be providing a great example nationally if not
worldwide.
At first sight, a rundown area can often appear

2005, there were over 9 million uninsulated

much easier to demolish and rebuild than

cavity walls and 6.3 million lofts in Britain with

to renovate. However, such areas often have

little or no insulation (DCLG, 2007b). A national

considerable potential value if they are upgraded

refurbishment scheme would make sure that

(Power & Mumford, 2003). Older, pre-First World

everybody could benefit from cost and carbon

War properties are the least energy efficient,

saving opportunities. Retrofitting existing

but often the easiest to renovate and improve

homes could save 15 times more CO2 by 2050

(Power, 2008). It must, however, be recognised

than their demolition and replacement (Jowsey

that refurbishment to the required standard can

& Grant, 2009). Refurbishment minimises the

be extremely disruptive.

time and cost involved in improving the energy

On the one hand, there are strong social and

efficiency of a dwelling. It reduces sprawl by

structural reasons not to demolish and rebuild,

reducing the need for new build and it reuses

while on the other hand, developers, planners
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Box 4.1 Pay As You Save (PAYS)
PAYS is an alternative subsidising method. It offers people the opportunity of upgrading a dwelling’s energy perfomance
without upfront financing (Colley, 2009). A low energy refurbishment provider uses finance, from a third party, to cover
the upfront costs of the low energy work. A repayment tariff is linked through a meter to the property over an extended
period of time. Customers who sign up to a PAYS tariff benefit financially because the repayment tariff is set up to cost
less than the amount of energy saved.
Another key feature of PAYS is that the payment obligation is attached to the property rather than a specific owner or
occupant. At change of tenure the benefits of the measures and the obligation to pay is transferred with the property
to the new homeowner or occupant.
The refurbishment work is undertaken by an accredited company. Rigorous enforcement of codes and standards is
required. This could take the form of Sustainability Inspectors similar to those employed to enforce Health and Safety
Standards on construction sites. In other words inspection is done without prior warning and the legal responsibility is
at the director level of the organisation.
There are three finance options for PAYS – green bonds, finance from utilities providers and third party capital (ibid.).

and clients tend towards new buildings rather

achieving the larger picture of facilitating

than refurbishments, because of greater

the decarbonisation. Going street-by-street,

certainty in the result (Helweg-Larson & Bull,

asking for an opt-out rather than an opt-

2007).

in, and offering information on the need

The cost of refurbishment depends on several
factors, including the carbon reduction targets,

the occupants will all play a part. Methods

the building type‚ the region, the extent of

to improve the willingness of the public to

the necessary works‚ the construction of the

reduce energy consumption is discussed in the

building‚ the historic value and the existing

Motivation and behavioural change chapter.

environmental and thermal performance

A whole house approach is necessary. This

(Jowsey & Grant, 2009). One proposal is street-

means designing a strategy for the house

by-street upgrades which reduces cost and

rather than seeking reactive incremental

disruption.

improvement. This approach outlines what

Refurbishment at scale and in one location
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for the refurbishment and the benefits to

measures are needed, what the priorities are

dramatically reduces the cost. For example,

of each measure, and therefore provides a

all the skills and materials can be in one place.

sequence of events for the house to reach the

Gaining buy-in from the housing occupants

desired carbon target. This will also highlight

is key to getting these cost savings and

the costs of the refurbishment. In addition to

powerdown
Table 4.4 The benefits of refurbishment
• Renovation preserves the basic structure of the buildings. It retains the existing infrastructure
(such as roads, rail, water mains and gas pipes) in the existing built environment. Currently, this
infrastructure accounts for about 15% of the UK’s CO2 emissions (Essex, 2010).
• The renewal of a single dwelling has an effect on neighbouring properties, encouraging further
refurbishment.
• By adapting the existing structure and layout of a building, refurbishment is quicker than demolition
and replacement.
• It involves a shorter and more continuous building process, since most of the work can be carried
out under cover in weatherproof conditions. New build involves many months of exposure to the
elements while the foundations and main structure are built.
• It has a positive impact on the wider neighbourhood. Renewal and reinvestment enhance long-term
value, promoting a broader upgrading of the entire area.
• Renovation has a positive effect on street conditions, service quality and transport.
Source: Power, (2008).

PAYS (see Box 4.1) and ESCOs (energy service

The embodied energy of a material or product

companies, see Box 4.2) there are other ways of

refers to the total primary energy consumed

financing the transition to an energy efficient

during the resource extraction, transportation,

Britain more broadly. These are discussed in the

manufacturing and fabrication of that item

Policy and economics chapter.

(Hammond & Jones, 2008). Embodied energy

How do we minimise
the embodied energy in
refurbishment?

is measured as a quantity of non-renewable
energy per unit of material, component or
system. It is expressed as megajoules (MJ) or
gigajoules (GJ) per unit of weight (kg or tonne)
or area (square metre) of material.

Whilst retrofitting will make buildings far more

There are two forms: the initial embodied

energy efficient over the long-term, the carbon

energy and the recurring embodied energy.

cost associated with the retrofit of 25 million

So, for a building, the initial embodied

homes may be highly significant in the short-

energy consists of the energy used to extract,

term. One of the key ways of reducing the

process and manufacture its raw materials,

carbon cost of the retrofit will be by selecting

the transportation of building materials to

building materials that have low embodied

the building site, and the energy cost of the

energy and embodied carbon.

construction work. The recurring embodied
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energy in buildings is the energy consumed to

The embodied energy of a product tends

maintain, repair, restore, refurbish or replace

to be lower when materials are locally and

materials, components or systems during the

sustainably sourced. It is therefore very

lifecycle of the building.

important that the retrofitting programme use

The embodied energy of materials is usually
calculated on a “Cradle-to-Gate” basis: this
includes all the energy used within the product’s
creation, usually including any indirect energy

such materials wherever possible.

Carbon Sequestration in
refurbished Buildings

costs related to this, such as the energy used
for manufacturing capital equipment which

Natural materials such as wood and straw

are used to create the product, and the energy

contain carbon absorbed from the atmosphere.

used for heating and lighting the factory where

Different types of biomass and biofuels burn

it is produced. However, it does not include any

these natural materials which releases the

energy used after the product leaves the factory

stored carbon. Biomass generally refers to solid

gate.

plant matter grown for fuel e.g. to generate

The Inventory of Carbon and Energy (ICE),

electricity or produce heat. Biofuel refers to

produced by Geoff Hammond and Craig Jones

liquid fuel derived from plant materials. For

at the University of Bath, details the embodied

further details please see the biofuels section

energy and carbon of a large number of

in the Transport chapter. Instead of releasing

building materials. The latest version (1.6) of

this stored carbon, it could be locked away in

ICE uses a “Cradle-to-Gate” methodology. It also

building materials. This would result in a carbon

encourages users to quantify the “Gate-to-Site”.

saving i.e. a net negative emissions. Therefore

A more complete calculation can be based

the mass sustainable refurbishment of current

on a boundary condition of “Cradle-to-Site”:
this includes all of the energy consumed until

The materials used for this carbon

the product has reached its point of use, in

sequestration are varied. They include grown

other words, the building site. It therefore also

and recycled materials. The materials suggested

includes the costs of transportation and retail.

include wood, straw, hemp, recycled cardboard,

The optimum boundary condition is “Cradle-to-

miscanthus and willow. Each has many uses, for

Grave”, which involves not only the calculation

example: timber for structural and partitioning

of energy used from extraction to production,

purposes; miscanthus as particle board and

and on to transportation to site, but also the

straw and hemp as walling materials.

energy cost of product maintenance, and
disposal at the end of the product’s lifetime.
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buildings can also act as a carbon store.

Researchers at the Graduate School of the
Environment at CAT are investigating the

powerdown
potential use of many natural building materials.
This one process has three benefits: it saves

use, where the replacement buildings are highly
energy efficient. Energy in use outweighs the

carbon, it reduces the cost of refurbishment

embodied energy of existing stock, over the

and locks carbon in the building. The use of this

average building’s design lifetime – 60 years for

straw in new buildings and refurbishment would

domestic stock, 30 to 60 years for non-domestic

sequester carbon.

(Bull, 2008). The trade-off between wide-ranging

The land use change suggested in

refurbishment (e.g. 40% of demolition and

zerocarbonbritain2030 will provide further

replacement) and simple retrofit is dependent

construction materials which offer sequestration

on the dwelling.

potential. These include hemp, wood and

The saving lies in retaining the structure

miscanthus. These materials can be used for

of the building (e.g. timber, concrete or steel

both new buildings and for refurbishments. The

frame), the product used to give it structural

quantities provided will allow Britain to move

integrity and thermal mass (e.g. bricks), as

from importing building materials to exporting

well as fixtures and fittings. The latter tend to

them whilst increasing resilience and sustainable

be replaced when a building is replaced. The

jobs.

additional carbon beyond the building structure

Why not demolish and replace
buildings?

and flooring is rarely considered in comparative
calculations. However, the existing infrastructure
has significant embodied carbon and therefore
saving it is very useful in carbon terms.

While demolition and replacement can reduce

On the negative side, demolition involves

the energy use of inefficient buildings, the

the loss of a building and the financial cost of

process has an energy cost. This results from

its replacement. Adjacent buildings may lose

the embodied energy of materials, the disposal

value through disrepair and decline. It is difficult

of demolished buildings and the construction

to renew an area through house-by-house

of new buildings. Often, it is used as a method

demolition and replacement, so that whole

to knock down a building and build a bigger

streets or areas may need to be demolished,

one in its place. This may be justified in terms of

destroying some perfectly viable properties.

energy efficiency but is generally motivated by

Demolition is often driven by a pressure to

developer gain.

build more housing by infill/back-garden

It is generally presented by the construction

development, for example, by knocking down

industry that the embodied energy and

a detached house to build a small estate or by

carbon due to demolition and replacement is

increasing the density of a council estate or

outweighed by the energy and carbon saved in

town centre by increasing overall m2 often by
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increasing the height of buildings. Furthermore,

emissions. This not only ensures lower carbon

on average 70% of homes are occupied, making

and financial running costs of the building in

an area-based approach complex, slow and

use, but also that the investment and embodied

costly (National Audit Office [NAO], 2007). The

energy is well spent.

highest rate of clearance, 80,000 demolitions

As a result, Britain will avoid wasting existing

per annum, occurred during the late 1960s, now

carbon capital by reusing, refurbishing and

referred to as the mass clearance era (Power &

deconstructing rather than demolishing existing

Mumford, 2003). This compares with a current

buildings.

rate of 20,000 per annum (Boardman et al.,
2005), which even with a very high energy

Non-domestic buildings

standard of replacement stock will only have a

The heating, cooling and powering of non-

marginal impact on national energy demand.

domestic buildings accounts for 17% of UK

In the non-domestic sector too, the rate of

greenhouse gas emissions (Healey, 2009).5 Figure

replacement of existing stock is also low. At

4.2 breaks down energy use within the service

prvesent, replacement is driven by economic

sector. As with domestic buildings, the heating

conditions and regeneration policies rather

of service sector buildings is the most significant

than by building energy performance. However,

use of energy. Much of this is to heat older

the impacts of carbon trading, taxation, and

commercial offices, education facilities, retail

increasing energy prices may promote a greater

spaces, hotels, and catering outlets (Department

focus on energy performance, even in the

for Business, Enterprise and Regulatory Reform

absence of specific interventions in this sector.

[BERR], 2007). Space heating also accounts for

One final factor bearing on the decision
whether to demolish and rebuild concerns the

11% of industrial energy use (DECC, 2009b).
Non-domestic buildings emit approximately

timescale involved. Rebuilding is slowed by the

100Mt of CO2 each year (Caleb, 2008). The

need to renew infrastructure after demolition.

Carbon Trust has identified an emissions

It is rare for a demolition plan to deliver

reduction potential of 37Mt of CO2, while the

replacement housing in less than 10 years, even

Committee on Climate Change has identified a

with Government backing and funding (Turcu,

potential of about 34Mt CO2 for non-domestic

2005–2007).

buildings, of which 13.5Mt CO2 could be

Whatever approach is adopted – whether
demolition and replacement or refurbishment
– the most central consideration is that a

achieved at a cost of less than £40/tonne CO2
(ibid.).
However, adding in the work from

substantially higher energy standard be

other sectors such as having a renewably-

achieved in buildings with reduced carbon

powered electricity supply, the potential of

5

Industry, accounted for 20.3%, and services (including agriculture) 12.5%, of total UK energy consumption in 2008

(DECC, 2009). “Industrial demand” excludes iron and steel use of fuels for transformation and energy industry own
use purposes (ibid.).
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behaviour change, and back-casting rather
than forecasting, highlights many more
opportunities.
Energy Performance Certificates have been

prediction tools.
In general, existing buildings in the nondomestic sector have poor building fabric,
inefficient plant rooms, poor building controls

required on the construction, sale or lease of

and low levels of energy awareness among

larger non-domestic buildings since October

their users and occupants (Clarke et al., 2006).

2008. These certificates should provide some

Overheating is common. This leads to an

incentives to exceed the minimum Building

increased cooling demand even though the

Regulations requirements for refurbished

climate does not warrant it. Improved controls

buildings. There is considerable evidence

and the appropriate use of thermal mass,

that EPCs underestimate the actual energy

glazing, shading and ventilation are important

use in non-domestic buildings (Bordass et al.,

to reduce overheating. For existing, poorly-

2004). It is an EU requirement to label public

insulated office buildings, improved insulation

buildings with the actual energy use Display

is more important than improved solar control,

Energy Certificates. These show a higher actual

whereas the reverse is true for well-insulated

energy use compared with the theoretical

buildings (Arup, 2008).

predictions of EPCs. This highlights the need

The UK spends £27 billion per year on

for energy labelling based on actual energy use

commercial and public refurbishment (Caleb,

and highlights the potential for better energy

2008). Commercial buildings account for

Fig. 4.2 Energy consumption in the service sector

Energy consumption in the service sector by use as a percentage of total final energy consumption, 2007.
Source: DECC (2009).
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about 64% of this figure. Incorporating energy

It is far more cost-effective to design energy

efficiency into this refurbishment is much more

demand out of buildings than to invest in new

cost effective and convenient than a mass

energy supplies or carbon offsetting.

refurbishment project. Refurbishments could

performance, the next priority is the provision

standards analogous to those set out in the

of low or zero carbon energy supplies. Where

new-build Code for Sustainable Homes, with

efficient, generation should be located on-site

escalating targets over time.

or as close to the development as possible.

In any event, the Code for Sustainable Homes

This avoids distribution losses, increases local

should be expanded into a Code for Sustainable

awareness of energy supply, and ensures that

Building, including standards for the crucial

local renewable energy capacity is exploited.

industrial and commercial sectors. There are BRE

To date, the focus of policy intervention

Environmental Assessment Method (BREEAM)

has been on the energy performance of new

standards that equate to the Code for Non-

buildings. The next step is to address the

Domestic new build; however, the argument for

improvement of existing buildings through

a Code for Sustainable Buildings is also about

national requirements. There are examples of

applying these standards to existing stock.

local good practice in this regard, which can

Energy-efficient refurbishment could become

be used to inform a wider, nationally-focused

a large market, creating many jobs. This is

policy.

quantified and discussed in more detail in the
Employment chapter.

A strategic approach to
carbon reduction in
residential and non-domestic
buildings
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With high levels of passive building

be made energy efficient by ensuring they meet

However, to improve the existing building
stock will require considerable effort, in terms
of providing the necessary information, advice
and support, along with incentives to help
reduce the high up-front costs of making such
improvements (Caleb, 2008).
Another solution is the use of an alternative
finance model for such work. Arup (2009)

In order to achieve emissions reductions, a clear

highlighted the potential to finance retrofitting

hierarchy of priorities can be identified. The

by allowing the installers to capture the energy

starting point is demand reduction through

bill savings. This would enable the initial capital

energy efficiency, by means of passive design

to come from a variety of interested parties

measures such as insulation and heat-recovery

rather than relying on capital from the building

ventilation, along with high-performance

owner. This is a key issue for all buildings.

specification for refurbishment and new-build.

The emergence of energy service companies

powerdown
(ESCOs) is one example of such an approach.
However, in relation to all of this, domestic

there are ways of pricing electricity so that
beyond a set usage level the price increases

energy efficiency tends to follow the “rebound

therefore preventing rebound. In addition

effect” in which efficiency savings are partly

to reducing emissions a core benefit for this

offset by greater consumption in other areas.

retrofit is to avoid fuel poverty. The term fuel

This can be due to changes in the use of the

poverty refers to a household needing to spend

building, the addition of new energy loads, or

more than a tenth of their income on energy

increased lighting levels (ibid.).

(Boardmann et al., 2005). Better insulated

Sanders and Phillipson (2006) have found

homes are a major step towards both objectives

that currently only 50% of the theoretical

but will of course be supplemented by other

savings from improving Building Regulations

measures. These other measures include a cap

are actually achieved in practice. This results

on national emissions.

from occupant’s choosing to heat buildings to a
higher temperature.6
There are several ways to address this

Recommendations
A Code for Sustainable Building Design (both

“rebound effect”. Firstly this would not happen

domestic and non-domestic) would be one

if there was a pre-agreed service level with an

of the key steps needed to encourage and

energy supply company. For other customers

enforce decreased energy demand and

Box 4.2 Energy service companies (ESCOs)
The idea behind energy service companies is that, rather than paying per unit of electricity, gas or other heat source,
the customer pays for the service provided. ESCOs still require metering and charge per unit of heat or electricity. For
example a customer pays the ESCO to keep their dwelling at a set temperature throughout the year. Energy supply
companies are normally used in the domestic sector but they also have the potential to reduce energy use in the
industrial and commercial sectors.
Conventional economics suggests that whenever a saving can be made; for example, insulating a building, the rational
consumer will do so. However at a domestic scale, homeowners seldom have easy access to information showing that
such improvements are in their best interests. Furthermore, even when such information is provided, there may be an
element of inertia. By contrast, in an ESCO model, the service provider has both the information and the incentive to
insulate the building, potentially promoting large-scale implementation of improvements.
The ESCO approach is currently being investigated by both Government and the private sector. Alternatively, the
inception of street-by-street improvements is an even more cost-effective approach. This however requires buy-in from
homeowners, along with some form of public-private partnership to plan its implementation. Both Arup and Wates,
two leading building construction companie, have highlighted the cost savings of large-scale retrofitting. There are
other similar models where energy savings are captured by installers such as Pay As You Save (PAYS) (see Box 4.1),
potentially making energy efficiency measures free to the homeowner.

6

The average internal temperature of homes in the UK has increased by 7ºC since 1970. The advent of central

heating has led to an increase in comfort but the average energy use per dwelling has remained roughly the same.
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carbon emissions from buildings. Such a code
should provide clear definitions of zero carbon

3 CO2 emissions from April 2010, and code

buildings, and include a consideration of the

level water consumption requirements later in

embodied energy involved in construction.

2010. A further step for such codes would be to

A total cap and reduction in emissions
from construction and maintenance is key
to minimising emissions from the built

incorporate them into European legislation to
create a set of European Sustainability Standards.
In addition to legislative backing, financial

environment. This should include limiting the

incentives are also required, such as those

expansion of emissions of all other sectors. It

outlined in Table 4.5, complemented by national

should also indicate how low or zero carbon

legislation on carbon to ensure they meet their

design and technologies can be incorporated.

potential. Research from the Energy Saving

All elements of architecture and design must

Trust showed that once built, around 43% of

become integrated, rather than treating each

buildings fail to achieve the Building Regulations

discrete element in isolation. The code might

standard they were designed to. Therefore, it is

also consider wider aspects such as indoor

not enough to design a zero carbon standard;

air quality, as in North America’s Leadership

enforcement is crucial (see Grigg, 2004).

in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED)

Legislative backing could take the form of

standard or Britain’s BREEAM.

sustainability or low carbon inspectors similar

Research is needed into what materials should

to those employed to enforce Health & Safety

be included or excluded in this type of design.

Standards on construction sites. Inspection

A clear framework for building design should

would be without prior warning, with legal

be drawn up, allowing for different routes to

responsibility devolving upon the organisation’s

zero carbon. Without this research, there will be

directors.

continued ambiguity regarding low and zero
carbon technologies and their implementation.
The largest decrease in emissions from
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All new homes have to meet the CSH Level

Another key factor in achieving low
carbon buildings is in the attitudes of users
and occupants, as well as of the designers

building stock will come from refurbishment.

and builders involved in their construction.

In consequence, a Code for Sustainable

Substantial education is needed to ensure that

Refurbishment is also required. This could be

people appreciate not only the benefits of

designed in conjunction with the Code for

low carbon homes, but also the ways in which

Sustainable Building Design. It could be based

their own choices and actions can influence

on the CSH, outlining measures to be improved

the effectiveness of the end result (Osami &

such as glazing, insulation, boilers and other

O’Reilly, 2009). Action can be achieved through

energy efficiency measures.

education, marketing and legislation. Social

powerdown
Box 4.3 Sustainable communities
Sustainable communities are designed as places where people can both live and work, now and into the future.
Such communities aim to meet the diverse needs of existing and future residents, as well as being sensitive to the
environment. They must offer hospitals, schools, shops, public transport, and a clean, safe environment (Office of the
Deputy Prime Minister [ODPM], 2003).
A programme was issued by the government to set a framework for delivering sustainable communities over the next
15–20 years. The main areas of focus are housing supply, new growth areas, decent homes and the countryside and
local environment. Other similar ideas have also been proposed, such as new urbanism and mixed-use development.
For the purposes of this report, all such ideas are considered under the title of sustainable communities.
The idea of mixed-use development is that, rather than zoning land for a single purpose such as residential or
commercial, having a mix in one area can provide a range of benefits including fuel use, cost saving and quality of
life.
Careful planning of the built environment can substantially reduce travel. Having schools, shops, businesses
and homes all within walking distance requires integration at the town planning and development stages, but can
significantly decrease travel requirements. Such initiatives save time, energy use and infrastructure requirements, as
well as providing a better quality of life and a stronger sense of community.

marketing could be used to incentivise positive
action.
This education programme requires both

Reduced energy and resource use requires
the mutual involvement of all stakeholders –
owners, investors, developers, designers and

a grass roots and a central component,

builders. Gann (2000) comments that there

involving local councils and communities as

is a danger of ‘overemphasising the physical

well as action at a national level. The training

characteristics of construction’ by considering

of construction professionals must also be

the building separately from its social and

directed at producing a more flexible and

environmental setting. A more integrated

adaptable workforce, with an understanding

approach to programming, planning, design,

of the whole construction process. University-

and construction is needed (Adeyeye et al.,

level architecture, engineering and construction

2007), involving cross-disciplinary teams at the

education needs to incorporate sustainability

planning, design and construction stages.

as a central issue, to ensure the necessary skills
and awareness. Professional on-tools training

Future research

for builders and tradespeople is essential. There

Further research is required into the potential

is also a need for increased financial incentives

for new buildings to be designed for their

to make new technologies more affordable, as

ultimate dismantling. At the design stage,

shown in Table 4.5.

engineers, architects and designers should
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Table 4.5 Zero carbon incentives
• Stamp duty rebates on the sale of existing properties, to encourage improvements in energy
efficiency, such as increased insulation, double/triple glazing, and more efficient heating systems.
• Low-interest loans for substantial energy efficiency improvements that will increase a home’s energy
performance certificate or SAP rating.
• PAYS should form part of the Government’s strategy to encourage the refurbishment of existing
buildings both domestic and non-domestic.
• VAT reduced to 5% on energy-efficient products to equalise the rate on energy use. New-build is
currently VAT-free. However, almost all repair and reinvestment works are subject to 17.5% VAT, falling
to 5% for property that has been empty for more than three years (Power, 2008).
• Green mortgages providing lower interest rates for investment in energy efficiency. This differs from
existing green mortgages which include energy audits and carbon offsets. The Energy Efficiency
Partnership for Homes defined green mortgages as mortgages for dwellings with above-average
levels of energy efficiency or where the owner commits to undertake an agreed list of improvements.
• Council tax rebates for energy efficiency improvements. For example, the occupier pays for cavity
wall insulation but receives a rebate equivalent to the original investment. For example Rochford
District council funds a one-off Council Tax rebate of £75 once insulation has been installed by British
Gas in a dwelling.
Potential incentive mechanisms to encourage the decarbonisation of buildings.

consider how a building could be taken apart

appliances themselves, but also of methods of

so that constituent parts and materials could be

monitoring the appliances’ energy consumption

easily reused or reclaimed.

in use. The integration of this with the rapid

Domestic appliances in the UK currently

roll-out of smart meters could collate huge

contribute 30% of domestic CO2 emissions

quantities of real data to help drive further

(Association of Environmentally Conscious

efficiencies.

Builders [AECB], 2006) together with growing
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Post-occupancy evaluation of building

home entertainment systems energy use.

systems offers opportunities for innovation.

There are energy star and similar schemes,

Innovative case study buildings not only inspire,

and integration of devices may lead to a lower

they also provide information to help future

quantity of appliances and decreased electrical

developments in building science. Information

demand. There is a need for further research

on actual energy use and occupant behaviour in

into how this can be achieved. This not only

both new and refurbished buildings should be

involves the development of low-wattage

collated. Building regulations should mandate

powerdown
follow-ups to check that energy criteria as per
the building specification are being met.

Conclusion
The built environment can play a significant role

construction industry.
In promoting zero carbon buildings and
technologies, it is imperative to ensure that fuel
poverty and build quality do not deteriorate.
However, of equal importance is the need for

in reducing the UK’s greenhouse gas emissions

action at a scale that matches the magnitude

through measuring and reducing emissions to

of the challenge of climate change. British

construct and maintain our built environment,

homes, offices, business and industry can be

as well as regulation to enforce the reduction

refurbished to decrease their impact on the

of emissions from both new buildings and the

environment and decrease fuel bills.

existing stock.
Cutting emissions from the buildings

Through careful selection of building
materials a national campaign can have

sector forms part of the overall strategy for

minimal impact on the environment. In fact

decarbonising. Putting a price signal on

wise material selection can enable the building

carbon will further encourage businesses and

stock to lock away carbon, helping to reduce

individuals to upgrade their buildings. Planning

atmospheric levels of CO2 and therefore helping

regulations should be used to monitor the

to decrease the chance of hitting a tipping point

expansion of the built environment. This should

in our climate system.

be evaluated in terms of carbon emissions. To
combat inertia and financial constraints, creative
business models such as ESCOs can play a vital
role. Through good planning, the need for newbuild can be reduced.
Other strategies include improved design
and refurbishment standards, better urban and
rural planning, and the integration of renewable
energy generation into buildings.
However, the most effective method of
lowering carbon emissions is improving the
performance of the existing building stock
(Strong, 2008). Energy legislation and Building
Regulations need to be more transparent and
relevant at both the national and international
level, leading to a more closely-regulated
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Chapter 5
Transport
Introduction

targets, transport is the only sector where

In zerocarbonbritain2030 electricity will be the

emissions have continued to rise, cancelling out

new fuel of choice. The roads and rails will buzz

many of the savings made elsewhere.

with the sound of power lines, batteries and

Since 1990 CO2 emissions from road transport

fuel cells. We will be fitter and more active; our

have increased by 11%, while they have reduced

towns and cities will be alive with the sound of

from the energy supply industry by 12%

people talking on the walk or cycle to work. We

and business emissions by 19% (Baker et al.,

will have better and faster train services and we

2009). This is extremely frustrating, as tackling

will waste less time travelling by working more

the transportation issue offers some of the

efficiently. We will holiday closer to home and

greatest societal benefits of all decarbonisation

use teleconferencing for business meetings, all

measures, simultaneously improving the quality

but eliminating the need for aviation. Cargo will

of our towns and cities, tackling social exclusion,

travel around the world on ships powered by

bringing economic efficiency, and of course

solar panels, sails and sustainable fuels. We will

providing health and environmental benefits

not only have a zero carbon transport system,

(see Shaw et al., 2003; Batterbury, 2003).

but we will be healthier and happier too.
Sounds good? Well, how do we get there?
This chapter outlines the transport challenge,

Each UK citizen spends an average of 376
hours per year travelling, covering a distance of
just under 7,000 miles. While this distance has

highlights key interventions, and presents a

increased dramatically over the past 50 years,

vision of a decarbonised transport system.

the time spent travelling has remained largely

The transport challenge

constant throughout history (Department for
Transport [DfT], 2008a). Worldwide, people

The transport sector is one of the most difficult

spend approximately between 1 to 1.5 hours

to tackle in terms of reducing emissions.

per day travelling, and devote around 10–15%

Measures are often more expensive than

of their income to do so (Jackson et al., 2006).

interventions in other sectors, added to which

The transport sector currently accounts

there are strong links between economic

for around 24% of UK domestic emissions,

growth and growth in transport demand. While

producing approximately 130 million tonnes

the UK is broadly on track to meet its Kyoto

of CO2 per annum. Including the UK’s share
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Fig. 5.1 UK transport CO2 emissions

UK CO2 emissions from domestic and international transport by source, 2006.
“Other” includes liquefied petroleum gas (LPG) emissions (all vehicles); other road vehicle engines, and other mobile sources
and machinery. Emissions from rail travel given above are from diesel trains only. The total CO2 emissions from transport in
2006 equalled 173 million tonnes.
Source: DfT (2008).
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of international aviation and shipping adds

carbon greenhouse gas impacts. For example,

another 43 million tonnes, and increases

the total climate change impact from aviation

transport’s overall share of the nation’s total CO2

in the short term is estimated to be two to four

emissions (DfT, 2008b). A breakdown of the UK’s

times greater than that of carbon alone. This

transport emissions by mode is shown in Figure

is due primarily to the release of water vapour

5.1.

and NOx at high altitudes where they have a

The figure shows that passenger cars and

short-term warming effect which they do not

international aviation dominate the carbon

have when released at ground level.1 The exact

emissions from transport, and many policies

amount of extra warming caused by these is

rightly target these areas. In contrast, public

unclear, due largely to uncertainty over their

transport modes such as bus and rail have

effect on the formation of cirrus clouds (Royal

minor carbon impacts. However, emissions from

Commission on Environmental Pollution, 2002).

heavy goods vehicles (HGVs) and light goods

As shown in Figure 5.1, passenger cars are

vehicles (LGVs) also contribute a significant

responsible for the largest proportion of CO2

proportion to total emissions, and more

emissions, at 39.7%. These trips can be broken

attention must be paid to tackling emissions

down further into trip type and trip length, as

from freight transport.

demonstrated in Figure 5.2.

What is not shown in Figure 5.1 is the non-

As might be expected, commuting and

Fig. 5.2 CO2 emissions from household car journeys in Great Britain
Fig. 5.2a

Fig. 5.2b

CO2 emissions from household car journeys in Great Britain by (a) journey purpose (2006) and (b) journey length
(2002/2006 average).
Source: Based on data from DfT (2008).

1

Nitrogen oxides NO and NO2, are indirect greenhouse gases. That is, they give rise to greenhouse gases via

various spontaneous processes of atmospheric chemistry.
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business trips make up a significant proportion

or to eliminate the emissions that they produce

of emissions (Figure 5.2a). However, the largest

through technological change.

share is due to leisure trips such as holidays
and visiting friends. Therefore, although
commuting tends to be the least efficient form

Forecast growth in transport
demand

of transportation due to low occupancy rates,
attention must also be paid to leisure travel

Transport’s share of carbon emissions is forecast

if transport emissions are to be effectively

to grow as other sectors begin to decarbonise.

reduced.

In a “business-as-usual” scenario, transport

Travel linked to education makes up only 3%
of emissions. This may at first seem surprising,

in the future. The Eddington Transport Study

given the large amount of attention and funds

forecast an increase of 28% in vehicle kilometres

devoted nationally to developing school travel

between 2003 and 2025 (Eddington, 2006).

plans. However, tackling the school run is still

Similarly, aviation is one of the fastest growing

worthwhile as it brings a range of other benefits

sectors of the world economy, and has grown

such as improved health, reduced congestion,

globally at nearly 9% per annum. In the UK, the

engaging children in climate change issues and

Department for Transport forecast that there

developing active travel habits.

will be roughly 200% more air passengers by

Finally, the breakdown of journey lengths

2030 based on 2007 levels (DfT, 2009a). If this

shown in Figure 5.2b is perhaps the most

comes to pass, it represents a serious threat

surprising. Although approximately 70% of

to combating climate change because, as is

all car journeys are less than 5 miles long,

described later in the chapter, aviation is an

these are responsible for a total of just 19% of

area in which the technological options for

carbon emissions from cars. Medium length

decarbonisation are limited.

car journeys contribute significantly to all
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demand is predicted to continue increasing

CO2 emissions from cars. As other modes of

Transport solutions

transport including HGVs, LGVs and aircrafts

Many of the solutions to the transport challenge

all make significantly longer journeys than

are not in themselves transport measures. These

passenger cars, the majority of carbon

include improving the urban environment for

emissions from transport can be shown to

example through better land use planning,

be from medium- and long-distance trips.

so that less transportation is needed, and

Therefore, the key to tackling carbon emissions

reducing society’s consumption of material

from transport is either to reduce the number

goods, thus reducing freight transport. Car-free

of medium- and long-distance trips themselves,

cities such as Masdar, Abu Dhabi, in the United

powerdown
Arab Emirates, show that with intelligent and

King Review of Low Carbon Cars. This provided

integrated planning, transport emissions can be

an excellent review of the possibilities for low

all but eliminated using existing technologies.

carbon road transport, and suggested policy

Changes to the urban environment typically

measures that would encourage the uptake of

occur at around 1% per annum so the process of

such vehicles. It stated:

adapting our towns and cities to be car-free will

new markets for efficient vehicles in the UK is

“Fully electric, battery-powered vehicles
– if using zero or low-carbon electricity
– offer the most direct opportunity to
decarbonise road transport over the
longer term… Recent developments
in battery technology raise the
expectation that, in the longer term,
batteries could offer acceptable range,
performance and recharging time”.

that this will encourage their uptake around

(King, 2008)

take some time.
The majority of the transport carbon savings
in zerocarbonbritain2030 come from efficiency
savings and new fuels. Behavioural change also
has a key role to play and there must be more
focus on targeting the use of the car for
medium- and long-range trips, where the
majority of transport carbon emissions arise.
A key advantage to promoting and creating

the world and achieve far greater emissions
reductions than we could achieve in the UK

The Government is to provide support for the

alone. As such, we first explore alternatives to

development of battery electric cars through

petrol and diesel fuels, before examining various

subsidies of £2000–5000 per vehicle, and

modes of transport and alternative behaviour

up to £20 million to provide the recharging

and business models.

infrastructure for a trial group of cities (DfT,
2008c). The Mayor of London’s Electric Vehicle

Fuels

Delivery Plan for London provides an excellent

Electricity

can implement to support the roll-out of electric

Electricity is well positioned to be the dominant

vehicles (Mayor of London, 2009).

transport fuel of the future. 2010 sees the roll-

case study showing measures local authorities

The Government also supports the EU’s

out of several breakthrough electric vehicles

emissions target for cars of 95g CO2/km by 2020,

and, as discussed in subsequent sections,

and hopes to see the introduction of similar

electricity also has a major role to play for rail,

targets for vans. It has set a UK goal of 130g

and other modes. In 2008, the Government

CO2/km by 2011 for all cars owned by the public

published the findings of Professor Julia King’s

sector (DfT, 2008c). This, however, is a weak
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target, as today’s most efficient cars can already

batteries with a higher energy density are

do considerably better, with several emitting

commercially available. In order to ensure that

less than 100g CO2/km (Department of Energy

hybrid and plug-in hybrids are cost-effective for

and Climate Change [DECC], 2009).

consumers, battery technologies must continue

Electric vehicles are currently confined to
niche markets. This will remain the case until

to develop.
Lead-acid batteries are very heavy and have

Box 5.1 Recharging batteries
A company called Better Place has developed an innovative yet simple way to overcome the recharging hurdle for
electric vehicles and increase their range. Instead of waiting for the vehicle to charge, drivers, for a small fee, are able
to pull into a service station and exchange their used battery for a fully-charged one.
Better Place is currently building the first such network in Israel, with the electric vehicles to be developed by RenaultNissan. As the upfront cost of the battery is no longer paid by the consumer, the price of these electric vehicles should
be similar to conventional gasoline models.

Box 5.2 Peak lithium and peak platinum?
Lithium
Concerns over a peak in lithium supplies similar to a peak in conventional oil are unfounded. The majority of peak
lithium material originates from William Tahil, who releases reports under the name of Meridian International Research.
However, his research has been widely discredited, and his credibility is not helped by his continued adherence to a
paper he wrote claiming the destruction of the twin towers on 9/11 was caused by nuclear bombs (Tahil, 2006). Major
car companies have commissioned a range of professional consultants to investigate lithium supply trends and are
continuing to invest huge amounts of money into lithium battery-based cars.
In contrast to the peak lithium claims, lithium is extremely abundant. Current reserves come from a few countries
with extremely cheap extraction costs. However, a wealth of other sources exists, and new extraction methods are
continually being developed. In contrast to oil, lithium exploration and extraction is in its infancy (see SQM, 2009).
Greater extraction costs are likely to make little difference to battery prices, as lithium itself only accounts for around
1% of the final battery price. In addition, lithium can be recycled from old batteries. This is not currently profitable, but
is often required on environmental grounds.

Platinum
Platinum on the other hand, a key ingredient in hydrogen fuel cells, is a very rare and expensive metal, with the largest
deposits found in South Africa, Russia and Canada. However the hydrogen industry is currently investigating materials
to replace platinum in hydrogen vehicles’ fuel cells (see Reuters, 2007). The amount of platinum required to make a fuel
cell is constantly reducing and platinum can also be recovered from the fuel cell at the end of its lifecycle.
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a low energy density. The current generation

CO2 saving compared to petrol/diesel vehicles.

of hybrid vehicles such as the Toyota Prius use

This will increase as the energy sector continues

nickel metal hydride (NiMH) batteries, which

to decarbonise. Analysis by E4Tech for the

can offer a range of up to 120 miles. Lithium ion

DfT’s (2007) Low Carbon Innovation Strategy

(Li-ion) batteries, currently used in laptops and

suggests that a total conversion of the UK car

mobile phones, can offer ranges of 250–300

and taxi fleet to electricity would equate to 16%

miles per charge, but their cost is currently a

of current electricity demand.

major barrier (King, 2008).
Further development of battery technology

This additional 16% in energy demand could
necessitate the construction of additional

is likely to provide increased range, lower cost

generation capacity. However, with the use of

and shorter recharge times. Possible future

smart meters and smart charging for electric

battery types include Li-ion polymer, Li-sulphur,

cars, electric cars may require little or no

air power, and ultra-capacitors, which provide

additional electricity capacity. Cars could be set

exceptionally quick recharge times (ibid.).

to charge when demand for electricity is low –

Under the current grid mix, electric vehicles’
power consumption represents just over a 50%

for example, during the night, preventing any
increase in peak demand.

Box 5.3 Using electric vehicles to balance the electricity grid
Electric vehicle batteries can help to balance a renewable electricity grid by providing a significant variable load.
Smart chargers can be programmed to draw electricity when it is cheap (such as during the night) when a heavily wind
dependent electricity system will be generating excess electricity that might otherwise have been dumped. By this
means, it is not only possible to run a significant number of electric vehicles without having to build any more electricity
generation capacity, but electric vehicles can also make building renewables more cost effective and better able to
compete financially against fossil fuels by enabling more of the energy they generate to be used.
Another suggestion is that the grid should be able to actually draw on the energy stored in the batteries of electric
cars, allowing the electric vehicle fleet to act not just as a variable load but also as storage for the grid. This idea is
called Vehicle to Grid (V2G). However, this is unlikely to be realised for several reasons. Due to the high cost of electric
vehicle batteries and their limited cycle life it is better to preserve them for as long as possible for the high grade energy
use needed for driving, and use other storage methods such as pumped storage and extra generation capacity as grid
backup.
It is also unlikely to be cost effective for the consumer. There is a large gap between the cost at which electricity
can be bought from the grid, and the price at which it can be sold back, as only a small proportion of the cost of
purchased electricity covers the cost of its generation. Most of the price covers the cost of distribution, transmission
and administration. As such, we estimate that the major contribution that electric vehicles will be able to make to
balancing the grid will be through providing a variable load and V2G systems will only have niche applications.
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Hydrogen
Hydrogen-fuelled vehicles fall into two
categories – combustion and fuel cell:
• Combustion: hydrogen is used instead of
fossil fuels in a modified internal combustion
engine. This produces a very clean exhaust,
consisting largely of water vapour. Some
pollutants also remain, although in a greatly
reduced form.
• Fuel cell: hydrogen is mixed with oxygen
within a fuel cell, directly generating
electricity. This is used to drive highly
efficient electric drive motors.
On the surface, hydrogen appears to provide

“The use of hydrogen cars would require
major new supply infrastructure. Use of
hydrogen in captive bus and car fleets
(where the need for diffuse refuelling
is limited) is therefore the most likely
intermediate step. A large supply
network is only likely to be developed if
hydrogen emerges as a fuel that can be
widely supplied in a low CO2 way and at
a reasonable cost, and if developments
in battery technologies do not provide a
more cost-effective electric alternative”.
(King, 2008)

a silver bullet to the problem of transport
carbon emissions. It is one of the most common
elements on Earth, and its tailpipe emissions

amount of carbon in the transport system

are zero carbon. However, pure hydrogen is not

and must therefore be discounted in our

found on Earth, and it must be created through

zerocarbonbritain2030 scenario.

a process that uses energy, such as natural gas

on hydrogen produced by electrolysis produces

fuel in itself; instead, it is only an energy carrier.

slightly more CO2 than running them on petrol

Due to the energy losses involved in the

or diesel (ibid.).2 This situation will improve

production of hydrogen, it will never exceed

as the electricity sector decarbonises. In the

the efficiency of using electricity directly. As

zerocarbonbritain2030 scenario in which the

noted in the King Review of Low Carbon Cars

grid is completely decarbonised, electrically-

(King, 2008), hydrogen faces a number of other

derived hydrogen will be effectively carbon

challenges, and is unlikely to displace batteries

neutral.

as the favoured technology for a low carbon
transport system.
Running cars on hydrogen made from natural
gas produces a 50–60% CO2 saving compared
to running them on fossil fuels (King, 2008),
but this method still leaves a considerable

2
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Under the current grid mix, running vehicles

or electricity. Hence, as with electricity, it is not a

Electrolysis is the process of using electricity to split water into hydrogen and oxygen

Other methods of producing hydrogen,
for example from algae, are currently being
investigated, although it is too early to tell if and
when these will become commercially viable.
Using a number of assumptions, King (2008)
estimates that running vehicles on hydrogen

powerdown
produced by electricity (electrolysis) requires

The greenhouse gas impact of many biofuels

twice as much electricity as running them on

has been seriously questioned and, when all

battery electric power. Converting the entire

factors are taken into account, it is unclear

car and taxi fleet is estimated to require an

whether most transport biofuels currently

additional 30% on top of current electricity

in use have better or worse greenhouse gas

demand, rather than the 16% required for

balances than the fossil fuels they are replacing.

batteries (ibid.).

This is partially due to the emissions from

The major advantage that hydrogen has over

the growing process and partly due to their

batteries it that it is able to store more energy

association with destructive land use change

for less weight and so it is useful for applications

such as deforestation, either directly through

where a very large amount of power is needed,

displacement, or indirectly through price

or when stopping to exchange or recharge

mechanisms (Fargione et al., 2008; Searchinger

batteries is difficult. It is therefore predicted that

et al., 2008).

hydrogen will be limited to several significant

Growing biofuel feedstock in large quantities

niche markets including HGVs, buses, and

also has other environmental impacts, including

possibly taxi fleets. However, the conversion

intensive water use and negative biodiversity

of diesel buses to grid-connected trolleybuses

effects. The former is clearly more of a problem

offers a cheaper, widely-proven alternative.

in regions that suffer from water shortages.
Many authorities also voice concerns over

Biofuels

the impacts of biofuel production on global

Biofuels are plant crops used as fuel. Plants

hunger. The economic relationships involved are

take up carbon from the air while growing and

complex and controversial as demonstrated in

then release it back when they decompose or

Box 5.4.

burn. However in reality biofuels have some

Biofuels made from lignocellulosic feedstock

climate impact, from fossil fuel energy and

such as wood or grasses may be less plagued

nitrogen fertiliser used in their production and

by some of these issues. Biofuels can be made

sometimes from the clearing of land in order to

from any biomass using currently available

grow them. Transport biofuels currently consist

technology, but at the moment the process

almost entirely of bioethanol made from sugar

of breaking down cellulose is too expensive

or starch, which replaces petrol, and biodiesel

to compete with biofuels made from sugar or

made from vegetable oil, which replaces diesel.

oil. However, the cost is expected to fall in the

In general the use of bioenergy for transport

future, particularly if research breakthroughs

is highly controversial and raises complex issues,
many of which are inescapably international.

materialise.
Lignocellulosic biofuels still have a land and
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water impact and how sustainable they are will

used as feedstock. Such biofuels tend to have far

still depend on where and how they are grown.

better greenhouse gas balances than the “first

However, higher yields are available from these

generation” biofuels made from the oily, starchy

feedstocks, meaning land requirements are less.

or sugary fraction of crops. This is discussed

The feedstock can be grown on a wider variety

further in the Land use and agriculture chapter.

of types of land, so should compete less with

We use some lignocellulosic biofuels in the

food for prime arable land. Waste can also be

zerocarbonbritain2030 scenario, mainly to

Box 5.4 Biofuels and hunger
In many parts of the world, particularly sub-Saharan Africa, agricultural yields are very low due to lack of investment
in agricultural technologies (Food and Agriculture Organisation [FAO], 2008). There is therefore the potential in many
parts of the Global South (less industrialised countries) to raise yields quite substantially for all agricultural products. It
is therefore an oversimplification to imagine a straightforward trade-off between different land use products.
Although most of the world’s undernourished people are themselves involved in food production (about half are small
farmers), the majority of these are overall net food buyers (von Braun, 2007; FAO, 2008). Therefore, although some of
the poor can gain from increased food prices, overall it is likely that increased food prices will increase hunger (ibid.).
Increased demand for agricultural products such as biofuels can be expected to increase food prices.
It is disputed how much of the 2007/2008 food price crisis was caused by biofuels. The highest estimate is 75% but
the majority of estimates suggest around the 30% mark, with the remainder being attributed to various other factors
including increased transport and fertiliser costs due to high oil prices and compounding effects such as financial
speculation (ActionAid, 2008; Heady & Fan, 2008). Food prices have subsequently fallen but are not back to pre-crisis
levels (FAO, 2009).
There is some potential for the poor to gain if they can actually be involved in the production of biofuel feedstocks.
Many feedstock crops such as sugar cane grow particularly well in tropical regions. Leturque and Wiggins (2009)
calculate that with an oil price of around $65 a barrel, small farmers producing sugar cane or palm oil for biofuel could
earn significantly more than they could generally earn from other crops. However, since biofuel feedstock production
is subject to substantial economies of scale, it is likely to tend towards large-scale production and increasing
mechanisation which provides little employment potential, as has been seen in countries such as Brazil with long
running biofuel programmes.
There is some possibility that policy intervention may be able to counteract this. An example is the Social Fuel Seal
introduced recently in Brazil which offers companies tax exemptions if they buy a proportion of their biodiesel feedstock
from small farmers. There is, however, no guarantee that such schemes will be implemented, creating a significant risk
that the poor may be harmed by biofuel use while receiving no counteracting benefit.
There is also a related danger of the poor losing their land if it suddenly becomes a much more valuable commodity,
especially as many of the world’s poor do not have formal titles to the land that they use (Cotula et al., 2008). This
is particularly concerning in light of the huge land grab by foreign investors that is currently occurring in many poor
countries (GRAIN, 2008).
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Fig. 5.3 CO2 emissions from passenger transport

Average CO2 emissions per passenger mile (gCO2 / person mile) by passenger transport mode in Great Britain.
Public transport tends to be far more efficient than flights and car journeys. The average CO2 emissions per passenger
mile depends significantly on the number of passengers in each vehicle.
Source: Based on data from Defra (2008).

power the sectors for which there is currently

be fed extra CO2 (ibid.). Flue gases from power

no alternative to liquid hydrocarbon fuels. More

stations have been suggested as an option,

details are given later in this chapter.

but in a decarbonised society these will be less

Another possibility for the future is fuel

available. Currently biofuel production from

from algae, grown in large ponds. Algae are

algae is too expensive to make it viable, and

much more efficient photosynthesisers than

it has to be viewed as a speculative research

terrestrial crops. They may be able to yield an

project.

order of magnitude more fuel energy per unit
land area, than other biofuel sources as well

Passenger transport modes

as being able to grow in places where there is

As demonstrated in Figure 5.3, walking and

minimal competition with other land uses (Vera-

cycling are the modes of transport which

Morales & Schäfer, 2009). However, for such

produce the least carbon emissions, with

high productivity they require more CO2 than

aeroplanes and cars currently producing the

is present in the air and hence would need to

most. However, the carbon emissions per
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Box 5.5 The use of gas for transport
Natural gas is an emerging vehicle fuel. However, it is not emissions free. Therefore, there is no natural gas used in the
zerocarbonbritain2030 transport scenario. Biogas could also be used in small quantities in a sustainable transport
system. The potential sustainable generation of biogas is discussed in the Renewables chapter.
While there is some biogas in the zerocarbonbritain2030 scenario, this is under huge demand. It could be used for
heating, electricity, hydrogen creation or directly in vehicles. Due to the dispatchable nature of gas turbines, they are
very effective at helping to manage the variability of supply of electricity with the variable demand for it. Therefore after
careful consideration the primary use of biogas selected was to support grid management.
If dedicated energy crops are to be grown for transport fuel then biogas does not appear to be the best option in terms
of greenhouse gases. Although much depends on the details of the case, in general growing woody biomass and
turning it into liquid biofuels has a smaller greenhouse gas impact than growing wet biomass to turn into biogas. This
is discussed in more detail in the Land use and agriculture chapter.

person mile of most modes depend largely on

Cars and vans

occupancy rates. This is demonstrated by the

Reducing the weight of the vehicle per person

difference between London buses and local

moved is a key way to improve efficiency and

bus services elsewhere in the country, with

therefore reduce emissions. One way to reduce

much higher occupancy rates in London. A bus

this weight is for more people to use the same

with one passenger produces far more carbon

vehicle, whether this be through car-sharing or

emissions per passenger mile than a car with

high occupancy public transport such as buses,

one passenger.

trains and coaches. Another is to reduce the

In future, the absolute figures will dramatically
change as alternative fuels become widespread

Over the past 20 years, mid-sized cars have

and car efficiency standards improve. The

become 20% heavier to accommodate safety

difference between international rail and

features, sound-proofing and accessories (King,

national rail is due to the Channel Tunnel being

2008). Reduced weight would enable the same

electrified and utilising French nuclear power.

performance to be achieved with a smaller

To achieve a zero carbon transport system, we

engine. The King Review of Low Carbon Cars

must find a way to eliminate emissions from all

found that such “lightweighting” could offer

of these modes. The following discussion first

efficiency gains of 10%, at a cost of £250–500

considers cars and vans which can be used for a

per vehicle, while low-rolling resistance tyres

range of trip lengths, before considering modes

and improved aerodynamics could give

of transport for short, intercity and international

potential efficiency savings of 2–4% each.

trips.
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weight of the vehicles themselves.

Another approach to weight saving is to make
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Box 5.6 Riversimple
Riversimple, a small UK-based business, has developed a small, lightweight vehicle which demonstrates the efficiency
savings that can be made through lightweight vehicle design. It provides an example of how car companies in a zero
carbon future may operate. Their first vehicle was unveiled in 2009, and is designed to show what is possible with
today’s technology.
The Riversimple approach has five key elements:
Environmental vehicle design: A lightweight electric vehicle is constructed from carbon composites and powered by
hydrogen fuel cells.
Open source design and development: Riversimple invites the community to help develop its vehicles, by making its
designs available under open source license through the independent 40 Fires Foundation, thus encouraging adoption
of the technology as widely as possible.
Service concept: cars are leased, not bought. This aligns the interests of the manufacturer with those of the consumer
and of the environment – everyone wants cars that have a long lifespan with maximum efficiency and minimum materials
usage. This rewards longevity and low running costs rather than obsolescence and high running costs.
Distributed manufacturing: The economies of scale of carbon composite frames are very
different from those of steel-bodied vehicles. Riversimple vehicles are likely to be built
in small factories producing 5,000 units per year. This allows for considerable
local variation in the car.
Broader ownership: The corporate structure of Riversimple is
designed so that ownership is shared between all stakeholders
in the enterprise, including the environment, and they share
in the benefits of a successful business.

Fig. 5.4 The Riversimple vehicle.
Source: Riversimple LLP.

a step-change in vehicle design. Reducing the

be implemented as a matter of urgency. However,

weight of an individual component produces

taking into account the full lifecycle cost of cars,

positive knock-on effects. If one component gets

there will nevertheless be a significant carbon

lighter, the car needs less power for the same

cost to replacing the vehicle fleet.

performance, and so this enables further weight
reductions in the power train.

There are currently over 30 million cars and
light vans in the UK (DfT, 2008a). The embedded

It takes over a decade for the entire national

carbon used in the manufacture of each one is

car stock to be replaced (ibid.). Thus, in order to

between 3000 and 5000kg (Pearce, 2007). The

eliminate emissions by 2030, strong incentives to

embedded carbon in replacing the car stock in

promote the uptake of low carbon vehicles must

the UK would therefore be between 90 and 150
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million tonnes – roughly equivalent to a year’s

potential to unlock more sustainable long

worth of carbon emissions from all transport

distance travel. Currently 19% of car passenger

operations in the UK. While this figure is large,

emissions come from trips under 5 miles long.

the embedded energy from manufacturing
and the disposal or recycling of a car is small

Walking and cycling

compared to the carbon emitted in use.

Walking and cycling are the most

If initiatives such as those of Riversimple

environmentally- and socially-friendly forms

are successful, and with an adequate vehicle

of travel, and should be at the forefront of

lifespan to reduce the embodied energy costs, it

local transport solutions. Walking trips in

would be beneficial to develop modular designs

particular often form the link between other

that allow cars to switch between fuel sources

transport modes and it is vital that towns

such as battery and hydrogen power. Such

and cities develop a pleasant, high-quality

systems are already in development, using series

walking environment as the first step towards

hybrid technology. At present this uses a small

developing a zero carbon transport system.

diesel engine to charge an electric battery linked

The bicycle is ‘the only vehicle that addresses

directly to the drive train. In the future, the diesel

all the liabilities of the oil dependent car’

engine could be replaced with a large battery or

(Horton, 2006): it alleviates congestion; lowers

hydrogen fuel cells (see Box 5.6).

pollution; reduces obesity; increases physical

Local modes of transport

fitness; and is affordable for billions of people. As
such, increasing cycling levels must be seen as a
key component in realising a more sustainable

In zerocarbonbritain2030, trips must be shorter,

transport system, as well as being at the heart of

and it is therefore essential to develop an

“joined-up” policymaking – tackling a range of

effective low carbon local transport system. This

issues including public health, the environment,

will not only cut carbon emissions, but allow

land use, freedom and transport (The European

us to become more connected to our local

Network for Cycling Expertise [ENCE], 1999). The

communities and remove the frustrations of

UK currently has one of the lowest levels of bike

sitting in traffic jams. There are also considerable

use in Europe (see Rietveld & Daniel, 2004).

health and local air quality advantages to
promoting sustainable local travel.
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One method of encouraging bicycle use may
be to encourage the use of electric bicycles,

Local transport also acts as the first step in

which enable people to get fit at their own pace;

long-distance public transport, such as taking

so that they can gradually decrease the amount

the bus or cycling to the train station. Creating

they use the motor. The low weight keeps

high-quality local transport solutions has the

the electricity required to a minimum and on

powerdown
average electric bicycles use only about 1.3 KWh

are required. For comparison, new motorways

per 100 km (Cherry et al., 2007). Motors between

cost approximately £29m a mile, and the M25

200W and 700W are common internationally.

widening scheme is expected to cost a staggering

In the EU, wattages tend to be at the lower end

£79m per mile (Chester & Horvarth, 2009).

because a bicycle with a motor rated above 250

The development of tram and light rail projects

watts is categorised as a moped, requiring road

typically involve long time frames, and the high

tax and insurance.

capital cost is often a major barrier. However,

Guthrie (2001) found that owners of electric
bicycles were travelling an average of 1200

such systems should undoubtedly form part of
effective local transport solutions.

miles per annum on their bikes, ten times more
than the owners of conventional bicycles. Only

Trolleybuses

14% of journeys were for leisure, a much lower

Trolleybuses are a well established form of zero

percentage than that for conventional bicycles,

carbon transport, with over 360 systems currently

suggesting that the motor was encouraging the

in operation worldwide (Bell, 2006). They work

use of the bicycle as a more serious means of

by drawing electricity from overhead wires using

transport. 23% of those surveyed had replaced a

spring-loaded trolley poles. Recent technological

car with an electric bicycle, 38% used the electric

improvements include dual-fuelling and the

bicycle for commuting to work when they had

installation of batteries or super-capacitors which

previously used a car, and 42% used the electric

allow the buses to run “off-wire” for considerable

bicycle for shopping trips for which they had

distances.

previously used a car (ibid.).

The UK once had 50 such systems in operation,
but these were gradually removed. The last to be

Trams and Electric Light Rail

removed was that in Bradford in 1972. However,

In cities where tram systems have been

the Leeds tBus is set to be the first trolleybus

installed, trams are generally very popular. Being

to be reinstated in Britain, marking a welcome

electrified, they are a potential form of zero

return for this mode of zero carbon transport. This

carbon transport. Electric Light Rail is another

approach is likely to have lower lifecycle costs

option. It has a lower capacity and lower speed

than using batteries, and could be used in the

than heavy rail and metro systems, but a higher

development of Bus Rapid Transport systems.

capacity and higher speed than street-running
tram systems.
The costs of most light rail systems range

Personalised Rapid Transit
Personalised Rapid Transit (PRT) is a public

from £8–50 million per mile, depending on the

transportation concept that offers on-

extent of tunnelling and elevated sections that

demand, non-stop transportation, using
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small, independent vehicles on a network of

to cut costs. The closure of branch lines, which

specially-built guideways. The concept has been

had acted as feeder services to the main lines,

considered and trialled since the 1960’s with

led to further reductions in revenue.

a new pilot project built at London Heathrow

Some of the lines were uneconomic, but

Airport based on the ULTra (Urban Light

even if that is regarded as the only priority, it is

Transport) model, and larger-scale projects

widely recognised that Beeching went too far

currently in planning stage for cities around the

(DfT, 2009b), and some of the lines have since

world including Masdar.

been reopened. In 2009, the Association of Train
Operating Companies (ATOC) called for a total

Buses

of 14 lines and 40 stations to be reopened. In

Bus use has been declining in most of the UK,

some cases however, lines cannot be reopened

with the notable exception of London, which

due to housing developments and other land

has seen substantial investment in bus services.

use changes.

However, if buses are to assist the move towards

From the emissions perspective, it is vital

a zero carbon transport system, incentives must

that rail services are well utilised, as the carbon

be provided for their use, as increased service

emissions from an empty train are far higher

without increased uptake will simply raise

than for any car. In addition, rail infrastructure

carbon emissions.

has an embedded carbon footprint which

Transport for London (TfL) recently unveiled

may be greater than the carbon emitted

a new range of single- and double-decker

in operation. Embodied energy is a major

hybrid buses, with over 350 to be in operation

component of rail infrastructure, due to staffing,

by 2011. TfL (2009) state that the new hybrid

stations, ticketing and other supporting

buses will produce 40% less CO2 emissions than

systems. For new lines, the construction of new

conventional buses.

track brings further embodied energy costs.

Intercity modes

even modest projects such as new stations

Rail works are a lengthy undertaking, with
taking around 3 to 5 years to complete. In

Trains

addition, as with most transport infrastructure,

Rail use has been growing steadily in the UK,

major rail projects are expensive. London’s

and trains now carry more passengers than

CrossRail link is estimated to cost £16 billion,

at any time since 1946, on a network around

while the upgrade of Reading station is

half the size of that at its peak in the early 20th

variously quoted at between £425 million and

Century. Following the “Beeching Axe” of the

£1 billion.

1960s, the network was reduced in a failed effort
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Rail electrification: Less than 35% of the

powerdown
UK rail network is currently electrified, which

Midland Main Line between London and

compares poorly to most other European

Sheffield, and investigate other potential routes

nations. Electrification of the rail network

as fast as possible. Ultimately, in order to create

is a vital component in moving rail towards

a zero carbon Britain, the entire rail network will

zero carbon. At present an electric train emits

need to be electrified.

20–35% less carbon per passenger mile than

The increase in overall energy demand would

a diesel train, and this advantage will increase

be negligible, with current UK rail using some

over time as the power generation mix becomes

50 times less energy than UK road vehicles. In

less carbon intensive.

2007 the UK’s railways used 0.64 million tonnes

Electric trains also have other advantages over

of oil to account for around 4% of passenger

diesel-powered trains. They are 35% cheaper to

kilometres, compared to 29 million tonnes used

operate, and can provide greater capacity and

by cars, vans, and taxis which accounted for 80%

reliability. They are also lighter, consequently

of passenger kilometres (DfT, 2008a).

causing less track damage, and are 20% cheaper
to purchase (DfT, 2009c).
In 2009’s Low Carbon Transport: A Greener

Coaches
Coaches not only use less energy per passenger

Future (DfT, 2009d), the Government performed

mile than do trains, but in addition the UK

a U-turn and agreed that there is a good case for

already has an extensive road and motorway

electrifying more of the rail network. In the Rail

network. Per passenger, coaches take up

Electrification document that followed shortly

less than thirteen times the space of cars on

afterwards (DfT, 2009c), the Government stated

motorways, greatly easing current congestion.

that electrification has a central role to play

However, coach journeys are currently

in the next phase of rail modernisation, and

slow, requiring the rapid development of

announced two major electrification schemes

an improved system to overcome this. One

– the Great Western Main Line, and Liverpool to

possibility is to convert one lane in each

Manchester.

direction on the UK’s busiest motorways into a

A key barrier to change is the long life of rail

dedicated coach lane. Some 200 coaches could

rolling stock, which typically lasts for 20–40

continuously circle the M25, while other services

years, as well as the cost of electrifying the

could travel up and down the M1 and M6,

routes. The West Coast Mainline will cost £1.1

along with orbital coaches for Birmingham and

billion, although this will be recouped through

Manchester (Storkey, 2007). Well placed Park

lower running costs after 40 years (DfT, 2009c).

& Ride sites could play a key role in gathering

The Government should move ahead with
electrifying another major diesel route, the

trips for the coach network, although care must
be taken to minimise congestion around the
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coachway stops.
Public transport should be extended or
improved to transform existing motorway
service stations into coach stations. Waiting
times could be reduced to a few minutes,

could be a great opportunity to test the
principle if the current plans are revised.

International modes of
transport

making it quicker to travel by coach than car for
most journeys. Coaches could also be battery

Long-distance travel is dominated by aircrafts,

electric vehicles, of perhaps 100kW each, with

but in almost any model of a zero carbon future

overhead cables installed on some sections of

this must change. A significant number of trips

the dedicated coach lanes for long-distance

could be reduced through the wider use of

routes.

teleconferencing; high-speed rail could serve

Such a network could be developed very

short-haul trips; and more speculatively, airships

quickly. The infrastructure is already largely in

might make a welcome return. If society is truly

place, and could be operational in around 5

serious about a zero carbon future, then it must

years. It would also be a very cheap transport

also consider whether long-haul leisure and

infrastructure measure, costing around £200

business travel is such a vital necessity.

million to set up a scheme around the M25 and
around £70 million for the Birmingham Orbital.
The success of such a coach network would

International aviation accounts for

require a substantial behavioural change. It

approximately 21% of Britain’s current transport

would also be a gamble for the Government,

CO2 emissions, and the percentage is forecast

as it requires a “big bang” approach. The entire

to grow dramatically as demand for air travel

network must be in place for it to be fully

increases and other sectors decarbonise. As

effective, and a poorly-utilised network would

such, this is a crucial area to tackle in moving

actually increase emissions. Storkey (2009)

towards a zero carbon transport system.

recommends that around 250 coach transfer

Aviation is a difficult area to tackle because

stations are needed for a national coach

it is not possible to electrify planes. Hydrogen

network.

offers potential as an aviation fuel, but

However, such networks require people to
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Aviation

hydrogen-fuelled aircraft would produce

make regular changes. This has been shown

around 2.6 times more water vapour than their

to be unpopular for trains and buses, but may

fossil-fuelled counterparts (Committee on

become acceptable if waiting times can be kept

Climate Change [CCC], 2009; Intergovernmental

consistently below 5 minutes. The proposed

Panel on Climate Change [IPCC], 2007). Because

coach network for the London 2012 Olympics

water vapour released at altitude may have

powerdown
a temporary warming effect due to increased

production of biofuels have been discussed

cirrus cloud formation, the degree of climate

above. The core zerocarbonbritain2030 scenario

benefit from flying planes on hydrogen remains

uses Fischer-Tropsch biofuels for aviation as

unclear.

there is currently no alternative to liquid fuels

Measures that could increase the energy

in this sector. This biofuel is made from short

efficiency of aviation in the short term include

rotation coppice willow and miscanthus grown

optimising air traffic routes, using electric

indigenously on UK land that is currently unused

motors while taxiing, and new designs such as

or used for grazing livestock.

the Blended Wing Body, although this is still

There are also some other sectors for which it

over a decade away from production (Royal

is currently very hard to find viable alternatives

Commission on Environmental Pollution, 2002).

to liquid fuels, including heavy goods vehicles,

Aircraft typically have long lifespans, but with

ships and some farm machinery. Biofuels are

significant cost savings through efficiency

partly used for these applications in the core

improvements, changes could be made quite

zerocarbonbritain2030 scenario. The Fischer-

rapidly. 99% of an aircraft’s lifecycle energy use

Tropsch process inevitably produces a mixture of

is linked to its operation, while only 1% is due to

hydrocarbon fuels; although it can be optimised

its construction. Some of these developments

for either diesel or kerosene (jet fuel). We use a

may be encouraged by the inclusion of aviation

mixture of the kerosene and diesel pathways.

in the EU emissions trading scheme.

Some naphtha is produced as well, which can be

However, aviation is already optimised for fuel

converted to petrol. It is also possible to increase

efficiency; further savings may be marginal.

the quantity of fuel produced by adding extra

If aviation keeps expanding, any emissions

hydrogen into the process (Agrawal et al., 2007).

savings will all be cancelled out by the increase
in the number of flights.
Biofuels for aviation: It is possible to use

In total, 1.67 million hectares of land is
devoted to producing biofuel feedstock in
the zerocarbonbritain2030 scenario. This is no

biofuels in jet engines. Aviation fuel can be

cottage garden; the total area of Great Britain

made as a “second generation” or lignocellulosic

(including urban and mountainous areas) is

biofuel from woody biomass using gasification

about 23 million hectares. However, we assume

followed by Fischer-Tropsch synthesis. The

a corresponding reduction in meat consumption

process is sometimes known as biomass-to-

to allow for this. About a third of the fuel

liquids. It is still a developing technology but a

produced from this area will be kerosene; the

commercial biomass-to-liquids plant is being

remainder will be diesel and petrol.

run in Germany by Choren Industries.
The implications associated with the

The greenhouse gas emissions from the
production of miscanthus and short rotation
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coppice willow on grassland are very low. These

However, with good management, the air travel

are discussed in detail within the Land use and

that remains can be the air travel that is really

agriculture chapter. Financial costs are currently

useful and beneficial.

quite high but they are expected to fall in the

It should be emphasised that the limited

future. Sims et al., (2010) estimate that should

use of transport biofuels is specific to the

Fischer-Tropsch fuels of this type be successfully

zerocarbonbritain2030 scenario in which there

commercialised by 2015, then by 2030 they may

is control over where and how the feedstock

be cost competitive with crude oil at around US

is grown and the expansion of biofuel use is

$80/bbl. Carbon pricing and other legislation

accompanied by a large reduction in meat

have the potential to accelerate this.

consumption. Transport biofuels may be a

The DfT predicts that a 29.7% increase

dangerous technology if pursued in isolation

in aircraft efficiency is possible by 2033

and their use is not advocated unless sufficient

corresponding to an annual (compound)

mechanisms exist to ensure that the growing

improvement of 1.05% (Aviation Environment

of the feedstock does not have damaging

Federation [AEF], 2010). Allowing for the 24%

consequences for the climate or vulnerable

increase that this suggests is possible by 2030,

people.

the 34 TWh of kerosene produced is sufficient
to power about a third of 2008 UK aviation

High-speed trains

(based on figures from DfT, 2008a). The total

High-speed trains are already a lower carbon

aviation fuel used must therefore be reduced.

option than short-haul flights. If they were

Some reduction can be achieved by reducing air

electrically powered, with electricity provided

freight.

from renewable sources, they could be near

Short-haul passenger flights can be replaced
with trains and ships. Unfortunately however,
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zero carbon in use.
The greenhouse gas benefits of high-speed

while short-haul flights currently account for

trains depend on what they are compared

78% of aviation passengers, they account for

to and whether their embodied energy is

less than 40% of passenger kms (CCC, 2009).

accounted for. Lower-speed trains use less

It is long-haul flights that are responsible for

energy per passenger km, but higher-speed

the largest portion of the fuel used and about

trains generally include efficiency gains such as

66% of the greenhouse gas emissions from

aerodynamic improvements. This makes direct

UK aviation (ibid.). The reduction of short-haul

comparison difficult.

flights must be complimented by a reduction in

High-speed trains are likely to be in greater

long-haul flights, and there is unlikely to be an

demand, but the energy savings from the switch

alternative to an absolute reduction in transit.

from private transport will be slightly offset by

powerdown
their higher use of energy. As modern trains (high

rail is particularly attractive (AEF, 2000). Since

or low speed) tend to provide more passenger

opening, Eurostar has taken 60% of the London–

services such as electrical sockets this will also

Paris traffic, with a million fewer air passengers a

increase their energy demand. High speed trains

year. The EU’s Trans-European Transport Network

should be developed to minimise the energy

(TEN-T) programme has a strong focus on

used per seat km.

promoting high-speed rail across Europe, but lack

The most serious concerns surrounding highspeed rail centre around the cost (financial,

of funding is proving to be a major challenge.

energy and CO2) of building the infrastructure.

Freight solutions

The longer the infrastructure lasts and the more

Freight accounts for around one quarter of the

it is used, the less significant this becomes.

UK’s transport emissions, warranting considerable

However, in the twenty-year time horizon

attention. The fabric and contents of every shop,

adopted in this report, allowing sufficient time

office, factory and home have been transported

for the deployment would leave high-speed rail

at some stage. In consequence, a direct way to

only around ten years to payback its embodied

lower the carbon impact associated with freight

emissions. In addition, the construction of high-

is to reduce consumption, increase recycling, and

speed rail lines would have to compete with

reduce the distances that goods must travel over

other areas such as agriculture and adaptation for

their lifecycle. In addition however, there are a

a limited cumulative emissions budget.

number of methods and technologies that can

zerocarbonbritain2030 aims to provide the
maximum benefit from renewably-derived
electricity. Further analysis would be needed to
determine how compatible building high-speed

be used to minimise the carbon impact of freight
transport.

Freight mode shift

rail is with this objective. Carbon pricing will
allow individuals to decide if they are willing to

As with passenger transport, there is a huge

pay more for a higher speed service on the same

potential to increase the efficiency of goods

route. Expected passenger numbers are needed

transportation by shifting freight from road to

to consider the importance of the embodied

rail and sea. Both rail and sea freight transport

energy of new infrastructure. Clearly if the

will require greater integration between modes,

embodied energy of rail is considered, the same

such as building greater interchange facilities

should go for roads. The energy in-use for rail is a

at ports. Figure 5.5 shows the current carbon

lot lower.

emissions from freight transport, with large ships

Looking at Europe as a whole, 45% of flights are
less than 500km, a distance at which high-speed

being the most efficient, and light goods vehicles
(LGVs) being the least efficient in carbon terms.
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However, as with passenger transport, in a zero

efficient forms of transport based on CO2 per

carbon Britain the emissions from all of these

freight-tonne-kilometre. However, due to

modes must be eliminated.

the extremely large volumes of international

A zero carbon future is likely to see a

trade engendered by globalisation, it is still

renaissance in the use of canals and inland

a significant source of carbon emissions,

waterways for delivering non-perishable goods.

accounting for 3–4% of the global total. Working

The DfT has several schemes including the

Group III of the IPCC Fourth Assessment

Sustainable Distribution Fund, Freight Facilities

Report is focussed on climate solutions and

Grant, and Waterborne Freight Grant which

has examined various measures to reduce

are already supporting several such projects

this impact, including a combination of solar

(DfT, 2008d). At the EU level, the promotion

panels and sails. The use of large sails and kites

of shipping and rail to transport goods is

on supertankers is currently being tested in

currently supported through the Marco Polo

Germany, with promising results. Large sails can

II programme and the “motorways of the sea”

be retrofitted to existing ships. The introduction

aspect of TEN-T.

of hydrogen-propelled ships also remains a

International shipping is one of the most

possibility.

Fig. 5.5 CO2 emissions from freight transport

Estimated average CO2 emissions per freight-tonne-kilometre (gCO2/tonne km) by freight transport mode.
International shipping is one of the most efficient forms of transport based on CO2 per freight-tonne-kilometre.
Road vehicles are amongst the least efficient forms of freight transport.
Source: Based on data from Defra (2008).
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More efficient HGVs

on high-speed routes), low-rolling resistance

There are currently very few incentives or

tyres (5%), automatic tyre pressure adjustment

legislation to promote low carbon trucks

(7%), and technology to allow vehicles to drive

or HGVs. In 2009, a review of low carbon

extremely close together (20%) (ibid.).

technologies for trucks for the DfT found

Training in eco-driving for truck drivers is

that over half the energy of an HGV is used

proven to cut emissions by 10% (DfT, 2008c),

to overcome rolling resistance and a third

and should become a compulsory element of

to overcome aerodynamic drag (Baker et al.,

the mandatory Driver Certificate of Professional

2009). The technologies that were found to

Competence (Driver CPC) training that all bus

offer the greatest CO2 reduction for HGVs are

and truck drivers are required to take for five

aerodynamic trailers (which cut carbon by 10%

days every five years.

Fig. 5.6 Potential HGV fuel efficiency improvements
10%: training in eco-driving
for truck drivers

up to 10%: aerodynamic
trailers

20%: technology to allow
vehicles to drive extremely
close together

New fuel types:
electric, biofuels
or hydrogen fuel
cells

5%: low-rolling
resistance tyres
7%: automatic tyre
pressure adjustment
Technologies and initiatives for HGVs which reduce CO2 emissions.
Technologies which reduce rolling resistance or aerodynamic drag increase fuel efficiency and can therefore reduce CO2
emissions.
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For larger road vehicles such as goods vehicles,

preponderance of lifecycle impacts of trucks also

electrical power is a possibility, although their

comes from fuel use (Rocky Mountain Institute,

range is currently limited. The logistics and

2007).

delivery company TNT bought 200 electric

The introduction of a road user charging

delivery trucks in 2008. Although the capital cost

system for HGVs would help to encourage

is greater than a conventional diesel truck, lower

reductions in freight’s carbon impact. Such a

running costs recoup this over the vehicle’s life.

charging system would help level the playing

Their 70-mile range covers city deliveries, and the

field for freight operators and make European

conventional fleet deals with longer distances

HGVs pay for their external costs on the UK road

(TNT, 2008).

network. These systems are already in use in

For longer-range deliveries it is not possible
to stop and change batteries as the high energy

many European countries including Austria and
Switzerland.

use of HGVs would require stops too frequently.
An American company has developed the

Airships

Tyrano, a plug-in electric/hydrogen fuel cell-

While not part of the core zerocarbonbritain2030

powered HGV. It carries 33kg of hydrogen

scenario, airships are an interesting potential

and has a range of over 550km. However,

way of meeting transport demands, specifically

hydrogen vehicles currently cost 3–6 times the

semi-perishable freight. Airships use hydrogen or

price of a diesel equivalent, and require three

helium, both elements lighter than air, to provide

times as much fuel storage space due to the

lift. They have much lower greenhouse gas

lower density of hydrogen (Vision Motor Corp,

emissions than aircraft because they do not need

2009). In the short term, sustainably-sourced

to use energy to generate lift; they go slower; and

biofuels are likely to provide the best solution

fly lower.

for longer-range vehicles, until breakthroughs
in battery or hydrogen technology materialise.

hybrids, which incorporate lighter-than-air

The zerocarbonbritain2030 scenario uses some

technology with aerodynamic lift. One example

Fischer-Tropsch diesel in a number of niche

is CargoLifter’s proposed CL160 airship. It is

applications including some for HGVs. This is

estimated that this airship’s greenhouse gas

produced from woody biomass as has been

emissions are 80% lower than that of a Boeing

discussed in the aviation section.

747 (Upham et al., 2003). A similar figure is given

Due to the high fuel bills incurred by road
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Most of the modern airship designs are actually

by Hybrid Air Vehicles (HAV) for their SkyCat

haulage, when a cost-effective alternative

range of airships. HAV report that their SkyCat

to diesel becomes available, the changeover

design consumes an average of 70% less fuel per

is likely to be very rapid. The overwhelming

tonne-kilometre than aircraft (HAV, 2008).

powerdown
Furthermore, airships could conceivably

airport (Upham et al., 2003). The logistics are

be powered by hydrogen fuel cells or liquid

exacerbated by the relative scarcity of suitable

hydrogen. When using hydrogen from

airports for cargo jets – in the UK there are only

electrolysis with electricity from renewable

about five civil airports which can accept a

sources this would reduce emissions to almost

fully-laden Boeing 747 (ibid.). Airships can carry

zero. Because airships fly at a lower altitude

goods “door to door” because they require very

than jets, the water vapour they give off does

little infrastructure to dock and discharge their

not have the warming effect that it does when

cargoes (ibid.). The CL160 airship has a range

it is released from jets, so flying them on “green

of 10,000km between refuelling stops (Global

hydrogen” has real benefits for the climate.

Security, 2005; Upham et al., 2003) (see Table

Airships are unlikely to be able to replace
high-speed passenger jets on long-haul flights

5.1).
Precisely how much infrastructure is required

because they are too slow. A Boeing 747 has a

to operate airships depends on the design of

cruising speed of 910 kilometres per hour (kph)

the airship. Some airships have been proposed

and most projected airships have a cruising

with onboard docking systems which can be

speed of between 100 and 150kph. An airship

lowered to the ground, with the airship staying

flying from Britain to the USA would take several

airborne for cargo transfers (Prentice et al.,

days to get there. The facilities which would be

2004). This would mean no infrastructure at all

required (beds, space to exercise etc) would

would be required on the ground to load and

make passenger numbers on each airship low

unload cargo. Other designs do require some

and therefore would make it an expensive form

infrastructure, however it is clear that airship

of transport. It is more feasible to imagine that

take-off and landing facilities will be far smaller,

scheduled short-haul passenger services might

and far cheaper, than for jet aircraft (ibid.).

be a possibility, but airships will find it difficult

It is popularly believed that airships are

to compete with high-speed trains, which are

peculiarly vulnerable to the weather. This is not

two or three times as fast and also likely to be

the case. All methods of transport are affected

cheaper.

by the weather. Airships, with their ability to

However, airships may be a really viable

move over land and sea, are well equipped to

option for freight transport. Airships can

avoid extreme storms. “Airship vulnerability

compete in the air-freight sector on speed

to weather extremes will likely be no greater,

because air-freight is not as fast as is often

and probably less, than for conventional air

assumed. The mean delivery time of air-

transport” (Prentice et al., 2004). Furthermore,

freighted goods is 6.3 days because of the need

despite a few airship accidents around a century

for goods to be transported to and from the

ago, with today’s engineering it is perfectly
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possible to make safe hydrogen-powered

Table 5.1 highlights the huge difference in

airships. It is also possible to use helium, which

emissions from long-haul aviation to HGVs.

is inert.

Airships could also in theory be used to replace

CargoLifter’s CL160 is designed to carry a

HGVs for freight transport over shorter distances

cargo of 160 tonnes, whilst other companies

on land. As can be seen in Table 5.1, airships

(including HAV) say they can build airships

are more efficient than current HGVs. However,

which could carry cargos of 1,000 tonnes. This

because they are less efficient than new HGVs,

could result in significant economies of scale.

a modal shift from HGVs to airships is not

There is at least one airship company which

recommended. For this application it would be

argues that very large airships could be built

better to shift to more efficient HGVs.

that could haul cargo at costs comparable to
marine freight (Prentice et al., 2004).
One problem linked to shifting air freight

Town planning
Adapting town planning is essential to facilitate

into airships is the fact that much air-freighted

the behavioural change required by the

cargo is flown in the holds of passenger jets.

zerocarbonbritain2030 scenario. Dispersing

However there would be some reduction in the

services and work places over large areas makes

fuel necessary for these planes as a result of the

it difficult to serve them with public transport

reduced weight. Additionally, about a third of

as demand becomes very diffuse, and because

air freight is carried in dedicated freight planes

they also becomes difficult to reach on foot

which airships could replace altogether (Civil

or bicycle as distances increase. Out-of-town

Aviation Authority [CAA], 2009).

retail and industrial parks, offices and shopping

Table 5.1 Estimated CO2 emissions for international freight
Mode

CO2 emissions
per freight-tonne-km

Current long-haul aviation

0.6066kg (Defra)

Current HGVs

0.132kg (Defra)

New airships

0.121kg

New efficient HGV (40% saving)

0.079kg

Current maritime freight

0.013kg (Defra)

Estimated CO2 emissions by transport mode for international freight (2008) (freight-tonne-km).
Source: Based on figures from Upham et al. (2002) for airships and Defra data for long-haul aviation and HGVs.
Note that Upham refers to a specific plane, the Boeing 747, and Defra uses a generic long-haul figure.
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centres are almost always very car dependent.
The town development layout proposed is

aesthetic value. “High density” accommodation
can still mean houses rather than flats, for

the “hub and spoke” pattern, with core services

example of the typical Victorian terrace style;

in the centre and local service centres along

and people often value the convenient access to

the main arteries into the town (Williams et al.,

amenities that higher density accommodation

2000). The concentration of core services in the

can provide.

town centre allows them to be well served by

The layout of our towns and cities is not

high-frequency public transport. Meanwhile

something that can be changed overnight.

the location of local services along the “spokes”

However, we can start moving in the right

means that they are within walking distance

direction immediately. Important changes that

of residential areas but also close to the main

should take place include that:

public transport lines (ibid.). To reduce transport

• The requirement to demonstrate public

demand it would be advisable to build up

transport, walking and cycling feasibility

these local services, which has the additional

should be a much higher priority for all new

advantage of making services more accessible

developments (residential, retail, offices

to disabled, poor, senior and young citizens. For

etc.). Local Planning Authority policies and

shopping, home deliveries by electric vehicles

decisions need to attach more weight to

can offer a complementary role.

these factors, particularly when considering

As well as its arrangement, the density of the

planning applications. National government,

built environment is important. Sprawling, low-

through the Secretary of State, and through

density developments increase the distances

Planning Policy Guidance should endorse

that must be travelled and are not well suited to
walking, cycling and public transport. For this

this position more robustly.
• New housing developments should be

reason it is preferable to increase the density of

built close to existing services. Where

existing cities by filling in the gaps, rather than

possible they should be built inside towns.

to build new developments around the outskirts

Opportunities to travel by foot or by bicycle

(ibid.).

should be maximised by providing short cuts

Clearly some sensitivity is required: cramming
too many people into too small a space and

and links to existing roads and paths.
• Public buildings such as hospitals, secondary

building on every green site would create

schools and shopping centres should be

an unpleasant living environment which the

built inside towns on major public transport

occupiers would be eager to leave. However,

routes. The buildings themselves should

there are many brownfield sites in cities and

be made friendly to those on foot, with

towns that can be built on with no major loss of

entrances and directions placed on the main
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road rather than in car parks, or near

can be used to explain all behaviour change,

to public transport drop-off points.

a theory often adopted in its attempts to
influence travel behaviour, e.g. the TAPESTRY

Influencing travel behaviour

project,3 uses the “States of Change” model,

In almost any vision of a zero carbon Britain,

which is often used to explore habitual and

there must be a shift from the car to more

addictive behaviour patterns such as smoking,

efficient forms of transport. This change requires

drug addiction and weight control.

excellent walking, cycling, and public transport
infrastructure; much better integration between

Stage 1 - Awareness of problem

modes; and also requires us to confront our

Stage 2 - Accepting responsibility

habitual addiction to the car.

Stage 3 - Perception of options

A key problem encountered in attempts to

Stage 4 - Evaluation of options

change behaviour is the so-called “attitude-

Stage 5 - Making a choice

behaviour gap”, described as ‘one of the greatest

Stage 6 - Experimental behaviour

challenges facing the public climate agenda’

Stage 7 - Habitual behaviour

(Anable et al., 2006). This is discussed further
in the next chapter. Hounsham (2006) studied

It should be noted that individuals do not

methods for motivating sustainable behaviours,

necessarily progress sequentially through each

and concluded that we should expect very

stage of the model but can move backwards

little from information provision alone, stating

and forwards through the stages of changes

that ‘most of the lifestyle decisions we seek to

several times with each move often increasing

influence are not determined mainly by rational

in duration until it becomes habitual.

consideration of the facts, but by emotions,

As people move through the “states of

habits, personal preferences, fashions, social

change”, their attitudes towards different

norms, personal morals and values, peer

transport modes changes, altering the

pressure and other intangibles’.

perceived benefits and barriers associated

THE STATES OF CHANGE MODEL

with each mode. For example, Getersleben
and Appleton (2007) applied the States of
Change model to utility cycling, encouraging

A range of theoretical frameworks have been

non-cyclists to cycle for a week and recording

developed to explain why there is often a

their attitudes towards cycling before and after.

lack of correlation between possession of

Before the trial 32% of respondents viewed

environmental attitudes and environmental

cycling as a flexible form of transport, and after

behaviour. Although no overarching theory

the trial this figure had risen to 57%. This shows

3
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that more effort should be spent on encouraging

positive aspects of public transport are likely to

people to “try things out”, in the expectation that

have the biggest impact on this group.

a proportion of them will find it a better way to
travel for their needs.

Segmentation and social
marketing for travel

Die-Hard Drivers: Have a very low potential
to switch modes due to a strong attachment
to the car, lack of moral obligation, and strong
behavioural norms. Steps could be taken to
weaken the stereotypical images of public
transport users, but fiscal measures are most

When implementing initiatives aimed at travel
behaviour change, it is important to note that
not all sections of the population should be

likely to succeed.
Car-less Crusaders: Do not own a car out of
choice.

targeted in the same manner, or will respond

Reluctant Riders: Are unable to own a car.

to the same messages. In an influential paper,

Each group represents a unique combination

Anable (2005) segmented the UK population into
six distinct groups, each with varying degrees of
mode switching potential.
Aspiring Environmentalists: Have a high

of preferences, world views and attitudes.
This demonstrates that different groups need
to be targeted in different ways to optimise the
chances of influencing mode choice behaviour.

potential to switch modes due to high moral

Socio-demographic factors such as age and

obligation and strong perceived control. Modal

gender were found to have little direct bearing

switch can be encouraged by provision of

on people’s propensity to switch modes.

information on alternatives, and reinforcing
positive messages.

The Four E’s model

Malcontented Motorists: Have a moderate
potential to switch modes, and can be

Through the UK Sustainable Development

encouraged by promoting moral obligation as

Strategy, the Framework for pro-environmental

well as the positive qualities of public transport

behaviours, and other documents, Defra promote

and negative aspects of the car. However, they

the “Four E’s” method of encouraging behaviour

have a psychological attachment to the car, and

change. Figure 5.7 demonstrates how this can be

do not perceive that their actions can make a

adapted to a travel behaviour context.

difference.
Complacent Car Addicts: Have a low

Smarter Choices

potential to switch modes due to psychological
attachment to the car and lack of moral

In 2004 the DfT commissioned the “Smarter

imperative. Awareness-raising activities into the

Choices – Changing the Way We Travel” research
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programme. This concluded that initiatives

demonstration. Cities are expected to provide a

such as travel awareness campaigns and travel

significant amount of match funding, and should

plans could be very cost-effective and led to a

also be willing to implement measures to lock-in

significant reduction in trips. Unfortunately, this

the benefits of the Smarter Choices programme,

reduction in trips often relates to a much smaller

such as introducing controlled parking and road

reduction in carbon emissions as it is generally

space re-allocation. The successful cities are likely

only shorter distance trips that are targeted by

to maximise synergies with other non-transport

Smarter Choices activities.

measures, such as tackling obesity.

Following on from the Smarter Choices
research, “Sustainable Travel Towns” were

• demonstrate that the principles of sustainable

established in Darlington, Peterborough, and

travel using a package of hard and soft

Worcester. They shared around £10 million of DfT

measures can be successfully adapted to an

funding over five years between 2004 to 2009 in

existing large-scale urban settlement.

order to demonstrate the effect that a sustained

• fund a programme of sustainable travel

package of Smarter Choices measures could have

measures that delivers both short-term results

when coupled with infrastructure improvements.

in number of trips made by sustainable

By concentrating interventions in a few areas the

means and long-term shifts in travel

synergies between measures could be explored

behaviour.

and the crucial role of social norms in influencing

• collect data to build a robust evidence base

travel behaviour could be fully realised. Early

to support the case for the effectiveness of

results from the evaluation suggest that, on

Smarter Choice initiatives.

average across the three towns, walking trips

• work with the authorities to demonstrate

increased by 13%, cycling by around 50%, public

how sustainable travel can help to meet wider

transport use by 16% whilst car driver trips fell by

objectives, particularly in relation to health,

over 8%.
Following on from Sustainable Travel Towns,

the environment, and equality of opportunity.
In parallel developments, Cardiff has recently

the DfT intends to designate one or two cities

been announced as Wales’ first Sustainable Travel

as “Sustainable Travel Cities” to demonstrate

City, with a total funding pot of £28.5 million over

that the principles of sustainable travel can be

two years to provide measures such as free bikes,

embedded within a large urban area through a

free buses and a modern parking system. In 2008,

coordinated and intensive programme of Smarter

the Scottish government also announced it will

Choices. The DfT expects to provide funding

provide £15 million for seven sustainable travel

of up to £29.2 million over three years to the

towns and cities.

designated city or cities to assist them with this
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Through this project, the DfT (2009e) aims to:
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Fig. 5.7 Adapting the Four E’s model to reduce CO2 emissions from transport
Enable

- open helplines and websites on travel
choices
- provide better information about public
transport options
- provide better public transport facilities and
develop appropriate service timetables.
- support organised car-sharing schemes in
areas with limited public transport.
- offer cycle training courses.
- provide electric vehicle recharge points.

Catalyse

Encourage/
Enforce
- increase taxes on carbon-intensive transport options, e.g. petrol cars, aviation.
EDQDGYHUWLVLQJRIFDUVDQGÀLJKWVDQGEDQ
sponsorship or promotion from aviation and
petrol/diesel car companies.
- introduce legislation banning most-polluting
vehicles.
- subsidise costs of public transport.
-offer subsidised or low-interest bicycle payment schemes.
- establish “low emissions” transport zones.

Exemplify

Engage
- implement publicity campaigns.
- encourage linkages between environmental and health or community groups for joint
action.
- improve local-level communications and
encourage the development of local solutions through active community engagement.
- encourage community “no vehicle” days.
DGGUHVVPLVOHDGLQJIXHOHI¿FLHQF\FODLPV
- increase warnings about carbon cost of
tranportation.

- limit parking spaces, and increase cycle
and shower facilties at public sector estates.
- government departments and public bodies
to offer where appropriate home-working options to reduce commuting.
-government departments and public bodies
to offer tele- and video-conferencing and to
support appropriate technology to reduce
need for business travel.
- government departments and public bodies
to consider transportation policies associated with goods and services bought and
provided. Where appropriate, public bodies
should make efforts to source locally or to offer decentralised services, in order to reduce
carbon emissions from transport.

An example of the Four E’s model adapted to the challenge of behavioural change relating to transport and thus of
reducing CO2 emissions.
The Four E’s model is represented by a diamond. The ultimate goal is to “catalyse” behavioural change by breaking habits.
In order to reach this point, policymakers must: (1) “enable”, i.e. make change easier by providing education, skills, information
and alternatives; (2) “encourage/enforce”, i.e. give signals through Government such as price signals, league tables, funding,
regulation and rewards, that encourage and where necessary enforce change; (3) “engage”, i.e. get people involved through
targeted communication; and (4) “exemplify”, i.e. by ensuring Government leads by example.
Source: Based on the Four E’s model methodology, as discussed in Defra (n/d).
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Business models

into practice. Riversimple, for example, has

In order to reduce the overall carbon emissions

developed cars that are expected to last at

of the transport sector, it is clear that new

least twenty years as opposed to the usual ten,

business models will be needed. For road

and to charge per mile for their use. Producing

vehicles, there needs to be a move from the

cars which last longer is also a far better use of

upfront costs of car purchase, insurance and

material resources, and is likely to substantially

taxation to a system where drivers pay for each

reduce the amount of embodied energy in car

mile driven. This would make public transport

manufacture. A new car might be leased for

costs more easily comparable with car costs,

three years, at the end of which period the user

and would show that public transport is often a

could either return the car or extend the lease.

more cost-effective solution.

This business model rewards longevity and low

Car clubs, where drivers pay for a car by the
hour is one example. Pay-as-you-drive insurance
also makes drivers more aware of the single-trip

high running costs.
In terms of government funding, many

costs of travel, and has been shown to cut trips

sustainable transport initiatives such as travel

by approximately 25%. However, one insurance

plans and intelligent transport solutions rely

company that pioneered the model has stopped

on revenue funding. At present the funding

supporting it, as it was found that as people

grant given to local authorities is heavily

drove less, the company’s revenue decreased.

weighted towards capital spending, which is

At present, vehicle purchasers want durability,
reliability and fuel efficiency. Producers
however simply seek increased sales. Built-in

good for building new infrastructure, but not for
encouraging more sustainable travel.
New business and economic models are

obsolescence can therefore benefit producers,

needed to place the incentives back on public

who make decisions on build quality. While

transport investment. Economic incentives

there is potential for increased legislation

on carbon will help all sectors including

in this area, this is likely to be based around

transport. In this area we have also seen the

performance and would be difficult to

tremendous potential for aligning micro- and

implement.

macroeconomic incentives. Combining carbon

If cars were leased and priced per mile, then

awareness with business model innovation can

incentives for durability would devolve on the

create low carbon businesses with a strategic

leasing company. If that leasing company is also

competitive advantage.

the producer, then it is also able to ensure rather
than simply request build quality and durability.
This business model is already being put
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running costs rather than obsolescence and
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Box 5.7 Changing motorways
The focus of the zerocarbonbritain2030 scenario is to use a limited carbon budget to create a zero carbon transport
system as efficiently as possible. There are some potential large infrastructure changes which may help decarbonise
in the long term, although there would be emissions associated with their construction. These are not included in the
core scenario but are mentioned briefly to help give a complete picture.
Two major possible infrastructure changes are running rails along existing motorways, or building some form of
electrical pick-up to avoid the need for storage in each vehicle. Rails would decrease resistance and an electrical pickup would reduce weight. Both would increase efficiency. However both options would require substantial feasibility
studies which are beyond the scope of this report.

Saving subsidies

individual technologies, and by combining this
with UK level statistics on mode of transport,

Bus operators are subsided because of the

current vehicle stocks and their energy

public service they provide; hence it makes

efficiency, a much more advanced model is

sense for them not to be taxed at the same time.

possible.

This logic has led to bus operators receiving a

The transport modelling for

rebate on fuel duty of around £413m per annum

zerocarbonbritain2030 contains two key

(Local Government Association [LGA], 2009).

elements: passenger transport which has been

However, this decreases the incentive to save

the primary focus, and freight transport.

fuel or shift to electric vehicles so it would be

The model combines passenger data from

better to rearrange this subsidy. In China they

the Department for Transport (DFT, 2009f )

already have an electric bus with a 186km range

and freight data (McKinnon, 2007) from the

(Thundersky, 2009).

Logistics Research Centre conducted as part

The transport model

of the “Green Logistics” programme funded by
the Engineering and Physical Sciences Research

Energy modelling matches demand for energy

Council. This is integrated with a wide range of

(heat, electricity and fuel specific requirements)

data concerning the efficiency of each mode of

to the energy available to supply that demand.

travel combined with different fuel types (diesel,

Transport modelling conventionally examines
“vehicle fleet efficiency” which improves
marginally each year. This methodology does

kerosene, hydrogen and electric) along with
current occupancy levels and capacity.
Combining all this data enables us to create

not allow for changes in mode of transport,

a dynamic model with which we can determine

occupancy levels or large-scale innovation.

the outcomes of various changes.

There is a huge amount of data available on

There are many details affecting final energy
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demand. The methodology used to calculate
this is summarised below.

particular fuel.
• There is additional potential to decrease

• Energy demand per km varies on the fuel

energy demand per passenger km (all

used. Hence the energy demand per km for

technologies) by increasing the occupancy

each mode is calculated as the passenger

rates of each mode of travel.

km travelled on each fuel multiplied by the

• The demand from each mode of travel is

energy demand per passenger km for that

calculated as km travelled multiplied by

The results
We have modelled many different scenarios including changing the following:
Table 5.2 The ZCB2030 transport model
Variable

Drivers for change

Action and result

Savings

Change in total
passenger km per
person

+ A shift to working
closer to home
+ Remote or teleworking
+ Climate change
awareness

Decrease in passenger km provides roughly proportional decrease in energy demand and emissions,
assuming equal decrease across all modes. The clear
exception being reducing km walked/cycled which
would not result in reduced emissions.

20%
of passenger
demand.

Change in average
occupancy levels
of cars

+ Increasing fuel
prices
+ Climate change
awareness

Increasing the current average occupancy of cars/
23%
vans/taxis (once we have changed mode) from current of mode.
1.6 (DfT, 2009h) to 2.

Change in
technology

+ Increasing fuel
prices
+ Climate change
awareness
+ Improving
technology

This varies on the technology, although switching
0–80%
to lighter and more aerodynamic vehicles can help
of mode.
across vehicle type. Shifting from petrol to electricity offers significant efficiency potential. Even high
performance electric cars (i.e. Tesla) are very efficient.
The highest opportunity found (80% decrease in energy demand) includes savings from lower maximum
speeds and lower weight in addition to fuel switching.

Change in mode

+ A shift to working
closer to home
+ Climate change
awareness

A huge range of options are available.
The proposed mode for ZCB2030 is
included below.

12–23%*
See below.

*The potential savings in each of these case studies are dependent on a number of factors including which order the savings
are applied in. For this reason we have given percentages rather than energy demand figures. For details on change in
mode please see main text.
ZCB2030 transport model variables and drivers for change.
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energy demand per km.
• The final demand for electricity and liquid
fuels is calculated as the sum of the total
demand from each mode of travel.
This detailed methodology also ensures that

imported, expensive oil would be an immediate
shift toward existing public transport as this has
huge potential to save energy at present.
Another change that will occur over time is
that as renewables are deployed, the embodied

we know the amount of electricity, hydrogen

carbon of industry will decrease, therefore

and biofuel demand separately.

reducing the carbon cost of manufacturing new

Modal shift

transport infrastructure. At present turnover
rates (DfT, 2009g) the car fleet will be replaced
in 14 years.

Changes in mode of transport offer significant

A point to note is that our methodology is

potential to decrease energy demand. However,

based on average energy use per passenger

the percentage saved is dependent on the

km, which is the methodology most relevant to

efficiency of each mode. The technological

creating a national level end-point optimisation

changes in the scenario substantially increase

model like ours. However, with regard to

the efficiency of private cars, which alters the

an individual’s transport decisions greater

effect of the modal shift.

complexity arises. If a bus or train is going to run

If we run the model based on the current

anyway, the addition of one extra person causes

fuel mix and the average current efficiency of

minimal marginal increases in fuel use. Hence

new vehicles the modal shift decreases energy

it is less appropriate for an individual to make

demand by 23%. New vehicles have a higher

transport decisions on the basis of average

average efficiency than the existing vehicle

figures, and they may prefer to use marginal

stock and if we used the average efficiency for

figures instead. Further complexity arises due to

the existing fleet instead, the modal shift would

various feedback loops in the system: increasing

decrease energy demand even further.

use of public transport can lead to increasing

If we apply the modal shift after we have

frequency, which can in turn lead to increased

applied the major changes in technology then

use. Our national model does not account for

we see only a 12% reduction in energy demand.

such factors which are relevant to decision

However, it should be noted that at this point

making at a smaller scale, but it may be useful to

any further technology improvement is likely to

consider them at an individual, community and

be very expensive, and therefore the value of a

local level.

12% decrease is likely to be very high.
It can be appreciated from this that the most
rapid way to decarbonise and move away from

It may help to bring about the change
envisaged from the transport model if a zero
carbon vehicle standard is developed. This could
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be applied initially to passenger vehicles, then

2030 transport energy demand by 74%

to light goods vehicles and eventually also to

(a 63% reduction on 2008 levels) and fuelling

heavy goods vehicles.

our transport system with electricity, a small

A methodological detail is that by adding in
projected population growth (Office of National
Statistics [ONS], 2010) our baseline increased by
26%.

Future work

amount of hydrogen and a very small amount
of biofuel.

Conclusions
In a zero carbon Britain, the transport system
will look similar to today’s but will sound
and smell very different. Cars powered by

There is huge potential to build on this work.

electricity will have drastically reduced road

Two large potential areas concern the baseline,

noise and eliminated petrol fumes and exhaust

and embodied energy.

gases. Towns and cities will be alive with the

We have used a baseline for current fuel use

sound of people talking on the walk or cycle

and mode. However an accurate prediction of

to work. Electric and hydrogen hybrid buses

2030 demand under business-as-usual would be

will compete with trams for the remaining

very useful to be able to provide comparative

road space, and provide excellent onward

cost savings. A degree of subjectivity would

connections to railways and coaches at

inevitably enter into such a business-as-

transport hubs. Trains will also all have been

usual calculation, and the assumptions and

electrified, with new high-speed lines and better

judgements on which it is based would

services eliminating the need for domestic

need to be clearly presented for the sake of

flights.

transparency.
Incorporating the embodied energy of

On the nation’s motorways, electric and
hydrogen hybrid coaches and HGVs will be

vehicles and their infrastructure would

moving people and goods around the country.

strengthen the model. We have begun work on

Many goods will also be transported by rail

this area, which will be published at a later date.

and boat, all sustainably powered. Cargo will

Transport model conclusions

be taken around the world on ships powered
by solar panels, sails and sustainable fuels. Air
travel will be powered by sustainably-produced

By combining modal shift, increased vehicle

biofuels and some will have been replaced by

occupancy, wider technology improvements

airships.

and fuel shifting we were able to provide the
required services while decreasing predicted
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Not every vision of a zero carbon Britain
must include all of these elements, but certain

powerdown
technological improvements are vital:

change, the UK will need to at least double its

• Electrify cars and trains;

generation capacity to meet the additional

• Power buses, coaches, vans and trucks with

transport demand. This vision of a zero carbon

electricity where possible and hydrogen or

Britain makes some challenging but achievable

biofuel as needed;

assumptions about such behavioural change:

• Power aviation with sustainable biofuels

• People will be fitter and more active, walking

and/or hydrogen or replace it with other

and cycling much more often. The distance

methods of long-distance transport; and

the average Briton walks will double from

• Use solar panels, sails and hydrogen fuel cells
for ships.
Even with these technologies in place

1.2 to 2.4 miles a day, and cycle use will
finally stop lagging behind other European
countries. With more people cycling, the

however, changes in behaviour will also be

average Briton will cycle six times more than

needed to reduce electricity demand for

before, covering 0.7 miles a day by bike.

running electric vehicles and producing

• With better and faster train services across

hydrogen as transport fuel. With no such

the country, the average distance travelled

Fig. 5.8 Mode of transport in ZCB2030

Suggested passenger transport mode split in the ZCB2030 scenario.
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by train will increase by 15%, meaning 13%
of all distance travelled is by rail.
• A modern and effective coach system will

25 to 20 miles per day per person.
• People will also recycle more and consume
less. More produce will be locally-sourced,

enable people to enjoy free wi-fi and fast

reducing freight distance by 20%. More

connections at transport hubs provided by

efficient trucks and drivers will further cut

these super-stretch limousines. Coaches will

down energy demand.

account for 10% of all distance travelled.

• More places will be accessible by train within

• Local bus services will have improved; and

2–3 hours, and reliance on domestic aviation

people will use a smartcard to pay for tickets

will have all but been eliminated. People will

anywhere in the country. Elsewhere, trams

stay closer to home for holidays, focusing on

and trolleybuses provide popular ways to

British and European destinations, greatly

get around the city. The average Briton will

reducing the demand for international

travel 50% further on local public transport

flights. The total amount of flying will fall

than on the old buses.

to a third of the current level, powered

• Less time is wasted travelling, with people
living closer to their workplaces and
working more efficiently. People will think

by sustainably-produced Fischer-Tropsch
biofuels.
• Smart meters will manage demand by

twice before driving across the country

controlling when cars and hydrogen

on business or leisure. The total distance

plants operate, reducing the need for

travelled drops by 20% from an average of

additional power generation. Many of these

Table 5.3 Transport today and in ZCB2030
				
		
Walk
Pedal cycles

Electric /pedal		
bikes
Rail

Coach

Current

4.89%

0.47%

0.00%

6.86%

0.88%

ZCB2030

10.00%

3.00%

0.12%

14.00%

10.00%

		
		

London bus /
tram

Local bus or		
tram
Motorbikes

Electric
scooters

Cars, vans
and taxis

Current

1.09%

3.85%

0.70%

0.00%

80.16%

ZCB2030

1.3%

5.00%

2.10%

0.35%

54.13%

Significant reductions in the use of cars, vans and taxis are expected by 2030, with corresponding increases in the
use of local transport and walking and cycling.
Source: Data for current day based on statistics from DfT (2008e).
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infrastructure changes will be achieved
with sustainable construction methods.
Infrastructure improvements will include
the building of a small number of new
railway lines, a large number of cycle lanes
and transport hubs, and the redevelopment
of quality public spaces when trams are
introduced. This will create some additional
carbon emissions, but compared to the
reduction in energy demand, the net saving
will be substantial.
Not only would the UK have a zero carbon
transport system, but its population would be
healthier and happier too.
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Chapter 6
Motivation and behavioural change

“

I have gained this by philosophy:

that I do without being commanded what
others do only from fear of the law.

”

Aristotle

Introduction

consumer goods that have been made using less

Climate change and energy insecurity are

energy or producing lower emissions; and they

caused by the way we live, and will be limited

can support further and tougher action from

by the actions we take. In the UK, the energy

government and business.

we use in our homes and for personal transport

In the previous two chapters, it has been

is responsible for almost 43% of the nation’s

demonstrated that significant energy use

CO2 emissions (based on data for 2008 from

reductions can be achieved in the buildings and

the Department of Energy and Climate

transport sectors. Technology and legislation

Change [DECC], 2010). At home, people can

will play crucial roles, for example through

reduce energy use and emissions by buying

the introduction of low carbon vehicles or

energy-efficient appliances; by using them

the enforcement of high-efficiency building

less; and by insulating their homes, whether

standards. As discussed elsewhere, these

that is by supporting a government-organised

measures will be supported by wider policy

retrofitting scheme or by organising a retrofit

drivers which make high carbon products and

themselves. Out and about, people can adopt

services more expensive, as well as business

public transport or walking and cycling as their

models which will ensure that those with limited

default transport mode; use electric cars when

access to capital can still access low carbon

these modes are not applicable; and generally

technologies and benefit from well-insulated,

travel less. People can also purchase food and

energy-efficient homes. Therefore the products
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and services produced with lower emissions will
also become the cheaper options, and this will

as “an individual’s state, comprising three

motivate many audiences to change.

elements: cognitive, affective and behavioural”.

The public response, direct and indirect, to

In other words, effective engagement relies on

the technological advances and legislative

knowing about climate change, caring about

changes discussed in other chapters will affect

it, and being motivated and able to take action

the speed at which a zero carbon Britain can

(ibid.). Government and organisations seeking

be made a reality. Because mitigating climate

to achieve behavioural change may do so by

change involves action in numerous sectors,

increasing knowledge of and changing attitudes

public attitude change will be essential

towards the subject (or a range of interlinked

for legislation to prove effective and new

subjects), including one’s perception of personal

technology be adopted. For example, Darby

responsibility, so that people voluntarily

(2006) notes that “consumption in identical

take action; or by changing behaviour itself,

homes, even those designed to be low-energy

regardless of whether people “care” about the

dwellings, can easily differ by a factor of two

subject, through compulsion or incentives.

or more depending on the behaviour of the

This chapter first discusses the value action

inhabitants”. Public engagement will limit the

gap in the UK with particular attention paid to

likelihood that mitigation in one sector, enabled

the social and psychological determinants of

by regulation, will lead to greater emissions

behavioural change. It examines the key stated

levels in another.

barriers to action as proposed by members of

This chapter examines several of the

the public and the possibilities for overcoming

strategies responsible government (at all levels)

these barriers and even turning them into

and civil society can use to motivate effective

motivators. It then examines in greater detail

voluntary behavioural change in the adult

three proposed strategies to overcome these

British population, over a short- to medium-

barriers and encourage a voluntary change

time frame (i.e. by 2030). This chapter focuses

of behaviours and attitudes: social marketing,

on ways to instigate behavioural change

identity campaigning, and community-led

which support energy efficiency and emissions

action.

reduction strategies; in other words, it is focused
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Lorenzoni et al., (2007) define engagement

on behavioural change for climate change

The value-action gap

mitigation. However it may become increasingly

Numerous studies have demonstrated a

necessary to examine how we can influence

widespread awareness of environmental

behavioural coping strategies for a changing

problems generally, and of climate change

climate.

specifically, amongst the UK population.

powerdown
For example, in 2007 and 2009, surveys of

action. 55% said they would like to do either “a

public attitudes and behaviour towards

bit more” (47%) or “a lot more” (8%) to help the

the environment were conducted for the

environment (ibid.).

Department for Environment, Food and Rural

Whilst many profess to care about climate

Affairs (Defra)1. 99% of respondents in both

change, and an increasingly large proportion of

surveys reported that they had heard the

the population are undertaking some actions

terms “global warming” and “climate change”,

to reduce energy use, the vast majority are

and most respondents said they knew “a fair

continuing with patterns of behaviour that

amount” about these terms (Thornton, 2009) .
2

Similarly, the majority of people recognise

make the problem worse. For many people
there is a gap between their relatively high level

that their everyday behaviours contribute to

of concern about the environment and their

these environmental problems. In the 2009

actions – the “value-action gap” (also known as

Defra survey, 85% of respondents indicated

the “attitude-behaviour gap”). The causes of this

that they thought climate change was caused

gap between attitude (“I agree this is the best

by energy use, and only 27% believed that

course of action”) and behaviour (“but I am not

their everyday behaviour and lifestyle did not

doing it”) can be explained in terms of personal,

contribute to climate change (ibid.). 55% agreed

social and structural barriers to action (American

with the statement “I sometimes feel guilty

Psychological Association [APA], 2009; Lorenzoni

about doing things that harm the environment”

et al., 2007). Different barriers often overlap

(ibid.).

or work in conjunction to limit behavioural

This knowledge and concern has translated

change. However, these barriers can be tackled,

into some action. Almost half (47%) of

and some aspects which in certain situations

the respondents to the Defra 2009 survey

act as barriers to action, can even be turned into

said they did “quite a few things” that were

motivators of action.

environmentally-friendly, and a quarter (27%)

Any individual’s attitude and behaviour will be

said they were environmentally-friendly in

shaped by individual values, emotions, habits,

“most or everything” they did. Just 2% reported

mental frameworks, personal experiences and

that they did not do anything (ibid.). Similarly,

skills, the specific social setting of the individual,

a little more than a third (36%) of respondents

and structural constraints. Attitudes on climate

said they thought they were doing either “quite

change and energy security also derive to a

a number of things” (27%) or “a lot of things”

significant extent from general societal norms.

(9%) to reduce their energy use and emissions.

Behaviour is further mediated by individuals’

These numbers marked quite an improvement

understandings of personal responsibility

on the 2007 survey, showing progress on

(Jackson, 2005; Stoll-Kleeman et al., 2001).

1

2,009 adults were interviewed in 2009; 3,618 adults in 2007.

2

It should be noted that these surveys are based on self-reporting of knowledge and behaviour, which may not

accurately reflect the actual knowledge and behaviour of all respondents.
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For example, Schwartz (1977, cited in Jackson,

(Stoll-Kleeman et al., 2001). A large proportion of

2005) has suggested in his Norm Activation

people have chosen to justify current behaviours

Theory that the intention to perform a pro-

and inaction rather than embrace change.

environmental or pro-social behaviour is based

To overcome the dissonance created in their

on the acceptance of personal responsibility

minds they rely on socio-psychological denial

for one’s actions and an awareness of their

mechanisms.

consequences.

Denial is an unconscious defence mechanism for

There are a number of stated rationalisations

coping with guilt, anxiety and other disturbing

for inaction, discussed further below, that are

emotions aroused by reality. Denial in this

relatively common amongst different groups

context constitutes not only active denial of

of the public. These rationalisations may be

the climate science but also an inability to

interpreted as manifestations of a psychological

confront the realities of its impacts and take

resistance against recognising the enormity of

action. It includes cognition (not acknowledging

the climate change problem and the need for

the facts); emotion (not feeling or not being

major lifestyle change (Lertzman, 2008); and

disturbed); morality (not recognising wrongness

also as a means to reduce the anxiety, guilt

or responsibility) and action (not taking active

and threats to self-esteem that may arise from

steps in response to knowledge). Cohen (2001)

recognition of one’s personal contribution to

suggests three forms of denial:

the problem (Crompton & Kasser, 2009). They
are best explained in terms of dissonance and
denial.

Dissonance and denial

• Literal denial: the facts are denied either
because of genuine ignorance, calculated
deception, or an unconscious self-deception or
aversion to disturbing truths.
• Interpretive denial: the facts are not denied

Cognitive dissonance is the uncomfortable

but the conventional interpretation is disputed

feeling caused by holding two contradictory

either because of genuine inability to grasp

ideas simultaneously (Festinger, 1957). These

meaning or because of attempts to avoid moral

“ideas” may include attitudes and beliefs, the
awareness of one’s behaviour, and facts. In

150

censure or legal accountability.
• Implicatory denial: there is no attempt to deny

general, individuals experiencing dissonance

the facts or their conventional interpretation

seek either to resolve it, by changing their

but justifications, rationalisations, and evasions

attitudes, beliefs, and behaviours; or seek to

are used to avoid the moral imperative to act,

deny or displace it, by justifying or rationalising

for example, “it’s not my problem”, “I can’t do

their current attitudes, beliefs, and behaviours

anything”, “it’s worse elsewhere”.
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Active denial remains a significant response

At their most basic, the rationalisations for

to climate change science, and this is joined

inaction highlighted below can be categorised as

by several forms of interpretive denial against

based on either non-conventional interpretations

different aspects of the science, such as the scale

of various aspects of the climate science, on the

and speed of its impacts. Other rationalisations

diffusion of responsibility for action, or on the

for inaction or limited action demonstrate

ability to change and desirability of that change.

different forms of implicatory denial. These
rationalisations help assuage guilt, reinforce

Reinterpreting the threat

victim status, justify resentment or anger towards
others, and heighten the costs of shifting away

Lack of knowledge

from comfortable lifestyles (Stoll-Kleeman et al.,

“I don’t know”: As has been shown, many

2001; Stoll-Kleeman, 2003). Terms such as “global

people have demonstrated a basic awareness

warming”, “human impacts”, and “adaptation”

and understanding of climate change as

are themselves a form of denial - scientific

well as the will to do a bit more to limit their

euphemisms that suggest that climate change is

environmental impact. Yet the public has a

out of human control (Marshall, 2001).

much lower level of understanding about what

Rationalisations for inaction

they can do and especially what will make a
difference. 55% of respondents to the Defra

This section discusses the key rationalisations

2009 survey stated that they needed more

given by individuals for not taking actions which

information on what they could do to be more

reduce energy use. These rationalisations are

environmentally-friendly (Thornton, 2009).

not exclusively used by those who refuse to

Given that information on climate change is

take any action. Many rationalisations are also

widely available in the UK, government and

used by those who are taking some action as

environmental organisations must consider

well, as an unconscious mechanism to limit the

whether this information can be made more

scope for change. Neither are each of these

appropriate for different audiences (see Box 6.1).

rationalisations used exclusively; they are often
used in conjunction with each other in both

Uncertainty, scepticism and distrust

complementary and contradictory combinations.

“I don’t believe it”: A common reaction to the

Finally, this section also highlights possibilities

extreme anxiety created by the threat of climate

for communications to respond to these

change and the social upheaval it will engender

rationalisations, and this is discussed further in

is active scepticism and denial, either of climate

terms of different behavioural change strategies

change wholesale or of specific caveats of the

later in this chapter.

climate science, such as the importance of
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anthropogenic contributions.
In the 2009 environmental attitudes and

(Populus, 2010). Larger proportions also felt that

behaviours survey for Defra, respondents’

global warming claims were exaggerated and

opinions were divided on the comment “the

doubted the anthropogenic nature of climate

so-called ‘environmental crisis’ facing humanity

change (ibid.). The rapid rise in scepticism can

has been greatly exaggerated” (Thornton,

be partially attributed to a number of high-

2009). 47% disagreed with this statement but

profile stories of minor errors made by climate

15% agreed with the statement and a further

scientists, a prolonged cold snap in the UK,

15% neither agreed nor disagreed (ibid.). This

and the Copenhagen climate summit which

shows quite a high degree of scepticism and

took place between the two polls. These events

uncertainty amongst a significant minority

may have contributed to the “confirmation” of

(15%) of the population.

scientific uncertainty and political disagreement

People interpret new information on the

amongst those who were already uneasy about

basis of pre-existing knowledge and beliefs,

the climate science, the rate of societal change

drawing on broader discourses than simply

the science suggests is necessary, and the

scientific knowledge (Lorenzoni et al., 2007).

proponents of such change.

Sometimes this mental model serves as a filter,

This case also demonstrates the importance

resulting in selective knowledge “uptake” (CRED,

of the media’s representation of the issue.

2009). People unconsciously seek to reduce

The media tends to highlight the areas of

cognitive dissonance through a confirmation

scientific and political disagreement, rather

bias. A confirmation bias makes people look for

than the significant levels of consensus, and this

information that is consistent with what they

suggests to laypeople that scientific evidence is

already think, want, or feel, leading them to

unreliable.

avoid, dismiss, or forget information that will

Some groups intrinsically distrust messages

require them to change their minds and, quite

from scientists, government officials, the media,

possibly, their behaviour (ibid.).

or other information sources. Communications

The importance of mental models and the
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similar poll was conducted in November 2009

should therefore be delivered by sources

confirmation bias can be demonstrated by

or spokespersons deemed trustworthy and

the rapid rise of uncertainty and scepticism

credible to the audiences targeted. It will be

amongst the UK public between late 2009 and

essential for the environmental movement

early 2010. In February 2010, a poll of 1001

to forge links with all sections of the media.

adults for the BBC showed that 25% of those

As discussed in Box 6.1, there are a number

questioned did not think global warming

of ways to improve the presentation of

was happening, an increase of 10% since a

climate science communications generally.

powerdown
Communicators should consider the pros and

were greatest at the neighbourhood level

cons associated with combating high-profile

and decreased at increasing scales. Although

proponents of climate denial directly. It will also

people felt that they were responsible for the

be necessary for communicators to reflect on

environment at the local level, they perceived

the psychological motivations underlying active

relatively few problems here.

denial.

The lesson for communicators may be to
frame where possible climate change as a

The belief that the climate change threat
is distant

local and near-term problem (see Box 6.1).

“It won’t affect me”: Another common reaction

losses associated with inaction rather than the

is the argument that climate change is not

benefits offered from action, as people have a

relevant to the individual now: the impacts will

natural tendency to undervalue future benefits

happen in another place, to other people, in

against the present, and are generally risk-

another time. For example, just over a fifth of

averse, more concerned with limiting damages

respondents (21%) to the 2009 Defra survey

than exploiting opportunities (CRED, 2009).

agreed with the statement that “the effects of

Communicators must however understand

climate change are too far in the future to really

that the role of place attachment is complex,

worry me” (Thornton, 2009).

and can be contradictory. For example, it can

The American Psychological Association

It may also be appropriate to highlight the

be deployed to gain strong support for pro-

(2009) suggests that individuals are often

environmental policies but can also lead to

less concerned about places they do not

local opposition to essential environmental

have a personal connection to. If conditions

infrastructure such as wind farms (APA, 2009).

are presumed to be worse elsewhere,
individuals might also be expected to have

Fatalism and the “optimism bias”

less motivation to act locally (ibid.). In a

“It’s too late”; “It’s out of my hands”: Some

multinational study, members of environmental

people’s inaction is due to a belief that whatever

groups, environmental science students, and

happens will be the will of God or Mother

children were asked about the seriousness of,

Nature (APA, 2009), or that technology will

and their sense of responsibility for, various

solve the problem (Spence & Pidgeon, 2009).

environmental problems at the local, national,

For others, inaction is due more to a fatalistic

continental and global level. Uzzell (2000) found

attitude; that is they think it is too late to do

that people ranked environmental problems

anything about climate change, and argue

as more serious at increasing areal scales. Yet

that it is therefore a waste of time to try and

feelings of responsibility for the environment

mitigate climate change (ibid.). Appropriate
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Box 6.1 Improving the communication of climate science
There are many ways of improving climate change communications to encourage a more positive response from a wider
spectrum of the population. Climate science information presented on its own often does not impart a sense of urgency in
most audiences (Center for Research on Environmental Decisions [CRED], 2009). For example, effort spent deciphering
scientific jargon can prevent the public from concentrating on the actual message. Certain terminology can therefore be
used in communications which are both easier for the public to understand and have more appropriate connotations.
For example, “carbon pollution” evokes connotations of dirtiness and poor health, whereas “carbon dioxide emissions”
is more scientific but does not evoke strong connotations (Platt & Retallack, 2009).
Similarly, it is common for the public to overestimate the uncertainty of climate science. For example the Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) uses likelihood terminology when discussing the effects of climate change. However
the probability range assigned to each level does not necessarily correlate with the probability range the public imagine
is associated with each level, with the effect that laypeople feel that the climate science is more uncertain than it actually
is (Budescu et al., 2009).
Moreover, it is hard for many to really comprehend how dramatic the effects of global temperature increases of a few
degrees will be, given that every day far greater temperature variations occur (CRED, 2009). The “weather” frame of
reference suggests to many that climate change is out of human control (APA, 2009). Additionally, the risk appears
distant in time and in space, encouraging the view that climate change will not affect them (ibid.).
Climate change communications should grab the attention of the audience, support them to have a fuller understanding
of the causes and effects of climate change, and motivate them to take action. This requires more vivid descriptions
of the problem, by trusted spokespersons, which can be achieved for example through clear comparisons, the use of
personal anecdotes of the impacts of climate change, and local or national examples (CRED, 2009; McKenzie-Mohr &
William, 1999). When the impacts of climate change are discussed at the level of their home or locality, the issue is more
clearly “felt”. In other words, climate change moves from being a scientific concern to a local/personal problem; or, from
a cognitive issue to an affective issue.
Feeling vulnerable and at risk is critical to moving people to action (APA, 2009). Psychological literature on this point
indicates substantial evidence that “fear framing” will initiate action, provided that individuals feel that the issue is directly
relevant to them and that they have some degree of control to act in response to the problem (see APA, 2009; Stern,
2005). When control is absent, internal psychological defences, such as denial, come into play (APA, 2009; Spence &
Pidgeon, 2009). Climate communicators should therefore seek to frame emotive messages alongside positive, credible
steps which people themselves can take (McKenzie-Mohr & William, 1999; Spence & Pidgeon, 2009).
At the same time however, communicators must be aware that the juxtaposition of discourses highlighting the awesome
scale of climate change with discourses emphasising small, mundane responses implicitly raises the question of how
the latter can really make a difference (Retallack et al., 2007). This type of framing may ultimately be counterproductive
by encouraging audiences to switch off or become habituated to the messages that they receive (CRED, 2009; Retallack
et al., 2007). Hulme (2008) suggests that fear framing may play into the hands of climate sceptics claiming that such
messages are “alarmist”, and increase many people’s perception that climate change is exaggerated.
The links between the climate science and the actions necessary to mitigate climate change should be made more explicit.
One way of making solutions more clearly relevant is to provide information at the point of energy use, for example, with
smart meters (Boardman and Darby, 2000, cited in Lorenzoni et al., 2007). Explaining how each sustainable action
relates to climate change mitigation and the relative importance of different actions in terms of reduced energy use,
should increase people’s understanding of the issue generally and could assist the adoption of more challenging but
significant behaviours.
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spokespersons can go some way to undermine

effect”. This describes a failure of people to act

these arguments, however, both fatalism and

in emergency situations when they are in a

the optimism bias can be seen as psychological

group. Individuals assume that someone else

tools to ignore the dominant discourse and limit

will intervene and so each individual feels less

exposure.

responsible to take action (Marshall & Lynas,

Reinterpreting responsibility

2003). Additionally, individuals also monitor
the reactions of others to see if they think it is
necessary to intervene, and because everybody

Scapegoating, disempowerment and
projection

is doing the same thing, nobody acts (ibid.).

“It’s other people’s fault”; “Others should

strategy by which the individual’s own powers

lead”: Because climate change is a global

and abilities are projected onto others who,

problem, it has a large social dimension, and

it is hoped, will take care of the problem

this lends itself to the denial of personal power

and can be criticised and attacked if they do

and the blaming of others. Some people

not (Randall, 2005). In the UK, people have

attribute principle blame for the causes of

demonstrated an eagerness for government

climate change onto others: “The south blames

and business to lead by example, and are hence

the north, cyclists blame drivers, activists blame

less impelled to act on their own. Respondents

oil companies, and almost everyone blames

to Defra’s environmental survey were asked

George Bush” (Marshall & Lynas, 2003). They

to say what they thought were the most

argue that their individual impact is not as great

important issues the Government should be

as others, and therefore that they should not be

dealing with. “Environment/Pollution” was the

held responsible for taking mitigation action.

third most frequently cited response to the

Many accept a level of responsibility for the

question in 2009 (it was the fourth in 2007),

Similarly, projection is a psychological

causes of climate change but feel that others

with more respondents mentioning this as

should bear responsibility for instigating action.

a more important issue for the Government

The global interconnected nature of climate

than crime (Thornton, 2009). This indicates that

change means that many believe they cannot

the Government has a popular mandate to

influence it. Whilst it is certainly true that any

undertake strong action on climate change.

individual’s influence is limited, group inaction is
reinforced through the psychological response
of diffusing responsibility (Cohen, 2001;
Marshall & Lynas, 2003). In this way, climate
change is susceptible to the “passive bystander
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Dissatisfaction with lack of action by
government, business and industry

government and business in the UK. In 2009,

“Others aren’t doing enough”: The lack of a

government did more to tackle climate change,

visible public response reinforces the passive

I’d do more too” (Thornton, 2009). 58% also

bystander effect, by offering a rationale for

agreed with the statement “If business did more

inaction: ‘Surely’, people reason, ‘if it really

to tackle climate change, I would too” (ibid.).

is that serious, someone would be doing

58% of respondents agreed to the statement “If

People are especially concerned about free-

something‘ (Marshall, 2001). Many people are

riding at an international level. 45% agreed

de-motivated by the lack of action taken so

with the comment “it’s not worth Britain trying

far by governments and businesses, especially

to combat climate change, because other

given the pre-existing distrust that some have

countries will just cancel out what we do”

towards such actors. This demonstrates the

in 2009 (although this marked a significant

great importance of demonstrating collective

improvement from 2007 when over half of

public action and government leadership to

respondents (54%) agreed with the statement)

develop new social norms.

(ibid.).
Freeriding is a genuine concern, because the

Freeriders

changes necessary to limit climate change and

“I’m not doing anything unless enough

reduce energy insecurity cannot take place

others do it too”: The collective action problem

without global collective action. However, a

describes a situation where individuals in any

large number of people have a highly distorted

group attempting collective action will have

understanding of the distribution of global

incentives to “freeride” on the efforts of others

emissions contributions, especially on a per

if the group is working to provide or conserve

capita basis. Dominant communications often

public goods (see Olson, 1965). Freeriders

implicitly or explicitly support the view that

gain the benefits of others’ actions without

emissions from other countries and other users

the costs associated with it. Because climate

are chiefly “responsible” for climate change. A

change involves costs, a key concern preventing

concern about freeriding may also be used by

meaningful action by many (individuals,

some as an excuse for inaction, and an attempt

organisations and governments) is of others

to deny individual moral responsibility. The

freeriding. In the Defra 2009 survey, 35% agreed

combined result of freeriding, and the more

with the statement “it’s not worth me doing

general diffusion of responsibility, is a mass

things to help the environment if others don’t

paralysis of action (see Box 6.2).

do the same” (Thornton, 2009).
People report that they will follow action by
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Box 6.2 Dispelling blame through communal responsibility
People require strong social support and the validation of others to undertake significant behavioural change. Rather
than debating who is to blame, communications can emphasise the value of communal efforts, and government can
support action within communities and social networks. Communications should not seek to assign blame to any
individual group or nation. These will promote resentment, inaction and even reaction. Rather, they should be forwardlooking at the solutions, and evoke a collective spirit.
Movements such as 10:10, which asked individuals and organisations to pledge to reduce their carbon footprint by
10% in 2010, are based on high participation. Whilst people make individual voluntary commitments, which can easily
be reneged on, the power of the movement is based on the psychological benefit associated with communal effort.
On the other hand, the diffusion of responsibility effect is much less significant in smaller groups, so simultaneously
supporting local action groups, could fortify action.
Efforts by government to engage the public will be most effective if they are integrated as part of a coherent and
consistent response to climate change. Government must act on climate change, and ensure that this action is visible
to the public. To limit concerns about freeriding, the benefits of “leading the way” can be emphasised at all scales. On
the international scale, the UK can gain by investing in renewable energy industries and by decarbonising before fossil
fuel scarcity and energy price increase the challenges associated with it. Within the UK, economic incentives and
public congratulations can encourage “early adopters”, and help foster new social norms, which show that mitigation
behaviours are both economically efficient and high status.

Doubting the desirability of
change and ability to change

proper conduct (ibid.). Through internalisation,
socially-acceptable ways of behaving become
ingrained as unconscious habitual behaviours –
unquestioned and intractable.

Social norms and expectations

Social and cultural norms strongly influence

“It’s not normal”: Another important type

individual attitudes on climate change (Stoll-

of potential barrier relates to dominant

Kleeman et al., 2001), and their willingness to

social and cultural norms, whether national

change. Relevant social (interpersonal) norms

or specific to an ethnic, religious or lifestyle

to climate change mitigation might include

group. Social norms are customary rules of

widespread social expectations about what

behaviour, implicit and explicit, that coordinate

kind of house or car one should have to be seen

our interactions with others (Durlauf & Blume,

as successful (APA, 2009). In today’s society,

2008). Norms can be enforced through the

ownership and consumption are important

simple need for coordination amongst large

status symbols (Lorenzoni et al., 2007), whilst

groups of people, through the threat of social

green living has traditionally been seen by

disapproval or punishment for norm violations,

some as undesirable, “weird”, or “hippy” (ibid.).

or through the internalisation of norms of

The lifestyle change necessary to create a
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zero carbon Britain is divergent to the current

with a family, car and a garden (Nigbur et al.,

aspirations held by many.

2005). As the urgency and acceptability of

The perception of what the individual should

such environmental action continues, negative

do, if anything, depends on whose opinion

stereotypes are likely to diminish further.

is important to the individual, and what their

This should also prove the case for other pro-

opinion is (APA, 2009; Smith & Strand, 2008;

environmental behaviours.

Stern, 2005). For example, when homeowners

It is important for communicators to be aware

are told the amount of energy that average

of the implications of environmental behaviours

members of their community use, they tend to

on self-image and identity, so that stereotyping

alter their use of energy to fit the norm (Schultz

may be built on, combated or incorporated into

et al., 2007 cited in APA, 2009), increasing or

communications and interventions (Spence

decreasing their energy use accordingly.

et al., 2008). Communicators should also be

It is possible to influence norms to promote

aware of the enormous value of role models

positive actions, so that they are a motivator for

and opinion leaders in fostering new social

positive behavioural change. If certain actions

norms (Collins et al., 2003). The opportunities

and behaviours can be “socially normalised”,

for supporting new norms are discussed further

then the potential for widespread adoption

later in this chapter.

is significant. For example certain pronot littering have become internalised social

Reluctance to change and low
prioritisation of climate change

norms amongst large segments of the UK

“I don’t want to”; “other things are more

population; in other words, they are seen as the

important”: People tend to be very reluctant

“right thing to do”.

to make major changes to their lifestyle. 48%

environmental behaviours such as recycling or

Lyons et al. (2001) undertook a major study of
attitudes towards waste minimisation in Surrey.

“any changes I make to help the environment

Focus group members associated recycling with

need to fit in with my lifestyle” (Thornton, 2009).

undesirable role models from bearded old men

People take a risk when they make changes to

to eco-warriors and “outdoors types” to simply

lifestyle, especially to those elements closely

“someone boring”. Four years later however

associated with a sense of self-identity. The

there had been a shift in the image of a recycler.

change may not work, it may waste time and

Whilst recyclers were still largely considered

money, and it may be mocked by others (APA,

to be “do-gooders” and left-wing, they were

2009). In this way, individual behaviour interacts

also seen as likeable, energetic people; typified

strongly with dominant social norms.

by an older, female, locally-employed person
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of the Defra survey respondents agreed that

Climate change offers a typical “tragedy of the

powerdown
commons” scenario. The classic example of the

Structural constraints and habit

“tragedy of the commons” involves a common

“It’s too hard”: Structural barriers to change

grazing area. Each family adds more cattle to

are those that exceed an individual’s influence.

its own herd to increase its own wealth, but the

Such barriers include economic barriers, such

common area eventually becomes overgrazed

as a lack of credit, which prevents poorer

and everybody suffers (see Hardin, 1968). With

households from retrofitting their homes or

climate change, it is in many individuals’ rational

buying more energy-efficient vehicles. Working

short-term interest to continue emitting high

patterns and demands on time can also act as

levels of carbon emissions. However the results,

structural barriers to certain behaviours (Defra,

for everybody, of the resultant increased global

2008). Institutional barriers are also significant.

temperatures, will be devastating.

These include regulatory restrictions and “split

Of course it is not simply hard-nosed short-

incentives” in which one actor pays the costs

term rationality preventing widespread, deep

of action while another gets the benefits, such

action. Some people attempt to suppress

as energy efficiency retrofits in rental housing

thought about the issue so that they do not

(APA, 2009). Structural barriers to action may

have to confront the reality (Marshall, 2001).

also be based on geography and infrastructure,

Apathy, limiting exposure, keeping thoughts in

for example it is particularly difficult to reduce

the present, and seeking pleasurable diversions

car use in rural areas where public transport

are all psychological defence mechanisms

is limited (ibid.). Overcoming many of these

for supplanting anxiety-arousing information

structural barriers are discussed with specific

with other material (Crompton & Kasser, 2009;

reference to different sectors within other

Marshall, 2001). Others may deliberately indulge

chapters of the report, and so will not be

in wasteful activities as a misplaced reaction

elaborated on here.

against knowledge of the climate science.
Even when a willingness to change exists,

Of course, people may cite structural
constraints whereas in reality they are not

many habitual behaviours are extremely

as significant as imagined, and are more the

resistant to change (APA, 2009). This is

product of habit. As well as interventions

exacerbated by the fact that most people have

to remove or reduce structural constraints,

more pressing priorities relating to family and

policymakers can support people to actively

finances, and even local environmental issues,

break habits, and create new ones. Tackling

which take priority over consideration of the

habits may involve getting people to

impacts of lifestyle on the climate.

consciously examine their habits, or to change
activities for a length of time so that new
habits are formed. Periods of transition offer
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particularly good opportunities to help people

to design effective communications and

develop new, more sustainable habits, for

policy interventions. Traditional behavioural

example, when moving house, people are more

change strategies have often focused solely

likely to be interested in low carbon retrofitting

on removing structural barriers to behavioural

for their new properties as well as in new modes

change and have overlooked social and

of travelling around their new neighbourhood

personal (psychological) barriers. The UK

(Defra, 2008; Spence & Pidgeon, 2009).

Government has increasingly attempted to

From barriers to motivators

design interventions which reflect a broader
understanding of the barriers to and motivators
of behavioural change. The Four E’s model

Clearly, without a sophisticated understanding

devised by the Government attempts to

of the psychological and emotional reactions to

respond to several of these critical barriers

change, the transition to a zero carbon society

(Defra, n/d). The model envisages four stages

could be slowed or significantly hampered.

which together catalyse public behaviour

Running (2007) draws parallels between the

change:

major upheavals involved in mitigating climate
change and the grieving process, which involves

information so that people can make

and the eventual acceptance of the change.

responsible choices, and making these

Running suggests that psychologists can help

choices easy with easily accessible

people to accept the necessary lifestyle changes

alternatives and suitable infrastructure.

using similar tools to those used to support

2. Encourage: using regulation, price signals,

the grieving process. The psychological and

taxes, league tables and rewards to

emotional effects of mitigating climate change

encourage and where necessary enforce

(and possibly of climate related disasters) are
so significant that the American Psychological
Association (2009) recently called for the
development of materials for psychologists
and councillors specifically to help them deal

appropriate behaviour.
3. Engage: encouraging others to get involved
through targeted communications.
4. Exemplify: Government taking the lead
by applying strategies proactively in

with patients who are experiencing stress and

government policies and on public estates.

anxiety.

The “enable” and “encourage” stages reflect

An understanding of how people respond
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1. Enable: providing education, skills and

several stages including denial, bargaining

traditional policy to effect behavioural

emotionally to requests for major behavioural

change. For example, it recognises the need

change can also help us understand how

for structural barriers to be removed in the

powerdown
enabling stage and the use of regulatory

the emotions underlying the coping strategy,

mechanisms in the encourage stage. However

and respond to these empathically (Crompton

the model also reflects a greater understanding

& Kasser, 2009). Stoll-Kleeman et al., (2001)

of the social and personal barriers to change.

consider the possibilities of working directly

Through the “engage” and “exemplify”

with groups to address their dissonances and

stages it recognises the need for better and

denials, with the goal of eventually producing

more targeted communication as well as

a more participatory and ethically-centred

for government leadership. Whilst the Four

citizenry. This is one methodology advocated

E’s model is a positive step towards a more

by proponents of the identity campaigning

holistic approach to public behaviour change,

approach.

it would benefit from closer attention to the
psychological barriers and motivators of action.
The results of studies examining the socio-

Behavioural change strategies
Attempts by government to affect public

psychological elements of the value-action gap

behaviour have traditionally been based on

need to be carefully translated into appropriate

providing knowledge through big publicity

policy action (Stoll-Kleeman et al., 2001). Policies

campaigns and changing behaviour through

to mitigate climate change, in both the private

regulation and economic incentives (taxes

and public sphere, may compete with important

and grants) (Defra, n/d) (Retallack et al., 2007).

values, such as the right to choose or freedom of

These are powerful and necessary tools, but

expression. Therefore, policy measures designed

to engender rapid and significant behavioural

to mitigate climate change must be framed with

change, they should be supplemented by other

sensitivity to pre-existing cultural frameworks,

behavioural change strategies which more

to limit the reinforcement of existing prejudices

appropriately target the social and personal

and the resultant resistance and hostility (ibid.).

barriers to action.

Insights from the behavioural sciences can

Michael Rothschild (2009) argues that

further advise the discourses and strategies

there are three classes of behavioural

required for society to debate the economic

change strategies, which should be used

and structural changes required (Spence et al.,

in combination: regulation, education, and

2008). Social marketing strategies are based

marketing. Rothschild’s term “education”

on responding to the barriers discussed above,

might be better termed “information” to avoid

by adopting the same “ways of thinking” that

confusion with the formal education process.

individuals or groups use to express these

Rothschild (1999) hypothesises that the more

barriers.

significant the behavioural change required, and

Communications should also acknowledge

the more essential it is for the good of society,
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the more necessary it will be for regulation to

social norms, individual actions can accumulate

enforce action . However, regulation is not in

to such a degree as to foster changes in

itself very effective at altering attitudes (the

attitudes, which in turn fosters wider and deeper

affective element of engagement) (Lorenzoni et

behavioural change amongst society as a whole.

3

al., 2007). Given the complexity of energy use,

More recently, an identity campaigning

regulation on its own will not be effective in

approach to dealing with climate change

enforcing public behaviour change.

has developed. This critically examines the

Information (the cognitive element of

relationship between affluence, materialistic

engagement) on the other hand will tend to

values, well-being, community engagement and

alter both attitudes and behaviour, but usually

environmentally-damaging behaviours (Uzzell,

only when the required behavioural change

2008). Identity campaigning is focused on the

is minor and the benefits to the individual are

affective element of engagement, and aims

significant and immediate (Rothschild, 1999).

to change behaviour by appealing to intrinsic

Climate change mitigation behaviours do not

values and directly altering the way people

fall into this category, because whilst taking

“feel” about the environment and social and

action against climate change offers enormous

environmental problems.

long-term societal benefit, the immediate

Whilst both social marketing and identity

benefits to individuals are less tangible (CRED,

campaigning approaches recognise the

2009). Moreover, the level of behavioural change

advantages of action within community

required is major; climate change challenges

settings, they are principally aimed at the

almost every aspect of modern lifestyle

activities of third parties leading a behavioural

(Lorenzoni et al., 2007).

change strategy, whether that is government or

Legislation and technology will be most

environmental organisations. However, there has

effective if there is a simultaneous shift in public

been a simultaneous grass roots community-

mindset to reinforce change in government

led counter movement, often called “transition

and business (see Box 6.3). The UK government

culture”, which has recognised that effective

has increasingly attempted to use some social

change can only come about when people

marketing methodologies to combat intractable

themselves want it and are willing to work for it.

social and environmental problems, including

The section on community-led action examines

climate change. Social marketing attempts to

the benefits and challenges associated with

alter specific behaviours, rather than knowledge

community-led action, and the opportunities for

or attitudes per se. This is primarily by offering

government and other external parties to assist

incentives (economic and non-economic)

these movements.

appropriate to the person targeted. Through

3

Of course legislation may also be used to create opportunities for voluntary behavioural change, for example,

by establishing education and marketing campaigns.
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BOX 6.3 Rationing. Public acceptance of regulation: learning from history
As is demonstrated throughout the report, the Government can influence choices in the personal, business and
government sectors. One of the most significant actions recommended in this report for government to take, in terms of
its direct impact on the general public, is carbon pricing, so that the true costs of emissions are accounted for. Efforts to
internalise the cost of carbon, whether through trading or taxation, will impact individual purchase decisions by altering
the relative cost of different options. Carbon pricing will provide a significant impetus to active behaviour change, as
lower carbon choices will also become the cheaper choices.
Communications can seek to not only change specific values and behaviours directly relating to energy consumption,
but also foster social demand for, and acceptance of regulation (Ockwell et al., 2010). Communications can also draw
from the lessons learnt from the management of and communication surrounding the rationing system in World War
Two.
In World War Two, and following it, the public accepted that rationing of basic goods was a temporary but necessary
measure. Communications reinforced the necessity and economic fairness of rationing. These were assisted by the
underlying trust in central government, and positive memories of rationing during the First World War (Roodhouse,
2007). Black markets in goods and ration stamps existed but these were limited (ibid.).
Trust in government can no longer be taken for granted, yet it is still possible for government to assure the public that
the ration or price levels of any carbon rationing or pricing scheme implemented are fair; that the system is administered
transparently and fairly; and that evaders will be caught and penalised (i.e. that freeriding will not be permitted) (ibid.).
Placed alongside “positive” communications which reinforce the benefits of decarbonisation, whether these are moral,
social or financial, these will contribute to the necessary cultural shift towards a zero carbon Britain.

Social marketing

Critical aspects of the social marketing

Social marketing is rooted in behavioural science

approach include targeting, engaging and

and utilises marketing tools traditionally used

embedding action. These tools are now used in

in the commercial sector to effect long-term

many disciplines. The following sections discuss

behavioural change for the benefit of society.

these in the context of the UK and efforts to

Fundamentally, social marketing is about

change behaviour on environmental and climate

understanding people’s reasons for behaviour,

change mitigation actions.

and on the basis of that understanding, offering
something, whether it is information, fun,

Audience targeting in the UK

money, or a feeling of belonging, so that they
change their behaviour (Smith & Strand, 2008).

Any behavioural change strategy must respond

It is also action-oriented. Social marketing

to the key concerns held by different people –

seeks behavioural change. Awareness, unless

a “one size fits all” approach may be of limited

accompanied by behavioural change, constitutes

impact. Segmentation according to shared

failure of the programme (ibid.).

characteristics proxy for the dominant mix of
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concerns, motivations and behaviours held by

education level, gender, age or income, or

each individual within the group. Segmentation

according to geography, for example, by region

therefore aims to break up the entire audience

or community size. The Energy Saving Trust (EST,

into smaller groups for better targeting of

2007) has segmented its audience by socio-

strategies and messages.

demography and by geography to better tailor

Rather than creating lists of actions
which follow on from one single message,

does broadly vary by socio-economic status and

segmentation can help guide the targeting

location, as do the social and structural barriers

of messages and promotion of actions that

to action. For example, belief in climate change

are most appropriate to the views, values and

amongst respondents to a poll in February 2010

constraints felt by different groups of people.

was 80% amongst the AB socio-demographic

For example, reducing domestic carbon

group and 70% amongst the DE group (Populus,

emissions need not only be couched in terms

2010).

of “saving the planet”: it can also be marketed

Other segmentation models focus more

to different audiences as a way of reducing

specifically on the behaviours that practitioners

fuel bills, keeping up with the Joneses or even

seek to change or get adopted. The “states of

taking back power from electricity companies

change” model helps explain how people’s

(Rose, 2009).

behaviour changes, from contemplation, to

Segmentation also leads to prioritising

action and maintenance, and it can also be

behavioural change in some groups over

used as a way of segmenting the population

others. Groups which are particularly resistant

(APA, 2009). Segmentation may also take place

may not be targeted specifically given the

along willingness and ability to take action, by

limited resources available, but they may grow

defining groups in terms of “would, could, can’t,

less resistant to change when they see others

don’t and won’t” (Uzzell, 2008).

adopting the new practices (Uzzell, 2008). The

Segmentation models can also be focused

diffusion of innovation theory states that an

on specific issues. Defra has developed a

“innovation”, whether it is a new technology

segmentation model based on people’s

or a new behaviour, spreads among different

responses to its 2007 attitudes and behaviours

parts of the community beginning with “early

survey. The segmentation model, “The

adopters” and moving to “late adopters” (Smith

Framework for pro-environmental behaviours”,

& Strand, 2008).

divides the public into seven different audience

Traditional segmentation has occurred
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their advice packages. Belief in climate change

segments, each sharing a distinct set of

according to socio-demographic group,

attitudes and beliefs towards the environment,

for example, on the basis of the audience’s

environmental issues and behaviours (Defra,
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Fig. 6.1 The Defra segmented strategy for pro-environmental behaviours
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and unwilling
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The Defra pro-environmental behaviour segmented strategy model (2007).
People within segments 1, 3, and 4 are expected to have quite a high potential and willingness for action and therefore
the emphasis of interventions should be on those that enable and engage by tackling external barriers such as a lack of
information, facilities and infrastructure and motivating action through appropriate communications and community action
(Defra, 2008). People within segments 2 and 5 also seek government and business to lead by example. Segments 6 and 7
are generally less willing to act and therefore some level of choice editing in product availability or regulation is likely to be
necessary to instigate action (ibid.).
Source: Adapted from Defra (2008).

2008) (Figure 6.1).
The Defra researchers identified the types

It therefore distinguishes between those groups
which are largely willing and able to act and

of sustainable behaviour members of each

require only facilitation, those which require

segment are already likely to engage in,

more active support to adopt new behaviours,

the types of behaviour that they could be

and those which will follow behaviours only

encouraged to engage in, and the motivations

once they have become normalised. This

and barriers to this behaviour. For each segment,

research has inspired the ACT ON CO2 campaign

Defra suggest the most appropriate mix of broad

(Box 6.4).

interventions, based on their Four E’s framework.

Another popular national-scale segmentation
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Box 6.4 The ACT ON CO2 campaign
The Government launched the ACT ON CO2 campaign in July 2007. It aims to provide clear and trustworthy advice on
climate change to the public and to provide easy, achievable ways for everybody to reduce their carbon footprints (ACT
ON CO2, 2008). It also aims to demonstrate Government leadership on the issue. The campaign aims for action on 12
headline behaviour goals in the areas of personal transport, eco-products, and energy, water and waste in the home.
These include a range of low- and high-impact behaviours as well as easy and hard behaviours (ibid.).
Low-impact but easy behaviours were included to potentially engage large numbers of people not previously concerned
by climate change, whilst higher impact but harder behaviours were more appropriate for targeting particular population
groups (ibid.). Targeting of behaviours is based on the segmentation model produced by Defra, with the current focus
on segments 1 to 5, representing 72% of the population (ibid.). The campaign also envisages six steps of engagement
with the issue (disengagement, contemplation, preparation, action, maintenance, embedded) based on the states of
change model.

model is based on the values underlying
behaviours. The segmentation model,
developed by research organisation Cultural

40%), and
• “Settlers” (security-driven in Maslow’s

Dynamics Strategy & Marketing, consists of

terms, concerned with home, family and

three broad “motivational groups”, each of

community, and comprising approximately

which covers four more specific “value modes”

20%).

(Figure 6.2). Values are distinct from attitudes

There has been a gradual fall since the 1970s

– they are “more central to the self, transcend

in the proportion of Settlers and a consummate

objects and situations, and determine attitudes

rise in the proportion of other groups, which

and behaviour” (Crompton, 2008).

has led to a shift away from traditional values

This three-level segmentation is broadly

(Rose, 2007). In terms of the adoption of new

based on three of the five tiers of the hierarchy

behaviours in society, Pioneers lead, Prospectors

of needs identified by the American humanistic

follow, and then Settlers follow the Prospectors

psychologist Abraham Maslow (Rose & Dade

(ibid.). Pioneers are currently the largest

2007):

motivational group, and Prospectors seek to

• “Pioneers” (inner-directed, concerned with

emulate them by adopting their behaviours,

ethics, exploration and innovation, and

although not their underlying motivations.

comprising approximately 40% of the UK

Nonetheless, Rose points to qualitative research

population),

which suggests recent shifts in attitudes

• “Prospectors” (outer-directed or esteemdriven, concerned with wealth, position and
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glamour, and comprising approximately

amongst Prospectors to those that might be
typified as belonging to Pioneers (ibid.).
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Fig. 6.2 Value modes segmentation model

Settlers 20%
(sustenance driven)

Brave new world
3.1%

Golden dreamers
12.5%

Prospectors
40%
(outer-directed)

Now people
10.6%

Certainty
first
4.2%
Smooth
Happy
sailing
followers
5.7%
8.2%

Roots
7.0%

Tomorrow
Transitionals
people
10.3%
8.7%
Flexible
individuals
8.1%
Concerned ethicals
8.5%

Transcenders
13.1%

Pioneers 40%
(inner-directed)

The Defra pro-environmental behaviour segmented strategy model, with percentages of the adult British population
for each segment (2007).
There are 12 specific “value modes”, which fall into three broad “motivational groups”. Individuals tend to move across
value modes segments over the course of their lifetime. Arrows show how people typically move across these value modes
segments.
Source: Adapted from Rose & Dade (2007) and Rose et al. (2008).

Engaging and motivating
action

easy and popular will vary by audience group.
Techniques from the commercial marketing
sector can be adopted that are appropriate

Social marketing aims to remove the barriers

for each group. The marketed behavioural

to action. The aim of the social marketing

change also needs to be considered against

practitioner is to make the behaviour appear

“competing behaviour”. This includes current

fun, easy, and popular to the audience. This

behavioural patterns, inertia, alternative

relates to three of the key constraints and

behaviours, and commercial marketing itself

motivations affecting behaviour: the perceived

where this promotes negative behaviours (ibid.;

consequences of the action; self-efficacy (an

MacFadyen et al., 1999).

individual’s belief that he or she can do a

Social marketing theory suggests that both

particular behaviour); and social norms (Smith

the climate science and the appeal and action

& Strand, 2008). Obviously, what is felt to be fun,

experience should be personal and local; visual,
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engaging and memorable. People have also

Pioneers and have been information-driven

been shown to respond well to face-to-face

and alarm-sounding (Platt & Retallack, 2009;

contact and in particular when approached by

Rose et al, 2008). These tend to appeal to other

others from a similar background.

Pioneers, for whom the promise of future

In California, home assessors were trained to

societal benefit is sufficient to engender action.

present information about energy efficiency in

However the majority of the population do not

people’s homes vividly, for example by adding

hold the same values as this group and have not

up the cracks around doors and windows

been engaged in significant action thus far.

and comparing it to a football-sized hole in

Prospectors are primarily concerned with

the wall (Gonzales, 1988, cited in McKenzie-

improving their status, and are therefore

Mohr & William, 1999). This very powerfully

attracted by “value for money, convenience,

demonstrated the scale of the problem. During

cachet and tangibility” (Rose et al., 2007). Any

home assessments, householders can also be

environmental benefits arising from the actions

encouraged to become actively involved, for

they take, or products and services they buy, are

example, by being invited to feel levels of loft

a welcome consequence of their actions rather

insulation and so on. The results from such

than the motive for it.

efforts were extremely positive (McKenzie-Mohr

Actions should therefore be marketed as

& William, 1999). Where actions are entertaining,

easy, quick and cost-effective. Cost-effective

they will be more memorable, and more likely to

does not necessarily mean cheap: the cost of an

be repeated.

action needs to be considered as referring not
only to the financial cost, but also to the time,

Targeting Prospectors

effort and psychological cost associated with it.

We now consider broad strategies for targeting

The more uncertainty and possible downsides

action amongst the Prospector group. Experts

involved, and the more effort implied, the

recommend targeting the Prospector group to

greater the incentive to find a way to ignore the

adopt climate mitigation behaviours, because

call for action (Rose, 2009). Actions could also

they “turbo-boost whatever they do” (Rose,

be reformulated into status-enhancing products

2007) . They are representative of “Middle

and services.

4

England”: a key group of consumers who also
tend to be swing voters and are therefore

visibility. Prospectors in particular, respond

disproportionately important to societal change

well to rewards and competition, and both

(Platt & Retallack, 2009) (Rose et al., 2007).

Prospectors and Settlers want to see action,

Traditional approaches to communication

and endorsement of their own action, from

on environmental issues are often devised by

others, whether from their peers, celebrities,

4

It should be noted that the Prospector group encompasses four more specific motivational groups, and several

authors have focused on specific strategies to target each of these groups.
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The status of an action is linked to its
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governments or corporations. Government has

or simply involve praise, can further motivate

an important role to play by leading by example

action (Genovese, 2008). Oral and written

as well as by sponsoring marketing campaigns

pledges or promises to change a specific

and generally by incentivising and removing

behaviour have been shown to be very effective

the barriers to effective action, for example by

in the maintenance of behaviour, especially

promoting “green” products and services or by

if publicised, and if the person is already pre-

reducing the financial cost of decarbonisation.

disposed to undertake the new behaviour

Embedding behavioural change

(McKenzie-Mohr & William, 1999). The more
often new behaviours are performed, the
more they are ingrained and reinforced until

The social marketing approach adopted by

becoming automatic.

government and environmental organisations

There are a number of ways of supporting

may be partially responsible for the significant

people while they adopt these new behaviours.

increase in the number of people stating

People learn best by watching the behaviour

that they undertake some actions on the

of others. Therefore modelling new behaviours

environment between 2007 and 2009 (as based

through simple, step by step demonstrations

on Defra’s pro-environmental attitudes and

of sustainable behaviours either in person

behaviours survey). There are a number of ways

or through the media can help disseminate

in which the social marketing discipline aims to

these behaviours (Genovese, 2008; McKenzie-

build upon initial, generally small actions; from

Mohr & William, 1999). Similarly, by offering

providing reminders, targets and rewards, to

opportunities to “try things out” with

building on and developing new social norms.

appropriate support, and by providing feedback

A number of very simple strategies can

on actions, people are more likely to overcome

move people from the initial take-up of a new

anxiety and mental barriers to action (CRED,

behaviour to its maintenance. Prompts are a

2009; Genovese, 2008).

simple strategy to help individuals remember

These strategies work to embed specific

to perform specific actions such as turning

actions. However several theories suggest that

off a light, recycling more or buying greener

undertaking one action can lead to further

goods. Making recycling bins more attractive,

consistent actions, and wider behavioural

for example, by having them painted by local

change in individuals as well as in society

schoolchildren, and located conveniently, will

(see Jackson, 2005). This is known as “positive

act as a positive visual reminder for recycling.

spillover”. The “foot-in the-door” effect is

Providing goals or targets, and offering
rewards, whether they have a monetary value,

when behavioural change increases an
individual’s likelihood to adopt a second and
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more ambitious behavioural change (ibid.).

already heavily engaged in climate mitigation

The cognitive dissonance theory suggests that

behaviour have an important function to play by

when people act responsibly in one area, they

acting as role models and sharing their personal

may feel a strong internal pressure to behave

experiences with others (ibid.). Communicators

“consistently” through responsible actions in

may also directly target opinion leaders for more

other areas (Crompton & Thøgersen, 2009)

rapid diffusion of new social norms. The “pester

(McKenzie-Mohr & William, 1999) . The more

power” of children was the only incentive found

actions people undertake, the greater the

to work across all motivational groups (Rose et

internal pressure they feel to undertake deeper

al., 2007).

behavioural change, rather than rationalising
wasteful behaviour.

Do motives matter?

Changing a specific behaviour also allows
individuals to acquire knowledge or learn

The social marketing approach in the UK involves

skills that make the adoption of other pro-

appealing to the values and attitudes that

environmental behaviours easier, both of which

different segments of the population currently

may influence future behaviour (Crompton &

hold, rather than espousing the values and

Thøgersen, 2009). A key aim of every requested

attitudes that environmental organisations and

action then is to encourage people to see

policymakers may want them to hold. As such,

themselves as environmentally-concerned, and

pro-environmental actions may be promoted

to encourage further commitments to action

using reasons which do not directly relate to the

(McKenzie-Mohr & William, 1999).

environment, such as social status or financial

The development of new social norms is
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self-interest.

another way in which behavioural change can

Critics of the approach argue that whilst

become embedded within society. The passive

appealing to non-environmental motives for

bystander effect stops operating as soon as

undertaking pro-environmental actions may

sufficient people become involved (Marshall

be the most effective way of motivating the

& Lynas, 2003). Programmes can attempt to

greatest number of people to adopt easy, cheap

actively affect norms by involving high status

behaviours, “it seems less clear that this approach

individuals, giving recognition, prizes and

will engender public appetite for radical changes

awards to those who are engaging in positive

in how we live – and a commensurate popular

behaviour, and by publicly demonstrating the

acceptance of, or demand for, far-reaching

desired behaviour (Genovese, 2008). The process

policy change” (Crompton, 2008). They point to

of social diffusion occurs people introduce family

evidence which demonstrates that for long-term,

or peers to new behaviours. Those who are

deep behavioural change, it matters not only

powerdown
what people do but also why they do it.
The “rebound effect” suggests that an

The willingness of an individual to suffer
inconvenience and difficulty in engaging in

individual undertaking one pro-environmental

pro-environmental behaviour is related to their

behaviour may act in a less pro-environmental

motivation for doing so (Crompton, 2008).

manner in other areas if that individual is not

When an activity is pursued to uphold a set of

doing the behaviour for primarily environmental

“intrinsic” values (for example, personal growth,

reasons (Crompton, 2008), for example, someone

emotional intimacy, or community involvement),

may buy a hybrid car for status, but then drive

engagement is likely to be more energetic and

it further, or use an energy saving light bulb

persistent than when the activity is pursued

but because it is cheaper, keep it on when they

to uphold a set of “extrinsic” values (such as

leave the room, undoing some of the benefits of

the acquisition of material goods, financial

the initial action. If people are doing something

success, physical attractiveness, image and social

because they care, they will do it better and more

recognition) (ibid.).

consistently.
Moreover, because mitigating climate change

According to critics of the social marketing
approach, this means that communications

will involve more than one or two actions

encouraging pro-environmental behaviour by

by individuals, the effects of taking one pro-

appealing to extrinsic goals, such as financial

environmental action on taking another needs to

benefit or status, may be of limited effectiveness

be considered carefully. The “single action bias”

when it comes to motivating someone to

(or contribution ethic) suggests that people are

undertake hard actions such as flying less. When

willing to undertake just one or two actions and

people are concerned with the underlying issue,

then feel that they have “done their bit” (CRED,

they are more likely to undertake difficult actions

2009; Crompton & Thøgersen, 2009). Since most

(Crompton, 2008).

people do easy and cheap actions first, these may

The above critiques can inform better social

in practice be justified over doing more difficult

marketing strategy. Indeed, in recent years there

and costly but also more significant actions,

have been efforts to ensure social marketing

especially if environmental communications

goes “upstream” and is used much more

or campaigns serve to exaggerate the

strategically to inform both policy formulation

environmental benefits of these small steps

and strategy development. This is called “strategic

(Crompton & Thøgersen, 2009).

social marketing”. Here the focus is on using a

Self-determination theory distinguishes

strong customer understanding and insight to

between the motives for engaging in a particular

inform and guide effective policy and strategy

behaviour, and the types of goals that an

development over long time periods and at a

individual pursues through this behaviour.

variety of scales (see Macgregor, 2007).
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Box 6.5 Consumption, identity and pro-environmental behaviours
Many people today gain their identity partly through consumption, much of which requires energy. Although
psychological needs drive consumption, consumption is often a poor method of satisfying those needs. Self-identity
is not permanently satisfied, nor anxiety permanently relieved, by new purchases. New aspirations are formed and
perpetuated in discourses about quality of life, becoming interpreted as “needs” rather than “wants” (Crompton, 2008;
Lorenzoni et al., 2007; Randall, 2005).
Materialism in general is associated with less social cohesion and more ecological degradation, and it has been
demonstrated that materialistic people are less altruistic and less concerned about human and animal welfare and the
environment (Crompton & Kasser, 2009). As highlighted in the Policy and economics chapter, in which a move away
from using GDP as a key national measure is discussed, once basic needs are met, increased levels of income do not
correlate with life satisfaction. Indeed, at European levels of wealth, increased economic activity leads to lower levels
of subjective well-being. This may be due to the exclusion of other areas of activity, which are more closely associated
with happiness and satisfaction (see Kahneman et al., 2006).
On the other hand, there is evidence that an intrinsic value orientation leads to higher levels of subjective well-being,
and that such orientations also lead to greater engagement with pro-environmental behaviour (see Crompton, 2008;
Crompton & Kasser, 2009). When we distinguish between our basic psychological needs, for example for safety
and security, competence, connectivity and autonomy (Kasser, 2003), and the actions taken to reach those needs
(consumption), we can see that the objective can be met in other ways. We can have the same, or even a better, quality
of life with less material goods. One strategy for dealing with the environmental implications of materialism is therefore
to work with people to prioritise intrinsic values, and create new identities based on these rather than on materialistic,
“extrinsic” values (Crompton, 2008).

Green consumerism
A more substantive critique of the social

But there are several problems associated

marketing approach is that implicitly or

with this approach. Firstly, green consumerism

explicitly it condones and even encourages

is unlikely to lead someone to choose to spend

materialism and consumerism. To appeal

money on inconspicuous measures like loft

to many segments of the population, and

insulation (Crompton, 2008). Secondly, it also

especially to the Prospector groups, forms of

raises problems of “greenwashing”, where

“green consumerism” have been advocated,

companies overstate the environmental and

from new products, to share-schemes, to

ethical benefits of their products, to sell more.

green and ethical labelling schemes (Platt &
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toward significant action.

More significantly however, advocating green

Retallack, 2009). These techniques offer obvious

consumerism, is still advocating consumerism.

opportunities to collaborate with manufacturers

In practice, green consumerism does not

and retailers and disseminate a green message

necessarily result in simple product substitution

widely, which should act as a gateway step

(people buying more environmentally friendly

powerdown
versions of the same things). Nor does it

2004 U.S. Republican campaign (see Lakoff,

necessarily encourage less overall consumption,

2004). Here it was shown that having a strong

because the underlying motivations behind

sense of values helped the candidates and

consumption are not challenged (Crompton,

was even successful at attracting people who

2008) (see Box 6.5); although it might have that

held different values in some areas but who

effect if “green” goods are more expensive.

could understand the consistent values-based

Identity campaigning

message of the candidate.
Like social marketing then, identity

In response to the critiques of social marketing

campaigning places a high emphasis on

discussed above, and based on political

values. However, rather than segmenting

campaign ideas, “identity campaigning” has

populations according to the dominant

evolved. Identity campaigning seeks to develop

values shared by different groups, the identity

a clearly articulated moral vision, based on the

campaigning approach recognises that

values held by the base of the movement, rather

everybody is influenced to differing extents by

than the people the movement is trying to

the same types of values, and aims to appeal

reach. As Schellenberger and Nordhaus (2004)

to the intrinsic types of values. By motivating

argued in their highly influential book, The

behavioural change through appeals to intrinsic

Death of Environmentalism, “we need to create a

values, deeper and more sustainable change

consistent vision, working with others, based on

can be achieved than through appeals to

our shared values.”

extrinsic values such as status or wealth (see

As well as a critique of traditional marketing

Box 6.5). For example, motivating people to

approaches, this approach is greatly influenced

save energy by awakening or re-awakening

by research by George Lakoff and the political

a genuine concern for the environment and

campaign ideas utilised successfully in the

the environmental and social repercussions of

“

The transition to a sustainable society cannot hope

to proceed without the emergence or re-emergence of some
kinds of meaning structures that lie outside the consumer
realm.

”

(Tim Jackson cited in Crompton, 2008)
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climate change and fossil fuel depletion, will

or contradicting any message by appealing

limit the rebound effect and is more likely to

to competing values, which creates cognitive

inspire positive spillover.

dissonance. Corner et al. (2009) gives the

Within an identity campaigning approach

example of an email encouraging car sharing

therefore, the challenge for policymakers

stating economic, social, and environmental

and communicators is to draw upon the

reasons together invokes opposing values, thrift

intrinsic values held by all, and to challenge

or status for example, and so gives a feeling the

the promotion of extrinsic values by business

overall argument is weak.

and industry seeking profit, but also by
organisations seeking positive social change.

Fostering intrinsic values

Challenging extrinsic values

Government and NGOs can also support the
fostering of intrinsic values and goals such as

Extrinsic values include a focus on goals such

self-acceptance, affiliation and community

as the acquisition of material goods, financial

feeling. This will involve engaging with

success, physical attractiveness, image and

psychological responses to climate change

social recognition (Crompton, 2008). Extrinsic

in a much deeper way: in order to help

values can be challenged for example through

activate positive environmental behaviours,

tackling advertising and by highlighting

environmental organisations will need to

the ways in which the marketing industry

understand and allow the expression of people’s

manipulates motivations. They can also be

anxiety at climate change (Crompton & Kasser,

challenged through redefining social progress,

2009).

for example by highlighting the negative
implications of materialism and by challenging

across society requires a sustained programme

the assumption that economic growth as

of repeating these values over and over –

it is currently defined is positive for society

through short-term campaigns, and through

(Crompton, 2008; Crompton & Kasser, 2009).

the discussion of intrinsic values in non-

As well as behavioural change in the personal

environmental campaigns. Marshall (2009) calls

sphere, identity campaigning seeks people to

on us to frame environmental communications

become politically engaged with the issue and

in terms of gender, equality, and resource or

to push for strong action by government and

freedom issues, all of which also appeal to

business.

intrinsic values.

Communicating and campaigning from an
identity perspective also involves not confusing
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Supporting the flourishing of intrinsic values

Research suggests that people who consider
themselves part of nature, or see nature as part

powerdown
of their “in-group”, also exhibit more positive

leading individuals to take responsibility for

environmental attitudes and behaviours.

lifestyle changes and stimulate change and

For example, one large cross-cultural study

awareness in others (APA, 2009).

of residents in 14 countries found that
connectedness to nature emerged as one of
the strongest and most consistent motivational

Critiques of the identity
campaigning approach

predictors of pro-environmental behaviour
(Crompton & Kasser, 2009). It is therefore

Of course, attempting to draw out intrinsic

important for people to gain experiences of

values and bring them to dominance is a much

“nature” (Box 6.6).

greater challenge than appealing to different

Social support groups have been used to help
people live by intrinsic values, so supporting

groups on the basis of extrinsic values.
Tackling the promotion of extrinsic values

certain types of community projects may be

in society should have a positive effect on

beneficial for fostering not just individual

the effectiveness of communications which

actions but also new norms. Government and

promote intrinsic values, helping to release

other interested organisations can support

currently suppressed values and aspects

audiences to think for themselves about what

of identity. Nonetheless, communications

they can do, rather than suggest actions,

appealing to intrinsic values have generally

by providing technical expertise and the

failed to appeal to those outside the Pioneer

appropriate infrastructure and institutions

audience group. Creating a societal shift in

necessary to support such participatory

dominant values therefore, is likely to be slow

problem-solving (Crompton & Kasser, 2009;

and time-consuming.

Kaplan’ 2000). Reflecting on the reasons for

However, it may be a very effective way of

current sustainable behaviour may be a key

communicating with people who might be

way in which related values can be changed

categorised as “light green” - in other words,

(Spence & Pidgeon, 2009). WWF-UK, through

already undertaking a few actions and with

their “Natural Change” project, have encouraged

some concern about climate change, resource

people to engage with nature and reflect on

depletion and similar issues - as a means of

their behaviour within natural environments

supporting not just one or two actions, but of

to instigate a deep level of engagement and

supporting a much deeper level of behavioural

behavioural change (see Harrison, 2009).

change and a level of engagement with the

The ultimate aim is to achieve a heightened
consciousness and feeling of connectedness

issues that leads to public support for stronger
government action and public mobilisation.

with wider ecological and social processes,
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BOX 6.6 Putting “nature” into formal education
As we begin to decarbonise the country we will also need to examine how the formal education system can begin to
assist in this process. Concepts of sustainability are increasingly being built into the curricula of all subjects. As well as
being a channel for conveying basic information about possible mitigation activities education also plays a crucial role
in shaping the attitudes, values and behaviours of children in later life. We must therefore ask what kinds of attitudes
and values citizens will need, to live in and maintain a zero carbon Britain.
Recent research provides some insights into how education can create citizens likely to be responsible and concerned
for the natural environment. In a study of approximately 2000 adults, Wells and Lekies (2006) found that childhood
participation in activities such as playing in the woods, camping, hunting and fishing led to positive environmental
attitudes in later life. There is clearly a case for starting immediately to build more wild and outdoor play activities into
the national curriculum in order to engender positive environmental behaviours later down the line.

Community-led action

Greening Campaign, and Camps for Climate

Community action usually appeals to intrinsic

Action. Other communities find their own

values and is an excellent way of rapidly

unique way forward. In this short section we will

developing, diffusing and embedding new

briefly summarise the benefits and pitfalls of

social norms. Community action promotes

working in this way as well as how government

behavioural change across several strands

can support this community-inspired action5.

of sustainability, not just on single isolated

Our communities are often places of trust,

behavioural steps. Yet many current

sharing and learning (EST, 2007; Preston et al.,

environmental campaigns engage with

2009). Community-led initiatives are therefore

the community in only a fairly shallow way;

more likely to be successful in the long-run

promoting communities as the settings for

than schemes imposed from the “outside”.

change, but not reflecting sufficiently on their

Community action offers a trusted resource

capacity to constitute the drivers of change (see

base. Local actors, whether neighbours, friends,

Table 6.1).

social networks, local councils, independent

Despite this, there are already many
community-led initiatives acting on climate

of information and advice (EST, 2007; Roberts et

change, energy use and other socio-

al., 2004). This aids the momentum of projects,

environmental issues. Some of these follow

and helps the social diffusion of new ideas and

guidelines, models or schemes developed

norms. Freeriding is also limited in smaller social

elsewhere and promoted by non-governmental

groups. There is a vested interest in success

organisations (NGOs), such as Transition Towns,

when the time and effort to start and run the

CRAGs (Carbon Reduction Action Groups), The

project comes from local people’s input and the

5
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agencies, are generally the most trusted sources

See Preston el al., 2009 for a Best Practice summary.
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Table 6.1 Approaches to community participation

Approaches to participation

Energy related examples

Informing communities

Traditional EEAC activities

Consulting with communities	Wind energy development or other large energy
project development
Deciding together (delivery
community)

Traditional warm zone or area-based independent
of activities

Acting together (delivery
partnership with
community)

Isolated examples of energy supplier activities
e.g. Scottish & Southern Energy (as part of smart
meter trials) and British Gas (Green Streets)

Supporting individual
community-led initiatives

East of England Development Agency (Cut your
Carbon), NESTA (Big Green Challenge), local
“Climate Friendly Community Initiatives” and NGOs e.g.
Marches Energy Agency, The Greening Campaign

Solely community-led initiatives	Examples include Transition Towns, Carbon
Rationing Action Groups (CRAGS), and some isolated
communities
Approaches to community participation with examples from energy provision and efficiency programmes.
There is a continuum in terms of the extent of community participation. Government should move from primarily informing and
consulting with communities to also supporting community-led initiatives.
Source: Adapted from Preston et al. (2009).

outcomes directly effect the community in a

most community-based initiatives, which tend

positive way.

to be based on local and immediate known

Engagement and participation are likely

beneficiaries and have a clear sense of agency.

to be high at the local level when the issues

Nonetheless, issues relating to energy security

and actions are presented as locally relevant

and other community benefits associated with

(Action with Communities in Rural England

decarbonisation, for example linked to health

[ACRE], 2009; Luna, 2008; Marshall, 2009). Of

and safety, remain locally significant.

course, the links between climate change and

Furthermore, people are more likely to take

local-scale impacts should not be overstated,

responsibility as a citizen at the local scale (Nash

given that exaggeration could lead to dismissal

& Lewis, 2006; Uzzel, 2008). Being part of a wider

of the climate science (Centre for Sustainable

movement offers a level of participation which

Energy [CSE] & Community Development

behavioural science touts as a key motivation

Xchange [CDX], 2007). The issue of climate

for environmentally-responsible behaviour (De

change differs significantly from the subject of

Young, 2000; Kaplan, 2000) and connection
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“

Community-led initiatives add significant value

to sustainable energy activity, enhancing levels of
trust, empowerment, engagement, longevity and
the capacity to evolve and progress to encompass
all aspects of sustainable living. In particular, such
initiatives are not usually solely driven by the ‘quick
wins’ associated with installing measures, as per local

”

authority and energy agency-led schemes, but strive
for long-term sustainable living.

to social identities beyond that of individual
action. The local scale offers a middle ground

(Preston et al., 2009)

The difficulties of communityled action

between (slow moving) national and global
politics, top-down policies and official rhetoric;

However, community-led action does not hold

and individual actions which can seem too

all the answers and there are lessons to be

insignificant (Segnit & Ereaut, 2007; Transition

learnt from experiences on the ground so far as

Network, 2010). Individuals gain satisfaction

to how they can be made more effective. Firstly,

from group achievements and from benefits

it is essential for any sustained action or project

and gains, whether these are personal or to

to be able to measure or gauge its success so

someone else (CSE & CDX, 2007). Some people

that it is able to adjust strategies accordingly

are also motivated by knowing that they have

and remain enthusiastic and realistic. This is

recognition and support from authority (ibid.).

often overlooked in community-led action
(Preston et al., 2009).
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“community-driven activity is often
heavily reliant on volunteer time and
a few local enthusiasts, the danger
being that without the required support
or visible achievements, activity and
interest will wane. As such, … whilst
‘energy and enthusiasm’ are a notable
strength of the ‘bottom-up’ grass roots
climate change community groups,
measureable outputs are key to
delivering change, and this may require
support (financial and/or ‘tools’) from a
higher level.”
Preston et al. (2009)

consideration of roles and direction from the
community, NGOs and the state can have an
important supporting role to play that does not
threaten the empowerment and autonomy of
the project.
The UK government, through DECC, now
plans to capitalise on some of the benefits of
working at the community scale through the
new Community Energy Saving Programme
and the Low Carbon Community Challenge,
both of which are exciting developments and
which recognise previous success and research
at this level. However, whilst demonstrating
alternatives through pilots is one important
way to engage the public, support needs
to be presented as being accessible to all

Secondly, such action frequently involves large

communities, and not dependant on some

amounts of time commitment and energy

“special” feature of the community or particular

from volunteers, which regularly comes from

funding opportunity. In particular, where

a small number of enthusiasts leaving the

funding has been withdrawn, it has had

action susceptible to “volunteer fatigue” and

negative effects on communities, beyond

dependent on a few individuals who are already

the scope of the initial community group

engaged and active. One “remedy” to these

participants (CSE & CDX, 2007).

problems is for outside organisations (such as

As at the individual level, an affirmative

NGOs, local or national government bodies) to

national policy context which shows how

provide additional support.

the actions of communities are aligned with

How can government help?

government and business, inspires and
motivates stronger action. More specifically,
support can be offered through the removal of

Government at all levels can assist the efforts of

restrictions or objections to innovative ideas.

communities. Care must be taken by both the

The feed-in tariff offers gradual financial support

“giver” and “receiver” of this support so as not to

and therefore might be a very effective support

jeopardise the original aims and values of the

for community-level renewable technology.

project (Chatterton & Cutler, 2008). With careful

Community actors will have most interaction
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with local government, and the actions of local
authorities can be particularly beneficial in

In zerocarbonbritain2030, a huge array of

facilitating action and behavioural change. Local

measures will be implemented in every sector to

authorities can provide resources, technical

address climate change. Responsibility for many

support and guidance. Members of community

of these measures lies with government and

action groups have suggested introducing

business, although they will obviously impact

“carbon ambassadors” in local authorities, who

on individuals and influence their lifestyles. For

would act as a single contact for local groups,

example, carbon pricing will influence the prices

limiting the extent to which communities

of goods and this will motivate new consumption

have to negotiate different departments and

patterns amongst the population. Individuals

conventional working hours (CSE & CDX, 2007).

and communities must also play an active part in

Preston et al., (2009) also suggest providing easily

decarbonisation, by accepting, supporting and

available external support on completing funding

indeed calling for the societal change that the

applications, which currently can consume

climate science shows is necessary. This chapter

significant amounts of volunteer time.

has therefore examined strategies to foster

Research by the Energy Saving Trust (2007) has

change in the personal sphere, based on a sound

found that there are four main types of people,

understanding of the psychological and social

having varying amounts of influence within their

barriers to action.

communities: Community Changer, Armchair

To move beyond inaction and tokenistic action,

Advocate, Teatime Solvers and Self-contained

we need to recognise that change is challenging.

Singles. These different types of people require

It is critical that policymakers remove structural

different types of support to contribute effectively

barriers to action, but we also need to recognise

to community action. Government should

that there are a whole host of personal and social

support tools and mechanisms which promote

mechanisms which “lock” us into unsustainable

wide levels of engagement within communities.

actions. Good communications can limit the

For community action to be truly successful

anxiety we feel towards change, and can inspire

it needs to develop within the context of

us into taking action. Further research within

wider local, regional and national change

the behavioural sciences, for example into what

towards a radically different way of living as

influences or “motivates” altruism and activism,

suggested by the other chapters in this report.

and how we respond to social and environmental

Community action can support these changes,

change, can support the design of more focused

locally, nationally, and even internationally by

and supportive communications and behavioural

demonstrating to others that “We have… Now

change strategies.

you.”
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Conclusions

How do we best change behaviour; and to what

powerdown
extent do we want or need to change attitudes

tools are vital, but communicators should

as well? Gardner and Stern (2002) have reviewed

consider the long-term ramifications of multiple

evidence concerning strategies focused on

individual appeals to extrinsic values relating to

changing the information available, changing

wealth and social status.

incentive structures for individuals and groups,

Programmes to help draw out intrinsic

changing values, and developing community

values using fun, participatory methodologies

management programmes. They find that

amongst important role models and norm

none are sufficient on their own to significantly

leaders may be one way of amalgamating

change environmental behaviour, but that

lessons from the social marketing and identity

they all contribute, and that the value of each

campaigning approaches. Supporting local

depends on the context.

programmes which attempt to achieve specific

Social marketing theory suggests that
government and NGOs must develop
communication strategies focused on the

behavioural objectives but also foster intrinsic,
community-oriented values, is another way.
Wider societal debates on the value of

audiences they want to reach, rather than

economic growth and traditional measures of

the problem they want to solve. This can

societal progress should also be encouraged.

be achieved by the promotion of a series

We need to fundamentally examine the

of entertaining, tangible and achievable

implications of our dual roles as consumers

action experiences. Reaching out to those

and citizens in society. In this way, we will

not traditionally engaged with “green” or

achieve more than just limiting the damage

“ethical” issues can foster new social norms

currently posed by climate change and fossil

and encourage widespread adoption of new

fuel depletion. We will also challenge the values,

behaviours across society. Legislation and

structures and processes that led to this case of

financial tools should be used in conjunction to

overconsumption and resource depletion, and

alter motivations relating to particularly “difficult

which might otherwise lead to more.

to change” behaviour.
These techniques are arguably of less value
in scaling-up the level of action amongst
those who are already committed to a cause,
and are unlikely to lead to positive affective
engagement. So a simultaneous process
of challenging extrinsic values in society,
as recommended by identity campaigning
proponents, must take place. Social marketing
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“

Meat is a wasteful use of water and
creates a lot of greenhouse gases.
It puts enormous pressure on the world’s
resources. A vegetarian diet is better
Lord Nicholas Stern of Brentford,
Former Chief Economist of the World Bank; Professor and Chair of the Grantham Institute for Climate
Change and the Environment at London School of Economics; and author of the Stern Review Report on
the Economics of Climate Change.
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Chapter 7
Land use and agriculture
Introduction

The basic approach is straightforward,

This chapter explores a low carbon scenario for

and relies mainly on product switching. The

land use and agriculture in the Britain of 2030.

agricultural product mix gradually shifts away

The zerocarbonbritain2030 land use scenario

from high-emitting sectors, mostly grazing

follows the same logical pattern as the rest of

livestock, towards nutritionally-equivalent

the report:

crop products that emit far less. This alone

• It looks at all the sources of emissions related

can reduce emissions by 60–70%. But the shift

to land use and proposes ways to minimise

has another crucial effect. It releases large

them (“PowerDown”);

areas of land for energy and sequestration

• It identifies how the demand for land use

crops. The decarbonisation of the energy and

goods and services can be met with low

transport system detailed in the other chapters

carbon supply systems (“PowerUp”).

reduces agricultural emissions by 10%, and the

There is, however, one key difference: the land
use sector has the unique capacity to deliver
not only zero carbon, but negative carbon

remaining emissions are balanced out to zero or
beyond by dedicated sequestration crops.
This very simple concept is summarised in

processes. It can do so by capturing and storing

Figures 7.1a and b, representing the present

CO2 in soils, plants and products. In all sectors,

situation and the zerocarbonbritain2030

there are some emissions that cannot entirely

scenario proposals respectively.

be eliminated. These residual emissions must

This “product switch” approach releases a

be balanced by equivalent “negative emissions”

surprising wealth of hidden resources. This

or “sequestration” processes to achieve zero

chapter shows how, in principle, the land use

carbon. In fact, it might even be possible to

sector can completely decarbonise itself, mop

achieve a “sub-zero Britain” that actively cleans

up the residual emissions from the rest of the

up the atmosphere rather than simply reducing

UK economy, and at the same time deliver

its emission levels to zero. This chapter aims to

improved food security, healthier diets and

show how this might be done.

enhanced biodiversity.
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Fig. 7.1 Emissions from the land use and agriculture system
Fig 7.1a

Fig 7.1b

Balance of positive and negative emissions in a) the current land use and agriculture system and
b) the ZCB2030 land use and agriculture system, by product type (million tonnes CO2e).
Negative emissions, i.e. sequestration, are shown on the left and positive emissions on the right. Currently, sequestration
accounts for only a small portion of emissions. In ZCB2030, sequestration will exceed emissions.
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Methodology

can be delivered without undue difficulty
(Tudge, 2007). We therefore take the view that

The zerocarbonbritain2030 project aims to

Britain should be able to feed itself, at least in

eliminate greenhouse gases from the British

principle, even though it imports a proportion

economy while delivering at least an adequate,

of low carbon staples and high carbon (but low

and preferably abundant, level of customary

volume) culinary “luxuries” from overseas.

goods and services such as energy, buildings,

To simulate what is taken to be a realistic level

transport and so on. In the agriculture, food and

of imports, it is assumed that about 15% (by

land use sector, the dominant services are food,

volume) of food consumed is sourced from the

biodiversity, energy and carbon sequestration.

EU, and about 7.5% from the tropics. Nearly all

However, the scenario also has implications

of this is constituted by items for direct human

for employment, skills, farm economics, rural

consumption. Other biomass-based imports

life, landscape, diet and general culture. All of

– limited quantities of imported livestock

these need to be considered in the context of

products, feedstuffs, bioenergy and wood or

decarbonising the sector.

fibre products – are all assumed to be balanced

In the present globalised world, Britain has
no strict economic need to produce food at

by carbon-equivalent exports.
Apart from this small amount of trade, the

all. Agriculture currently contributes less than

landmass of mainland UK has, for the purposes

1% of GDP, and is possibly even a net loss to

of this analysis, been treated as an entity that

the economy if all subsidies and externalities

can be separated from the rest of the world.

are taken into account (Atkinson et al., 2004)

This is necessary because the analysis is based

(Hartridge & Pearce, 2001). It is possible to

on creating an “end-point model” for optimum

imagine an economically-globalised “zero

land use. There is, however, discussion of how

carbon world” where the UK imports most of

to approach the possible indirect effects of the

its goods and services, including food, and

UK’s domestic actions on other countries, in Box

simply pays in cash for all the carbon debits that

7.2 on international land use change.

accompany them.
We have not chosen this route. We note the
extensive concerns and burgeoning literature
on food security (Biotechnology and Biological

Some preliminary remarks
about livestock and livestock
products

Sciences Research Council [BBSRC], 2009)
(Department for Environment, Food and Rural

The specific point of the zerocarbonbritain2030

Affairs [Defra], 2006) we agree that food security

exercise is to develop zero carbon scenarios.

is important; and finally, we believe that this

In the case of agriculture and land use, no way
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Box 7.1 Some common assumptions within the scenario
The time horizon
In contrast to many other proposals to reduce emissions
from the land use sector, zerocarbonbritain2030 is
projected about 20 years ahead, i.e. 2030. Its purpose
is first to demonstrate that decarbonised worlds are
physically possible, and then to create provisional targets
for trajectories of change. Some of the proposals put
forward here are unfeasible in the present context, but
it is believed that measures of this scale are required to
match the demands of climate change, and also that they
could be achieved within 20 years, given the appropriate
incentives. This is one scenario; there are many ways
to get there.

Trade and carbon pricing
The assumption of “normal”, liberalised trade based on
comparative advantage does pose a difficulty for the
scenario exercise. Assuming complete self-sufficiency
would make the modelling simple, but is highly unrealistic.
On the other hand, once trade is introduced the model
could quickly lose its internal coherence.
This problem is partially addressed by supposing that,
at the scenario date of 2030, there will be a binding
worldwide treaty that will effectively regulate the flow of
agricultural (and other) goods, and internalise the “carbon
costs”. Some international agreement is unavoidable in
any serious engagement with the climate problem (Stern,
2007; Helm & Hepburn, 2009). Such an agreement would
almost certainly entail an effective “carbon price” far in
excess of contemporary business-as-usual projections.
Carbon prices in 2030 are routinely expected to be in
the region of £70 per tonne (Department of Energy and
Climate Change [DECC], 2009), but this relates to the

“A market signal of around £200/
tonne CO2 by 2050, 15 times the
current EU carbon price, is needed to
hit the long–term target. This rises
to £300-350/tonne CO2 if action is
delayed or more stringent targets are
set.”
Our targets are more stringent, and delayed action is,
sadly, the default presumption (Giddens, 2008). Prices
as high as £500 a tonne are therefore possible, should
the global community decide to tackle the climate
question with due resolution. It is assumed that such
prices will in fact drive most of the changes described
in the scenario, and that the new low carbon land use
sector will emerge in an orderly and rather “ordinary”
fashion, with a minimum of regulation. The prices would
of course affect all involved, from farmers to consumers.
The signals would be strong but not coercive. As an
approximate illustration, at a price of £500 per tonne,
a retail kg of beef would be about £7 more expensive,
chicken £1.75, cooking oil 37p, legume products 20p.
All food types would be readily available, but their
relative prices will drive changes in both production and
consumption (Hedenus, 2009).

has been found to achieve this with the present

Stehfest et al., 2009; Steinfeld et al., 2006; Tukker

level of grazing livestock. Innumerable recent

et al., 2009; Wirsenius, 2008).

studies have come to the same conclusion
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slower carbon reductions envisaged by current policy.
Rapid and deep reductions imply much higher levels.
For example the UK Energy Research Centre (UKERC,
2009) considers that:

It must be acknowledged that this proposal

(Audsley et al., 2009; Friel et al., 2009; Garnett,

goes against very strong preferences, powerful

2007a; 2007b; 2008; Reijnders & Soret, 2003;

vested interests, and an almost universal
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and from the present perspective, unavoidable
measure.
Some of the common assumptions behind the
The “carbon-price effect”

scenario are discussed in Box 7.1. One in particular

Two of the main factors that currently frustrate
decarbonisation measures are the present cost structure,
and the lack of well-developed technologies. These
reinforce each other, and make it very difficult to “start from
here”. Things simply “can’t be done”, either economically
or technically, and the future tends to be judged by
what is possible and economical today. The exercise
of jumping to 2030 and its high carbon prices liberates
zerocarbonbritain2030 from this problem because so
many things now considered “unrealistic” will become the
economically “realistic” default. It is important to emphasise
that this supposition about carbon prices is not simply
idle speculation or an economic silver bullet. It is, as the
UK Energy Research Centre (2009) points out above, an
absolute requirement for delivering a sustainable world.

deserves emphasis. Throughout this chapter,

The carbon-price effect allows plausible projections to
be made about, for example, research priorities, yields
of various crops, management of ecosystems, food
technology and so on. The presumed carbon price is
simply used to predict how people, institutions or markets
are likely to behave, and which technological pathways are
likely to be pursued. It does not rely on the presumption
of the existence of unproven technologies, as some other
scenario exercises have done (e.g. Audsley et al., 2009). In
consequence, the present approach is regarded as more
realistic.
The carbon-price effect has a corollary: techniques of
measurement and inspection of greenhouse gas flows will
be greatly increased, as will the effort put into verification.
This is especially important in modelling the effects of
diffuse “best practice” measures such as optimising carbon
sequestration in agricultural soils (Smith, 2004).

repeated use is made of the assumption that
high prices for carbon emissions in 2030 (in the
hundreds of pounds per tonne) will render certain
activities, products and technologies highly
profitable and desirable, even though they are at
present marginal or barely thinkable.
If the world of 2030 is indeed a low carbon
world, or at least well on its way to becoming
one, carbon prices will be very high. If they are
not, then the global community will essentially
have failed to engage strongly enough with
the problem, and exercises such as this will be
irrelevant. The point then, is that the “carbon-price
effect” as it is here referred to, is an inevitable
aspect of successful world decarbonisation; it is
therefore appropriate, and indeed necessary, for
local scenarios (such as this one) to assume it.

Present greenhouse gas
emissions from the land use
sector
While CO2 derived from fossil fuels is the primary
greenhouse gas in other sectors, in the land use

historical trend towards higher consumption

and agriculture sector the principal gases are

of livestock products. A reduction in grazing

different. They are:

livestock is proposed because logic and evidence

• Nitrous oxide (N2O),

compel it, not for any other reason. As it happens,

• Methane (CH4), and

many different benefits emerge from this basic,

• CO2 released from soils.
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Box 7.2 International land use change
zerocarbonbritain2030 is an end-point scenario for the UK, demonstrating what can be done with British natural
resources. When creating such an end-point scenario, it is necessary to isolate the UK to a degree, but the international
implications of the scenario have been considered throughout the creation of the scenario.
At present, about 18% of global greenhouse gas emissions arise from land use change, primarily deforestation. The
causes of deforestation are disputed, but based on estimates from the Food and Agriculture Organisation (FAO),
Audsley et al. (2009) suggest that commercial agriculture is responsible for 58%.
Imports of food or biomass that have been grown on recently-deforested land may be directly implicated in international
land use change. Major current examples are soybeans and palm oil, which are often grown on deforested land in
Brazil and South East Asia. In zerocarbonbritain2030, we will avoid causing direct land use change abroad through
the restriction of imports. All animal feed needs are met domestically, and only a small amount of food and biomass
imports are allowed, under the assumption that they will be subject to stringent sustainability certification. For this to
become reality would require significant reform of international trade legislation.
In addition to “direct” land use change, there has recently been much discussion of “indirect” change that occurs due
to displacement or price effects. If a farmer switches from growing food to growing biomass, there may be no land
use change directly associated with the biomass. However, the gap in the global food market may then be filled by a
different farmer growing food on deforested land. Through such indirect market mechanisms, it is possible for products
to be implicated in land use change abroad even if they are grown domestically.
Attempts to include such indirect global market effects have introduced new methodologies by which responsibility for
international land use change can be allocated to different products. One method is to divide up responsibility among
all global land use products on the basis of how much land they use (ibid.). This method abstracts completely from what
is actually causing land use change on the ground, and also ignores the different substitutabilities and price elasticities
of different products, and thus fails to reveal the real effects of different actions. It also fails to differentiate between
products on the basis of whether or not they are necessities, so is also of limited use in determining how land use
change might be tackled. It attributes much of the responsibility for land use change to the consumption of subsistence
food, which cannot be (desirably) reduced.
An alternative method for determining indirect land use change is to use economic modelling to try to estimate the
real effects of actions (Searchinger et al., 2008). However, a considerable amount of subjectivity can enter into such
calculations, and it can be hard to avoid double counting (Brander et al., 2008).
As can be seen from these examples, the concept of international indirect land use change is based on the assumption
of a global market and is therefore inconsistent with the zerocarbonbritain2030 methodology. For this reason,
calculations of indirect land use change have not been included in the zerocarbonbritain2030 greenhouse gas
accounting, or in the more detailed decisions about how best to use British land for climate mitigation. However, one of
the crucial aspects of the scenario is that overall, it causes a decrease in the total quantity of land required to supply
British consumption of food, fibre and energy. The British land use footprint is therefore reduced at an international
scale in zerocarbonbritain2030.
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Methane in the agricultural sector is produced
mostly by ruminant livestock (including sheep,
cattle and deer) in their digestive processes.
Most of the rest is from animal manures (Defra,
2010).
Nitrous oxide is primarily released from
agricultural soils. To increase yields of crops
and grass it is customary to spread nitrogencontaining materials on the land, or to grow
nitrogen-fixing crops that are incorporated
into the soil by ploughing. Not all of this
nitrogen is taken up by plants, and some of

Box 7.3 Greenhouse gases in the
agriculture system: background
Although smaller quantities of nitrous oxide and
methane are released than CO2, they have a much
larger effect per unit emitted. Over a 100-year
period, a tonne of N2O emitted has a global warming
potential 298 times that of a tonne of CO2, while
methane is about 25 times greater. There is some
debate about whether the 100-year time-horizon is
the most appropriate one to use, but for purposes
of comparability the calculations are all based on
the 100-year horizon. Further discussion of this
potentially significant question can be found in
Technical appendix* 1.

the residue is oxidised to N2O. Nitrous oxide
is released disproportionately from fertilised

in external circumstances (Dawson & Smith,

grazed grassland and manure handling (60%),

2006).

and relatively little from arable cropland (15%)

It can be seen that emissions of both methane

(Brown & Jarvis, 2001). Grazing greatly increases

and nitrous oxide are strongly associated with

N2O emissions (Saggar et al., 2004).

the livestock side of agriculture, while soil CO2

Soil CO2 is usually released as a consequence

emissions are associated with the crop side.

of soil disturbance or long-term change in land

Livestock and crops behave so differently that

use, particularly in the conversion of forest or

they are analysed separately throughout this

grassland to arable use. Undisturbed soils tend

study. This follows practice elsewhere (e.g.

to build up “reservoirs” of carbon in the form of

Williams et al., 2006).

organic matter that can be released by changes

Although not all greenhouse gases actually

Fig. 7.2 The food supply chain

Inputs

Agriculture
& land use

Processing &
distribution

Consumption

Waste

The supply chain for food and agricultural products.
In this chapter we focus on the second step (shown in green). Other steps are discussed further in other chapters.

* See www.zerocarbonbritain.com
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contain carbon, all can be converted to “CO2

the agriculture, forestry and land use system

equivalents” (CO2e). Thus, “carbon emissions”

rather than on the whole supply chain for food

is used here as a general shorthand. Emissions

and agricultural products. The reason for this

and sequestration throughout this section

is that emissions from other parts are nearly all

are given in tonnes of CO2 equivalent (CO2e).

due to energy and fossil CO2, which have been

The breakdown of CO2e from UK land use and

dealt with in other chapters. This means that

agriculture in 2007 was about 5% CO2, 55% N2O

the analysis can focus more clearly on the land

and 40% percent CH4 (DECC, 2008).

sector with its unique mixture of emissions.

In this chapter we concentrate specifically on

Figure 7.2 shows the links between the land use

Table 7.1 CO2 emissions from Great Britain crop and livestock production and imports
Quantities
Area
Emissions
(1000 Tonnes) (1000 Hectares) (1000 Tonnes CO2e)
GB crop production for direct consumption

26356

2121

9855

GB crop production for livestock feed

13179

1890

(5975)

Exports

3500

250

(1653)

All GB crop production

43035

4584

15828

GB production livestock products

5775

10930

52298

Total GB products

48810

13550

68125

Imported crop products for direct consumption

24412

4882

5371

Imported livestock feeds (estimated)

10141

3264

(4000)

Imported livestock products

1883

1150

13871

Total imports

36436

9269

19242

Total attributed to British consumption

57678

22846

82392

All crop consumption

50786

8179

18006

All livestock consumption

7658

172234

64386

Estimated annual sequestration			

8000

Estimated greenhouse gas emissions from British crop and livestock production and imported products, 2007 (CO2e).
Data for this table have been drawn from various sources and recalculated. Owing to numerous uncertainties and different
reporting conventions, figures should be treated as reasonable approximations. Generally the figures sum to totals, but
numbers in brackets are excluded to avoid double-counting. The carbon flows for timber, paper and other biomass products are
difficult to assess and attribute, and are discussed in Technical Appendices 2 and 9. A best estimate figure of 8 million tonnes
from wood products and other sequestration processes is included for completeness, in both graph and table. Deducting this
from the total would give a figure for overall emissions of 76.4 million tonnes attributable to the land use sector in its widest
sense.
Source: Based on data from Audsley et al. (2009), Defra (2008a) Williams et al. (2006).
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Fig. 7.3a Agricultural production, land intensity and greenhouse gas emissions

The graph compares greenhouse gas emissions (black), land area used (red) and nutritional output (green) of the main groups
of products from the present agricultural system in Britain. For clarity the groups are separated into three classes (livestock
products, crop products, and sequestration processes), each ranked in order of its emissions. Sequestration processes are
equivalent to ‘negative emissions’ and so have negative scores. Data are principally derived from Williams et al. (2006) and
include an adjustment for land quality. In each case the raw tonnage of product is adjusted to allow for differences of nutritional
quality, following the Nutritional Density Score index developed by Maillot et al (2007). Imports are not included.
It is immediately obvious from the graph that the livestock sectors produce most of the emissions. They also require 70-80%
of the land, either for grazing or feedstuffs. In contrast, their adjusted nutritional output is relatively low. This means that in
general their ‘carbon intensity’ and ‘land intensity’ are remarkably high. ‘Intensities’ are useful measures of environmental
impact, and are used for an alternative representation of the same data in Figure 7.3b.
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Fig. 7.3b

This graph shows similar data to 7.3a but in the form of ‘intensities’. The horizontal axis shows ‘carbon intensity’, i.e., emissions
of greenhouse gases per unit of nutritional output. The vertical axis shows ‘land intensity’, i.e., land used per unit of nutritional
output. Note that the vertical scale is logarithmic. The data points are plotted as ‘bubbles’, where the areas are proportional
to the total emissions for that product class. This gives a quantitatively accurate representation of the relative sources of
greenhouse gases from different parts of the agricultural sector. Data sources are as for Figure 7.3a.
Four clusters of products are shown, including sequestration processes on the negative side of the carbon-intensity scale,
from wood products stored in buildings and other artefacts, and carbon sequestration in forests. Further graphs of this type are
shown in Technical appendix* 3.

sector and other parts of the food system.
Table 7.1 shows a numerical summary of the

established ecological principles (Odum, 1959)

current emissions within the agriculture sector

or of known biomass conversion efficiencies

from production up to the farm gate, together

(Wirsenius, 2008).

with the food produced and the land area

Figure 7.3a shows absolute greenhouse

involved, plus imports. As can be seen from

gas emissions from the principal agricultural

both Figure 7.3 and Table 7.1, by far the largest

products, their outputs adjusted for nutritional

share of UK greenhouse gas emissions in the

value, and the areas used. Figure 7.3b plots the

agriculture, food and land use sector can be

same data in a different way.

attributed to the production and consumption

In both these graphs, the imbalance between

of livestock products. The same is true of land

positive and negative, and the disparities

usage, although to a lesser extent. This would

between productivity and land-take, is clear.

* See www.zerocarbonbritain.com
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Fig. 7.4 Land use decarbonisation

Preserve
natural
reservoirs &
enhance sinks

Active
sequestration
measures

Reduce emissions

Decarbonise
energy system

Pursue
technical
measures
&
improved
practices

Reduce
N2O
emissions

Switch
products
high to low
emitters

Above
ground

Below
ground (soil)

In situ

Soil organic
matter

Biomass
crops

Biochar
Other
storage
processes

How land use management can reduce greenhouse gas concentrations in the atmosphere.
Emissions can be reduced through decarbonisation of the agricultural sector and of the energy system. The land and biosphere
also acts as a carbon sink. Better land use management can help preserve natural carbon reservoirs and can be supplemented
by active sequestration measures. The most effective measures are displayed in red.

These differences are indicative of the strong
pressures that would accompany high carbon or

Planning the scenario

A logical approach to decarbonising the

land prices. It is important to emphasise that the

land use sector entails action on three fronts,

graphs do not reflect current economic value,

summarised in Figure 7.4.

which is generally much higher per tonne for

• Conserve natural stores of carbon,

livestock products. These higher current values

• Reduce emissions across the sector by a

would however be nullified by a carbon price
above £200 per tonne (see the discussion on
carbon-pricing in Box 7.1).

variety of means,
• Pursue active capture and storage of
atmospheric carbon using natural systems
and products.
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The most significant and effective measures
are shown in red. They will be discussed in turn.

Reservoirs

land has no net effect in the scenario simply
because the scenario contains no such changes.
However, with appropriate management
peatlands can be converted from net sources to
net sinks. We invoke the carbon-price effect to

A great deal of carbon is locked up in various

justify an annual sink of 500 kilotonnes of CO2e

“pools”, constituting long-term stores or

per year (ktCO2e/yr), following estimates by

“reservoirs” within the territory of the UK. Any

Worrall et al. (2003).

decarbonisation strategy must ensure that
its efforts are not being negated by releases,

Emissions reduction

possibly unmeasured, from these pools. The
largest pools are soils, especially peatlands;

This is potentially the most powerful of the

woodlands, mostly in living trees (Dawson &

three classes of decarbonisation measures.

Smith, 2006); and biomass products in use

There are four principal methods.

within the human economy (Timber Research
and Development Association [TRADA], 2005).

Decarbonisation of the energy system

Estimates of the size of these pools, and the

This is dealt with in detail in the rest of the

background flows into and out of them, vary

zerocarbonbritain2030 report. Its effect on the

widely. Our baseline assumptions are shown in

food system as a whole is substantial (Audsley

Technical appendix* 2.

et al., 2009) but in the strict agriculture and

In zerocarbonbritain2030, we deploy two
principles with respect to reservoirs:
• Minimising any disturbance or activities that
might release carbon,
• Promoting activities or processes that will
encourage natural uptake.
Certain land use changes can result in severe
carbon loss, particularly the cultivation of
peatlands and conversion of forest or grassland

is a relatively small proportion of the sector’s
emissions. This reduction of emissions has been
incorporated in the scenario by adjusting the
CO2 element of the carbon-intensities for each
product, following data in Williams et al. (2006).
The effect is approximately a 20% reduction for
livestock and about 45% for crops.
The zerocarbonbritain2030 land use scenario

to cropland (Dawson & Smith, 2006). In

includes the production of energy from biomass

ZeroCarbonBritain, cropland, grassland, forest

in various forms, with a total energy content

and peat will all retain their present character

of around 315TWh. This is to supply the needs

as far as possible, except for some net increase

of other sectors where they cannot be served

in forest cover. Tillage of previously untilled

in other ways, including kerosene for aviation,

* See www.zerocarbonbritain.com
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Fig. 7.5 Miscanthus and short-rotation coppice willow
Fig 7.5a
Fig 7.5b

Images of (a) miscanthus, and
(b) short-rotation coppice willow.
Both miscanthus and short-rotation coppice willow
can grow very tall as these images demonstrate.
Source: University of Illinois (2006) and Silvanus Nursery (2008).

diesel for shipping and biomethane to back-up

these crops are therefore also very small and

and balance the predominantly wind-based

negligible in comparison with sequestration

electricity system (see the Renewables and

effects (Borzecka-Walker et al., 2008) (St Clair et

Transport chapters for details).

al., 2008) calculate the pre-harvest emissions

We utilise perennial crops such as miscanthus

from converting grassland to miscanthus or

and short-rotation coppice (SRC) willow for

short-rotation coppice willow at between 0.16

energy (see Figure 7.5). Unlike the conversion of

and 0.2 tonnes CO2 equivalent per hectare over

grassland to growing annual crops, converting

the whole first five years. This can be compared

grassland to growing perennials need not

to converting the same land to growing oil

cause a loss of soil carbon (St Clair et al., 2008).

seed rape (used as feedstock for first generation

These perennial crops are also low nitrogen

transport biofuels), which would emit about 3.5

users and do not require fertilisation after

tonnes of CO2e over the same period, mostly in

establishment. Nitrous oxide emissions from

soil carbon and nitrous oxide.
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Finally, decarbonisation of the energy

values are found in Technical appendix* 11.

used in the production and transport of the
proposed energy crops means that overall, their

N2O reduction

adoption would cause minimal greenhouse gas

Based on data from Brown & Jarvis (2001), it is

emissions.

expected that in zerocarbonbritain2030, N2O
emissions will be reduced by about 65% (see

Product-switching

Technical appendix* 8). The net effect is to

This is the most important single measure,

reduce the final scenario emissions by about 10

and its implications are discussed at length.

million tonnes CO2e.

Production of foodstuffs from grazing livestock
is reduced by 80–90%, that from non-grazing

Good practice and technical innovations

livestock by 10–60%. Imports are reduced from

The literature generally expresses expectations

40% to about 20% of consumption. Production

that efficiencies will improve and carbon

of crop-based foodstuffs is increased by 60%.

intensities will decline over time due to practice

These measures alone reduce the sector’s

and technical innovations. Indeed this is the

emissions by 60%. Details of individual product

cornerstone of contemporary carbon policy,

Box 7.4 General management of land and agriculture
Efforts have been made not to place too many extra constraints on the zerocarbonbritain2030 land use scenario,
and it has been assumed that things will not change unless for decarbonisation reasons or through the assumed price
incentives. One of the main questions is whether “organic” practice should be presumed, ruled out, or simply ignored.
We share the widespread (but not universal) view that, other things being equal, organic farming is preferable, especially
with respect to biodiversity (Hole et al., 2005). In some areas, organic practice has carbon benefits (Azeez, 2009).
Unfortunately however there is often a higher land-intensity, and sometimes a higher carbon-intensity for organic
products (Williams et al., 2006), so there cannot simply be an assumption of generalised organic practice.
The recommendations of a recent Soil Association report (Azeez, 2009) are broadly accepted, that there should be an
“expansion and development of organic farming, and a parallel approach to improve non-organic farming”.
Some sub-sectors might be entirely organic. For example in a general shift from quantity to quality, virtually all the
scenario’s livestock products could be organic. Perhaps intensive production in urban areas would be organic as well,
taking advantage of volunteers, trainees, and interested customers (Groh & McFadden, 1997). It is widely agreed that
organic matter should be incorporated into soils wherever possible, and the scenario makes this a matter of routine
policy to encourage the sequestration of carbon in soils as well as improving the quality of the soil. At the same time
the scenario minimises chemical inputs in order to reduce emissions of nitrous oxide and other chemicals that might
adversely affect climate and other environmental factors. zerocarbonbritain2030 will certainly be more “organic”, but
in a pragmatic rather than literal, fashion.

* See www.zerocarbonbritain.com
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and the principal bulwark against involuntary

photosynthesis. The scenario attempts to show

behaviour-change (Harper, 2007). The carbon-

that, provided there is a sufficient reduction of

price effect can be expected to raise the currently

emissions, this will indeed be adequate to absorb

rather feeble declines in carbon intensity and

the residuals. The embodied carbon would then

to encourage targeted research into cost-

be stored in three natural sinks:

effective greenhouse gas-reducing measures

• below-ground storage in soils,

such as nitrate oxidation inhibitors and means

• above-ground “in-situ” storage as biomass,

of reducing enteric methane (Audsley et al.,
2009). “Best Practice” would be profitable,
monitored and routine. It is difficult to assess
the quantitative effect of such measures by

and
• long-life storage in biomass products and in
engineered “silos”.
These are briefly discussed here, with further

2030, but it is more credible to suppose it will

details and references in Technical Appendices 7

have a positive effect than none at all. A 10%

and 9.

improvement in total CO2e emissions has been
chosen as a conservative adjustment.

Active sequestration measures

Below-ground storage
The quantity of carbon stored in the world’s
soils (15,000 billion tonnes) is twice that in the
atmosphere. Thus theoretically, only a trivial

If decarbonisation consists only of emissions

proportion in annual additions would be needed

reductions a “zero” state can never be achieved

to counteract the global emissions of around

because there are always “residuals” of one

32 billion tonnes. This does not mean that

kind or another. It is mathematically essential

such an addition is possible, but the numerical

to develop net-negative processes to balance

observation has attracted strong interest in soil

the residuals. Various kinds of net-negative

storage.

processes, often described as “geo-engineering”

Soil carbon exists mostly in the form of living

(Broecker & Kunzig, 2008; Fox, 2009; Royal

biomass (roots and other organisms) and various

Society, 2009) have been widely discussed, for

forms of non-living organic matter. It can be

example “artificial trees” designed to remove

increased (but not indefinitely; see Jenkinson,

carbon dioxide from the air, after which it could

1988; Smith et al., 1997) by growing plants in it

be buried underground (Lackner et al., 2001).

– especially perennials – and by adding organic

While there is an obvious case for research

matter. In a recent report, the Soil Association

into such measures, zerocarbonbritain2030

(Azeez, 2009) argues strongly for increased

restricts itself to the proven technology of land-

attention to both of these methods, and claims

based Carbon Capture & Storage using natural

that appropriate practices can guarantee a net
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addition of about 0.5 tonnes CO2e/ha/year for at

will tail off as a new equilibrium is reached.

least 20 years in both arable land and grassland.

Furthermore, if the management practices are

These arguments are accepted by this report

reversed the carbon may be released again,

and the proposals have been incorporated

often in a far shorter time than it took to

into zerocarbonbritain2030, based on the

accumulate (Smith et al., 1997)

assumption that they might be ramped up

Because of this, many soil scientists have

quickly after 2020. With the incentive of the

reservations about treating soils as permanent

carbon price effect and a rigorous inspection

sinks, although they are prepared to accept

regime (Smith, 2004), it is likely that the above

the existence of a 20-year “window” during

sequestration rate could be both increased, and

which they may be effective (Smith, 2004).

extended by several decades, although not all

Using conservatively-weighted readings of the

these expectations are relied on in the scenario.

literature, we adopt soil sequestration values

In the longer term it is believed that gains
from a change in land management practice

that it should be possible to achieve by 2030
and probably for some decades thereafter. The

Table 7.2 Soil sequestration estimates from better land management
Changing to best practice management on
arable land

0.5t/ha/y (Smith, 2004; Weiske, 2007)

Changing to best practice management on
grazed grassland

0.5t/ha/y (Soussana et al., 2007)

Changing to best practice management on
ungrazed grassland

1t/ha/y (St Clair et al., 2008; Klumpp, 2009;
Borzecka-Walker et al., 2008)

Changing to best practice management of
existing woodland

0.5t/ha/y (Brainard et al., 2003)

Using best practice to establish woodland
on land that had previously been grassland

2–4t/ha/y (FAO, 2010)

Soil sequestration estimates under various “best practice” land management options for a period of approximately 20
years following the change.
The calculations on which the figures in this box are based can be seen in Technical appendix* 5. The values shown here are
representative.
Source: Based on data from Borzecka-Walker et al. (2008); Brainard et al. (2003); FAO (2010); Klumpp (2009); Soussana et al.
(2007); St Clair et al. (2008); Smith (2004); Weiske (2007).

* See www.zerocarbonbritain.com
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actual values adopted vary according to the

Fig. 7.6 Biochar

type of land, but are typically as shown in Table
7.2.
It is worth remarking at this point that if the
20-year window is as significant as some have
argued (Azeez, 2009; Smith, 2004), then the
appropriateness of using such a long (100-year)
horizon to compare greenhouse gases could be
disputed. Over shorter time periods methane
has a proportionally greater warming effect.
As methane is predominantly produced by
livestock, using a shorter time frame to compare
greenhouse gases would greatly reinforce the
importance of reducing livestock numbers.
Further remarks on this question are found in

An example of biochar.
Source: Carbon Gold.

Technical appendix* 1.
ability to retain nutrients and water. There is
Biochar: The crucial problem with most forms

evidence that in many circumstances, it may

of organic matter applied or returned to soil is

increase the efficiency with which plants

that they are unstable. They are high-energy

use fertiliser, decrease N2O emissions from

“food” materials easily attacked by decomposer

soil and enhance plant growth (Sohi et al.,

organisms, mostly microbial, which readily

2009). Biochar is still under research and there

break them down and release the stored CO2.

remain many uncertainties. However, it is

In view of the uncertainties in enhancing

considered sufficiently promising to warrant

carbon sequestration by adding organic

incorporating around 4.3 million tonnes into the

matter, alternative means of increasing soil

zerocarbonbritain2030 scenario and allocating

carbon stocks have been sought. One of the

some biomass resources to make it, in addition

most promising approaches utilises charcoal

to the use of biomass process-wastes. More

or “biochar”, a natural but non-organic form

details can be found in Technical appendix* 7.

of carbon that cannot be broken down by
decomposers (Lehmann & Joseph, 2009) and so

Above-ground sequestration in biomass

should last indefinitely (see Figure 7.6).

Production rates for various kinds of biomass,

Biochar may have further benefits if used
as an agricultural additive. Charcoal has the

along with references, are given in Technical
appendix* 9. There are two approaches:

* See www.zerocarbonbritain.com
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• “In situ” sequestration, where the carbon

last three uses involve potential sequestration,

is stored in the plant that produced it,

although putting a value on this requires

invariably a tree; and

assumptions about how long they will last in

• harvested crops turned into a permanent
form.
In situ storage: Growing trees convert
atmospheric CO2 into wood. Over the years,

their bound-carbon forms. The main biomass
crops are:
• Straws, arising as by-products from food
crops and needing no land of their own;

this can build up into a reservoir of thousands

• “Energy-silage”, standard agricultural grasses

of tonnes per hectare. Eventually the process

harvested for energy, usually via anaerobic

slows down, but given a rolling replacement

digestion and biogas;

regime there can be a reasonable balance of

• Hemp, an annual crop with an enormous

long-term in situ storage and storage-crop

variety of uses, used for building materials

production (Read et al., 2009). Once established,

such as “Hemcrete®” (Bevan & Woolley, 2008);

trees can continue to absorb and store carbon

• Miscanthus, a very high-yielding perennial

for many decades, and it is reasonable to

grass, for energy and for structural and other

suppose that the efficiency of this process will

materials;

improve when suitably incentivised. For new

• Short-rotation coppice – closely-planted

plantings, the scenario takes a figure of between

stands of willow and poplar, harvested every

5 and 15 tonnes of CO2e per hectare per year

3 years, mostly for energy;

(tCO2e/ha/y) for uncropped forest, depending
on land type. The model developed by Read
et al. (2009) suggests that under favourable
circumstances this sequestration rate could be

• Short-rotation forestry, tree crops harvested
every 5–7 years, also for energy;
• Plantation tree crops, grown for structural
timber and other wood products.

maintained even if there is a regular harvest, but
in wood yield when managing for in situ

Long life storage in biomass products
and silos

sequestration.

In zerocarbonbritain2030 around 36 million

the scenario assumes a progressive decrease

Biomass crops: Most biomass crops in the

materials, mostly for the building industry, in

and used in the “technosphere” the world of

silos or are exported for similar uses abroad.

human artifacts. Their uses include energy,

206

tonnes of biomass are made into permanent

scenario are harvested on a rotational basis

One million tonnes of miscanthus plus other

industrial feedstocks, building materials,

forestry wastes and co-products is converted

biochar, and compost (that is, for the deliberate

into biochar. The biochar also produces useful

incorporation of organic matter into soils). The

fuel oils as a co-product.
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Box 7.5 Biomass crops
The term “biomass” refers to organic matter created by living organisms. It is created initially by plants, using solar
energy to combine CO2 and water into sugars and starch. The formula for the cellulose monomer, C 6H12O 6, is sometimes
used as a kind of proxy formula for biomass, although C5H7O2N is considered more accurate. A molecule of biomass
takes nearly 2 molecules of CO2 to make, so theoretically every tonne of biomass can “sequester” nearly two of CO2.
In practice it is not so straightforward to calculate the sequestration value, and this study has generally used a value of
1.3 for “oven-dry biomass” and 1.2 for air-dry wood products (following MacMath & Fisk, 2000).
If biomass is burned, the chemistry is more or less reversed, and the original energy and raw materials (CO2 and
water) are released. There is then no net gain or loss of CO2, which is why biological fuels are considered to be “carbon
neutral”.
Typical yields of biomass crops in various circumstances are given in Technical appendix* 9. The allocation of biomass
output to various functions is shown in Table 7.5.

This leaves around 18 million tonnes of raw

material (9.6 tonnes of CO2) for a house would

materials for pulp, paper and other chemical

be worth £4800 in credits, quite apart from its

and industrial products. Probably half of these

actual value as a building material, although this

may eventually come back into the agricultural

would have to be shared between farmers and

system as compost or as energy used within the

builders.

agricultural sector. Recovered digestate from

It may eventually be possible to sequester

anaerobic digestion is particularly valuable as a

carbon by simply dumping biomass in the deep

fertiliser because it contains a high level of plant

ocean. This sounds as bizarre as many other

nutrients (Banks, 2009).

geoengineering proposals, but the economics

Although the UK economy absorbs (and of

appear to be quite attractive (Strand & Benford,

course, discharges) very large quantities of

2009). Ecologically the idea seems rather more

materials, there must be a question mark over

questionable, and the scenario strives to find

whether it could actually absorb nearly 40

positive uses for its sequestration crops.

million tonnes of industrial biomass material a

However, in view of the crucial importance

year and accumulate it on a permanent basis.

of net-negative processes, the scenario

We assume that in zerocarbonbritain2030, the

acknowledges the possibility of biomass

building industry in particular will design new

carbon-storage in engineered “silos” (Zeng,

structures with the specific aim of incorporating

2008). This might well be practical in the next

large quantities of biomass. Builders and

20–30 years, since it is already happening in

developers would receive a credit for sink

an uncontrolled manner and on a suprisingly

services. At £500/tonne, 8 tonnes of biomass

large scale: Fawcett et al., (2002) estimate that

* See www.zerocarbonbritain.com
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as much as 24 million tonnes of CO2e per year is

mainland Britain, its current principal uses, and

currently being sequestered in UK landfill sites

proposed alternative uses. The categories are

in the form of wood and paper products.

simplified to clarify the argument.

In zerocarbonbritain2030, there will be an
almost complete phasing out of the landfilling

Livestock

of food wastes. Along with greatly increased
efficiency of gas-capture this will reduce

In zerocarbonbritain2030 , livestock will play an

residual landfill emissions of methane to a small

important but smaller role than at present. The

quantity. It is well-established that degradation

greatest reductions will be in grazing animals

of woody wastes and paper under dry anaerobic

– cattle, sheep and horses. This is required to

conditions is extremely slow (Rathje & Murphy,

release land for other decarbonisation purposes,

2001; Ximenes et al., 2008), so there is a clear

but it also targets the groups with the highest

technical possibility to use existing techniques

carbon-intensities. There would be smaller

and systems to achieve carbon-negative rather

reductions in housed livestock, while egg

than net-emitting effects.

production is not reduced at all.

Our overall assumption is that for many years,
the UK will be able to absorb and maintain

approximately halved, and there are no

some tens of millions of tonnes of cellulosic

imports of livestock products or feeds. Grazing

biomass material, in various ways. As time goes

is reduced from around 11 million to under 2

on, uncertainties about the properties of soil

million hectares, feed-growing from around 2

storage may be resolved, and the likelihood

million to about 0.5 million hectares. Carbon

is that, with appropriate management or the

emissions of the whole livestock subsector are

development of biochar technology, soils will

reduced from 65 million to less than 13 million

be able to act as a much larger proportion of the

tonnes.

sink.

Altered functions for land in
zerocarbonbritain2030
Given the purpose of the zerocarbonbritain2030
project, it is logical to use grassland areas for
dedicated decarbonisation activities as far as
possible, and concentrate on the arable areas
for producing food, including feed for livestock.
Table 7.3 shows a basic classification of land in
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Overall, output of livestock products is

The scenario incorporates the following levels
of ruminants relative to the present day:
• 20% of sheep, with those remaining mostly
in hill and upland areas;
• 10% of beef cattle, in lowland pastures and
some upland areas;
• 20% dairy cattle (also supplying some
meat), in rotational grazing and improved
grassland.
With a major reorganisation of land use
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Table 7.3 Land use in Great Britain
Current
GB Total
Principal
(million
existing
Principal scenario uses
hectares)
uses
Total crops
4.87
Arable crops
Arable crops, N-fixing legumes
Of which is used for feeding livestock
2.10
Livestock feed
Mostly direct consumption,
				
livestock feed, hemp,
				
N-fixing legumes
Fallow and set aside
0.20		
As above
Total grassland including rough grazing
11.20
Of which is temporary leys (grass under 5 yrs old)
1.14
Milk cattle
Hemp, milk cattle,
			
energy silage, clover
Of which is improved permanent lowland grassland
4.49
Milk & beef
Energy silage, miscanthus,
		
cattle
milk & beef cattle
Of which is unimproved permanent lowland grassland
0.92
Beef cattle
Miscanthus, SRC willow,
		
sheep
beef, sheep
Of which is upland hill farms
1.25
Beef cattle
SRC willow, short-rotation forestry,
		
sheep
reforestation, sheep
Of which is upland peat moorland
1.36
Sheep
Sheep, minor reforestation
Of which is other upland grassland
2.04
Sheep, beef
short-rotation forestry
		
cattle
reforestation, sheep
Woodland
3.24
Wood
Wood products, sequestration
		
products
management
Of which is farm woodland & hedgerows
0.50
Wood
Wood products,
		
Products
seasonal grazing
All other agricultural land
0.50
Intensive
Arable, hemp, intensive livestock
		
livestock units units, fish farms, protected crops
Urban land
3.28
Of which is potentially agriculturally-productive land
1.00
Derelict
Intensive horticulture,
in urban areas		
recreation
intensive livestock units,
		
under-used
fish farms, protected crops
			
Total land
23.09
Current land use modes in Great Britain (million hectares) and description of principle current and scenario uses.
Source: Defra (2004).

patterns, there might in some cases be different

and small amounts of concentrates would be

choices for grazing or browsing stock, possibly

provided from the national crop sector.

including goats, camelids, ostriches, geese,

Non-grazing livestock have lower carbon-

deer, buffalo, and horses. Requirement for hay/

intensities (Williams et al., 2006) so the scenario

silage and winter forage would be met locally,

includes higher proportions relative to present
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production: 100% laying poultry (for eggs),

principle” demonstration, the scenario does

80% pig meat, 50% table poultry. We do not

not permit imports of grain or soya meal for

specify how these would be reared, but for

livestock feed. Instead we increase the acreage

animal welfare reasons it is supposed that a

of legume crops such as peas and field beans,

larger proportion than today would be low-

and of oil crops which provide both oil and

input, “free-range” and/or organic, many in

high-protein presscake. Research is needed

small operations serving local markets. There

to develop indigenous feedstocks that are

might well be novel and productive ways of

as good as soya (ADAS, 2009), but under an

combining livestock with woodlands and the

“incentivised” regime this should not prove too

“new” perennial crops.

difficult.

Non-ruminant outputs would be
complemented by a fivefold increase in farmed

suitable food wastes. Domestic, commercial

fish to about 50,000 tonnes (Defra, 2008b). Fish

and industrial food wastes would be collected,

can convert grain and plant proteins at a good

processed and combined with specially-grown

rate, often better than 2:1, and appropriate

feedstuffs from the crop sector to generate the

feed is available from the arable sector (Barclay,

required range of feed products. Naturally, the

2008). It is assumed that there will also be some

present EU restrictions on such processes would

supply of wild sea fish. The current supply of

need to be lifted, and methods developed to

600,000 tonnes (Marine Fisheries Agency, 2008)

minimise health and other risks. The scenario’s

is however unlikely to be sustainable, and it

biomass industry also provides abundant by-

would be imprudent to assume similar future

products for low-grade forage and for bedding.

levels (Defra, 2007).

In many low carbon energy scenarios, food

The feed industry would probably be similar

waste is processed by anaerobic digestion

to today’s, but inevitably smaller and using

(AD) to generate biogas. However, the present

different feedstocks. The UK currently imports

scenario is not short of energy, and AD is an

around half the concentrate feedstuffs for its

inefficient use of high-quality food. Instead, in

livestock (Defra, 2008a). Much of this is high-

the zerocarbonbritain2030 scenario, the bulk

protein soya products from tropical areas. Soya

of food waste is used for feeding non-ruminant

is both cheap and an excellent protein source,

livestock. It is calculated that food wastes could

but the ultimate consequences of its use are

provide about half the necessary feed for non-

under suspicion and it cannot be assumed that

grazing livestock. However, AD does enter

in a decarbonising world, these supplies will be

the picture at the end, to process the manure,

available.

bedding and slurry and to generate stable

In order to maintain its purposes as an “in
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These feeds could be combined with

compost.
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We presume increased multi-functionality in

livestock plays a role as a “cushion” against

agriculture. There are always several potential

unexpected shifts in world trade or politics,

parallel yields from a given farm or area of land,

and allows for population growth. Although

and they should all be taken into account and if

much reduced in the zerocarbonbritain2030

possible given an economic value.

scenario, the livestock sector still emits half the

In these circumstances it is likely that

greenhouse gases and still requires 3 million

the livestock sector shifts from cheap bulk

hectares of land, with relatively low nutritional

production to high-added value, local, “slow”

returns. It is a luxury that society can, and

products of the highest quality, with much

wishes to, afford. However there is always the

better standards of animal welfare being

option of improving total output by reducing

observed (Jones et al., 2003). This anticipates the

the livestock sector still further. Such a shift

recommendations of the Soil Association’s Soil

could easily accommodate the expected 16%

Carbon report (Azeez, 2009).

growth in population. An extended discussion is

By putting some slack into the system,

provided in Box 7.6.

Box 7.6 Livestock and livestock products: more detail
It might be asked how the envisaged reductions in livestock would come about. What are the drivers? It is assumed that
these will be mostly of an economic nature. If carbon prices in the 2020s are above £200 a tonne and rising (see Box
7.1), this will strongly favour low-intensity products and penalise high-intensity ones. To give a crude example, a price
of £400/tonne would amount to a penalty of around £4800 per tonne of beef, negating all but the highest added value.
Meanwhile the three hectares that produced this tonne of beef could be producing, say, 50 tonnes of sequestration
crops, worth up to £20,000 in carbon credits. It is unlikely to be so brutally simple in practice, but the example shows
how carbon pricing could invert the present order of things and drive completely different choices for farmers. At the
same time, consumers too would be reorienting their food choices in response to unmistakable price signals.
It might then be asked whether, under these conditions, grazing livestock can survive at all. It is assumed that in reality,
the price of scarce, “niche” beef, lamb and milk products will rocket and make it worthwhile for a proportion of very high
added-value products to flourish alongside the carbon crops. Clever farmers will certainly find ways of doing both.
The necessary reduction of the livestock sector has substantial cultural implications, and not just for farmers.
Deliberate cultural adaptations can be envisaged. For example, there might be many advantages in increasing the
population of livestock in urban areas, complementing the proposed growth in urban crop production (Garnett, 1996).
The City Farms movement has proved successful in regenerating run-down areas in many cities, and in bringing young
people into direct contact with farm livestock (Whitfield, 1987). This could be greatly expanded, developing skills and
stimulating interest in farming. At the same time, the high value of livestock products could prompt a revival of backyard
poultry and even pig rearing. Perhaps encouraged by official policy, such trends could have the paradoxical result that
city people have more, rather than less, interaction with farm animals.
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Main classes of land

Woodland
There are currently over 3 million hectares

Arable land

of woodland of various kinds, including

As can be seen in Table 7.3, about 5 million

farm woodland and “linear features”,

hectares are currently described as “arable” or

principally hedgerows. Just over 1 million

“cropland” and tilled for arable crops. This is the

hectares is planted coniferous woodland. In

best land, found mostly in the east of Britain.

zerocarbonbritain2030 existing woodland

Of this, about half is used to grow food directly

would be carefully managed to optimise its

for humans, and half grows feed for livestock.

many functions, including carbon sequestration

In zerocarbonbritain2030, livestock numbers

in both soils and above-ground standing

are reduced so less feed is needed, while extra

biomass.

crops are required to replace the lost input from

In addition to the existing forest land, the

livestock products, and also to replace some

scenario incorporates an additional 1.37 million

imports. It is assumed that crops would be

hectares of appropriately-sited afforestation,

rotated in the “organic” manner, with legumes

extending the principles outlined by Read et al.

to provide nitrogen, and livestock where

(2009).

appropriate.
There is also land in and around urban areas
that could be used for especially-intensive

About 11 million hectares, more than half the

food production and semi-recreational or

total agricultural area, are currently described

educational livestock (Garnett, 1996) (Urban

as grassland, and devoted principally to

Agriculture Programme, 2003). This is estimated

grazing. In addition, an uncertain (and possibly

to be as much as a million hectares, although it

considerable) area of grassland and cropland

would not be practical or desirable to use all of

is used for non-food livestock, horses, pets and

it (London Assembly, 2006). 380,000 hectares of

other uses.

this have been allocated, which could include

The basis of the zerocarbonbritain2030

a greatly increased volume of protected crops,

land use scenario is to change the principal

taking advantage of the decarbonised energy

functions of this very large area, while reserving

supply, heat from Combined Heat & Power

a proportion for existing uses. Future uses must

(CHP) and the potential availability of composts,

therefore be matched, at least approximately,

CO2 enrichment and other inputs. Further

to the various types of grassland. The principal

discussion of this matter is to be found in

grassland types are:

Technical appendix* 6.

* See www.zerocarbonbritain.com
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Grassland

• Rotational grass and leys. This is highly
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productive, regularly tilled and reseeded,
often heavily fertilised, mainly used for dairy

Uses for the released
grassland

cattle and the best quality beef. In organic
systems it is often sown with clover/grass

Because of the reduction in livestock,

mixes or other legumes.

much of this grassland is “released” in

• Improved permanent pasture. This is

zerocarbonbritain2030. Bearing in mind that

drained, seeded with high-yielding grasses

there are endless local peculiarities, and that

and fertilised. It is mostly lowland, used for

“multifunctional use” is generally presumed, the

beef cattle and some dairy.

following discussion identifies principal uses for

• Unimproved lowland permanent pasture is
not so productive, used for beef cattle and

each category in the context of decarbonising
the sector.

some sheep.
• Hill farms have higher, often sloping terrain

Rotational grass and leys

and poorer land. They can still carry out

The best quality rotational leys and grazing land

improvements, fertilise the fields and grow

is currently used largely for dairy production.

forage crops etc. They currently produce

We reserve about 20% for the same use, but in

beef and lamb.

rotation with other crops and patterns of use.

• Other upland areas are largely grassland,

Although as far as possible, the aim is to keep

grazed but unmanaged, mostly used for

arable land arable and non-tilled land non-tilled,

sheep.

there is an impressive potential for agroforestry

• Peat moorlands are a special case, very
“unproductive” but often grazed by sheep.
A distinction is sometimes made between

to deliver a more resilient suite of goods and
services overall.
Agroforestry typically involves planting trees

managed grassland and “rough grazing”.

and shrubs in specially-designed ways on arable

“Rough” includes areas of many farms

land, while maintaining production of field

everywhere, but mostly in the western and

crops and some livestock (see Figure 7.7). It

northern uplands. It is principally used for sheep

might also be tried on grassland, and carefully

grazing at low density.

monitored for outcomes. Preliminary data
indicate that agroforestry has the potential to
combine sequestration with moderately high
multi-crop yields (Gordon & Newman, 1997;
Wolfe, 2004; 2009).
Rotations would include hemp as a major
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crop, generating high-quality biomass for
sequestration and building purposes, as well as

livestock (Banks, 2009; Holliday, 2007).
It is also more efficient in terms of nutrient

many other useful products including oils and

recycling. As an organic fertiliser, the residual

animal feed. Hemp is an extremely valuable

solid waste from AD plants is equivalent

and versatile crop (Bevan & Woolley, 2008) and

to farmyard manure, but more stable and

it would be desirable to produce more than is

predictable, and with lower emissions of

envisaged in zerocarbonbritain2030. The reason

methane, nitrous oxide or ammonia (Hobbs &

for restricting the acreage devoted to hemp is

Chadwick, 2009). In any case, grass grown for its

that, as an annual, it requires the ground to be

energy rather than protein content needs less

tilled. One of the “rules of thumb” is that only

nitrogen fertilisation, consequently reducing

tilled land should be tilled, in order to avoid

N2O emissions (see Technical appendix* 8).

the CO2 release penalties that would follow

Where appropriate, a different kind of

the conversion of grassland to cropland for

crop could be obtained through planting

hemp. Hemp is therefore only grown on current

high-yielding grasses such as miscanthus or

rotational grassland.

switchgrass, giving 10–35 oven-dried tonnes
per hectare per year (odt/ha/yr) depending on

Improved permanent pasture

conditions (Borzecka-Walker et al., 2008) (Lovett

Better-quality permanent grassland would

et al., 2009). These have several uses including

largely be used for perennial grasses for energy

energy, building materials, paper production,

production and sequestration. Some could be

chemical feedstock and high-carbon compost

in the form of “energy silage” – forage-type grass

material. Once planted, such crops last for

that is mowed regularly and stored as silage for

around twenty years before renewal.

generating biogas (Kadziuliene et al., 2009). The
advantage is that the agricultural procedures

Clearly this option would involve disturbance
of previously untilled land. There might be an

are similar to those that already exist, and it

initial penalty in terms of CO2 emissions during

could synergise well with livestock. Livestock

site preparation and establishment of the new

could be grazed on these areas at some times

perennial crop, but such evidence as there is

of the year, and be fed some of the silage in

suggests that in this special case, the opposite is

winter. The principal market for the crop would

true (Richter et al., 2007).

however be in a regional anaerobic digestion
(AD) or gasification plant rather than for

Unimproved pasture

livestock, on-farm or otherwise. In energy and

In areas of unimproved grassland, woody

carbon terms this is several times more efficient

species would be more appropriate, such

than using manure or slurry from housed

as willows in the form of short-rotation

* See www.zerocarbonbritain.com
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Fig. 7.7 Agroforestry

An example of agroforestry.
Source: Burgess/Cranfield University.

coppice (3-year rotations) and larger species

for enriched biodiversity among perennial

as short-rotation forestry (5–15 years). These

crop plantings, in that there is a great deal

are generally regarded as energy crops, but

of cover, abundant senescent biomass, and

advances in materials and building technology

relatively little disturbance (Game and Wildlife

may be expected to turn them, at least partially,

Conservation Trust, 2009a; 2009b; Haughton et

also into sequestration crops.

al., 2009). Intelligent planting geometries could

There are of course some areas of unimproved

amplify these benefits. Seasonal grazing might

pasture (e.g., calcareous grassland) with

also be possible, perhaps using unusual species

important biodiversity value, which appear to

such as alpacas or geese.

require grazing livestock for their maintenance.

These fast-growing crops would need to

These should be prioritised for use by the

be planted where there is easy access for

limited remaining number of grazing livestock.

harvesting machinery, mostly on flatter land.

There are also, however, opportunities

On steeply-sloping ground it would be better
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simply to reforest and harvest according to

Diets

whichever regime suits the local circumstances.
However, one of the effects of high carbon-

It might be thought in some quarters that such

prices will be to increase the cost of materials

a severe reduction in livestock products would

and equipment relative to labour. Some labour-

cause problems in the supply of a balanced

intensive operations that are now uneconomic

diet. The evidence does not support this, and

might become viable. There might also be a

if anything suggests the opposite. The product

greater demand for working horses (Gifford,

outputs shown in the tables and graphs (see

1998).

Technical appendix* 3, Figure 11) are adjusted
to be nutritionally equivalent according to the

Peatlands

Nutrient Density Score Index introduced by

As described, peatlands are already very

Maillot et al. (2007).

substantial carbon reservoirs, and as such must
be carefully managed. These areas can also

be to construct an “optimum carbon/land use

be active carbon sinks, and this sink effect can

diet” and an “optimum health diet” and see

be enhanced in various ways such as sensitive

how far they match. One answer, resulting in a

reforestation and the blocking of ditches

rationale for a healthy and globally-sustainable

(Wallage et al., 2009). All upland areas would

diet, has been provided by Tudge (2007), which

continue to provide very important ecosystem

after much analysis reduces the answer to nine

services in hydrology and biodiversity. The best

words: Plenty of plants; not much meat; and

use for peatlands is probably very light grazing

maximum variety.

by sheep and deer. Licensed hunting would

Potentially, this matches the balance of the

continue, and possibly increase, as a source of

scenario’s output rather well. There is plenty

venison and game birds.

of protein, but the animal: plant ratio shifts

Implications and results

from 55:45% to 34:66%, which is in line with
recommendations for improved dietary health

The basic aim of the scenario is the

(Walker et al., 2005). It is consistent with the UK

decarbonisation of the land use sector. But

Food Standards Agency recommendations for

other requirements must also be met, as

levels of protein intake at about 50g per day for

described in Box 7.1. The two most important

adults (Crawley, 2007). The proportions of food

are the provision of adequate diets and the

products available in zerocarbonbritain2030

maintenance of biodiversity. The scenario can

closely match the Healthy Eating proportions

claim not only to satisfy these requirements, but

recommended by the Harvard School of Public

to deliver significant improvements.

Health (see Box 7.7).

* See www.zerocarbonbritain.com
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The mixture of food products generated

certified organic farms and a far higher level of

from UK territory in zerocarbonbritain2030

what might be termed “organic in spirit”. This

creates a healthier balance than today’s mix

will in itself favour increased biodiversity (Hole

and guarantees food security. To the basic

et al., 2005).

mix is added a certain amount of wild fish and

Plantations of energy crops are fairly recent

imported crop products from both Europe and

arrivals in the British landscape, and little

the tropics, amounting to about 20% of the

research has been done on their biodiversity

total volume. Although bulk livestock imports

effects. The evidence that does exist suggests a

are disallowed for the purposes of the scenario,

strongly positive effect relative to the replaced

it is expected that there would remain a fairly

grassland, largely as a result of increased

vigorous European trade in high-value regional

micro-habitat diversity, available biomass

products such as pickled herrings, Parma ham,

for food, complex edge effects, lower inputs

halloumi, salami etc. The food mix envisaged

of agrochemicals, and reduced physical

within the zerocarbonbritain2030 scenario

disturbance (Haughton et al., 2009). This

provides a healthy diet. Further details are

appears to be true both of miscanthus (Game

discussed in Box 7.7.

and Wildlife Conservation Trust, 2009a; Semere

Biodiversity

& Slater, 2005) and short-rotation coppice
(Cunningham et al., 2006; Game and Wildlife
Conservation Trust, 2009b; Rich et al., 2001).

The major changes envisaged in

All these effects can be enhanced by optimising

zerocarbonbritain2030 are a shift from

the geometry of plantings. For these reasons

grazing to perennial crops, with lower levels

it is believed that overall the scenario should

of disturbance and lower fertiliser inputs.

have positive rather than negative effects on

There is no reason to expect this to result in an

biodiversity.

overall biodiversity loss, although there would
inevitably be a shift in balance.

The nitrogen cycle

The scenario still contains a significant
proportion of grazed land and mixed farming,

As described earlier, nitrous oxide is the

and it can be assumed that special habitats,

largest agricultural contributor to greenhouse

Sites of Specific Scientific Interest, protected

gas emissions (Pathak, 1999), with most

areas etc will continue more or less as now.

coming from grazed grassland fertilised with

Grazing activity would be concentrated where

chemical nitrogen (Brown et al., 2002). In

it has the most benefit. We do not envisage an

zerocarbonbritain2030 grazed grassland will

all-organic Britain, but a greater proportion of

largely be replaced with ungrazed grassland,
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Box 7.7 Dietary implications
Fig. 7.8 The healthy eating food pyramid

Alcohol in
moderation
(unless contraindicated)

Use sparingly

Multi vitamins
for most

The healthy eating food pyramid, devised by the Harvard School of Public Health.
Source: Willett & Skerrett (2005).
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The product mix generated by the scenario closely matches
the so-called “food pyramid” devised by researchers at the
Harvard School of Public Health (Willett & Skerrett, 2005)
after many years of collecting epidemiological statistics.
It is devised entirely from the perspective of optimising
long-term human health. The pyramid shape is chosen
to emphasise larger quantities of the items at the bottom,
and smaller quantities of items at the top.
The healthy eating food pyramid is reproduced in Figure
7.8. It is notable that animal products do not appear until
the fourth level. Even then, they are optional. These are
the non-grazing livestock products that we provide in
(relatively) larger quantities. On the next level are dairy
products, provided by the scenario at about 20% of current
supply: apparently about right for optimum health. At the
top level are items understood to be “optional extras” that
can be eaten sparingly: they contribute little to health, and
in fact are associated with create well-known risk factors
(Singh et al., 2003). We have reduced these to 10–20%,
although there is a good supply of pork at 80% of current
British output. In terms of proteins, the present ratio of
livestock-based to plant protein is about 55:45. In the
scenario it is 34:66.

Of course, in a market system, albeit a regulated one, the
“real thing” would always be available, but at a considerable
price. It would acquire a cachet, and a genuine value,
commensurate with its real (i.e. carbon) costs. It would be
used for special occasions, feasts, treats and gifts, not for
items of “fast food” and ready meals. For these, “generic
meat” is more than adequate, and which the new meat
alternatives could easily supply at lower carbon, land and
monetary cost.
Currently, the UK produces about 25 million tonnes of
crop products from about 2 million hectares of land, and
imports a similar amount. In zerocarbonbritain2030, in
addition to the 4.8 million hectares of existing cropland,
a further 400,000 hectares or so of land in and around
urban areas is added for intensive vegetable production
or livestock rearing. The output of crop products is much
higher: around 40 million tonnes. In addition to this, there
would be 6 million tonnes of various livestock products,
100,000 tonnes of wild fish, 50,000 tonnes of farmed fish,
about 7 million tonnes of imports from Europe, and about
3 million tonnes of imports from the tropics – plenty of
wholesome, healthy food.

It is not possible to match up the carbon and dietary
optima in a precise quantitative way, but the congruence
is undoubtedly striking. The implication is that, although at
first sight the zerocarbonbritain2030 scenario appears to
conflict with dietary requirements, it in fact moves society
further towards a dietary optimum, better than the typical
diet of today.
It must however be acknowledged that most people prefer
a diet richer in animal proteins and fats. It is difficult to
provide these in a zero carbon scenario. There is however
a potential role for the food processing industry. Food
technology could do remarkable things with the abundant
supply of starch, sugar, oil and protein flowing from the
cropland sector. It already makes high-protein plant foods
like TVP, tofu, oatmilk, miso and mycoprotein. High carbon
prices will drive innovations and could create novel foods
with traditional tastes, textures and cooking qualities.
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and with crops that need almost no fertilisation.
This alone will reduce both emissions and
demand for artificial nitrogen.
The scenario has a far higher conversion rate
of soil nitrogen to protein, and also assumes a
more efficient recycling of organic materials and

• The land required is not greater than that
available;
• An adequate supply of food is maintained;
• Plausible sequestration processes can offset
residual emissions.
Technical appendix* 11 contains spreadsheets

better reclamation of nutrients. This will further

with numbers and calculations. Summaries are

reduce the need for extra nitrogen inputs, and

presented here.

will also conserve scarcer nutrients such as

Table 7.4 summarises the initial results in

phosphorus (Hahn, 2002). Further, it will greatly

terms of nutritionally-adjusted quantities,

reduce other malign effects of excess nitrogen

areas and emissions. Import derivations are

in the system: ammonia, run-off, eutrophication

in Technical appendix* 12. The following

etc.

paragraphs expand on the raw data given in

Ideally, the nitrogen balance can be

Table 7.4.

maintained by clover leys, legume crops and
assiduous recycling in the scenario, but it

Production

is difficult to be certain that losses will not

The average nutritional value of each tonne

outweigh gains. It is calculated (see Technical

of food produced is improved in the scenario,

appendix* 10) that possibly 100,000 tonnes

compared to the present day, so the total

of extra nitrogen might be required. If so,

nutritional value of the food produced in

Haber-Bosch ammonia could be created

zerocarbonbritain2030 is higher than it appears

without further greenhouse gas emissions, by a

to be if merely the raw tonnage is considered.

decarbonised electricity supply using hydrogen

The total available is actually 25% greater than

or biomethane feedstock. Subsequent

at present, giving a reasonable allowance for

N2O emissions could be minimised by the

16% population growth, and potential food

simultaneous addition of organic materials

exports in the event of emergency shortages

(Kramer et al., 2006) and possibly biochar (Singh

elsewhere in the world (Evans, 2009).

et al., 2010).

Overall results

Land area
The land required for food production is only
29% of that previously used. 600,000 hectares

In order to present a coherent case, the scenario

overseas seems a reasonable level of demand

must show that:

and could be viewed as a healthy contribution

• Substantial emission reductions are feasible;

* See www.zerocarbonbritain.com
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Carbon-intensity

Having released a substantial amount of land

Overall, this is reduced to about half in all

through reduced land intensities, this remains to

product classes through decarbonisation of the

be allocated. The area allocations for these crops

energy supply and other measures.

are shown in Table 7.5b, along with allocations
for livestock grazing (see breakdown in Table

Land-intensity

7.5a).

This is also reduced, largely through productswitching in the livestock and import categories.

Net-negative processes
In contrast to emissions, the permanence of

Emissions

sequestered carbon is uncertain. Carbon stored

These are reduced to a total of 28 million tonnes,

above and below the ground may be released

one third of the present level, through product

at a latter date by a future shift away from best

switching and reduction of intensities. This is

practice land management; wooden objects

reduced still further by two other considerations:

may be burnt. To allow for the uncertainty

• First, N2O emissions will be lower by about

concerning the ultimate fate of the carbon we

10 million tonnes CO2e, because the product

have adjusted each of our sequestration figures

mix has lower requirements for fertiliser,

by an estimated uncertainty figure. The figures

and converts nitrogen into biomass more

shown in the paragraphs below are prior to the

efficiently.

uncertainty discount.

• Secondly, it is assumed that by 2030, the

The carbon-negative processes assessed by

carbon price effect will have stimulated

the scenario are as follows. These subjective

technical improvements in nitrogen handling

assessments (derivations given in Technical

and other aspects of the land use sector.

Appendices 2, 7 and 9):

It is therefore more plausible to postulate

• A moderate sink of 500,000 tonnes CO2e per

an improvement of, for example, 10% than

year in peatlands achieved by carbon-sensitive

0%. For present purposes, a figure of 10% is

management (Worrall et al., 2003; see Technical

used. Taken together, these reduce the total

appendix* 5).

emissions to 17 MtCO2e. Workings are given
in Technical appendix* 8.
Although this represents a dramatic

• A non-peat soil sink of 15 million tonnes (Mt)
CO2e per year achieved through best practice
on all soil types (Brainard et al., 2003; Klumpp

reduction, the food production system in

et al., 2009; Weiske, 2007; see also Technical

zerocarbonbritain2030 still produces 17 million

appendix* 5).

tonnes of CO2e, which will need to be offset with

Estimated certainty for all soil sequestration is

other crops, mostly non-food crops.

60%.

* See www.zerocarbonbritain.com
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Table 7.4 Land use intensity and emissions from agriculture
		
Output
Nutritional
Area
Greenhouse gas
Land-intensity
		
(1000
equivalent
(1000
intensity per
(hectares
		
tonnes)		
hectares)
nutritional
per nutritional
					
unit
unit)
							

Total
emissions
(1000
tonnes
CO2e)

Livestock
products

Now

5673

9119

11972

5.74

1.31

52298

Scenario

2451

4232

2760

3.08

0.65

13033

Crop
products

Now

25865

31162

2121

0.31

0.068

9597

Scenario

50809

81179

4150

0.14

0.051

9942

Imports

Now

35795

35795

10750

0.61

0.3

21815

Scenario

10000

10000

600

0.38

0.06

3800

Great Britain
production

Scenario

53260

85411

6910

0.44

0.081

22975

Great Britain
consumption

Scenario

63260

95411

7510

0.31

0.079

26775

Land and greenhouse gas intensity of the land use and agriculture system, by sector, current,
and within the ZCB2030 scenario.
Source: Defra (2004).

• Deliberate incorporation of 4 Mt/year
of Biochar into soils (Sohi et al., 2010)

is discussed in Box 7.5.

sequestering 16 Mt CO2e/ year. Estimated

The balance between the (reduced) positive

certainty: 90%.

emissions and the negative emissions is

• In-situ storage of 15 million tonnes CO2e/

summarised in Table 7.7.

year in standing timber through Carbon-

The scenario equivalent of Figure 7.3 is shown

management of existing and new woodland

in Figure 7.9. Although livestock products still

(Read et al., 2009). Estimated certainty: 80%.

outweigh crop products in terms of emissions,

•A
 bout 47Mt of CO2e per year sequestered

their contributions are much reduced, and are

in long lasting biomass products such as

counterbalanced by the expanded carbon-

buildings and other wood products, and in

negative processes on the minus side of the

engineered biomass silos. Estimated certainty

carbon intensity scale

varies between 40% and 80% (please see Table
7.7).
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Fig. 7.9a Agricultural production, land intensity and greenhouse gas emissions in ZCB2030

This Figure represents emissions, production, and land in the ZeroCarbonBritain2030 scenario for the same product classes
as Figure 7.3a, with which it should be compared. A far smaller area of land is allocated to livestock products, and their
contribution to food supply is substantially reduced, although their total emissions are still higher than those of the crop
products. The proportion of output from non-grazing livestock is increased relative to grazing livestock. The total amount of
nutritional vale is considerably increased. The remaining positive emissions from all agricultural products are counterbalanced
by greatly increased sequestration processes on the negative side of the scale, and in fact there are ‘excess’ negative
emissions available to help bring the rest of the economy to zero.
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Fig. 7.9b

This shows the scenario equivalent of Figure 7.3b. The values on the horizontal scale show that the carbon intensities of
all products have been reduced by various means. The absolute emissions of livestock products have also been reduced
by switching to a greater output of crop-based products, although the bubble sizes show that livestock still make the largest
contribution. The high carbon-intensity of protected crops has been very greatly reduced by the decarbonisation of the energy
sector, and they make a very significant contribution to the food supply. The ‘balancing’ effect of sequestration processes can
be clearly seen on the negative side of the horizontal axis. Carbon and land intensity values for net-negative processes depend
on a variety of little-debated assumptions and their exact placing in this graph should be considered as provisional.
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Conclusion

biodiversity, deliver a generous stream of

On the assumptions made, the agriculture, food

raw materials to industry, supply substantial

and land use sector can reduce its emissions to

quantities of dispatchable energy, and provide

one third, while maintaining – in fact increasing

an abundant and healthy diet. Finally, it manages

– output. It can offset these emissions through

to sequester the residual emissions from the rest

greatly expanded production of dedicated

of the economy, to deliver a truly zero carbon

biomass crops. At the same time it can enhance

Britain.
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920

1250

2040

Rotational

Lowland improved

Unimproved

Hill

Other upland

	proposed grazing areas
Beef
Sheep

30

10

13

20		

10

50

160

65

12		

10

40

300

1360 3225

505

40				
430

200			

Total for function

4492

Other farmland

1140

Existing woodland

1100

Peat moor

3770

Arable for feed

Towns

Totals available 1000
(1,000 hectares)

Other arable

Table 7.5a Land use area for livestock in ZCB2030

378.2
1012.0

Pigs

10

5

418

3

4

4

5

2		

10

3

464.0

Poultry

30

5

350

2

5

2

2

1		

10

3

410.0

Dairy

50

10

75

120

150

55

10

3				

473.3

Eggs

10

3

188

3

1

1

1

1			

3

211.4

Horses etc.

8

2

15

2

2

2

2

1

2

37.0

5					

12

2

52.0

Deer

3		

Farmed fish			
Total for grazing

161

1		
10

20

20								

35		

140

222

264

385

13

211

40

5

25.0

18

1489.0

Area allocations (kilohectares) for categories of livestock land use within ZCB2030. Unshaded areas are those used indirectly for
livestock production.

Table 7.5b Total land use area allocations in ZCB2030

•

Available (1,000 hectares)
Animals

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

1000

3700

1140

1100

4492

920

1250

2040

1360

3185

161

35

140		

222

264

385

490

211

40

Feed crops				
Direct crops

200

1097

3500

50

C,F,S

Energy silage			

400

C,F

500

S,F

Miscanthus				

Hemp		

100

500

S,C

2800

50

200

Short-rotation coppice					

500

200

300

500

Short-rotation forestry					

200

200

200

500

50

200

200

150

500

200

Carbon									

899

1370

1360

4410

Wood
Used

20
381

50
3685

50		
1140

1097

4422

914

1235

1990

3000

Area allocations (kilohectares) for principle categories of land use within ZCB2030.
Letters refer to by-products of the crop in that row that do not require an area allocation, as follows: “C” is for compost (organic matter for
incorporation into soil); “F” is for animal feed of various kinds; and “S” is for straw bedding, biomass, biorefining, structural materials and so on.
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Table 7.6 Use of biomass products in ZCB2030
Quantity		
m odt
Use

Product
Grass

10.45
Miscanthus
51.39
		
		
		
		
		
		
Willow
15.92
		
		
Hemp
6.17
Wood
9.48
Other forestry
14.02
		
		
Straw
4.50

Quantity
m odt

Gas–AD
Materials
Biochar
CHP
Biogas
Paper
FT liquid fuels
Heating
FT liquid fuels
Buildings
Paper
Materials
Materials
CHP
Biochar
Biogas
Materials

10.45
10.49
1
5
6
2
16.45
10
13.1
2.32
0.5
6.17
9.48
9.60
1.52
2.90
4.5

The proposed use of biomass products in the ZCB2030 scenario.
This is simply one route of allocation. The categorisation between sources of “other forestry products” and “forestry waste”
is blurred. Therefore to be prudent while we are using available “forestry waste” for biochar and biogas we have taken this
resource from “other forestry”. In practice it should be separate.
Biochar comes from a mixture of Miscanthus (1M odt), forestry residues, poultry, wood waste, paper and cardboard waste.

Table 7.7 Balance of positive and negative emissions in ZCB2030 land use scenario
Positive emissions

Sequestration (Negative emissions)

Livestock UK

13			

Crops UK

10			

Imports

4		

ZCB
final
figure

Calculated
potential

Sequestration
certainty

Soil

-16

60%

-9

Sub total

27

In situ

-15

80%

-12

-8

19

Biochar

-16

90%

-14

Less 10% technical		

17

Material exports

-11

40%

-5

-7

70%

-5

Less N2O reduction

			

Material domestic

			

Engineered silo storage

-28

80%

-23

Total

-93		

-67

Total

17

Net balance

-50

Balance of positive and negative emissions in million tonnes of CO2e (Mt CO2e)
This shows the residual emissions and sequestration from land use in zerocarbonbritain2030. Material demand would mostly
come from buildings. However by 2030 new uses for grown materials maybe more widely established. Soil includes peat
sequestration. “In-situ” refers to the sequestration in growing forests.
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“

The answer, my friend,
is blowing in the wind
Bob Dylan

”
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Chapter 8
Renewables
Introduction

energy demands by over 55% through the

This chapter makes the case for an energy

energy-efficiency retrofitting of homes, offices

scenario that produces all of Britain’s heating

and industrial premises to maintain more heat in

and electricity needs from renewable sources.

buildings, and by improving transport systems

It proposes that the heating needs of our

through changes in technology and use.

businesses and homes should be met by a

Nonetheless, even with the above

combination of renewable heating technologies,

improvements implemented, significant

such as those that run on biogas and biomass,

energy demand will remain. In addition, the

and others that require electricity to run them,

electrification of heating and vehicles, as

such as heat pumps, heat exchangers and

envisaged in the PowerDown chapters, will only

immersion heaters.

be carbon neutral if the extra electricity required

Since zerocarbonbritain: an alternative energy

is produced from renewable sources. This

strategy (Helweg-Larson & Bull, 2007) was

chapter demonstrates how Britain can create

published several others, including Jacobson

a carbon-free, electricity-based energy system

and Delucchi (2009) and the European Energy

by 2030, using renewable energy and biomass

Agency (EEA, 2009), have highlighted the

alone, and without recourse to nuclear power.

potential of renewables. Jacobson and Delucchi

In the first part of this chapter the renewable

(2009) claim that 100% of the world’s energy

technologies presently available are introduced

needs can be met by renewable generation by

and the various costs and benefits associated

2030 and the European Energy Agency (2009)

with each are analysed. This provides the

demonstrates that the economically competitive

rationale for the second part which offers

potential of wind generation in Europe is seven

a proposed overall energy mix for a zero

times the projected electrical demand for 2030.

carbon Britain in 2030. In the second part we

In 2008 the UK used 1,815TWh of energy;

also discuss how to overcome the technical

41% of that energy was used in heating and

difficulties associated with the rapid transition

21% in electricity (Department of Energy and

to renewables and how to manage the variable

Climate Change [DECC], 2009a). The preceding

nature of the recommended renewable

chapters within the PowerDown section have

technologies.

demonstrated that it is possible to cut our
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The deployment of renewable electricity has
already proven to be one of the fastest global
technology switches in history. Until recently,
the European Union has led the way in the
development and application of renewable

Exploring the options
The current situation
and Britain’s electricity
requirement

technology and Britain is in a strong position
to take advantage of the expansion of offshore

In the Energy security chapter, we briefly

wind power in particular. The UK currently has

outlined Britain’s increasing reliance on fossil

the largest deployed offshore wind capacity

fuels, specifically oil, gas and coal, to power both

in Europe and there are plans for significant

the heating and electricity sectors. While Britain

further deployment.

has reserves of all three of these energy sources,

However, Britain and Europe are beginning

UK production of them is declining, and since

to lose their status as world leaders in

2004 the UK has been a net importer of fuel

renewable technologies. China and the United

(DECC, 2009a).

States have recently overtaken the rest of the

The total electricity generated in the United

world to install the largest renewable power

Kingdom in 2008 was 390TWh. Total supply was

capacities. At the end of 2008 the total installed

401TWh (including net imports) (ibid.). Overall

renewables capacity of the top six countries

demand was 400TWh. Figure 8.1 demonstrates

were China (76GW), the United States (40GW),

the relative quantities of different energy

Germany (34GW), Spain (22GW), India (13GW),

sources used for generating electricity, and the

and Japan (8GW) (Renewable Energy Policy

uses of the electricity produced.

Network for the 21 Century [REN21], 2009). For
st

As Figure 8.1 shows, the key fuels currently

comparison the UK had 6.8 GW (DECC, 2009a).

used for the generation of electricity in the

Nonetheless, Britain has the opportunity to

UK are gas (40% of fuel used; 46% of gross

become a net exporter of renewable electricity

supplied electricity) and coal (36% of fuel used;

by 2030, as well as to export its expertise in

32% of gross supplied electricity); with nuclear

renewable technologies across the globe. To do

power (15% of fuel used; 13% of gross supplied

so, however, it is essential that we immediately

electricity) the next largest.

begin implementing the policy structures

In 2008, renewables were responsible for

and installing the infrastructure necessary

only 6% of energy used (7% of gross supplied

to support the rapid expansion of enough

electricity), with just 0.75% from wind, wave

renewable energy generation to support all of

and solar sources (although this accounted for

our requirements.

almost 2% of gross supplied electricity), the
majority still being supplied by large hydro.
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Fig. 8.1 UK electricity flow chart
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Electricity flow chart, 2008 (TWh) showing the supply sources of electricity losses and uses.
“Wind and wave” includes electricity produced from solar photovoltaics. Hydro includes generation from pumped storage,
although this is essentially an energy storage device that makes a small net energy loss rather than being a net electricity
generator.
Source: Adapted from DECC (2009).

Note that the conversion, transmission and
distribution losses are dominated by conversion

The choice of electricity
generation type

losses in thermal power stations.
In the ZCB2030 scenario, electricity generated

There are three main possibilities available

from renewable energy sources will replace

for decarbonising the electricity system using

electricity generated from fossil fuels. Thus,

technology that is either currently available or

while total energy use will be reduced by over

close to maturity:

55%, Britain’s current electricity demand will
roughly double (see Box 8.1).

• Burning fossil fuels but using Carbon
Capture & Storage (CCS) to prevent the
release of the resulting CO2;
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Box 8.1 The energy density of Britain
The chart in Figure 8.2 plots the density of energy use by various countries against the density of their populations.
Mackay (2009) claims that those countries consuming 0.1W/m2 will find living off their own renewables very intrusive,
because renewable power generation will have to be distributed over a large proportion of the national land area.
Those countries consuming more than 1.0 W/m2 would have to give over a huge proportion of their land area for renewable
technologies in order to power themselves at their present rate were they to use only nationally-produced renewable
power (ibid.). This assumes that the space used for renewable power generation cannot be used for any other purpose,
but this is not the case. For example, wind farms allow for plenty of other uses beneath them.

Energy consumption per person (kWh/day/person)

Fig. 8.2 Population density and power consumption per person
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Source: Adapted from Mackay (2009).
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• Using nuclear fission, following the French
model; or,
• Using renewable sources of energy such as
The United Kingdom is a high consumer of energy
per person and has a moderately high population
density. Overall UK consumption is just over
1W/m2. There are some differences in our methods
as discussed above. However, we will be able
to avoid industrialising our countryside for three
main reasons:
* The reduction of energy waste, especially in
buildings and transport will reduce our total
energy use (although the conversion of many
services to running on electricity will increase
electricity use).

wind, tidal, wave and hydropower, biomass,
solar and geothermal.
It is possible to power Britain’s electricity
system using a combination of these three
options, but not all mixes work equally well. A
key concern relates to the ability for managers
to turn the electricity produced by various
power sources up and down. This is because
power demand is far from static, varying

•W
 e do not insist that Britain be self-sufficient in
electricity at all times, only that it is zero carbon
on a net basis. Britain will exchange electricity
with other countries, especially those with
different renewable resources.

significantly over the day and night.

•W
 e are able to utilise an area much larger
than our land mass because of our exceptional
offshore wind resource giving us an advantage
over many other countries with less renewable
energy potential.

on the weather, which can be accurately

•A
 mix of technologies will also reduce the risk of
a power shortage. Zero carbon Britain will be far
more robust if we maintain a spread of different
renewables in case there should be a lack of any
single one for any reason.

are variable and therefore cannot easily “follow

With many renewable sources of power, such
as wind, solar or wave, the energy supply at any
one place and point in time is largely dependent
forecast over the short- to medium-term.
However, as it is difficult to store large amounts
of energy and because these energy sources
load”, various technologies and policies need
to be implemented to assist with balancing
electricity supply to our varying demand.
Some renewable energy sources, such as large
hydro and biomass, can be utilised to a lesser
or greater extent for load following, depending
on the level of demand. The key is the amount
of “dispatchable generation” available, i.e. how
much generation can be brought online quickly.
Biogas (including bio-SNG) is ideal for this (see
Box 8.2).
Some gas-fired power stations can be taken
from zero to full output in under half an hour
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Box 8.2 Biogas – gasification and anaerobic digestion
Biogas is gas made from biological origin via anaerobic digestion. Bio-SNG is gas made from biological origin via
gasification.
Anaerobic digestion is a biological process by which organic matter can be turned into biogas. Organic matter is fed
into a sealed digester where bacteria convert it into methane and carbon dioxide, leaving a nutrient-rich digestate
which can be used as fertiliser. After the carbon dioxide and other trace gases are removed the remaining methane is
known as biomethane and is virtually identical to natural gas.
Many types of biomass from waste or dedicated crops can be used for anaerobic digestion, including waste paper,
grass, food waste and sewage. However woody biomass cannot currently be used because most microorganisms are
unable to break down lignin – the tough fibre that gives wood its strength. Anaerobic digestion is particularly suited to
wet organic material (McKendry, 2002).
In contrast, gasification is a thermo-chemical process that involves heating organic matter to high temperatures in the
presence of a small amount of oxygen, but not enough to allow combustion to occur. This produces syngas which is
a mixture of carbon monoxide and hydrogen. Syngas can be used in place of natural gas in some applications. It can
also be turned into liquid fuels using the Fischer-Tropsch process.
In principle gasification can proceed from just about any organic material, including biomass and plastic waste, but the
feedstock must have low moisture content and wet feedstock may need pre-drying.
Gasification can achieve higher efficiencies than anaerobic digestion (McKendry, 2002), but syngas is harder to
integrate into natural gas infrastructure. Anaerobic digestion is a more mature technology than gasification, which is
still developing (ibid.).

and can have their output adjusted almost

demonstration stage and there is little chance

simultaneously, while large hydro can be

of the technology being ready for deployment

switched on in a matter of seconds. Geothermal

within the next ten years (McKinsey, 2008). It is

and concentrated solar can also be used to

imperative that we make the greatest possible

balance loads being similarly dispatchable.

carbon cuts before then.
Secondly, electricity produced using CCS

Fossil fuels and Carbon Capture
& Storage (CCS)

technology still has a much higher carbon

The zerocarbonbritain2030 scenario excludes

renewable sources as not all of the CO2 emitted

the use of Carbon Capture & Storage (CCS)

from the power station is captured. This is

technology, other than with biomass, for two

demonstrated in Figure 8.3.

major reasons: deployment time and carbon
footprint. CCS is currently only at the early
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footprint than electricity produced from

Finally, a third reason based on cost can be
given. McKinsey (2008) notes that “the total CCS
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Fig. 8.3 Lifecycle emissions for electricity-generating technologies
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Carbon capture and storage is expected to produce significant reductions in lifecycle carbon emissions per unit of energy
produced. However, this is still above that from current renewable technologies. For all technologies, future carbon reductions
are possible if the construction phase (e.g. steel and concrete production) is fuelled by low or zero carbon electricity.
Additionally, reductions in the use of raw materials can contribute to further future reductions in life cycle emissions for solar
PV and marine. Burning “carbon neutral” biomass and capturing emissions using CCS technologies would result in a net
removal of CO2 from the atmosphere.
Source: POST (2009).

expense would be at least 30% higher than that

carries with it the risk of the accidental leakage

of new power plants (for the same scale plants),

of the stored CO2 which would mean there

and possibly much more”.

were limited or no carbon savings, while still

CCS installation will require active financing

saddling the UK with the additional costs. CO2

from governments if it is to be deployed on

leaching would potentially degrade the quality

a large-scale (International Energy Agency

of groundwater, damage mineral resources

[IEA], 2009a) as would the mass deployment

and have lethal effects on plants and sub-

of renewable technologies. However, CCS

soil animals. If a leak were to cause a sudden
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release of captured CO2 into the atmosphere,

environmental costs of a nuclear accident can

quite apart from the danger of the enormous

be catastrophic.

extra emission itself, it would amount to a toxic

The second reason for excluding nuclear

hazard at a local level (Intergovernmental Panel

power is based upon concerns for international

on Climate Change [IPCC], 2005).

security. International co-operation will be vital

Despite these issues, we can still benefit

in dealing with the impending peaks in fossil-

from the development of CCS technology.

fuel supplies. If the UK and other “developed”

CCS has a role as a transitional technology

nations make new nuclear power a core

in those countries on a slightly shallower

component of their electricity supply, other

decarbonisation path and commercially as a

countries with rapidly developing economies

potential “technology transfer” from the UK. The

will want to follow suit.

use of CCS to sequester emissions from biomass,

Therefore, for short- and long-term safety,

albeit costly, is environmentally very attractive

security, and financial reasons, nuclear is not

as it could be carbon negative. In addition,

included in zerocarbonbritain2030. Renewable

process-based CCS might, in the long run, help

energy technologies alone must meet our 2030

avert direct emissions from industrial processes

target.

should no better solutions be found. For these
reasons the development of the technology
should certainly continue.

The potential of renewable
electricity
This section contains a brief summary of the

Nuclear power

potential of each of Britain’s renewable energy

While the existing stock of nuclear power

resources: wind; hydro; biogas; biomass; landfill

stations are presently needed and should

gas; solar; wave; and tidal.

be allowed to run their course until they are
decommissioned, the zerocarbonbritain2030
scenario excludes nuclear power from Britain’s

resource can be illustrated by two measures:
• Installed capacity, generally measured in MW

future energy mix for a number of reasons. The

(megawatts) or GW (gigawatts). This is the

first is on the basis of human and environmental

theoretical maximum amount of energy that

health. Nuclear power generation results

can be generated at any one time.

in waste products which remain harmful

• Total annual power generation, generally

for thousands of years. Similarly, whilst the

measured in GWh (gigawatt hours) or TWh

likelihood of accidents involving nuclear

(terawatt hours). This is the total amount of

power stations or waste is low, as Chernobyl

energy that can be generated per year.

has demonstrated, the economic, social and
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No generation technology produces
electricity at its maximum rated output all of

road-widening or entail traffic restrictions.
However, once windfarms are in place it

the time and so “capacity factor” figures are also

is often found that communities are far less

used. The capacity factor shows the average

disturbed by them than they expected. An offer

generation output actually achieved by a

of part community ownership can also help gain

technology as a percentage of the theoretical

local support.

maximum output (installed capacity). A

As we will see, offshore wind suffers from

reasonable capacity factor for wind turbines is in

fewer initial objections than onshore and

the region of 25–40% (DECC, 2009a), although

also has much greater overall electricity-

recent installations have higher capacity factors,

generation potential. Nonetheless, onshore

some over 40% (Jacobson, 2009). Photovoltaic

wind will continue to have an important

solar panels have a capacity factor of nearer to

role to play in electricity production for

5% in the UK. As renewable sources of electricity

zerocarbonbritain2030.

don’t have fuel costs the capacity factor is less
relevant than for fossil fuels.

Based on a CO2 price as low as $60 a tonne,
onshore wind is cheaper per MWh than many
other common sources of power, such as gas

Onshore wind

produced by combined cycle gas turbines
(CCGT) and also cheaper than less common
sources such as coal oxyfuel with CCS (IEA,

Onshore wind is an established renewable
energy technology, and is already a rapidly

2009b).
In the zerocarbonbritain2030 scenario, there

expanding sector, having grown in the UK

is 75TWh of onshore wind power, generated

from 1.7TWh in 2004 to 5.8TWh in 2008

from 28.5GW of installed capacity.

(DECC, 2009a). Whilst wind farms can spread
over wide areas, numerous other uses of the
land, including agriculture, can take place
simultaneously.
Onshore wind farms are sometimes
unpopular due to their alleged lack of aesthetic
appeal and because of the inconvenience that
may be caused to local communities by the
extra traffic required to transport and install
large turbines. The large lorries and cranes
required to transport turbines can require local

Box 8.3 Wind turbine ‘efficiency’
While many people quibble that wind turbines are
only 25–40% efficient, while implying that they are
ineffective, this is highly misleading and inaccurate.
One cannot expect a higher output than 30% of a wind
turbine’s potential, as the wind is patently not going to
blow at optimum speeds all of the time. It is important
to remember that wind is a free resource so capacity
factor is far less important than plant efficiency when
one is paying for fuel, as in fossil-fuelled or nuclear
power stations, where it is understandably crucial.
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Offshore wind

we can make use of 1051TWh of this potential.

Offshore wind represents one of the UK’s

capacity of offshore wind turbines are expected

most significant renewable resources. Firstly,

in the next few years. Offshore wind is not yet

In addition, significant improvements in the

because the potential site area for offshore wind

a mature technology. The sea is a very different

generators is enormous, with around 40,000km

environment to a hilltop and yet until recently

2

at depths of up to 25m and a further 80,000km

there have been problems with offshore

at a depth of between 25 and 50m (Figure 8.4).

turbines because they have been based upon

Secondly, because offshore wind turbines tend

onshore designs. Noise is less of an issue out to

to have higher capacity factors than onshore

sea, and offshore turbines can be much larger

wind turbines. This is because, at turbine height,

so there is less need to sacrifice efficiency for

wind speeds tend to be higher and steadier

the sake of creating more visually or acoustically

offshore, and power production from wind

pleasing designs. At present, both Clipper and

turbines is proportional to the cube of the wind

Enova are developing 10MW offshore turbines

speed.

so even larger turbines may well soon be

2

Additionally, larger offshore wind turbines
can be erected than onshore wind turbines as

However, the offshore environment is much

they can be more easily transported by sea than

harsher than the onshore one. Mechanical wear-

by road. The largest commonly used onshore

and-tear and corrosion problems are amplified

turbines have capacities of 2 to 3MW each,

due to the harsh sea water environment and

whereas offshore turbines are currently up to

even simple maintenance and repair can be

5MW each. Thus, large offshore wind turbine

difficult. Once the salt water problems are

factories need to be positioned near large ports

dealt with, however, it is fair to expect offshore

for transportation purposes.

turbines’ lifetimes to be longer than onshore

If wind turbines were distributed across the

ones as the wind offshore is more planar and

total potential offshore area of Britain, and

therefore less turbulent. The energy industry

had a power per unit area of 3W/m , it could

is no stranger to dealing with the problems

provide a total 360GW of capacity and 3154TWh

thrown up by the offshore environment so it

of generation (Mackay, 2009). However, this

can be hoped that the expertise gained from

figure takes no account of existing oil or gas

oil rigs will successfully be deployed to support

rigs, shipping lanes, fishing areas, or any of the

offshore wind development. This may make

other uses that the sea is currently put to, so

offshore costs closer to onshore costs and

the area actually available for offshore wind

potentially extend the construction season.

2

development is smaller. Mackay estimates that
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available (Renewable Energy Focus, 2010).

The total global installed offshore wind
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Fig. 8.4 UK offshore wind power
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capacity was 1.47GW at the end of 2008

In 2008, the UK’s small-scale hydro capacity of

(European Wind Energy Association [EWEA],

173MW generated 568GWh of electricity (ibid.).

2009), with 39% of this located in the UK,

There is a great deal of scope in the UK for the

making the UK a world leader in offshore wind

expansion of small-scale hydro schemes, with

installed capacity. However, this status is really

many potential sites at former water-powered

due to slow implementation elsewhere in the

mills, multiple low-head sites on rivers near

world, with global offshore installed capacity

towns and cities in the 10–100kW range, and

currently only about 0.8% of the installed

plenty of potential for higher-head projects.

onshore capacity (Prats, 2009). Since 2000

Recent studies indicate that the maximum

however, the offshore market has grown very

untapped potential of hydroelectric generation

rapidly with developers already announcing

extends to nearly 1.2GW across 12,040 sites

plans to build a further 25GW of capacity in

in England and Wales (Environment Agency

Round Three of the Government’s offshore wind

[EA], 2010) and almost 1.2GW across 7,043

development plan (Crown Estate, 2010).

sites in Scotland (Forrest & Wallace, 2010).

The energy required to make something is

The realistic potential will be significantly

referred to as the “embodied” or “embedded”

lower, since financial constraints need to be

energy. This can then be compared to the

considered in the results from England and

amount of energy we get back from the

Wales. Environmental constraints will also

renewable sources. This is known as the “energy

limit the capacity predicted by these studies,

return on energy invested” or EROEI. The EROEI

although the English and Welsh study indicated

for wind is higher than for other renewables. For

that 4,190 sites, representing around 580MW of

example a 5MW turbine can give a return of 28:1

power, could provide environmental “win-win”

(see Lenzen & Munksgaard, 2002), whilst a high

situations (EA, 2010).

calculations of PV is 10:1, based on US weather

2008 also saw 1.5GW of large hydropower

(see U.S. Department of Energy [US DoE], 2004).

capacity installed (excluding pumped storage

Hydropower

stations) in the UK, generating 4.6TWh (DECC,
2009a). The scope for expansion is extremely
limited, with most of the accessible sites already
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in use. Large-scale hydropower can have very

divide hydroelectric schemes according to their

disruptive effects on natural habitats, and may

installed capacity, defining small hydro schemes

actually increase greenhouse gas emissions

as having a capacity of less than 5MW capacity,

through the release of methane in flooded

and large schemes having over 5MW (DECC,

areas (Fearnside, 2004). Potential sites for

2009a).

large hydro development in Britain lie either

powerup
in national parks or other highly-valued areas

rotation coppice (SRC) willow offer the best

and landscapes making their development

possibilities.

problematic at best.

Biomass

The major problem associated with biomass
is that growing it requires a lot of land. Between
1 and 16 oven-dried tonnes (odt) of miscanthus
or SRC willow can be produced per hectare per

Biomass is the umbrella term used for any fuel

year in the UK, depending on the quality of

that is derived from plants. It is considered

the land, with some possibility for increases in

carbon neutral because CO2 is absorbed from

the future (Sims et al., 2007). This is discussed

the atmosphere through photosynthesis in

further in the Land use and agriculture Technical

order for the plant to grow. When the plant

appendix* 9. There are about 18GJ (5000 kWh)

is burned the CO2 is simply returned to the

of energy in an odt of biomass (Woods & Bauen,

atmosphere rather than adding to it. This is why

2003). The total area of Britain is 22 million

if CCS is used in a biomass power station then

hectares, 6 million of which is arable.

the process can be considered to be carbon
negative.
Biomass can be grown, stored and used to

Hence it can be seen that a huge area of
land would be required if an attempt to satisfy
a high proportion of our heating or electricity

provide power on demand. It can also be used

demand from biomass was made. Based on

to make liquid fuels for transport. Currently

the yield of 20 tonnes per hectare projected

liquid transport fuels are generally made from

for biomass crops grown on good quality land

only the sugary, starchy or oily fraction of

in 2030 (Taylor, 2007; Woods et al., 2009), and a

crops but it is possible to make them from any

generating plant efficiency of 40%, 38TWh of

biomass, including woody biomass or waste

electricity could be produced from one million

(see the Transport chapter for more details).

hectares of arable land. This is 11% of our

Furthermore, if stored in a way that prevents

predicted 2030 residual heating demand.

it from rotting and releasing carbon into the

Although the role of biomass is necessarily

atmosphere, biomass can also be used to

limited, a zero carbon Britain will only be

sequester carbon, as occurs when it is utilised in

achieved with great innovation and the

construction, allowing a very positive case to be

inclusion of many of the smaller technologies.

made for straw bale buildings.

Full details on the land allocation in the

As well as using co-products from forestry
and timber processes, industrial-scale woody
biomass can be grown in the form of many
different plants. In the UK, miscanthus and short

zerocarbonbritain2030 scenario are discussed in
the Land use and agriculture chapter.
Because of its large land requirements,
overdevelopment of biomass has the potential

* See www.zerocarbonbritain.com
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to create destructive land use change. At

and fed into a digester, where microorganisms

present the UK generates around 2TWh of

convert it into methane and carbon dioxide. The

electricity per year from burning biomass. This

methane can then be used in place of natural

is mostly in the form of co-firing with coal, but

gas.

there are also a number of dedicated biomass

A recent assessment by the National Grid

electricity schemes in operation. In September

(2009) shows a large potential for biogas in

2009 a scheme in Port Talbot opened,

the UK (see Table 8.1). It is estimated that

generating 14MW, and using 160,000 tonnes of

around half (48%) of the current residential

wood sourced from Welsh forests and timber by-

gas demand could be met from biogas. This

products (Welsh Assembly Government [WAG],

could be extremely useful for urban heating

2009). There is also a 350MW plant proposed for

and cooking which biomass cannot sensibly

Port Talbot which will require 3 million tonnes

help with as not enough of it could be grown

of woodchip per annum (Burgermeister, 2008).

locally. A breakdown of the estimated potential

This is expected to be supplied from Canada,

can be seen below. The “stretch” scenario is the

the USA, Lithuania and Latvia, raising issues

calculated technical potential based on both

of fuel security (ibid.). While shipping is an

all waste being sorted, and the maximum use

efficient source of freight transport, emissions

of gasification and anaerobic digestion. This

should also be considered in the carbon cost

produces far higher outputs for the drier feed-

of electricity. Further details on shipping are

stocks.

available in the Transport chapter.
Careful selection of equipment is needed

The National Grid also provided a “base case”
scenario which they feel is more realistic. While

to minimise impacts on local air quality. The

there are several exceptions, this generally

carbon impact of biomass depends on the type

assumes 50% of available “waste” is sorted.

of fuel and distance between source and use.

In a zero carbon Britain, processes will be

Typically, 4% of the energy produced in the

more efficient, so the “waste” available for re-use

combustion of wood is used in its harvesting,

will be lower. There will also be competition for

transportation and chipping.

the use of waste to make other products such as

Biogas

biochar. The role for biochar is explained in the
Land use and agriculture chapter.
Food waste will not be available to be made
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Biogas is usually made from wet biomass, such

into biomass or biogas since it will be used as

as animal dung, sewage, food waste or grass,

animal feed and compost. The current legal

using a process called anaerobic digestion. The

and safety issues associated with this re-use

feedstock is mixed with water to form slurry

can and should be addressed. Similarly, the

powerup
Table 8.1 The role for biogas in ZCB2030
Source
		

2020 Nat. Grid
TWh (basecase)

2020 Nat. Grid
TWh (stretch)

ZCB2030 scenario
Biogas TWh

Sewage/waste water

2.45

5.67

5.67

Manure

2.31

4.58

0.27

Agricultural waste

2.10

8.71

4.36

Food waste

6.58

12.04

0.00

Biodegradable waste

9.41

75.20

15.34

Wood waste

11.30

24.36

6.66

Grass

0

0

22.30

Total waste

34.15

130.57

32.29

Dedicated energy
crops: miscanthus

16.66

35.83

12.98

Total including
energy crops

50.81

166.40

68.97

The potential biogas supply by original source type, under the National Grid 2020 scenarios, and the
ZCB2030 scenario (TWh).
Source: National Grid scenario figures from National Grid (2009).

amount of available manure will be lower as the

Landfill/sewage gas

healthier zerocarbonbritain2030 diet requires
less livestock and, therefore, provides less waste.

A technology related to biogas is that which

Some biodegradable and wood wastes may

simply taps and uses methane from landfill. At

also be used to create biochar or wood pellets,

present, landfill gas and sewage gas are among

which again will decrease their availability for

the largest contributors to the UK renewable

use as biogas. Table 8.2 shows all feedstocks for

energy mix, generating 5.3TWh of electricity

biochar.

in 2008 (DECC, 2009a). However, limits to

Making useful energy products from material

expansion are imposed by the amount of landfill

currently classified as waste is beneficial in

and sewage actually available. It is also assumed

terms of reducing landfill and reducing the

that improved efficiencies will decrease waste.

amount of new material being harvested

It may also be possible to use this gas to

and refined. In the case of biogas production

supplement heating requirements instead of

from waste, the output is a dispatchable fuel

electricity generation. There is significant scope

which can be used as a core part in supply-side

for further research into landfill flows, gases and

variability management.

degradation rates.
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Table 8.2 The role for biogas in ZCB2030
Biochar

m odt

Miscanthus (test)

1

Forestry waste

1.52

Poultry waste

1.09

Wood waste

2.26

Paper and cardboard

12.52

Biochar feedstock source quantities in the ZCB2030 scenario (million oven-dried tonnes).
There are a range of potential sources of material to make into biochar. The choice of feedstock is important as it impacts on
its sustainability. As shown here the majority of feedstock derive from waste. There is a very small amount of grown miscanthus
which can be used in a variety of different areas to test it’s impact. This data will enable future analysis on the most sustainable
form of biochar.

Solar power

are able to claim that PV will be cost competitive
by 2013.

The technological development of solar

2000, cited in Watson et al., 2002) have estimated

costs have been falling. A company based in

that if PV were to cover the surfaces of all

America recently attained the industry goal

available domestic and non-domestic buildings,

of reducing manufacturing costs to less than

the practicable resource could be 266TWh by

one US dollar per watt of capacity (First Solar,

2025 (allowing for 10% non-suitable surfaces

2009). However, the energy return on energy

and 25% shading).

invested of PV is not nearly as strong as for wind

Unfortunately, to achieve this would be

(i.e. a good EROEI for PV is 10:1 in the US and

staggeringly expensive. Although solar PV is

a conservative EROEI for wind is 28:1). This is

a key technology for countries located further

also linked to PV currently being less financially

south, in the UK sunlight has lower annual

attractive.

energy available per m2 than southern European

Nonetheless, a key advantage of PV is that
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The Energy Technology Support Unit (ETSU,

photovoltaic (PV) panels has been rapid and

countries. Also, this energy is generated primarily

it can be installed at a domestic scale. If you

in the summer, which clashes with our peak

assume the homeowner has no opportunity to

consumption which is highest on long, sunless

own a wind farm through a community project,

winter nights. Therefore in the UK solar PV is

then a favourable price comparison can be

mainly appropriate to those who are off grid and

made between domestic PV and the retail price

without a suitable wind or other resource. Based

of electricity. Largely because of this, the UK

on cost figures from the European Commission

Photovoltaics Manufacturers’ Association (2009)

(EC, 2008), installing PV is over twice the price

powerup
of offshore wind with maintenance costs being
similar.

Wave Power

provide predictable, dispatchable power.
Various power-generating barrages have been
proposed for the Severn estuary. The proposed
Cardiff-Weston barrage, commonly termed the
Severn Barrage, would, if built, have an installed

There are currently a range of competing

capacity of 8.64GW, and has been estimated as

technologies tackling the challenge of

costing between £19.6 billion and £22.2 billion

harvesting the energy from the waves. Over the

(DECC, 2009b). There are also several potential

years a wide variety of technologies have been

sites for tidal lagoons in the Severn estuary

developed and tested, from the Salters Duck in

and in several other locations across Britain

the 1970s to the Pelamis “sea snake” tested in

(Sustainable Development Commission [SDC],

Portugal in 2008.

2007).

The technical potential of wave power in

Langley (2009) estimates the total UK tidal

the UK has been estimated by Langley (2009)

barrages and lagoon potential as 20GW of

at 20GW of capacity, providing 57TWh of

capacity and 60TWh of electricity a year (see

electricity a year. Mackay (2009) estimates the

Figure 8.6). In the zerocarbonbritain2030

theoretical potential as 87.6TWh, but suggests

scenario, we use sixty percent of this figure:

that, based on expanding the currently deployed

12GW of installed capacity and 36TWh of

technology; this would only provide an

electricity per year.

estimated 26.3TWh (see Figure 8.5).
For the zerocarbonbritain2030 scenario, wave

Additionally, tidal stream potential has
been estimated at 22TWh per year (Langley,

potential for Britain is based on realising 50%

2009) with 8GW installed. Within the

of the potential estimated by Langley (2009) by

zerocarbonbritain2030 scenario, we use half this

2030, in other words, 28.5TWh per year based on

potential.

10GW of installed capacity.

Tidal Power

The costs of renewable
electricity capacity
Table 8.3 from the European Commission (2008)

Tidal range technology adapts established hydro

shows estimated financial costs for various

technology and comes in two types: barrages

energy sources.

and lagoons. Barrages are built across rivers

Wave and tidal technologies are not included

and estuaries and lagoons are built in shallow

in their analysis. Estimates of the initial cost

seas. These technologies have an advantage

of wave technology are £350–500 per MWh

over most other renewable systems in that they

(Langley, 2009). This should be seen as a very
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Fig. 8.5 UK wave power

Mean wave power (kW/m of wave crest)
> 110.0

30.1 – 40.0

100.1 – 110.0

20.1 – 1000

90.1 – 100.0

15.1 – 900

80.1 – 90.0

10.1 – 800

70.1 – 80.0

5.1 – 700

60.1 – 70.0

1.1 – 600

50.1 – 60.0

<1.1

40.1 – 50.0
Land
UK continental shelf & Channel Islands
territorial sea limits

Kilometres
0

50

100

200

300

400

UK annual mean wave power – full wave field (kW/m of wave crest).
Wave power is calculated for each horizontal metre of wave crest. Full wave field power is calculated using the total of wave
power attributed to wind-wave and swell components.
Source: BERR (2008).
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Fig. 8.6 UK tidal power
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UK average tidal power (kW/m²).
Tidal power is calculated in kW/m² of vertical water column. Tidal power is calculated at mid depth in the water column.
Source: BERR (2008).
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approximate figure because it is a young

resources enables the smoothing of demand

innovative technology. Tidal stream technology

fluctuations.

is estimated as costing £300–400 per MWh, and
tidal range is estimated as £200–300 per MWh

small amounts of electricity in order to manage

for schemes under 50MW (ibid.), however, there

variability. However, overall Britain will export

are big economies of scale associated with

more than it imports. As each country has

this technology so larger installations would

unique renewable energy potential, the cost

generate at a lower cost. All of these costs are

of decarbonising our electricity supply and

expected to fall over time.

managing variability could be reduced through

The above demonstrates that onshore wind

increased energy trading with other countries.

has similar capital costs to coal but without the

This system can work on an international

fuel requirements and that the price of coal with

basis as well as within nations. Each country

CCS is similar to that of offshore wind, but with

has its own demand profile and, as a result, its

substantial running costs. These calculations

peak demand may not overlap with that of its

were made without adding in any carbon

neighbours. For example, in Norway the peak

costs. The cost per kWh for customers will be

demand tends to occur in the morning on

dependent on a range of factors including the

weekdays and in the evening at the weekend.

policy mechanisms in place, the ownership of

Our peak demand occurs during the evening on

the generation capacity, the capacity factors

weekdays. The intersection of the two demand

and future fuel costs.

profiles can be seen in Figure 8.7.
As electricity is deployed for transport and

Sharing renewable resources
between countries

other areas’ demand profiles are likely to

The amount of each renewable resource varies

especially with the increasing focus on grid

geographically. A renewable electricity system is

balancing. At this point, access to other grids

therefore strengthened by the sharing of energy

may become more beneficial in terms of being

resources over large distances, consisting of

able to reach more widespread generation

areas with different key resources. This not only

assets and therefore decrease the demand for

allows the supply of electricity to areas which

backup generation.

lack sufficient renewable resources of their own;
it also enables the best option to be utilised in
each area and offsets problems of variability, as
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In zerocarbonbritain2030, we will import

change, the profile should become smoother

The major renewable resources of Europe and
North Africa are:
• Wind, wave and tidal resources around the

weather fluctuations become smoothed over

western margins, including our own offshore

larger distances. In addition, sharing energy

wind resource.

powerup
Table 8.3 The cost of renewable electricity options
Technology
Captial
		
costs £/kW
			

Operations and		
maintenance
Learning
costs £/kW
rate

Fuel
£/MWh(e)

Gas – OCGT
(Open Cyle Gas Turbine)

140 –280

4–9

5

39

Gas – CCGT
(Combined Cycle Gas Turbine)

330 – 510

13 – 18

5

26

Gas – CCGT & CCS
Carbon Capture and Storage

690 – 900

25 – 30

2.2

30

Pulverised coal

690 – 1000

34 – 46

6 11

Pulverised coal & CCS

1170 – 1860

52 – 70

2.1

15

Coal – IGCC
(Integrated Gasification
Combined Cycle)

970 – 1140

42 –48

11

12

Coal – IGCC & CCS

1170 – 1660

51 – 74

3

6

Nuclear fission

1360 – 2330

51 – 74

3

6

Onshore wind

690 – 950

23 – 29

8

0

Offshore wind

1200 – 1900

49 – 72

8

0

Hydro – large

620 – 3100

28 – 52

-0.5

0

Hydro – small

1380 – 4500

59 – 90

-1.2

0

Solar PV

2830 – 4750

50 – 79

23

0

Biomass

1400 – 3500

85 – 202

12.5

18–33

Biogas

2040 –4000

85– 202

12.5

51

Landfill gas

970 – 1380

137 – 145

11

0

Capital, operations and management costs, and learning rates of different power generation technologies.
Costs have been converted to sterling using an averaged 2005 exchange rate of £0.69/Euro (uktradeinfo, 2009).
Fuel prices have been converted from Euro/toe to £/MWh. The learning rate column represents the rate at which current prices
are estimated to decrease as experience of the technology grows. For CCS systems the EU assumed that the first-of-a-kind
systems will begin operation in 2015.
Source: EC (2008).
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Fig. 8.7 Energy sharing with Norway

Peak demand time plot for Britain and Norway, using Greenwich Mean Time (01/07/2007–30/06/08).
Norway and Britain experience peak electricity demand at different times, therefore the ability to share electricity between
the two states could help each meet peak demand. In Norway, peak demand occurs in the morning on weekdays and in the
evening at the weekend. In Britain, peak demand occurs during the evening on weekdays.
Source: Based on data from National Grid (2008) and Stattnett (2007–8).

• Biomass resources from arboreal forests in
the North.

electricity a viable option.
If a single electricity market is created for

• Solar resources in the South, harvested

the whole of Europe, with a strong grid, able

either with PV or concentrating solar

to transport substantial currents of electricity,

thermal-electric power technology.

this will encourage each country involved to

• Hydro resources in some mountainous areas.

specialise in and develop those generation
technologies to which they are best suited.

Some electricity is inevitably lost in
transmission over long distances. However,

generate two to four times the output of the

these losses can be minimised by using modern

same technologies installed in Britain. In other

High Voltage Direct Current (HVDC) cables in

words, in Spain, capacity factors of about 20%

place of traditional cables running alternating

for solar technologies are expected, while in the

current (AC). Such cables can transport

UK it is between 5–10%.

electricity over huge distances with low loss
(under 10%), making long distance transfer of
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In Spain, solar technologies are likely to

The economics are complicated and
ultimately dependant on several factors

powerup
including regulation, how energy networks

many of its required components, such as

charge, and how fiscal incentives work for

generators and steam turbines, have already

imported and exported electricity. However,

been developed for other purposes. This has

if we assume these hurdles can be overcome,

helped minimise installation costs and enabled

then importing solar electricity from Spain and

rapid construction due to a transfer of skills

exporting wind electricity from the UK would

from other industries. The PS10 plant (11MWe)

make the most sense.

in Spain for instance was built in three years. As

This approach has to accommodate a
slight loss of domestic control over electricity
production, but it is likely to enable the

this is an emerging technology, experience is
likely to speed up this process.
There are different types of CSP technology.

development of renewable energy at a lower

One of the most popular incorporates a

cost while also meeting the challenges of

“parabolic trough” consisting of a semicircle

variability as all the countries involved would

of mirrors which reflects sunlight onto a heat

be working with a larger resource base. Utilising

transfer fluid. The collected energy can be

the UK offshore resources can in this way benefit

applied in various systems but is generally used

both Europe and Britain.

to power a steam turbine to generate electricity.

Concentrated solar power
(CSP)

in the UK itself because it requires direct

However, CSP is not suitable for development
sunlight and Britain experiences far lower
average levels of the direct solar irradiance

As highlighted above, the best solar resources

required than countries nearer the equator. The

in Europe are found outside the UK in countries

EU could therefore benefit from CSP technology

including Spain, where concentrated solar

by deploying it in several suitable sites in the

power (CSP) has been developed.

southern areas of Europe as well as in North

The German government has commissioned
several studies into the feasibility and

Africa.
An interesting aspect of CSP development is

applications of CSP (see Trieb et al., 2005, 2006,

that it is being developed fully as a commercial

2007). Researchers have projected that it has

venture, as opposed to other technologies

potential to become one of the cheapest forms

which have rarely been developed without

of renewable electricity in the future. However,

government assistance. Funding CSP in suitable

as discussed elsewhere in this chapter and

sites outside the UK may be a good use of the

report, the lowest generation cost does not

revenue from carbon import taxes, to account

mean the lowest market cost.

for the embodied energy of imports, in other

The benefits of CSP include the fact that

words, the electricity demands caused by
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Box 8.4 Desertec
In 2009, a consortium of European companies, under the name Desertec Industrial Initiative, declared plans to
pool approximately €400 billion (£338 billion) in order to fund concentrated solar power projects in North Africa and
elsewhere for electricity supply to Europe (Connolly, 2009). The generation potential of CSP in North Africa is not a
key constraint even at this European level. Desertec claims to be able to meet all of the UK’s electricity needs by using
a “super grid”. Losses in this grid will be kept below 10% if HVDC cables are used. Trieb et al. (2006) envisages that
CSP in desert regions could meet 15% of Europe’s electricity needs by 2050.

imported goods. Imported CSP electricity would

sustainability more broadly, provides huge

add diversity to our current mix.

investment opportunities, provides domestic

Within the zerocarbonbritain2030 scenario,

security of supply and meets the challenges of

security of supply is important, and depending

managing variability. zerocarbonbritain2030 is a

heavily on another region of the world therefore

fully-integrated solution to climate change.

needs to be considered carefully in geopolitical,
ethical and financial terms. CSP is not advisable

In a nutshell

in Britain and therefore does not form part of

The zerocarbonbritain2030 scenario builds on

our generation mix. The scenario presented

the latest work conducted by the UK Energy

below enables Britain to be a net exporter of

Research Centre (UKERC, 2009) and the first

electricity without CSP. On a global scale, CSP is

zerocarbonbritain report (Hewleg-Larson & Bull,

considered a valuable technology.

2007). The UKERC recently published a series

Energy in ZCB2030
Introducing the proposed
electricity mix

of scenarios based on an 80% decarbonisation
of the UK. One of the scenarios consists of an
energy base made up of renewables and gas.
The 2050 electricity capacity and generation
mix which the UKERC envisages in this scenario
is demonstrated in Figure 8.8.

The potential of all the renewable resources
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As can be seen, the capacity mix is

above highlights that there are a whole range

very different from the generation mix.

of ways to meet our electrical demand with

Capacity refers to the amount of generation

renewable resources. For the purpose of this

infrastructure installed, including power plants

report we have identified one path which

that may be used infrequently. The generation

not only is decarbonised but also considers

mix is the actual amount of electricity generated

powerup
Fig. 8.8 UKERC “renewables and gas” scenario

UKERC renewables and gas scenario showing a) electricity capacity (GW), and b) the electricity generation mix (TWh).
Source: UKERC (2009).

by each technology over the year.
As shown, the bulk of the installed capacity

this, the gas plants are essential to the UKERC
scenario as they provide backup generation

in the UKERC scenario is wind (115GW), with

for the occasional winter high-pressure events

significant amounts of gas (38GW) and small

which occur over Western Europe and cause

amounts of marine (7GW), biowaste (3GW),

protracted periods of low (and possibly zero)

hydro (3GW) and imports (14GW). A far greater

wind. It also provides ongoing electricity grid-

proportion of the actual generation comes from

balancing services matching supply to demand.

wind, which provides about 360TWh of a total

The UKERC scenario requires modification to

of 430TWh (84%), and actual use of the gas

suit our urgent need to achieve a 100% cut in

plants is very small (5TWh per annum). Despite

emissions. We need to produce more electricity:
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around 842TWh (including exports) rather than

their usage will be fairly low. This will have a

430TWh per year (including imports). Even after

capital maintenance cost which we would prefer

a decrease of energy demand of over 55% on

to minimise. One way is to use OCGT rather than

current (2008) levels, electricity demand will

CCGT. This is slightly less efficient but it would

roughly double compared to current demand

lower the capital cost and be more appropriate

because of partial electrification in the transport

for balancing the grid.

and heat sectors.
The first modification required, therefore, is the
scaling up of renewable electricity production.

Electricity in
ZeroCarbonBritain2030

As wind turbine deployment is increased,
resilience and variability management become

The final breakdown of electricity generation in

key concerns. These issues are discussed in detail

the zerocarbonbritain2030 scenario can be seen

later in this chapter.

in Figure 8.9. Not all technologies are discussed

The second modification required is the

in detail here. The focus is on the most significant

replacement of the natural gas element in the

elements of the energy scenario. Biochar is

UKERC scenario. Although the quantity of natural

discussed in the technical appendix* of the Land

gas burnt is small, the necessary exclusion of all

use and agriculture chapter.

fossil fuel use in zerocarbonbritain2030 means

It is worth noting that the generation mix

that natural gas will be replaced with biogas.

in this scenario will also result in significant

This biogas will mainly be used for producing

improvements in air quality.

electricity.

The zerocarbonbritain2030 scenario can be

The gas technology which will be used for

seen in Figure 8.10, and the deployment rate of

producing electricity from biogas will be Open

renewables to 2030 within the scenario is shown

Cycle Gas Turbines (OCGT). An OCGT operates

in Figure 8.11.

by using gas mixed with air to fuel a gas turbine,
which then spins a generator to make electricity.
Combined Cycle Gas Turbines (CCGTs) are much

Heating in
ZeroCarbonBritain2030

more efficient because they use the heat from
the turbine exhaust to heat a boiler which

The Renewable Heat Incentive (RHI) currently

powers a steam turbine and a second generator.

out for consultation aims to make Britain a world

In the zerocarbonbritain2030 scenario, gas is

leader in renewable heat. This is projected to

used to manage variability, therefore a large

bring 78TWh of renewable heat online by 2020

number of gas plants should be kept and

saving 17Mt of CO2 (NERA Economic Consulting

possibly further plants installed even though

& AEA, 2009).

* See www.zerocarbonbritain.com
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Fig. 8.9 Electricity generation in ZCB2030

Electricity generation by technology in the ZCB2030 scenario (TWh).
An array of sources of electricity energy can all contribute to meeting the needs of the nation. Offshore wind is a key resource
for Britain.

The RHI works in a similar way to the feed-in

brought online by 2020 i.e. in 10 years, which

tariff, discussed further later in this chapter, in

includes heat pumps which use some electricity,

that it pays a pre-set rate for the output of a

but it excludes using electricity directly for

generator’s heat. However, unlike the feed-in

heating.

tariff for electricity, this also allows potential for
additional financial gains from enhanced energy
efficiency. This is partly because with electricity

Biomass heating

if a generator provides more than is needed,

The AEA stretch scenario shows 121TWh of

the excess can usually be exported to the grid.

potential for biomass heating by 2020. Unlike

However with heat this is not possible.

their other scenarios, this assumes all limitations

As part of the RHI work NERA Economic

are overcome. As discussed above and in

Consulting & AEA, (2009) examined three

more detail in the Land use and agriculture

possible scenarios for renewable heat provision.

chapter, there is a limit to the amount of

In the stretch scenario it showed 232TWh being

biomass available in the UK. This fuel limit is a
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Proposed energy mix for ZCB2030.
This shows the flow of energy under the ZCB2030. The left-hand side shows the different sources of heat and electricity
supplied. The right-hand side shows the energy delivered per sector. Lines coming off to the bottom show the losses from the
system. The thickness of flows represents their size.
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Fig. 8.10 Electricity generation in ZCB2030
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Fig. 8.11 The deployment of renewables in ZCB2030

The deployment rate of renewables, 2010 to 2030, under the ZCB2030 scenario.

stricter limitation on capacity than the number of

combination with heat stores, either using the

installations that can be built by 2030.

heat pump to feed the store or using the store as

In zerocarbonbritain2030, Combined Heat &

the source for the heat pump. They can be used

Power (CHP) provides 35TWh of heat, plus some

on an individual house basis or as part of district

biomass heating such as woodfuel which we

heating.

envisage as a mixture of log stoves and wood
boilers.

While in zerocarbonbritain2030 some heat
pumps will have heat stores as their source, they
are generally categorised as “ground source” or “air
source” heat pumps. The ground source design

Heat pumps
A heat pump is a technology which uses “ambient

could be used with heat stores.
Within the zerocarbonbritain2030 scenario, 54%

heat” generally from the ground or from the air

of domestic demand and 40% of non-domestic

and moves (pumps) this to where it is needed for

demand is met by heat pumps. This corresponds

space heating.

with the limits of available appropriate sites

Heat pumps can be used in both domestic and
non-domestic settings. They can also be used in

from the AEA’s report, and has deployment rates
consistent with their stretch scenario.
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The scenario

Figure 8.13a. If we include the transport liquid

There are a variety of ways to meet the residual

fuels, we can get an even more inclusive picture

heating demand. Based on the biomass

of the energy source mix (see Figure 8.13b).

available, lack of suitable sites for heat pumps
and other constraints, the mix shown in Figure
8.12 was chosen. Further research into this field
is likely to find additional opportunities. This

The build rate, costs and
materials of offshore wind
turbineS

base heating scenario is consistent with the
leading work in this area and tallies with the

The costs of offshore wind were recently

other sections of this report.

assessed by Ernst & Young (2009). Investment

Energy provision in
ZeroCarbonBritain

costs were found to have increased from £1.75
million per MW installed in 2003 to £3.2 million
in 2009. The main reasons were the recent
commodity price peak, the collapse of the

Delivered energy provision for heat and

pound and the limited number of wind turbine

electricity by power source within the

suppliers and cable delivery vessels.

zerocarbonbritain2030 scenario is shown in

Fig. 8.12 Heat generation in ZCB2030

Heat generation by technology in the ZCB2030 scenario (TWh).
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There are currently only two viable offshore

powerup
Fig. 8.13 Delivered energy provision in ZCB2030
Fig 8.13a

Fig 8.13b

Delivered energy provision, by source in ZCB2030, for a) electricity and heat sectors,
and b) electricity, heat and transport fuel sectors.
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Box 8.5 The area required for offshore wind
Fig. 8.14 Area needed for offshore wind farms in ZCB2030

The total area needed to provide 195GW electricity (as envisaged in ZCB2030), and to provide 33GW
(as planned by UK Government for 2020).
The estimates are based on an average wind farm energy density of 18.5 kWh/m². Technological improvements may allow this
average energy density to improve; and the energy density can also vary significantly by location (see Figure 8.4). Nonetheless,
the area necessary to provide 195GW is significant. It is viable given the large area available on the UK continental shelf.
Source: Image of UK bathymetry from BERR (2008).
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The area required for the creation of 195GW of offshore wind
capacity can be calculated based on the power density of
existing wind farms.
While wind turbines are set to increase in size, the energyarea ratio will remain roughly the same because the
larger the turbine, the more space it requires in order not
to interfere with the wind energy capture of neighbouring
turbines. This is due to the turbulence they create for each
other. Thus, generally the MW produced per km2 evens out.
Some efficiency improvements in the offshore wind turbines
themselves are probable in the future, increasing the
potential renewable electricity generated from the same area
and some industry sources claim that 5W/m2 will be achieved
in the future, rather than the 3W/m2 possible now. However
our calculations will be based upon what is possible now.
North Hoyle was the first major UK offshore wind farm and
started producing electricity in 2003. It consists of 30 Vestas
V80 turbines spread across an area of approximately 10km2
and has a nominal capacity of 60MW (the nominal capacity
is the amount of electricity generated when the turbines
are operating at maximum output). The North Hoyle farm
produced 184,737MWh of electricity between July 2006
and June 2007 (Department of Business, Enterprise and
Regulatory Reform [BERR], 2007). This is equal to a constant
power output of approximately 21MW. As the nominal
maximum power output is 60MW, the capacity factor of the

farm was about 35%. Dividing the total electricity output by
area gives us the energy density of the wind farm: 18.5kWh/
m2 per annum. Therefore, to build 195GW of capacity would
require an area covering about 32,400km2 (i.e. 180 x 180 km,
or 112 x 112 miles).
The smaller square in Figure 8.14 is the area that would be
taken up by 33GW of offshore wind capacity; the quantity
planned in the Government’s Round Three of offshore
development (BVG Associates, 2009). The bigger square
shows the area that would be used by offshore wind
farms (32,400km2) with a capacity of 195GW, the quantity
envisaged by the zerocarbonbritain2030 scenario.
Table 8.4 illustrates how many turbines would be needed
to provide our proposed offshore wind capacity. Using the
5MW wind turbines currently available would require a total
of 39,000 turbines. However, we expect turbines to become
larger over the next two decades, reducing this number as at
present both Clipper and Enova are testing 10MW turbines.
The current government target of 33GW of wind capacity by
2020 is also shown for comparison.

Table 8.4 Turbines needed for offshore wind farms in ZCB2030
Turbine capacity (MW)

5

10

Number of turbines required for the
government’s proposed capacity (33 GW)

6600

3300

Number of turbines required for our
proposed capacity (195GW)

3900

19500

The total number of turbines needed to provide 195GW electricity (as envisaged in ZCB2030), and to provide 33GW
(as planned by UK Government for 2020).
Estimates are based on current turbine capacity (5MW) and predicted near-future turbine capacity (10MW).
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wind turbine suppliers and during 2007–8 only

of £30 billion in 2022 represents only 2.2% of

one of them was offering wind turbines for

the UK’s 2008 GDP and delivers an electricity

the offshore environment (British Wind Energy

generation system which has very low fuel

Association [BWEA], 2009). Because the UK

costs. If we were instead to generate the

has no domestic offshore wind turbine supply,

proposed output of 599TWh in 2030 from 50%

developers are subject to exchange rate risks.

coal and 50% gas, it would incur a fuel cost of

In order to decrease offshore wind costs, more

prices. In reality these fuel costs are likely to

beneficial for the UK to strengthen the domestic

rise far higher by 2030 and would constitute an

supply chain. The potential for domestic

enormous unnecessary expense to the general

production can be unleashed by systematic

public.

research and development investments and
focused government support.
Table 8.5 illustrates how offshore wind

These cost figures are of the same order of
magnitude as estimates from UKERC. UKERC
estimates the cost of its scenarios relative to a

capacity could be deployed over time and the

base case under which electricity is produced

estimated cost of offshore wind development. In

almost exclusively from coal, calculated to be

order to meet the government target of 33GW

the cheapest form of production. It estimates

by 2020, the running rate of capacity build-

that the price of creating any of its proposed

up will be around 9GW per year in 2020. By

low carbon electricity systems will be around

increasing the build-up speed to 17GW per year

£20 billion above the lowest-cost generation

after that our offshore wind capacity target of

capacity, rising to £30 billion if a more ambitious

195GW could be met by 2030. The fastest build

cut of 90% is attempted rather than 80%.

time would be from 2022 to 2029. Based on

However, UKERC also calculates that the cost of

5MW turbines, this would entail 3,400 turbines

the base case scenario itself is about £300–350

being deployed per year, or 9.55 per day. While

billion to 2050, and so decarbonisation only

this is clearly ambitious, it also seems the logical

increases the cost of the electricity system by

step after Round Three. As highlighted, there

about 10%.

is plenty more area available for offshore wind,

While this seems a great deal of money,

therefore development could continue after

if compared to what Britain has recently

2030.

been prepared to spend on our banks and,

Offshore wind is a central part, if not the core
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approximately £13.5 billion per annum at 2008

suppliers are needed and it would be highly

historically, on the military, it looks a great deal

part, of building a green, sustainable economy

more reasonable and ultimately necessary. In

in Britain. This transition and development of

any case, the economic cost, amongst others, of

new industry requires investment. The peak

not tackling climate change has been shown to

powerup
Table 8.5 Annual deployment of offshore wind capacity and estimated financial investment
necessary for ZCB2030
Year

Annual
Total
build up
capacity
(GW)1
(GW)2
			

Cost per
Investment
MW of
(£ million)4
capacity		
(£ million)3

Cumulative
investment
(£ million)5

2009

0.4

1.0

3.2

1,376

1,376

2010

0.4

1.4

3.1

1,144

2,520

2011

0.5

1.9

2.9

1,501

4,021

2012

0.7

2.6

2.8

1,970

5,991

2013

1.0

3.6

2.7

2,586

8,578

2014

1.3

4.9

2.5

3,395

11,973

2015

1.8

6.7

2.4

4,456

16,429

2016

2.5

9.3

2.3

5,849

22,278

2017

3.5

12.7

2.2

7,677

29,955

2018

4.8

17.5

2.1

10,077

40,032

2019

6.5

24.0

2.0

13,227

53,259

2020

9.0

33.0

1.9

17,361

70,620

2021

12.3

45.3

1.8

22,788

93,408

2022

17.0

62.3

1.8

29,911

123,320

2023

17.0

79.3

1.7

28,570

151,890

2024

17.0

96.3

1.6

27,289

179,179

2025

17.0

113.2

1.5

26,066

205,245

2026

17.0

130.2

1.5

24,897

230,143

2027

17.0

147.2

1.4

23,781

253,924

2028

17.0

164.1

1.3

22,715

276,639

2029

17.0

181.1

1.3

21,697

298,335

2030

13.9

195.0

1.2

16,977

315,312

Annual deployment of offshore wind capacity (GW) and estimated financial investment necessary
(£ million) for the ZCB2030 scenario.
Model assumptions include that: 1) annual increases of capacity build-up of 37.4% occur until 2022, after which the annual
increment stabilises at about 17GW; 2) total capacity increases to 33GW by 2020 (as planned by the Government under
Rounds 1–3); 3) financial costs associated with offshore wind technology decrease 24% by 2015 (Garrad, 2009). A steady
annual decrease of 4.7% is assumed to continue after that; 4) annual build-up times cost per capacity; 5) Inflation is not
accounted for; all figures are in GBP 2009 values; 6) the cost of managing variability is not included.

be far higher (Stern, 2007).
The construction of wind turbines at the

(2009) estimates 60 million tonnes of steel and
concrete would be needed if we are to realise

proposed rate would obviously require a

the theoretical potential from offshore wind.

considerable amount of materials. Mackay

The capacity needed in zerocarbonbritain2030
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is around 60% of his identified potential and

largest UK steel producer, Corus, was forced

therefore would require approximately 36

to indefinitely mothball a number of UK

million tonnes of steel and concrete. Based

production sites from January 2010 due to

on 45% being steel and 55% concrete that is

broken contracts, resulting in the loss of about

16.2 million tonnes of steel and 19.8 million

1,700 UK jobs (Corus, 2009).

tonnes of concrete used over twenty years. The

The development of wind power in the UK

embodied energy of steel and concrete for this

has the potential to ease the decline of the UK

total build would be 115TWh. The embodied

steel industry in the medium-term and over the

energy in processing and maintenance would

long-term it has the potential to contribute to

vary between turbine design, but in all current

its growth as we export our technology.

cases it would be a substantial contribution.
However, this outline figure highlights the high

Changes to the grid

energy return on energy invested for wind.
The UK currently uses 13.5 million tonnes

In Britain the flow of electricity is currently

of steel per annum (The Manufacturers’

from the north of the country to London and

Organisation [EEF], 2009), therefore in 2013

the south-east region. This is done via a High

offshore wind turbine installation would be

Voltage Alternating Current network that we

using 0.6% of current annual UK steel, and in its

know as the National Grid. This network is

peak year it would be 10.4% of current demand.

already in desperate need of strengthening

This is an achievable quantity, especially given

and upgrading. The development of offshore

that the construction and the automotive

wind offers the opportunity to develop a new

industry are moving away from the use of steel.

High Voltage Direct Current network located

At present 53% of steel in the UK goes to

in the sea to move electricity from the north

“stockholding merchants”. If we exclude this

of the country directly to the demand centre

and just look at final uses (pro rata), 23.4%

in the south-east, which would admirably

goes to UK construction and 6.38% to the

complement our present system.

UK automotive industry. Both of these will
be decreasing substantially through the new

Managing variability

economics of carbon pricing, which will increase
the market share of light-weight vehicles and
biomass building materials such as wood.
The UK steel market specialises in high-
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The demand profile and the managment
of the power supply
The National Grid is required to keep the

quality steel, including steel designed for the

electricity grid running (at 50 Hertz ± 0.5Hz).

manufacture of wind turbines. However, the

Maintaining this requires supply and demand to

powerup
be closely matched at all times. The current daily

to a higher elevation reservoir. During periods

variability in demand for electricity in the UK from

of high electrical demand, the stored water is

July 2007 to June 2008 is shown in Figure 8.15.

released through turbines to create electricity.

Currently, the variability between supply

Pumped-storage stations are net consumers of

and demand is managed almost exclusively by

energy overall but they allow more electricity

changes on the supply side of the equation. A

to be supplied during periods of peak demand

mixture of technologies including coal and gas

when electricity prices are highest. Pumped-

provide a spinning reserve, ready to increase

storage is the largest-capacity form of grid energy

electricity generation required. We also have

storage now available and is ideal for storing

1.37GW of hydropower and four pumped-storage

electricity produced by wind turbines overnight.

systems that can be brought online.
Pumped-storage systems are a type of

The UK’s pumped-storage stations were built to
complement the nuclear programme in the 1960s

hydroelectric power battery used for load

and have a total capacity of 2,730MW which

balancing. During periods of low energy demand,

can be relied on for a few hours. Management

water is pumped from a low elevation reservoir

of the demand side of the equation is limited

Fig. 8.15 Electricity consumption variability

Variability (MW spread) in daily consumption (demand) for Britain and Norway (01/07/2007–30/06/08).
MW spread is calculated by the difference between peak demand and minimum demand. Variability in electricity demand is
far greater in Britain than in Norway. Daily demand variability fluctuates seasonally in both Britain and Norway, being greater
during the winter periods. In Britain, there was a significant drop in demand variability over the Christmas/New Year period.
The mzaximum swing in demand, of 24,726MW, was on the 2nd of January 2008. Demand variability also fluctuates
significantly over the week in both Britain and Norway, generally falling in the weekend. Marked dates are all Sundays.
Source: Based on data from National Grid (2008) and Stattnett (2007–8).
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to the National Grid which offer “interruptible”

Demand-side management

contracts to heavy energy users, whereby users

Demand-side management is where energy-

agree to be temporarily disconnected for short

intensive but non-essential activities can be

periods when necessary in return for cheaper

scheduled to take place when energy is most

tariffs.

abundant (and therefore to the consumer,

In zerocarbonbritain2030, the bulk of
generation will come from offshore wind, and

were connected to programmable smart meters

the wind cannot be turned up and down at

that in turn would need controlling through

will like a gas-fired power station. Furthermore,

fuzzy logic so that they did not all switch on and

there is inevitably some variability in the output

off simultaneously and cause power surges or

of turbines, although the further apart wind

cuts.

farms are placed, the smoother the overall

Appliances suited to demand-side

output. New offshore wind farms will be

management include electric storage radiators,

commissioned at dispersed locations around

heat pumps, electric vehicles, air conditioners,

the country and the back-up generation,

washing machines, fridges, freezers,

consisting of biogas, biomass, hydro and

dishwashers and tumble dryers. Smart meters

imports will help to manage the remaining

or smart appliances would allow the owner to

variability.

specify a time range during which they wanted

However, all of this will need to be
complemented by the highly increased

their appliance or vehicle charged or in use.
If this time range coincides with periods of

efficiency of the management of electricity

electricity surplus in the grid, the consumer

demand. Both the supply and demand sides

benefits from lower prices. The benefit to the

of the equation are malleable and both will

grid is that the surplus during such periods

come under intensive management in the

would be reduced, whilst demand would

zerocarbonbritain2030 scenario.

simultaneously be reduced during periods of

The zerocarbonbritain2030 scenario has

high energy demand. In other words, the load

been successfully tested by the “Future Energy

on the grid is automatically managed. In order

Scenario Assessment” (FESA) software. This

to facilitate this, such smart meters will need to

combines weather and demand data to test

be rolled out across the country. Smart meters

several aspects including if there is enough

that cannot recognise and implement actions

dispatchable generation to manage the variable

based upon variable retail tariffs should not be

base supply of renewable electricity with the

introduced.

variable demand.
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cheapest). This would work if certain appliances

powerup
Using the night – transport and heating:

even facilitate the participation of wind farms

Because wind turbines continue to turn at

in following load. However, this should only

night when there is traditionally low demand

happen at peak power production times when

for electricity, a system based heavily on wind

the excess power is unable to be used or stored.

will be most efficient if a significant variable
load can be demanded at night rather than

Exports

the day. Such an electricity system is therefore

There are over 150 TWh of exports. This builds in

excellently complemented by an electric

substantial resilience into the ZCB2030 scenario.

vehicle infrastructure in which vehicle batteries

At a price of 4p/kWh this159.34TWh is worth

would conveniently be charged overnight and

£6.37bn. This annual income could really help

ready for use the next morning. Furthermore,

the UK balance of payments.

hydrogen for niche uses could also be produced
by electrolysis that takes place overnight.

Policy issues and economics

In zerocarbonbritain2030, the majority of

The Policy and economics chapter discusses

space heating will be electric, including heat

the policies recommended for a zero carbon

pumps. Electric space heating can be combined

Britain. This chapter looks in more detail at the

with a heat store so that it can be charged

complexities of the different policy mechanisms

overnight and store the heat until daytime

for incentivising renewable electricity

when it is required. There are energy losses

production.

involved in such a system but the refurbishment
of buildings will decrease the impact of this.

Existing policy mechanisms

In addition, the cost of using this night-time
generation will be lower.
In order to facilitate the development of this

There are various different mechanisms in place
to reward people for producing renewable

technology, buildings could be fitted with larger

electricity which include: Renewable Obligation

hot water cylinders containing smart meter-

Certificates (ROCs), Levy Exemption Certificates

controlled immersion heaters for heat storage.

(LECs), the Climate Change Levy and feed-in
tariffs (FITs); as well as the Use of System (UoS)

Supply prediction and balancing services:

charges for the electricity grid, the Transmission

Substantial progress has been made in the

(TNUoS) Distribution (DNUoS) and Balancing

accurate prediction of wind speeds.

Use of System (BSUoS) charges.

Further improvements in this, coupled

The most important policies on the electricity

with government’s legislating for obligatory

side are the Renewable Obligation Certificates

information sharing between companies, could

and feed-in tariffs. Details of these two are
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below. Ultimately, these try to provide benefits

on offshore wind development: offshore wind

which make renewables more attractive in the

projects accredited up to March 2014 will

long term. Levy Exemption Certificates are a way

receive 2 ROCs, and thereafter will receive 1.75

of integrating these policies with the Climate

ROCs (Backwell, 2009).

Change Levy.

However, banding has had the unfortunate
consequence of increasing the risk of an

Renewable Obligation Certificates
(ROCs)

oversupply of ROCs, leading to their fall in unit

The primary existing policy mechanism for

2007). The supply of ROCs is being increased

promoting renewable energy investment in

without increasing the demand (the overall

the UK is the Renewable Obligation Certificate

quantity of ROCs needed from all electricity

(ROC) system. It is intended to run until 2027,

suppliers). The simple solution to this would

and is the descendent of the Non Fossil Fuel

be to increase the number of ROCs required

Obligation (NFFO) that was introduced in the

from electricity suppliers to avoid having to

early 1990s, largely to support the nuclear

pay a buyout price. In this way, the price per

industry.

individual ROC would not decrease.

The ROC system requires electricity suppliers

The banding of ROCs is meant to reallocate

to obtain a certain number of ROCs or to pay a

ROC revenue to renewable energy suppliers,

buyout price. They can obtain ROCs either by

who incur higher costs. Therefore the price per

ensuring that a proportion of the electricity they

ROC is less relevant than the average price for

sell comes from renewable energy sources, or

the generation. The average cost of renewable

by buying that quota of renewable electricity

generation is likely to increase slightly as less

from other firms. The total required amount of

immediately economically-attractive generation

renewable energy to be supplied is raised each

is supported through the banding.

year. It currently stands at 9.1%.
Initially, one certificate could be claimed for
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price (Department of Trade and Industry [DTI],

To ensure this economic incentive also acts as
a positive climate incentive, suppliers’ demand

each 1MW of electricity produced regardless

for ROCs must be maintained at a similar level

of the renewable energy system. This acted

to the multiple supply of ROCs. To do this would

to prevent the development of offshore

require an estimation of the average multiple

wind, which is more expensive to establish

applied to generation on the supply side and

than onshore wind. Today however, the ROC

then matching this to demand. As this cannot

system is “banded” so that different types of

be quantified exactly, it is necessary to estimate

renewable energy receive different quantities

a higher-than-actual demand to provide a small

of certificates. This has had a positive effect

margin of error.

powerup
ROCs were introduced to help establish

The Climate Change Levy

a renewable electricity-generating sector.

A further existing policy mechanism that affects

However, it is not clear that this mechanism will

renewable energy is the Climate Change Levy.

be sufficient to support the enormous rapid

Introduced in April 2001, the levy is charged on

structural changes necessary. While they offer

taxable supplies of lighting, heating and power

some price support, the ROC system leaves the

from non-renewable sources. It applies to many

ultimate price per kWh up to the market, and so

energy users, with the notable exceptions of

still leaves investors without a clear guaranteed

those in the domestic and transport sectors.

return. The feed-in tariff used in Germany (which

Business customers can agree by contract

is a different system from the feed-in tariff which

with their electricity suppliers to receive a

is expected to be implemented in the UK) offer

set amount of renewable electricity thereby

a guaranteed price for any electricity produced

reducing the amount of climate change levy to

from renewable sources. More wind power is

pay. This is controlled through Levy Exemption

installed in Germany every year than the UK

Certificates (LECs).

has in total, which lends some support to the
view that a guaranteed price generates strong

TNUoS, DNUoS & BSUoS

investment in renewables. A second problem

As well as consumers, large electricity

with the ROC system is that there is reason

generators (who do not qualify for the feed-in

to believe it will break down as the number

tariff ) must pay TNUoS (Transmission Network

of ROCs increases as discussed above with

Use of System) charges. TNUoS charges at the

banding.

moment represent the single biggest operating
cost for renewable generators in several parts

A headroom mechanism

of Britain, especially in northern Scotland where

Another option would be the introduction of a

demand lags behind generation (Strbac et al.,

headroom mechanism, whereby the demand

2007). Generators must also pay the National

is always maintained at a certain percentage

Grid to balance the energy flowing through

above the amount available in the market.

the grid via Balancing Services Use of System

The implementation of this would require

(BSUoS) charges. BSUoS charges are also

all the devolved governments of the UK to

applied uniformly, i.e. every generator pays the

change their respective legislations and for the

same per MWh. Compared to TNUoS, the BSUoS

government to buy all unwanted electricity with

charges are relatively low.

the option of selling any excess to abroad.

To balance the grid more effectively, the
Government should implement a form of
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locationally differentiated pricing for new

bills. This has not been a popular decision in all

generators within distribution networks to

quarters as some have argued that it provides

signal the best places to build new capacity,

far less carbon saving than if this money been

such as at the ends of constrained distribution

invested in large wind farms.

networks (Strbac et al., 2007). The zonal
differentiation of Distribution Network Use of

Future policy mechanisms

System (DNUoS) charges within distribution
networks may be a reasonable initial step.

Our future electricity system must do two

The disadvantage is that this will result in

things. First, it must continue to provide

high charges for large renewable generators

mechanisms that enable production and

in Scotland where there is more potential

demand to be balanced in real time. Secondly, it

for generation but less demand for energy.

must provide incentives to increase investment

Nonetheless, this is advisable for an interim

in the renewable generation capacity of Britain.

period, until the transmission network is

To achieve the first will require the extension

reinforced to cater for greater generation from

of variable electricity pricing to all electricity

Scotland.

users via the incorporation of smart meters.
This will enable the demand-side management

Feed-in tariffs (FITs)

systems described above. When there is an

A new policy mechanism has now been

oversupply of electricity, prices will decrease,

introduced. The government has recently

allowing appliances in homes and businesses to

decided to follow the German approach and

automatically switch on and take advantage of

introduce a feed-in tariff (FIT), with different

this lower rate.

rates for generators of under and over 5MW
of capacity. The UK government’s version of

investment in renewables, it is useful to examine

the FIT has banded payments to generators

the ways in which the economics of renewables

depending on the type and size of renewable

differ from traditional power plants. In a power

energy system. In the case of Solar PV, the rate

plant based on the combustion of fossil fuels,

for retrofit will be different to new installations.

the majority of costs are ongoing (in particular

This FIT mechanism will pay for any electricity
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To determine how best to incentivise

the cost of fuel to power electricity generation)

produced, even if it is used on site. An additional

and dependent on the quantity of electricity

payment will be made for electricity which is

produced. For renewables, the bulk of the

exported to the grid. DECC believes that the FIT

cost is upfront and the operating costs are

will lead to the production of 8TWh of electricity

nearly constant regardless of power output.

in 2020, adding 2% to the cost of electricity

These differences create different levels of

powerup
risk to renewable and non-renewable energy

station, both the revenues and ongoing costs

generators.

are uncertain future values and are therefore

For example, the managers of a gas-fired

discounted at the same rate. In the case of

power plant may decline to operate the plant

most renewable technologies, the majority of

when the electricity price per unit of gas is

costs are incurred in the outlay for the project

deemed too low. However, the manager of a

and are consequently certain. Therefore only

wind farm needs to recoup the major upfront

the revenue is discounted. This can potentially

cost of its manufacture and installation; and is

make renewables appear less attractive. This

therefore incentivised to sell power generated

promotes short-term gains which are not very

by the farm even when the price per unit of

congruent with strategic planning. However,

energy is very low. This locates their market

once the upfront costs for renewable generation

risk exclusively in how much of the electricity

are paid there is no uncertainty about the future

they can sell and what they can receive for it in

rising costs of fuel, which banks might well

return, leaving them vulnerable to when the

prefer, particularly as much of our fuel arrives

wind blows and the volatility of the market.

from countries that in the past have not always

Some of these differences are summarised in

proved to be the most stable business partners.

Table 8.6.

The feed-in tariff offers significant opportunity

Upfront costs are slightly less attractive

to decrease the economic risk associated with

to investors than ongoing costs, particularly

renewable electricity and promote strategic

when subjected to the traditional tool for the

decision making. Investors must then be certain

assessment of large capital projects: discounted

that they will be able to sell the electricity they

cash flow (DCF). DCF techniques discount

produce at a good price.

future costs and revenues at various rates

As the penetration of offshore wind increases,

depending on the level of uncertainty about

it will become essential to look for a different

their values. When assessing a fossil fuel power

funding mechanism. With increased experience,

Table 8.6 Investment and marginal costs of energy infrastructure
Investment cost per
MW of installed capactity

Marginal cost of
electricity produced

Wind farms

Higher

Nearly zero

Fossil fuels

Lower	Much higher and
subject to market
price of fuels

Investment and marginal costs of wind farm and fossil fuel generation infrastructure.
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it should become possible to cost offshore
wind farms more accurately and to estimate the
total amount of electricity a farm will produce
over its lifetime. This could help facilitate the
replacement of the ROC system in favour of a
system using a base price with a regulated profit
margin.

Further work
There are details of our scenario that would need
to be addressed in further work.
The key areas for further work and policy
development are in the following areas:
• Developing new technologies.
• Creating market structures that will support
a renewables-only energy policy, in terms
of both integrating supply and demand and
creating the right incentives for investment.
• Developing and supporting the domestic
supply chain, particularly for wind turbines.
• Creating policies that prevent personal
hardship as fuel prices increase.
• Addressing bottlenecks in the planning
system.
With further research and development we
will find more efficient means of creating and
maintaining a successful renewable energy
structure. However, this chapter demonstrates
that it is already possible to rapidly decarbonise
the UK’s electricity system, rid it entirely of fossil
fuels, and produce all the electricity needed for a
zero carbon Britain.
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Chapter 9
Distributed generation and microgrids
Introduction
In the Renewables chapter the potential of

1 They do not require central planning by the
power utility.

renewable technologies and how they can

2 They are normally smaller than 50MW.

be integrated to create a resilient electricity

3 The generators are usually connected to the

system was identified. While the main focus of

distribution system with typical voltages.

this report is on solutions that can be applied

230V/415V up to 145 kV (Chowdhury et al.,

at a national level, it is clear there are some

2009).

regions, local authorities and communities
who wish to make changes faster. Although
acting in isolation might be more expensive,

produced from both renewable and non-

such changes at a small-scale level can lead to

renewable sources (Institute of Engineering and

improvements in the efficiency of larger-scale

Technology [IET], 2006). The chief advantage

deployment.

of distributed generation is that, because the

The ideal mix of generation is not just about

energy source and the consumer tend to be

the individual merits of a technology, but also

located close together, little energy is lost in

about the merits of technologies working

transmission and distribution lines (ibid.). Using

in combination to supply different service

regional projections of the location of DG across

needs. This chapter explores the potential

the UK for the placement of 10GW of capacity

and limitations of microgrids (operating

(as per the Government targets by 2010), initial

at distribution voltage level) integrating

analysis suggests that DG has the potential

distributed generators.

to reduce the requirements for transmission

Distributed generation
A Distributed Generation (DG) strategy could
be developed quickly to help meet renewable
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Distributed generation can refer to power

network capacity in the long term. The value
of this benefit is estimated to be in order of
£50–100 per kW installed DG capacity.
The total resource is 130TWh per year,

targets and addresses the potential energy

with solar photovoltaics (PV) and biomass

supply shortfall in time. The universally

Combined Heat & Power (CHP) contributing

accepted common attributes of a distributed

over 100TWh to this target (Element Energy,

generator are:

2009). Even though the majority of this

powerup
potential is not currently economically

al., 2007). If numerous micro-generators are

recoverable, it still represents a meaningful

connected directly, it will become increasingly

contribution to UK electricity supply. A tariff

difficult for Distribution Network Operators

design that encourages uptake across a range of

(DNOs) to manage and control the electricity

technologies and scales can deliver 10–15TWh

flow (IET, 2006; Lasseter, 2007).

per year of renewable electricity in 2020. With

DNOs are companies licensed by Ofgem to

just PV and small wind, over 3TWh of electricity

distribute electricity in Great Britain from the

per year can be generated (ibid.). However this

transmission grid (managed by the National

study examined only generating capacity up

Grid) to homes and businesses. There are

to 5MW. Considering distributed generators

currently nine DNOs in the UK which distribute

above 5MW and up to 10MW using microgrids,

electricity in fourteen licensed areas based on

the potential generation capacity will be even

the former Area Electricity Board boundaries.

higher.
Electricity networks are now in a major

Microgrids

transition, from stable passive distribution

A microgrid is a small-scale power supply

networks with one way flows of electricity, to

network (with or without heat) designed to

active distribution networks with bidirectional

provide power for a small area such as a rural,

electricity transportation to accommodate

academic or public community or an industrial,

distributed generation (Strbac et al., 2007).

trading or commercial estate from a collection

The Office of Gas and Electricity markets

of decentralised energy technologies, and

(Ofgem, 2003) has titled this challenge of

connected at a single point to the larger utility

transition as Rewiring Britain. It requires a

grid. It is essentially an active distribution

flexible and intelligent control with distributed

network because it combines different forms

intelligent systems. To harness clean energy

of generation and loads at distribution voltage

from renewables, an active distribution

level (Chowdhury et al., 2009). Microgrid

network should also employ future network

managers are responsible for the control and

technologies, leading to smart grid or microgrid

management of several micro-generators, and

networks.

they connect the energy generated from these

The UK-based Centre for Sustainable

multiple sources to the distribution network

Electricity and Distributed Generation has

as if the energy had come from a single larger

demonstrated that the application of active

generator. Using microgrids therefore offers an

network management can support more DG

advantage over DNOs, regarding the connection

connections compared to the present “fit and

of individual micro-generators, in that there are

forget” strategy of DG employment (Strbac et

fewer links to manage.
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Microgrids also offer benefits to certain

in both the local network and the upstream

communities and organisations. Using the

network providing environmental benefits

microgrid, a community can control and manage

over conventional centralised generation.

its own energy generation and distribution and

(Hatziargyriou et al., 2009).

connect to the utility grid as a single entity.
Microgrids can be used to increase security
and reliability of energy supply at a local

Additional benefits of
microgrids

level as they are not dependent on national
grid infrastructure. In this case they are also

For greater security of supply at the

particularly useful for high energy users which

national level, several microgrids could

desire an uninterrupted energy supply, such as

be interconnected together through the

public or academic institutions, as well as many

transmission and distribution network to form

commercial and industrial users (Lasseter, 2007).

a larger power pool for meeting bulk power

Transmission and distribution congestion in

demands. It is possible to supply a large number

the utility grid is growing, with energy demand

of loads from several microgrids through this

outpacing investment in new or improved

arrangement. This supports their potential use

transmission facilities. Power interruptions

as aggregators in the power market (Chowdhury

to high energy users in industry due to line

et al., 2009). By aggregating various distributed

overloading are increasing and many users

generators as a single power plant the microgrid

currently rely on fossil fuel-based backup power

can be used as a “virtual power plant” (VPP).

systems to ensure an uninterrupted energy
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A microgrid is one way to deal with an energy

supply (Lasseter & Piagi, 2007). While one

shortage during peak demand because it can

renewable asset might not provide the service

prioritise loads and selectively cut off power to

desired, a microgrid may be able to provide

certain loads (Lasseter, 2007). An interconnected

a mix of generation assets suitable both as a

microgrid would achieve greater stability

backup and a contribution to daily demand,

and controllability with a distributed control

thereby allowing companies to decrease

structure. Connected microgrids could take

their carbon intensity while still providing the

advantage of short-term selling opportunities

security of supply required. Microgrids can be

with a choice of spinning reserve. The spinning

designed to isolate themselves from the national

reserve is the extra generating capacity that

electricity grid system i.e. work in “island mode”

is available by increasing the power output of

during a utility grid disturbance (Lasseter,

generators that are already connected to the

2007). A microgrid or distributed generation

power system which is generating at lower than

system can also decrease the power losses

full power output.
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Box 9.1 Example of minimising storage
The benefit of minimising storage demand can be illustrated by way of an example. A microgrid with online battery
storage would incur losses from the batteries directly and through the inverters. Depending on the age of the storage
and technology uses, these could be in the region of 15–25%. Compared to running from batteries with the grid, the
transmission savings (6–7%) are going to be much smaller. However, if the onsite demand was largely (85%) met by
onsite renewable or grid electricity, then the proportion of generation from storage would be low. This could make the
losses lower (2.25 to 3.75%).
It is clear that there is a balance between storage losses and grid losses. We can calculate in what instances local
storage is beneficial in efficiency terms. Assuming 18% local storage losses, a 5% saving of transmission losses and
1% (of all generation) network storage losses, then as long as less than 33% of demand comes from batteries, there
will be both a resilience benefit and an efficiency improvement compared to grid electricity. However, there would also
be an increase in embodied energy, cost and revenue (through selling at peak demand). There is clearly potential for
detailed modelling in this area.
Taking into consideration the embodied energy from storage, it seems prudent to use it for less than 25% of demand.
Storage brings resilience and potential, but also some costs and risks. In system design it should be remembered that
operation always varies from design; less storage installed means lower cost and the less storage used the lower the
losses. Well-designed local storage can improve overall electricity system efficiency.

Storage

storage allows the grid to gain electricity when

In the zerocarbonbritain2030 scenario, to

it is most needed and rewards the generator

manage variability and utilise all generation

with a higher price per kWh for the electricity

potential (i.e. curtailment of wind), a series of

produced.

measures are used including hydrogen creation,

Storage is one of the required methods to

electricity exports, storage and re-timing of

manage the variability of the grid. Storage

loads. These are explained in the Renewables

capacity always has financial costs and

chapter.

embodied energy implications. In addition,

One emerging technology is smart inverters

storage at any level will involve losses so

which include a type of lithium ion batteries.

avoiding the need for storage is the first priority.

These have two functions: firstly they can

As seen in the Renewables chapter, this can be

control the release of electricity from onsite

minimised by having backup generation, but

generation to the grid; and secondly they have

some of the remaining storage needs could be

a dynamic demand control function which can

met by capacity located in a microgrid. More

delay the operation of certain appliances like

generally, microgrids help to reduce the stress

fridges, washing machines, and dishwashers.

on transmission lines because they share the

The controlled release of electricity via

energy load locally. If a transmission line could
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be loaded uniformly over a 24-hour period the
total energy transmitted can be doubled even
after allowing for stability margins (Lasseter &

and efficiency (ibid.).
2 Smooth voltage regulation locally reduces

Piagi, 2007). It requires energy storage systems

transmission (feeder) losses (Lasseter

across the country to capture energy whenever

& Piagi, 2007). The transmission and

there is excess energy generated especially

distribution network losses currently are

during night-time. Having a national network of

about 9% in UK. Local energy generation

storage systems connected through microgrids

will reduce these losses to about 2–3%

could provide both short-term operating

(Business Taskforce on Sustainable

reserve (STOR), backup capacity and black start

Consumption and Production, 2008). Cost

facility. Black start is the procedure to recover

savings are created by reducing the need

from a total or partial shutdown of the national

to import power from the utility grid over

transmission system.

long distances. Microgrids could reduce

The range of established and emerging

the maximum demand on the central

storage technologies include several types of

generation system leading to large savings

established batteries, emerging flow batteries,

in operation and long term investments

hydrogen, pumped storage and compressed

(Strbac et al., 2007). The reduction of

air. Well-designed local storage can improve

transmission and distribution losses by 1%

overall electricity system efficiency. Costs and

in the current UK electricity system would

embodied energy must be taken into account in

reduce emissions by 2 million tonnes of CO2

design decisions.

per year (Pudjianto et al., 2005).

Technical and financial advantages of
microgrids
1 Microgrids can offer a better match
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generate energy at their optimum capacity

Advantages of decentralised generation,
directly or through microgrids
1 Decentralised generation can be integrated

between energy supply and demand than

into the current energy supply and

the larger utility grid. The decentralisation

distribution system. Microgrids do not

of energy supply improves power quality

require any re-design or re-engineering

and reliability. The electricity requirements

of the distribution system itself as they

of local demand can be met locally with a

supply a single aggregated load to the grid

reliable and uninterruptible power supply

(Lasseter, 2007). Microgrids have their own

(Chowdhury et al., 2009). The management

active management controls and must

of reactive power and voltage regulation at

comply with grid rules and regulations, so

the microgrid can assist utility generators to

the cost to DNOs is minimal.

powerup
2 The physical proximity of consumers to

and communication protocols need

energy generation sources may help to

to be developed to encourage better

increase their awareness of energy usage

communication between distributed

(Decentralised Energy Knowledge Base

generator controllers and the main

[DEKB], 2009).

controller, as well as between various

Technical and financial
challenges for microgrids

microgrids. Research is going on into the
implementation and roll-out of IEC 61850,
a standard for the design of electrical
substation automation, as well as into active

1 Presently the capital costs for distributed

distribution networks.

generation solutions and microgrids are

5 Additional distributed generators will

high, with much of the technology still at

increase the fault current level in the

the development stage.

distribution network. A system to measure

2 There is a widespread lack of experience

the fault level accurately and reliably

in controlling a large number of micro-

to support distributed generation has

resources. In particular, maintaining the

been developed through a collaboration

power quality and balance, voltage control

including the Electricity Networks Strategy

and system fault levels all pose challenges

Group (ENSG), the Department of Trade

to operators (IET, 2006).

and Industry (DTI) and various UK power

3 Further research is needed on the control,

distributors. The future infrastructure

protection and management of the

network systems include “fault current

microgrid and standards addressing

limiter” technologies such as Resistive

operation and protection issues need to be

Superconducting Fault Current Limiter

developed further. G59 is an Engineering

(RSFCL) and Pre-saturated Core Fault

Recommendation for embedded generation

Current Limiter (PCFCL).

which details the protection requirements
for generators when connected to a utility

Financial costs of microgrids

supply in UK. Standards like G59/1 should

The cost of a microgrid depends on the balance

be reassessed and restructured for the

of a number of factors. The following are some

successful implementation of microgrids

examples of microgrid/decentralised energy

(Chowdhury et al., 2009).

networks with costs:

4 Wider systems of support for microgrids
still need to be developed. For example,
specific telecommunication infrastructures

1 A 30kW microgrid established at the Centre
for Alternative Technology integrating wind,
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hydro and PV with 30kW battery store cost

(TNUoS) is paid to the National Grid and costs

about £60,000. This excludes the cost of

a market average of 6% of the total electricity

generators and grid connection.

price paid by the consumer. The Distribution

2 A feasibility study to develop a microgrid

to the Distribution Network Operator and costs

approximately 1,000 inhabitants) estimated

a market average of 20% of the total electricity

total costs of between £350,000 and

price (ibid.).

£400,000. This included the cost of micro-

TNUoS tariffs are zonal in nature; in other

generators appropriate to the demands

words, the country is divided up into different

of the village: two 20kW wind turbines,

zones, each with a different tariff for generation

a biodiesel CHP and seasonal heat store

and consumption. In general, tariffs are higher

and 27kW photovoltaic array. It was also

for generators in the north and consumers in

expected to provide an income for the

the south. This is due to the fact that there is

community (Gillie et al., 2009).

currently a north-to-south flow of electricity so

3 The Southampton Decentralised Energy
Scheme is the largest in the UK. It uses a
1MW gas CHP, 1.1MW woodchip boiler

the tariffs are designed to encourage generation
to be built nearer the demand centres.
The system could be made less discriminatory

and 5.7MW geothermal power plant which

if the tariff system were altered so that use of

provides 40,000MWh of heat, 26,000MWh

system charges more accurately reflected the

of electricity to the city through private

actual cost of system use (European Distributed

wire and 7,000MWh of cooling, mainly ice

Energy Partnership [EU-DEEP], 2009). This would

storage, with 11 kilometres of heating and

make electricity produced by decentralised

cooling pipes. The system cost about £7

generators much more cost competitive, and

million (Utilicom, 2007).

would act as an incentive for DNOs to support

Use of System charges (UoS)
and supply licences
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Network Use of System (DNUoS) charge is paid

at Ashton Hayes village near Chester (with

the connection of microgrids to the distribution
network (ibid.).
Similarly, at present, Use of Service charges

Within the current electricity pricing system,

(UoS) for both the transmission and distribution

most consumers pay their supplier an all-

networks are based on MW capacity. If the

inclusive price for the generation and supply

charging system were changed to one based on

of electricity. This includes tariffs for the use

MWh, it would lower the overall charge payable

of the transmission and distribution networks

by intermittent generators such as wind turbines

(Energy Quote, 2008; National Grid, 2009). The

and would therefore act as a further incentive for

Transmission Network Use of System charge

renewable generation (National Grid, 2009).

powerup
Within current energy pricing structures,

electricity to buildings within the microgrid

distributed energy generators or microgrid

and allows anyone connected to this to add

managers have the option to become licensed

small generation power, e.g. from a domestic

suppliers and limited DNO licence holders. At

solar panel, to this private wire network

present it is not possible to hold a distributor

(ibid.). Therefore anybody generating energy

and supplier licence simultaneously. However,

and connected to the wire sells it directly to

any generator producing under 100MW of

another customer within the microgrid, rather

power for own use and 50MW for third party

than selling power through the utility grid.

use is exempt from licence. In the case of

Grid charges are therefore avoided, allowing

distribution, those distributing less than 1MW

consumers to benefit from the savings and

through private wires and 2.5MW through

these avoided charges act as incentives

public wires are exempted from licence.

for investment in the local generation and

Suppliers providing electricity generated

distribution system. The Thameswey microgrid

from a distributed generator or microgrid can

is connected to the larger grid at a single point

therefore reduce costs by avoiding certain UoS

at a central CHP station (ibid.). This model could

costs. Ofgem has worked to make supplier

be extended to other parts of the country to

licence conditions for small-scale generators

create a stable UK grid system. In summary,

less onerous and more proportionate to their

Thameswey got around the problem of a lack

size and impact (Ofgem, 2009). Ofgem has now

of DNO support by using the ESCO business

introduced two further incentive mechanisms

model.

in addition to the Distributed Generation
incentive:

Microgrids and policy

• the Innovation Funding Incentive (IFI) and

The microgrids debate can be seen as part

• Registered Power Zones (RPZ).

of two wider debates: one on the roles of

The primary aim of these two new incentives

distributed generation and another on the

is to encourage Distribution Network Operators

role of “smart grids”. Both of these offer clear

to apply technical innovation in the way they

potential benefits, but they also have costs.

pursue investment in and the operation of their
networks which will encourage microgrids.
In Woking, a cost-effective microgrid has

Sustainable distributed generation is a great
asset to help us nationally decarbonise and
it provides additional generation capacity,

been established through the use of the

potentially a faster connection grid network,

energy service company (ESCO) model, with

as well as the opportunity to help power

the establishment in 1999 of Thameswey

our society and economy. It is generally not

(Jones, 2004). A private wire distributes

the most economically attractive in terms of
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direct capital costs. It does have social benefits

unproductive goods and into savings and

which result in decreased energy demand by

investments (Roberts, 2010). This reversal of the

occupants of buildings after DG is installed.

current UK trend (Credit Action, 2010) should be

Plus, as DG is generally organised by individuals

applied at a national, local and individual level.

and communities, the feed-in tariff (FIT) has

Incentives such as the FIT could work to increase

provided considerable economic support. There

“savings and investment”. They could also

are several reasons for providing this economic

help ensure more UK ownership of renewable

support which go beyond carbon emission

generation assets.

reductions. These include the expected

can be applied, at an individual, small

energy demand from those involved in the

community, city, regional or national level. At an

scheme, plus the movement of money from

individual level self-sufficiency can complement

goods to capital. Moving money from goods

environmental objectives, though this is not

to capital or simply saving more, rather than

always the case. However, at a national level

spending, is central to creating a sustainable

self-sufficiency becomes comparable to energy

economy.

security which involves significant political will.

There are always opportunity costs. If the

Renewable energy can meet carbon objectives.

government convinces people to spend money

When invested in by UK capital, it can also meet

on renewables rather than on perishables

economic objectives.

then they are strengthening the economy
directly through having renewable assets

Conclusion

which can pay back their costs. They also

The appropriateness of any microgrid is site

decrease energy waste and demand, which

specific; where a mix of renewable sources is

is essential in the transition. Finally, they

available in one area, a microgrid might work

are decreasing consumption of (probably

well. Distributed generation and microgrids

imported) perishables. However, there will

can save on transmission losses and must be

also be a rebound effect which is also driven

carefully designed to ensure that the use of

by the economics. For example, if PV becomes

storage and the losses associated are minimised.

economic then this profit will be spent

In particular, the storage losses must be lower

somewhere. This will impact the sustainability

than the national transmission and balancing

of PV.

losses.

Due to the current financial situation in
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There is clearly a scale at which generation

increased energy efficiency and decrease in

Distributed renewable energy is part of

the UK, there is a need to move money at

the solution to decarbonise the UK energy

an individual level away from imported

infrastructure, society and economy. Smaller-

powerup
scale renewables are more expensive and have
a higher embodied energy than large-scale
renewables. However they increase the total
potential of sustainable generation of the UK and
help increase efficiency and decrease demand
where they are deployed. Microgrids can be
used in niche applications to assist distributed
generation and help manage the variability of
the transmission grid.
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Chapter 10
Policy and economics
Introduction
This chapter outlines the options for a new

tax schemes.
Additional policy interventions should aim to

international and national policy framework

change energy pricing structures and optimise

which can support a rapid and deep

or create incentive mechanisms for the use

decarbonisation process in the UK and in other

of renewable energy, be it heat or electricity.

countries across the globe.

Finally, whilst the transition to zero carbon

A number of internationally-directed and

Britain will not be cost-free, a number of welfare

managed carbon trading or tax schemes

policies and job creation strategies linked to

can be implemented which will make the

the decarbonisation of the UK economy can

decarbonisation effort truly global. However, it

be put in place to reduce the negative impact

seems, in the short- to medium-term at least,

of change, and to create the seeds of green

that it is both more realistic and appropriate for

growth.

individual nations or regional blocs to choose

Before turning to the various policy proposals

and implement their own decarbonisation

it is useful to revisit some of the assumptions

strategies based on a strong international

that underpin this report. The first relates

framework of binding national carbon budgets.

to the level of political acceptability of the

Some countries may go a step further and join

interventions recommended here. This report

up into regions to achieve these binding targets.

examines what is physically and technically

National carbon budgets should provide
some of the necessary impetus for the UK
to adopt low or zero carbon technologies

possible, and can therefore be achieved with
significant political support.
Within the UK, whilst there is already broad

in historically carbon-heavy sectors, such as

cross-party consensus on the need for 80%

energy generation, transport, and housing, as

cuts by 2050 under the Climate Change Act,

has been discussed in the preceding chapters.

support has been more muted for some of the

However, there is further potential to implement

more ambitious policies proposed in this report.

various economy-wide policy interventions

However it is worth noting that politics is by

aimed at costing carbon. These include high-

its very nature dynamic; whole books can be

level cap schemes such as Cap and Share and

written on what is, or is not, politically feasible,

Tradable Energy Quotas (TEQs) as well as carbon

only to be made irrelevant by a certain event or
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shock such as 9/11, the 1980’s oil shock, or the

and may have to be rationed to assist a smooth

recent financial crisis. Less than two years ago,

transition away from fossil fuels; so that energy,

a commentator suggesting that three out of

rather than money, is the method by which

the four high street banks in the UK would be

society rations its quantity of goods. The sooner

nationalised would have been laughed out of

we make the transition, the easier it will be.

the room.
Peak oil could provide the necessary shock

be our priority. The dangers of not taking action

and it is clear that, whatever the exact timing

are immense and increase with every successive

of the peak, the supply of oil cannot keep up

year of inaction. We have to act decisively and

with rising demand and price rises will result.

we have to act now.

Increasing energy costs in the long run can
reducing our reliance on oil and gas now, so

International policy
frameworks

as to avoid even higher costs in the future.

Climate change is a global problem and as such

Furthermore given the long time frames

it requires a global solution. An international

involved in changing infrastructure we need to

agreement must be signed and ratified by all

start planning for peak oil decades before it hits

countries based on a cumulative budget aimed

to avoid a painful transition (Hirsch et al., 2006).

at keeping global temperature rise at below 2oC.

provide a powerful economic incentive for

A growing number of calculations indicate

Achieving this is far from easy; it involves

that it is likely to occur somewhere between

negotiations with large numbers of participants

the present day and 2031 (Greene et al., 2006)

over matters that strike to the very core of a

International Energy Agency [IEA], 2008 (Sorrell

nation’s economic and social policy and involve

et al., 2009). We need to have plans in place that

a high upfront cost, with the benefits only

can cover the whole range of predictions and be

accruing later. Given the unbelievably complex

implemented immediately.

web of interactions, between economics,

Moreover, we only have a finite amount of

development and the environment, as well as

fossil fuel energy to underpin our transition

the sheer scale of the challenges we face, it is

to a zero carbon economy. Creating a low

not surprising that no successful international

carbon economy has a significant embedded

agreement has yet been reached. Compromise

carbon cost, as it involves the manufacture

will almost certainly reign supreme.

of new infrastructure such as wind turbines,
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The transition to a zero carbon Britain must

Yet it is crucially important to negotiate

high voltage DC cables and electric car

some form of binding international framework

charging points. If fossil fuel resource depletion

to overcome the freeriding incentive and the

continues, energy supplies will become limited

commensurate disincentive this creates for

framework
introduction
context
other nations. The intention to limit temperature

to develop their own policies for pricing

rises to below 2 C was declared in Copenhagen.

carbon on an economy-wide level, as well

o

Going further and setting a cumulative
carbon budget should get all countries
committed to the process over the long term

as introducing the range of other carbon
reduction policies needed.
• A third road map sees no global agreement

and should draw countries together in a

but groups of likeminded countries coming

common purpose. It should provide certainty to

together in regional blocs to set their own

the rest of the global economy that this is what

emission reduction targets and policies,

needs to be done, and move the discussion

supported by border tax adjustments to

onto exactly how such reductions can be

minimise carbon leakage.

achieved.

We now discuss the alternative policy

options for achieving global
emissions reductions

options available within the three international
framework road maps in further detail.

The depth of the framework at an international

Road map one:
A global pricing mechanism

level will strongly affect the choices made at a

If a single carbon price could be implemented

national level. As a result, a distinction must be

across the world, and the price was equal to

made between three contrasting road maps for

the damage done by each tonne, then the

an international agreement:

fundamental economic problem caused by

• The first road map involves the negotiation

climate change would be solved. A single policy

of an international agreement which aims

implemented universally across the world

for an internationally-harmonised carbon

would be extremely powerful and solve the

price across all countries which would largely

problem of leakage and freeriding incentives.

negate the need for individual nations to

However, this requires an extraordinary amount

price carbon individually. Nation states

of cooperation between countries and a strong

would still need to develop carbon reduction

central authority, which can only be attained if

strategies but the pricing of carbon would be

governments are willing to cede some of their

achieved at a global level.

authority.

• The second road map involves the

Within this framework, there would be little

negotiation of an international agreement

need for governments to devise schemes to

which would provide the framework

price carbon in their own economies as this

through which national carbon budgets

would already have been done on a global

were allocated, but allow individual nations

level. However governments would still need
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to design a range of policies to complement

(Cap & Dividend) or to governments to use

the global agreement, in particular, through

as either a supplement or substitute to taxes.

developing support mechanisms for the

Rather than through a central auction, the

vulnerable within their nations and through

Cap & Share scheme involves permits being

sector-specific interventions and infrastructural

distributed directly to individuals who can then

investment.

sell their permits to fossil fuel suppliers via

Whilst this still leaves nations with
considerable scope for policymaking, it is

banks and post offices.
Downstream systems are based on carbon

unlikely that such a scheme will be implemented

rationing at the level of the consumer. Personal

in the short-term as it is considered too inflexible

carbon trading schemes such as Personal

(it is essentially a one-size-fits-all policy). There

Carbon Allowances (PCAs) and Tradable Energy

is also significant risk that the consequences of

Quotas (TEQs) fall into this category. They

any policy design flaw would be amplified and

are unlikely to be effective at the global level

felt globally.

due to the high levels of infrastructure and

Nonetheless, it is beneficial to understand the

management required for their functioning.

pros and cons relating to each of the key policy

They are more viable at the national or regional

proposals applicable at the global level. Global

levels. Carbon taxes are discussed briefly below.

carbon pricing systems can be distinguished

These can be levied upstream or downstream.

as either upstream or downstream systems.
Upstream systems are those in which a cap

Kyoto2

is enforced on a small number of fossil fuel

Kyoto2 is a proposed framework for a new

extraction companies (fossil fuel suppliers), and

climate agreement intended to replace the

sometimes other companies that produce large

Kyoto Protocol beyond 2012 (Tickell, 2008). It

quantities of greenhouse gas emissions. Within

aims to place a limit on the amount of carbon

upstream systems, a limited number of carbon

that can be released into the atmosphere.

permits are made available for these companies

This is achieved through a single annual

to buy every year.

global emissions quota or cap, which is then

Kyoto2 and Cap & Share (C&S) are examples

300

divided into permits. Organisations that

of upstream systems which are considered

extract fossil fuels (oil and gas companies), as

in greater detail below. Kyoto2 is an example

well as businesses which produce significant

of an upstream auction scheme where the

carbon emissions such as cement refineries,

proceeds are channelled into an adaptation

are required to buy enough permits to cover

and mitigation fund. Other upstream auction

their emissions. These permits would be sold in

schemes distribute proceeds directly to people

a global closed bid auction, subject to both a

framework
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reserve price and a ceiling price.
The cap would mean that emissions

be sold to fossil fuel extraction companies,
via financial intermediaries such as banks and

reductions are almost guaranteed, and because

post offices, which would then be allowed to

only a relatively small number of organisations

produce that amount of CO2 emissions (The

would need to buy permits, the cost of

Foundation for the Economics of Sustainability

administration and enforcement would be

[Feasta], 2008).

quite low compared to other permit schemes.

Cap & Share insists a major share of the

The cost associated with buying permits would

benefits go to individuals personally rather

usually incentivise companies to implement

than to governments because as energy prices

energy-saving measures.

rise due to its increasing scarcity the price of

Moreover, the closed bid auction process

goods will go up and people will need to be

would produce substantial sums of money

compensated directly for the increase in their

(estimated at approximately 1 trillion Euros

cost of living (ibid.). Bypassing government also

per year) for a Climate Change Fund which

limits opportunities for major corruption at

could be spent on adaptation and mitigation

the national level (ibid.). Cap & Share provides

measures against climate change, including

greater autonomy to individuals than the

research and development into renewable

equivalent upstream auction system, Cap &

energy production, energy-efficiency measures

Dividend. Individuals can choose when (within a

and sequestration projects (ibid.). Close

given period) to sell their permit, to achieve the

regulation of the fund would be necessary to

best price. They can also choose not to sell their

ensure that the billions invested in it were being

permit, with the result that the decarbonisation

spent appropriately.

process will occur more rapidly.

1

However, a Cap & Share system need not

Cap & Share

share out all the money directly to individuals.

Like Kyoto2, the Cap & Share policy aims to

The Global Atmosphere Trust overseeing

place an annual cap on the amount of fossil

the scheme, as well as retaining some funds

carbon fuels that can be produced in the world

to cover its own costs, could spend funds in

which is brought down rapidly every year; but

three further ways. It could be used to offer

unlike Kyoto2, it aims to distribute most of the

guaranteed prices and other assistance to fossil

proceeds raised by the cap among the global

fuel-producing nations to compensate the loss

adult population on an equal per capita basis.

of income associated with decarbonisation. It

Within Cap & Share, each person would receive

could also support climate adaptation measures

a certificate every year equivalent to their share

in countries which are particularly vulnerable

of the CO2 emissions allowance. These could

to the effects of climate change. Finally, it could

1

This was equivalent to £796,930 million, taking an average exchange rate for 2008.
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also support sequestration efforts, through

(ibid.). Fairness would be further integrated if an

incentives for farmers and landowners to

adaptation and mitigation fund were adopted in

maintain and increase the carbon content of

the scheme.

their soils and the biomass growing on them
(ibid.).
At national levels, it would be possible

the scheme has never been tested on a large

to allocate portions of funds to community

scale, the full macro and micro implications,

response schemes and children’s funds, as well

of, in effect, giving every person on the planet

as to make allocations to communities such as

a substantial sum of money, are not fully

tribes in place of individual allocations (ibid.).

understood. Despite modelling, the impacts will

This scheme has a number of attractive
features. First and foremost, the cap ensures
that emission reductions are almost guaranteed.

remain inherently uncertain until implemented
in practice.
There are also significant logistical difficulties

Secondly, it can be implemented very quickly

in trying to provide every person on the planet

because a cap can be introduced effective

with a permit, just as there are in trying to ensure

immediately and the distribution of permits

that everyone gets a vote. The proposal provides

could feasibly take place over just a few months.

a permit to each person but there are fears that

Thirdly, the costs of enforcement and ensuring

in some areas the permits wouldn’t reach their

compliance are low because there are not

rightful owners. Those areas which lack the

many fossil fuel extractors to oversee. About

infrastructure to successfully deliver the permits

200 large companies dominate world fossil fuel

are also those areas that could benefit most from

production.

the additional income.

Finally, Cap & Share integrates an element of

Overcoming these infrastructural and logistical

fairness in the scheme through the per capita

issues will play a key part in determining the

downstream distribution mechanism. As the

value of this and similar proposals. There is

majority of people in the world use less than the

some evidence from Mozambique to suggest

average amount of energy used per person, most

that giving cheques directly to the rural poor

people would gain financially from Cap & Share

is feasible, and can have positive development

(ibid.). In particular, permits have the potential

outcomes (Hanlon, 2004), but it would

to promote development in the poorest parts

nonetheless be a significant and costly challenge

of the world where the sale of permits could

to ensure that individuals could cash their

provide a huge supplement to people’s incomes

permits at close to the global market price.

and to the local economies, hopefully leading
to improvements in the standard of living
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However, at the global level, the scheme also
has a number of significant disadvantages. As
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A Global Carbon Tax

Internationally-determined national carbon

Another policy option is the introduction of a

budgets would provide the impetus, and security

globally-harmonised carbon tax. Taxes are a

from freeriding, for individual nations to cut

relatively simple, commonly-used method of

emissions, and could therefore foster a “common

reducing the demand for goods, and a global

purpose”. Policy associated with implementing

carbon tax could be implemented widely and

carbon emission reductions, including any policy

easily. The impact of the tax on emissions is

aimed at the integration of the carbon cost into

unknown, depending on the price elasticity of

pricing mechanisms, would be retained firmly at

fossil fuels within different sectors. Nonetheless,

the national or regional level. This could make

we can assume that a high tax rate, such as

policy more effective and efficient generally, as

£200/tonne, would incentivise decarbonisation

each nation would develop policies suitable to

sufficiently to lead to rapid emission reductions.

their own context.

However, given global differentials in wealth,
a global carbon tax is likely to be regressive as

The allocation of national carbon budgets

an increase in the price of fuel which is sufficient

The stumbling block with such an international

to change the behaviour of the wealthy will

framework is determining how the cumulative

effectively price out the poor. An indemnity

carbon budget will be allocated between

payment system would therefore have to

countries and across time. Contraction and

be devised, which would both increase the

Convergence (C&C) is one popular and well-

complexity of the system and reduce the overall

known policy option which assumes that the

incentive to change.

only practical and equitable way of allocating
carbon is on an equal per capita basis (Meyer,

Road map two: An international framework with national initiatives

2004).

An international framework aimed at limiting

determination of a “safe” level of greenhouse gas

carbon emissions need not dictate the mode

concentration in the atmosphere, which would

by which nations achieve this; instead it can

be used to determine a year-on-year global

simply decide how much each country is

carbon emissions budget. The annual carbon

allowed to emit and then let individual countries

emissions budget would contract every year until

decide which policies would work best. Such

the safe level of greenhouse gas concentration

a framework should also be legally binding,

was reached. The “convergence” element involves

backed up by a significant degree of sanction

the allocation of permits across nations, based on

for those nations who exceed their budgets, to

per capita emissions (ibid.).

prevent freeriding.

The “contraction” element involves the

Under this policy, some nations would be
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required to cut their emissions more rapidly

countries’ current capacity to change, based on

and more deeply than other nations. However,

wealth (although current per capita emissions

all countries would have to cut emissions, such

correlate fairly well with wealth).

that emissions from different countries would

It can also be argued that rich countries are

eventually converge at or under a set low level.

allowed to overconsume until the convergence

In general, poorer countries have far lower per

date without paying for this overconsumption,

capita emissions than richer nations. The policy

in contrast to a Cap & Share approach which

therefore implies that emissions from rich,

implies an immediate convergence of equal

industrialised countries must fall immediately

per capita entitlements. Yet as imperfect

whilst emissions from some developing

as Contraction & Covergence is, a flexible

countries’ would temporarily be allowed to rise.

international framework based loosely on it

At a given point these emission levels would

would ensure some level of global fairness and

converge and then all countries would begin

could provide Britain the opportunity to take a

to contract their emissions at the same rate. An

global lead on local action, international climate

important point is therefore the convergence

aid and technology transfer.

date – the date at which the developed and

Once the carbon budget has been allocated

developing countries’ per capita emissions

between countries, governments can develop

meet, which is used to determine the year-on-

their own national policy framework, or band

year allocation.

together with other countries to develop

Contraction & Covergence allows nations

regional carbon cap or tax schemes.

to choose their own policy path towards low
creates the opportunity for lessons learnt to

Road map three:
regional carbon pricing schemes

be adopted elsewhere and for policy efforts to

Another possible road map, and one that

be scaled up or down as appropriate. However

looks more likely after Copenhagen, is for

once a system was established, a strong

countries who wish to decarbonise rapidly to

compliance mechanism would have to be in

forego a global framework – aimed either at

place to ensure that each country met their

an internationally-harmonised carbon pricing

commitments.

mechanism or at determining national carbon

emissions. This more flexible approach then

Although Contraction & Covergence provides
a viable framework for allocating allowances
between countries, it can be argued that it does
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budgets – and rather to join together into blocs
with other like-minded countries.
These blocs would then set a common cap,

not sufficiently take into account global equity

reduction targets and rules, and use border

concerns, based on historic carbon emissions, or

adjustment taxes and rebates to prevent unfair

framework
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competition from countries with more lax

response to the difficulties of international

carbon reduction targets. Powerful blocs could

negotiations over the management of carbon.

adopt a particular policy for determining carbon

It attempts to limit the problem of leakage and

budgets or prices within the bloc, and could

may provide a viable way forward, avoiding the

also include an international redistribution

most procrastinated negotiations. However,

mechanism to benefit poorer nations. This could

such a piecemeal approach runs the risk of

create a large trade bloc, incentivising other

not achieving substantial enough reductions,

nations to join so as not to be excluded by the

allowing the world to overshoot its cumulative

border adjustment tax (Douthwaite, 2009).

carbon budget.

A potential downside of this approach is that
the use of different systems for various regional
blocs could lead to the double-counting of

Additional International
Agreements

emission quotas. Additionally, it would not be
feasible for countries to be members of more

Complementary policies are required at the

than one regional scheme. Regional carbon

global level that aim to reduce the level of

budgets should account for this, perhaps

carbon emissions, increase carbon sequestration

simply by allocating a lower regional emissions

capacities, and mitigate against the risks

allowance.

posed from climate change.2 For example,

Alternatively, like-minded oil importing and

deforestation must be stopped, and the current

environmentally-aware countries could band

UN–REDD (the United Nations Collaborative

together and enforce an immediate upstream

Programme on Reducing Emissions from

tax on themselves to meet carbon targets and

Deforestation and Forest Degradation in

to reduce the impact very high oil prices may

Developing Countries) proposals need to be

have on their economies in following years

replaced by a far more stringent protocol,

(Stretton, 2009). Stretton argues that if a tax rate

backed up with greater funding. Similarly,

of £200/tonne CO2e was applied across the EU,

more funding is required for investment in

and also levied on the carbon content of any

the research and development of low carbon

imported goods, it would provide an incentive

technologies.

for countries exporting to the EU, most

Alongside this, a global debate on intellectual

importantly China, to join such a scheme as

property rights must take place so that essential

they would want to retain such tax revenues for

new technology can be adopted across the

themselves rather than lose them to European

world easily and cheaply, once it has been

governments.

developed while promoting innovation. Finally,

The regional bloc approach is a practical

2

an adaptation fund needs to be put in place

The Kyoto 2 proposal in particular already explicitly includes these features. Other major policy proposals could

have these complementary proposals bolted on. However these are very important issues in their own right, and
may therefore benefit from being treated separately.
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almost immediately to start helping those

faster. It will allow all countries to adopt national

already impacted by climate change. All of these

policy frameworks appropriate to their contexts,

policies require large amounts of money, the

and it is to these that we now turn.

vast majority of which must be provided by rich
nations. Some steps towards these goals were

National policy frameworks

taken at Copenhagen but much more needs to

At the national level two types of scheme are

be done.

discussed. Firstly there are schemes to price

From theory to reality

carbon on a national level – largely negated
if an international scheme is in place. These
include Cap & Share, Tradable Energy Quotas

Climate change is a global problem and as

(TEQs) and carbon taxes. These schemes should

such it requires a global solution. The first

cover the economy as widely as possible to

step must be the signing and ratifying of a

ensure that carbon emissions are not simply

global agreement which determines a global

transferred to other sectors or regions. Secondly,

cumulative carbon budget based on limiting

more targeted interventions by the government

global warming to 2°C. This is achievable; the G8

are required to ensure that the economy and

have already committed to an 80% reduction,

businesses move to a more sustainable path.

and the accord signed at Copenhagen stated
that temperature rises should not exceed 2°C.

emissions. However an over-reliance on the

A cumulative carbon budget is the next key

market to drive emission reductions could result

step.

in short-term profit and small efficiency gains

Because of the difficulties of applying policies

being prioritised over more strategic, larger

internationally, across nations which vary so

long-term carbon reductions. These larger, long-

greatly in wealth as well as social, economic

term reductions are achieved via large-scale

and political structure, it will prove extremely

investment in a low carbon infrastructure that is

challenging to develop a global carbon pricing

also vital for long-term economic prosperity.

mechanism which is effective yet fair.
It is therefore necessary that a more flexible
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Pricing carbon is critical to reducing

In a similar way, the invisible elbow of the
market can lock us into adopting technologies

international framework is adopted that can

which in the long-run are far more carbon

allow for the differences between countries, as

intensive (and possibly less cost-efficient)

well as be effective in limiting global carbon

than other technologies which can be

emissions. A more flexible international

developed given support, either through

framework, probably based around Contraction

government intervention or more strategic

& Convergence, should be able to achieve more,

business investment. For instance, when a new

framework
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technology develops it takes time for costs to

National carbon pricing

fall as experience is gained. The Government

A higher price for carbon should provide some of

has a key role to play in providing support for

the necessary impetus for the UK to adopt low or

innovation to ensure that sufficient experience

zero carbon technologies in historically carbon-

is gained in new sustainable technologies and

heavy sectors, such as energy-generation,

unit costs fall. This is one of the main rationales

transport, and housing, and for the UK public to

behind government support of renewable

alter consumption habits, as has been discussed

technologies.

in the preceding chapters.

Similarly the market prioritises short-term

National interventions which aim to increase

gains by demanding high rates of return

the price of carbon in the economy work very

on capital in the present and discounting

similarly to the international schemes discussed

the prospects of future profits very heavily.

in the previous chapter. Three types of schemes

Ensuring low interest rates and developing

are analysed: cap schemes including Cap & Share

more appropriate discount rates will further

and TEQs, carbon taxes and a hybrid of tax and

help prioritise longer-term gains. The market is

cap schemes.

a key tool, however government intervention
can bring forward innovation and help realise

Cap Schemes

substantial strategic opportunities.
Therefore targeted interventions, focusing

A variety of cap schemes have been promoted

on particular sectors or groups of people must

at the national and regional level with a number

also be applied. This implies a greater role for

already in operation. For example, the European

the government in supporting innovation and

Union Emission Trading System (EU ETS) is the

being more actively involved in shaping the

world’s biggest Cap & Trade scheme and affects

market. This role would include funding large-

large power generators and other big industrial

scale infrastructural investment schemes such as

emitters within the European Union. These

those implied within a Green New Deal scheme,

emitters are responsible for approximately 40%

as well as short- to medium-term subsidies to

of the UK’s emissions.

the renewable energy sector and investment in

In the UK, the CRC Energy Efficiency Scheme,

research and development. These interventions

formerly known as the Carbon Reduction

can stimulate the economy, providing win-wins

Commitment (CRC), came into force in April 2010.

in terms of jobs, security and environmental

This is a Cap & Trade Scheme which aims to tackle

benefits. They should also break feedback loops,

emissions from big energy users not included in

ensuring that we do not become locked in to

the EU ETS such as supermarkets which comprise

inefficient and unsustainable paths.

a further 10% of the UK’s emissions.
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Cap schemes which affect large energy users

(Department for Energy and Climate Change

should be complemented by action to tackle

[DECC], 2009). The scheme so far has also been

emissions from personal and small business

costly and ineffective resulting in almost no

users. Two proposed schemes appear to have

emission reductions. Any new system for the

particular potential as the basis of a UK personal

personal sector must learn lessons from its

carbon trading policy: the Cap & Share (C&S)

weakness.

scheme developed by Feasta, The Foundation
for the Economics of Sustainability (see Feasta,

Tradable Energy Quotas

2008), and Tradable Energy Quotas (TEQs)

Tradable Energy Quotas (TEQs) is an example

developed by The Lean Economy Connection

of a Cap & Trade scheme, whereby a cap on

(see Fleming, 2007). They differ primarily in

greenhouse gas emission is set and individual

the level of public participation built into each

parties receive permits to produce a set amount

scheme, and therefore also in the administrative

of emissions. Those with low emissions may sell

costs of the scheme.

unused permits, and those who wish to emit

3

more must purchase these.

Learning lessons from the EU ETS

Under a TEQs scheme the Energy Policy

The EU ETS is the largest carbon trading scheme

Committee would produce annual carbon

in the world. A key problem has been that the

budgets based on the wider aim of limiting

caps for each country have not been stringent

annual carbon emissions over 20 years. 40% of

enough. This is because countries have an

the annual issue would be distributed equally

incentive to increase the cap and thus reduce

to every adult at no charge (Fleming, 2007). The

the costs to their economy of cutting emissions.

remaining portion would be sold by tender,

Another issue is that permits have been given

via banks and other outlets, to all other energy

away on the basis of historic emissions. This

users, including the Government. All fuels would

effectively rewarded historic polluters while

carry carbon ratings, and any purchaser would

costing energy users and distorting economic

have to surrender carbon units to cover the

incentives to cut emissions. This weakness has

rating of their purchase.

been acknowledged in the plans for phase

All carbon units would be tradeable and all

3 (2013–2020), with the plan to sell some of

transactions would be carried out electronically.

the permits (30% in 2013 rising to 100% in

Those who wished to emit more than their

2020 in the power sector, and from 20% in

allowance would have to buy allowances from

2013 to 70% in 2020 for other sectors), but

those who emited less than their allowance.

with lots of exceptions to this if the industry is

Over time, the overall emissions cap (and

exposed to global competition (DECC, 2009) to

therefore individual allocations) could be

3

TEQ’s are also known as Domestic Tradable Quotas (DTQs). A variety of other similar personal carbon trading

policy schemes have been developed which cannot be considered here. For instance, Personal Carbon Allowances
(PCAs), which differs only slightly in scope, allocation method and participation group from Tradable Energy Quotas
(TEQs). Similarly, Cap & Dividend has many similarities to Cap & Share, the crucial difference being that permits
are auctioned first and the money then distributed on a per capita basis.
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reduced in line with international or national

higher consumption for one individual means

agreements.

less for everyone else. Proponents of the

TEQs offer the opportunity for high levels of

scheme believe this could lead to a sense of a

public engagement in climate change politics

common purpose which could in turn instigate

and the public’s active participation in the

radical behavioural change (ibid.). Certainly,

solution. Moreover, it offers a financial incentive:

TEQs would make the carbon content of fuels an

if an individual was prudent with their carbon,

important influence on spending decisions.

they would be able to benefit personally and
earn money (ibid.). TEQs also make clear that

TEQs can also be switched from a system
designed to restrict the amount of carbon

Fig. 10.1 The TEQ process

THE CAP:

A cap on greenhouse gas emissions and an annual quota of
emission entitlements is set by an independent committee.

THE SHARE:

The marketplace.

40% of emission entitlements are
shared out equally to every adult.

THE BUY:
THE SALE:

Individuals may sell part
of their allocated quota.

60% of emission entitlements are sold by
tender via banks. All fuel users must buy
emissions entitlements. This includes
governments, as well as industrial,
commercial and retail users. Individuals
may also purchase additional entitlements.

THE ENFORCEMENT:

Every time fuel is purchased the individual or organisation
must have sufficient emission entitlements to cover the
carbon cost of the purchase. Enforcement of the quota
therefore primarily takes place at point of purchase.
How the TEQ policy would work as an annual process within one nation.

How the TEQ policy would work as an annual process within one nation.
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emitted to a system that can ration the amount

in a carbon taxation scheme. A system based

of fossil fuels. This would involve changing

on a fixed carbon price is very inflexible and

the carbon cap to a fossil fuel cap and to allow

unresponsive. It would be possible to increase

everybody a certain amount of fossil fuel use.

the fixed carbon price but this would take time

This is a potentially useful feature, especially if

and obviously involve significant bureaucracy.

global oil supplies decline rapidly and supplies
need to be rationed to prevent collapse.
However, the value of this feature is reduced

conditions may also lead to unwelcome price
volatility, making it hard for individuals and

as zerocarbonbritain2030 evisages around a

organisations to make informed investment

65% decrease in energy demand as part of the

decisions. This could be minimised by having a

complete decarbonisation. The Energy security

minimum (floor) price and a maximum (ceiling)

chapter highlights other measures needed to

price.

meet peak oil.
TEQs are designed to be responsive to market

The implementation of a TEQ scheme
would require a comprehensive system to be

conditions. If there is a high level of inertia and

established which could assign ownership

people do not decrease their emissions, the

of carbon allowances to participants, track

price automatically increases to further increase

allowance usage by participants across all

the incentive for change.

relevant retail points (petrol stations, energy

TEQs also respond to the problem of

suppliers etc.) and reconcile usage against their

“rebound”. Sometimes energy efficiency

account holdings. There are many systems we

investments result in maintained or even

already have in place which have a similar level

increased energy use rather than decreased

of technical requirements such as the Oyster

energy demand. For example, following the

card for travel in London or even retail loyalty

installation of home insulation, an individual

cards, albeit on a smaller scale.

may choose to use the same amount of energy

The Department for Environment, Food and

to heat the home as beforehand, with the result

Rural Affairs (Defra, 2008) has estimated that

being a warmer home, rather than using less

the set-up costs of such a scheme would likely

fuel to maintain the home at the same level of

range between £700 million and £2 billion,

warmth. This means that potential carbon (and

with the running cost being £1–2billion per

monetary) savings are not always realised.

annum. Though this estimate has been widely

Under a market-based mechanism, such as
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On the other hand, responsiveness to market

criticised (see for example, The Lean Economy

TEQs, this rebound will result in a higher carbon

Connection, 2008), there would be some

price, which will promote further improvements.

additional set-up costs when working at a

This automatic price adjustment is not available

transaction level which which would make the
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scheme costly. It is also a difficult scheme to test
in just one sector of the economy.

goods would save money (ibid.).
The artificial carbon-fuel scarcity created
by a Cap & Share scheme would push energy

Cap & Share

prices up. The additional cost for fuel paid by

Cap & Share works in much the same way at the

consumers is known as a scarcity rent. The

national level as it would at the international

question is – who should get that rent? Within

one. If Cap & Share was not implemented at an

the EU ETS, the scarcity rent has traditionally

international level, a dedicated national body

been channelled back to large companies

would establish an upstream cap every year to

using fossil fuel, giving them a profits windfall,

reduce emissions in line with the Government’s

although in the future, with the sale of more

target. Carbon permits, up to the level of this

permits, higher proportions are likely to go to

cap, would then be issued and distributed

the state.

equally to every adult citizen. Each adult could

With Cap & Share, though, the majority of the

sell their permit to a bank or at a post office,

scarcity rent is distributed to the public. This is

receiving the market price on that day (Feasta,

for several reasons. One is that with a rapid rate

2008) (Figure 10.2).

of decarbonisation, the scarcity rent would be

Businesses importing fossil fuels or producing

high and the cost of living would go up steeply.

them in the UK would have to buy sufficient

Unless the rent was returned to people, many

permits from the banks to cover the carbon

families would be plunged into fuel poverty.

(C02e) that would be released downstream from

Another reason is that certain energy-saving

the combustion of the fossil fuels they put on

actions can only be carried out at the household

the market (ibid.). This upstream cap would

level. Families will need to have the money to

provide a reliable environmental outcome with

carry them out. If a family can rely on getting

a low enforcement cost. If Cap & Share was

a fairly assured income each year from the sale

in use internationally, of course, the national

of its permits, it can use that income to repay a

body’s role would simply be to pass the permits

loan taken out to make its house more energy

it had received from the global agency handling

efficient.

the system on to each citizen.
The scheme aims to be equitable via the

Not all energy efficiency measures can be
carried out at the household level and it has

“polluter pays principle”. Businesses are

been suggested that some of the permits

expected to raise the costs of their products in

people received should be cashable only by

line with the increased cost of carbon. Therefore,

community organisations. People could choose

those buying carbon-intensive goods would pay

which projects they give their permits to, and

more; those who bought less carbon-intensive

therefore local choice would determine which
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Fig. 10.2 The Cap & Share process

THE CAP:

A cap on greenhouse gas emissions and an annual quota of
emission entitlements is set based on scientific evidence.

THE SHARE:

Emission entitlements are shared equally to every citizen.

THE SALE:

Citizens sell their entitlements via post offices and banks.

THE BUY:
THE ENFORCEMENT:

Primary oil, gas and coal companies buy entitlements
to cover the emissions from their fuels.

Inspectors match entitlements to emissions and enforce
the cap by fining companies with too few entitlements.

How the Cap & Share policy would work as an annual process within one nation.

How the Cap & Share policy would work as an annual process within one nation.

projects were given the go-ahead.
These features mean that the Cap & Share

Despite these features it has been claimed

scheme has the potential to attract a strong

that a disadvantage of Cap & Share is that

political constituency as it provides a visible

public participation is limited. For example, the

benefit to individuals and their communities.

Environmental Audit Committee stated that a

This should increase the robustness of the

Cap and Share scheme would act like a tax on

scheme.

downstream users and not provide the public

The scheme aims to be equitable via the
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goods would save their money.

motivation incentives found in a TEQ-style

“Polluter Pays Principle”. Businesses are

scheme (EAC, 2008). Individuals would receive

expected to raise the costs of their products in

an income from the scheme, but there would be

line with the increased cost of carbon. Therefore,

no direct link between reducing emissions and

those buying carbon-intensive goods would pay

saving money. Those advocating Cap & Share do

more; those who bought less carbon-intensive

not accept this argument and point out that the

framework
introduction
context
higher prices for energy and energy-intensive

each unit of fuel should more than offset the

goods would automatically encourage people

loss of tax revenue caused by the reduction in

to take a low emission path and, that Cap &

the amount of fuel sold. This extra tax revenue

Share would give them the income to do so.

could be directed into a fund to mitigate or

They also say that the public would be more

adapt against climate change, or used to

engaged than under a tax scheme.

support the fuel poor.

Another claim is that under Cap & Share, the

The Republic of Ireland has investigated

price of the carbon permits would be volatile if,

introducing a Cap and Share scheme in the

for example, there was a cold winter or a strong

transport sector alone which could then, if

economic swing. This would be dangerous as a

successful, be scaled up to include other sectors.

high carbon price is considered a key factor for

(AEA Energy and Environment & Cambridge

getting investment in low carbon technologies.

Econometrics, 2008). This approach decreases

However, if a floor and ceiling price was

the risk associated with introducing such a

introduced, this problem would be overcome.

scheme.

The floor price could be maintained by
the agency running the system, either by

a National Carbon Tax Scheme

purchasing permits and witholding them from
use, or by reducing the amount it issued. The

A carbon tax is a tax on the fossil fuel content of

ceiling price could be maintained by the agency

any good, and could be used as a substitute or

providing permits from the ETS system and

in addition to current taxation. The type of tax

selling them to energy importers to use instead.

could vary from the incremental, for example, a

Having floor and ceiling prices would reduce the

few pence on a barrel of oil, to the radical, such

scope for speculation, as would the use of time-

as replacing VAT and/or income tax with a tax

limited permits distributed across the course of

based purely on carbon. The focus here shall be

the year. Moreover, Cap & Share would tend to

on supplementary taxes.

reduce total fuel price volatility because, if the

An important policy choice would be

world price of fuel rose, the amount that energy

deciding whether to levy the tax upstream

importers would be able to pay for the permits

or downstream. The reduced administrative

would fall.

burden and the fact that an upstream tax can

In the purest form of the scheme the

reach all areas of the economy, suggests that

Government would receive no direct revenue.

an upstream tax would be preferable. Using

However, the Government would continue to

static analysis, an upstream carbon tax which

charge VAT on fuel. As the cost of fuel would

distributed the revenues on a per capita basis

increase, the associated higher VAT revenue on

would be very similar to a cap and share
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scheme, except that under a tax scheme,
the price of carbon would be the same for

environmental outcome remains unknown.

everybody; static and set by government.

There is no guarantee that it would decrease

A carbon tax has several advantages over a

carbon by enough to keep within a carbon

cap scheme. Firstly, taxes are a simple, proven

budget. Achieving the optimal tax rate is likely

method of reducing consumption in a good.

to be a matter of trial and error, but that would

Secondly, a tax is far less complex than a

create significant upheaval. The more often the

cap system and as such could be introduced

tax rate is changed the easier it will be to keep

immediately. Thirdly, it provides a stable,

the price escalating to reduce emissions and see

carbon price which incentivises investment

how people respond. However, the more often

in renewable technology and more energy-

the tax is changed, the less clear the signal is to

efficient processes. Finally, it could be made

business. Yet this is a key reason for the scheme.

revenue-neutral. This would make it far more

Unlike personal carbon trading schemes, taxes

politically acceptable.

do not build a political constituency. A tax

However, a key weakness in the scheme is
determining a set tax level. While the cost of
switching from one technology to another can

provides a stick to reduce emissions without the
carrot of trading.
A tax on rising oil and gas prices is likely

be quantified, as can the carbon savings this

to prove very difficult politically. During the

will generate, the level of the rebound effect is

oil spike in 2008, the road lobby successfully

unknown. This is part of a larger unknown such

lobbied to delay planned increases in fuel price

as the willingness for people to change their

duty. The result is that it is difficult to make any

behaviour and what impact on that a change

sort of long-term commitment to high tax rates

of price will have. A fixed price cannot handle

as the incentive will always be there to reduce

these additional effects.

the tax. This contrasts with trading regimes

If emissions are elastic to price, in other

that establish political constituencies which

words, if a small increase in price leads to a

are then motivated to keep the scheme. It has

big decrease in emissions, then a tax could be

been argued that it would be more effective

very effective at limiting emissions. If emissions

to provide money to people so that they can

prove inelastic to price, then a tax should

invest in energy efficiency measures, rather than

be very effective at raising revenue. If these

taking money away from them (Fleming, 2009).

revenues were then channelled into funding
climate change mitigation and adaptation it
could become even more effective as a climate
policy.
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Nonetheless, without a cap, the
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Cap or tax?

and it is clear that any policy must be stringent
if it is to be effective, i.e. through a tight cap or

On a static analysis, assuming perfect

high tax rate. Having said that, taxes and cap

information, cap schemes and tax schemes

schemes are not mutually exclusive and could

should provide the same results. In practice they

be combined to accentuate the benefits of each

are quite different. Taxes are simple to design

and limit the uncertainty that each is associated

and implement, and should create a stable

with. In such a hybrid scheme the tax would

carbon price; but they tend to be unpopular

provide the floor price in any cap scheme. This

and may lack long-term credibility. Cap schemes

would provide the environmental certainty of

on the other hand are more complicated and

a cap combined with relatively certain financial

may promote carbon price volatility; however

returns based on a tax.

they can create a political constituency, get the

However, it does increase the complexity

public actively participating and provide a limit

of the scheme, and this would have financial

on emissions. Both policies could also suffer

implications. It could also be slightly regressive

from the problem of leakage unless there was a

if those less able to understand the system were

stringent international framework and/or border

disadvantaged and in turn decrease motivation

taxes relating to carbon content.

to participate in the system. Nonetheless,

As to the choice of which cap scheme is
better, TEQs should prove more effective at
engaging people with the issue of energy

a hybrid policy probably provides the best
national policy framework for the UK.

consumption and have significant potential

Targeted intervention

to motivate behavioural change. It is the only

In addition to the national or international

scheme discussed here which would actually

implementation of a scheme to price carbon,

actively reward those individuals who limit the

a range of targeted interventions in specific

greenhouse gas emissions they are responsible

sectors are essential if we are to meet the

for. However, they imply a high administration

ambitious carbon reduction targets. The

cost, and offer little opportunity for pilot testing.

market is a very powerful tool, but needs to be

While the simplicity of Cap and Share comes

regulated and controlled to ensure a socially-just

at the price of decreasing motivation, they

outcome. Targeted intervention can encourage

are easier to implement and therefore may be

more strategic action and ultimately lower

tested more easily at a sector level before being

emissions.

implemented on a larger scale.
Given the urgency of the situation it seems
clear that either would be better than none

Government has an important role to play
in disseminating information and promoting
cross-sector initiatives, both public and
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private. After all, the economic assumption of

triple threat of climate chaos, peak oil and the

perfect information in reality does not exist.

financial crisis through a major Keynesian effort,

Many organisations may have mutual needs

reminiscent of the “New Deal” launched by

or objectives. The Government can play a role

President Roosevelt in the 1930’s to pull America

in facilitating cooperation amongst these

out of the Great Depression (Green New Deal

organisations. Government must also take a role

Group, 2008).5

in breaking the feedback loops which can often

The programme would involve structural

reinforce the continued use of unsustainable

reform of the national and international financial

technologies and lock us into certain lifestyle

regulation combined with major changes to

packages.4

taxation systems. For example, greater regulation

Whilst a call for such a hands-on approach

of the domestic financial system would aim to

from Government would have seemed radical

ensure low interest rates which in turn should

even 18 months ago, the financial crisis and

incentivise infrastructural investment which

recapitalisation of the banks demonstrate

produces returns over the long-term. Merchant

the dangers of unfettered market forces, and

banking would be separated from corporate

reinforce the role of Government as a key shaper

finance and securities dealing (ibid.).

of our economy.
Both the Government’s Low Carbon Transition

However the programme is not limited to
financial reform. It would also involve a sustained

Plan (DECC, 2009) and the recent report by the

programme to invest in and deploy energy

Committee on Climate Change (CCC, 2009)

conservation and renewable energies as well as

argue that the market alone will not be able to

initiatives to manage energy demand, analogous

solve the problems facing the energy sector. The

to the power up and power down scenarios

recent announcement made by Ed Miliband,

detailed in this report. This would entail an

Secretary of State for Energy and Climate

initial crash investment programme of £50

Change, about the Government taking control

billion per year in energy efficiency measures

over access to the National Grid from the Office

and community-based renewable technologies,

of the Gas and Electricity Markets (Ofgem)

which would create jobs and massively decrease

(Macalister, 2009) highlights that when political

heat loss in buildings. The Government would

leadership is needed it can happen.

therefore support investment in infrastructure

Financing the Green Economy

and facilitate the roll-out of renewable and
low carbon technologies, from smart meters in
homes to the development of an offshore HVDC

The policy proposals within the Green New Deal

grid that would allow us to harness our offshore

report published in 2008 attempt to tackle the

wind, tidal and marine resources.

4

Although not discussed here, the renationalisation of industry is a further option for breaking such feedback loops.

5

It could be argued that The Green New Deal is a macro scheme but this report regards it more as a combination of

various micro-level interventions.
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On the ground, teams could go street-by-

although modest at about 3% are fairly secure

street insulating and draught-proofing every

and are therefore well suited to be invested in by

house. Adopting an opt-out policy over an opt-in

large pension funds and more risk-averse long-

policy would greatly increase participation in the

term institutional investors. The Government

retrofitting scheme. Cost-savings would also be

could encourage further small-scale private

made by adopting this street-by-street approach

investment by promoting the sale of small-scale

and the overall size of the scheme would

bonds such as “Grannie’s Gone Green” bonds, the

certainly allow substantial economies of scale.

funds from which would be earmarked solely

Ultimately, the environmental reconstruction

for investment in low carbon technologies, and

programme could help shift the UK economy

by guaranteeing individual investments in the

focus from financial services and retail to one

Green New Deal fund.

powered by environmental transformation.
Financing the Green New Deal should involve

Finally there is still the potential for further
quantitative easing to provide funds for such a

both public and private money (ibid.). The

deal. Whilst this may prove politically unpopular,

programme aims to attract private investment

quantitative easing was used to recapitalise the

by using public money as a guarantor. One such

banks and the IMF recently gave its support for

method would be Local Authority bonds such as

further rounds of easing (Elliott, 2009). Whether

the £600 million raised by Transport for London

quantitative easing is used or not, adopting the

to fund the Crossrail train scheme. Birmingham

Green New Deal will massively increase the level

Local Authority is currently examining the

of government debt potentially undermining

possibility of releasing bonds to fund large-

access to further credit.

scale energy efficiency improvements on

The Green New Deal is both an environmental

approximately 10,000 Local Authority houses,

programme and an economic regeneration

with the bond paid back through the energy

programme with a massive job creation element.

savings made.

At the same time, the programme would vastly

One of the core parts of the Green New Deal

improve UK energy security and improve our

is the belief that the future will be dominated

balance of payments deficit by reducing imports

by rising fuel costs which will allow ever greater

of oil and gas. Finally, given the potential for

profits to be made from increased energy

a double-dip recession to hit there is a drastic

efficiency and renewables (ibid.). It is the cost

need to fundamentally restructure the economy

savings from moving out of intensive fossil fuel

away from an over-reliance on consumption

use that will repay the loans made under the

and financial services towards a more balanced

Green New Deal.

economy.

The returns from sustainable technologies
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Box 10.1 What’s the link between GDP and social progress?
In seeking to direct society onto a more sustainable path, there are issues other than carbon emissions that must also
be addressed. Not least of these are the health and happiness of its population. Currently economic pressure tends
to prioritise short-term financial gain over almost all other considerations. There is growing evidence that some of the
personal and social costs of this emphasis include increases in stress-related disease, obesity, family breakdown and
poor mental health.
At present, the almost universal yardstick for judging a society’s success is the size of its gross domestic product (GDP),
which is consequently used as a key criterion in policymaking. This is a crude indicator for economics which takes no
account of other considerations such as environment or social factors.
Nor does GDP seem adequately to reflect the public’s own aspirations and desires. Eurobarometer – a series of EU-wide
polls conducted on behalf of the European Commission – asked in both 2004 and 2007 what criteria were important to
people’s assessment of their quality of life. The environment was the second most important aspect (Figure 10.3).

Fig. 10.3 Factors influencing quality of life

2004

2007

84%

Economic factors

State of the
environment

Social factors

78%
80%
72%
76%
72%

Responses as a percentage, in 2004, to the question “In your opinion, to what extent do the
following factors influence your ‘quality of life’?”
Source: Eurobarometer (2008).
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Supporting the vulnerable
Change is always an upheaval which usually
In addition, it was concluded that “more than two thirds of
EU citizens feel that social, environmental and economic
indicators should be used equally to evaluate progress”
(European Council [EC], 2009).
While it is relatively easy to quantify and measure
economic factors, environmental and social factors are
less straightforward. However, the European Commission
is currently developing a range of alternative progress
indicators and metrics. These include a comprehensive
environmental index (not only carbon emissions), and
measures of quality of life and well-being. The intention
is to publish these indicators annually, in parallel with
GDP:

“The aim is to provide indicators that
do what people really want them
to do, namely measure progress
in delivering social, economic and
environmental goals in a sustainable
manner. Ultimately, national and EU
policies will be judged on whether
they are successful in delivering these
goals and improving the well-being of
Europeans.” (EC, 2009).
In March 2009 the UK’s All Party Parliamentary Group
on Well-being Economics was established, with the same
objective of identifying improved yardsticks for gauging
societal progress.
The adoption of a broader range of indicators, including
carbon content, as well as wider environmental and
social impacts, has the potential to dramatically change
the policy landscape. While some suggestions in this
report may seem unusual compared to current practice, it
should also be recognised that such innovation is already
appearing within EU policy.

impacts greatest on the vulnerable, even if the
end-state is ultimately positive. Therefore, every
effort must be made to financially support the
vulnerable during the transformation into a zero
carbon economy, through for example extra
financing towards the Jobseeker’s Allowance
and the roll-out of “green skills” re-training
schemes across the UK. The retrofit campaign
will address one of the root causes of fuel
poverty. Changes to energy pricing structures
may also benefit the poor, for example, if the
first energy units used are no longer the most
expensive, or if it provides opportunities for
individuals to save money by changing the
times when they access energy.
Effort must also be made to increase the
public’s understanding of the process and
their sense of control over it. Adult education
schemes could be developed which teach
people about carbon financing and the
monetary value of efficiency measures,
therefore empowering them to actively
participate in the decarbonisation process.
This would be particularly useful in facilitating
the introduction of a personal carbon trading
scheme. More generally, such training has the
potential to decrease debt, increase saving
rates, improve pension deficit, and reduce
inequality. Encouraging peer-to-peer learning
could be particularly effective and would
provide a significant number of jobs in some of
the most disadvantaged areas.
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Motivated individuals are already voluntarily

home will have a smart meter by 2020 and has

trying to significantly alter their own behaviour

just completed a consultation looking at the

and make their communities more sustainable

best way to achieve this goal. Smart meters are

by acting within local action groups, through

likely to have at least a 40-year lifetime and they

schemes such as Transitions Towns or Carbon

must be fit for purpose. If deployed correctly,

Rationing Action Groups (CRAGs). Further

they should have a lasting impact and facilitate

support could be provided to promote and

the reduction and management of demand

encourage such community-level action

from every household and business in the

on these issues, without co-opting existing

country.

projects. Similarly, there is a lot of potential

Smart meters would allow the real-time price

to make campaign alliances with non-

of electricity to be visible to the consumer,

environmental groups, whether they aim

giving them the basic understanding and

primarily for greater community cohesion or

incentive necessary for them to voluntarily alter

increased public health.

when they use energy based on the unit price

Powering Down with new
energy pricing structures

at the time. Electricity is currently cheapest at
night because there is reduced demand, but
in the future, with more of our energy coming
from offshore wind turbines, it is likely to be

The reduction of energy waste is essential if a
zero carbon society is to be achieved. To combat

There is also potential for the technological

inertia and promote efficient use of energy a

development of smart appliances which switch

range of measures can be taken. A key incentive

on and off automatically depending on the

is a new pricing structure.

energy cost. This would save money to the

Integrating the environmental cost of carbon
emissions into the financial cost of goods and
services reduces demand. In the same way, but

consumer and would help the National Grid
balance the supply and demand of electricity.
An alternative proposal involves a radical shift,

at a more focused level, altering the pricing

away from treating energy as a commodity, and

structures of energy can lead not only to lower

towards treating energy provision as a service.

total demand but also to a demand structure

So for instance, instead of paying for electricity

more in-tune with the generating capacity of

which is then used to generate light, individuals

energy from renewable sources, especially wind,

contract energy companies to provide a certain

which tend to be more intermittent.

level of lighting. Similarly, a service provider

A key step to allow variable pricing is smart
meters. The Government has pledged that every
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linked to periods of high wind.

could be contracted to provide a certain level
of heating. As the energy supply company
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became an energy service company (ESCO), its

go some way to resolving these constraints

incentives would be transformed. Rather than

and ensuring that the vast wind resource is

encouraging the heavy use of electricity in order

exploited more efficiently. The scheme would

to acquire greater profits, the company would

also provide jobs and help revitalise the

have an incentive to produce the service as

manufacturing industry.

efficiently as possible.
This could involve the company installing

There are many ways of calculating the cost
of building an offshore wind resource with key

energy efficient light bulbs or investing in cavity

differences being based on different costs of

wall insulation, with the company benefiting

installation and discount rates. Installing 195GW

from the energy savings in order to pay back the

would therefore cost between £234 billion

investment. The consumer would pay a similar

and £624 billion. The higher estimate is based

price for the same service. The ESCO model or

on current costs rather than projected costs.

similar is also a key contender for financing (or

Current costs are expected to be at a short-term

part-financing) the large-scale refurbishment

spike due to demand temporarily outstripping

programme detailed in The built environment

supply. The lowest figure is from the range given

chapter. Such a model already exists for large

by the European Commission’s figures.

industrial users and the challenge is now to
make it work on a smaller scale.

Powering Up with Renewables

Supporting the roll-out of renewable
electricity
Here we cover an overview of the renewable
electricity incentive options; more technical

A range of incentives can be used to accelerate

detail is included in the Renewables chapter.

the development of sustainable forms of

At present, and although the situation is

energy.

improving, renewable technologies are still
not quite cost competitive with fossil fuel

Developing a domestic supply chain for
offshore wind turbines

forms of power generation. If carbon was

As detailed in the Renewables chapter, the

in the meantime enhanced policy support is

UK should develop its own supply chain for

necessary.

correctly accounted for they would be, but

offshore wind turbines. The current high cost of

The current policy support mechanism for

wind power development is largely due to a lack

renewable energy is the Renewable Obligation

of competition and supply capacity amongst

(RO). This obligates suppliers of electricity to

suppliers as well as exchange rate variations.

source a certain percentage from renewable

Developing a domestic supply industry would

sources. This obligation is increasing annually
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up to 15% in 2015. Suppliers must submit

stipulates the price at which suppliers must

annual Renewable Obligation Certificates

buy electricity from renewable sources. It could

(ROC) to Ofgem showing that they have either

be banded according to technology and has

generated this obligation themselves, or bought

been successful at incentivising investment

it from the market. However, if they have not

in renewable technologies in other European

succeeded in producing or buying sufficient

countries such as Germany and Spain, although

renewable energy certificates/permits, they

the price per kWh has been higher in those

may make up the remaining shortfall by buying

countries.

permits at a buy-out rate. The Renewable

historically (Kemp, 2008), if we assume the level

banding by technology so rather than every

of price support is the same then the difference

technology getting 1 ROC for every MWh

between the two largely comes down to each

produced each will receive a different rate of

scheme’s complexity and the allocation of

ROCs. For example, offshore wind projects

risk. The feed-in tariff is a simple and easy to

accredited up to March 2014 will receive 2 ROCs,

understand scheme: under a feed-in tariff, if

and thereafter will receive 1.75 ROCs (Backwell,

you produce x, you will receive y. Therefore,

2009).

estimating returns and payback times is

The Renewable Obligation has led to a rapid

relatively easy. In contrast, under the Renewable

increase in renewable electricity production.

Obligation, if you install x, you will probably

Nonetheless, it has been criticised for a number

get y, but it depends on the market price of the

of reasons. The idea was that firms would rather

Renewable Obligation, which has many factors

pay the government for buy-out permits even

including the difference between the obligation

if this cost is slightly more than buying ROCs

and actual amount produced by industry.

from their competitors. However, ROCs usually

Furthermore ROC prices are tied to

trade above the buyout price. The ROC price in

market prices and these are again difficult

July 2009 was just £52 (eROC, 2009); the whole

to estimate. Estimating returns and payback

buyout rate was £37.19 (Ofgem, 2009). It can

times involves complex modelling exercises

therefore be argued that the buyout rate is too

which increases the risk of any investment

low and has not provided sufficient incentive for

and indeed the cost of obtaining financing

suppliers to meet their obligations.

(Mendonca, 2007). In effect, under FITs the

Many commentators have suggested that the
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While the feed-in tariff has had higher prices

Obligation was changed in 2009 to include

price risk of any investment is spread across

Renewble Obligation should be replaced with

the whole society while under the Renewable

a feed-in tariff (FIT) scheme. A feed-in tariff is

Obligation the developer takes this risk. This

a guaranteed price support mechanism which

has made it difficult for smaller companies and

framework
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individuals to invest in renewable energy and

board, the deployment of renewable generation

the Renewable Obligation may be less successful

would be accelerated. Therefore the feed-in

at promoting innovation than a FIT (Foxon et al.,

tariff should replace the Renewable Obligation

2005).

scheme.

There is ample evidence to support the
proposition that the feed-in tariff is more

Developing renewable heat incentives

effective. On behalf of the International Energy

Heat generation from renewable sources is in

Agency (IEA), de Jagger and Rathmann (2008)

the early stages of development and the UK

recently reviewed various renewable policy

only produces 0.6% of its heat from renewable

support efforts in numerous countries and

sources. However, it offers tremendous potential

concluded that FIT was the most effective.

and therefore needs urgent attention. This needs

Ofgem has also stated that it does not want to

to increase to at least 12% by 2020 to hit binding

continue to regulate the ever more complicated

EU final energy targets (DECC, 2009). The latest

Renewable Obligation mechanism.

modelling work by NERA and AEA (2009) for

Both the Renewable Obligation and the

the Government suggests that to meet such a

feed-in tariff are incentives based around

target would require growth rates that are at the

generation. The new infrastructure proposed

maximum observed for individual technologies

in the Renewables chapter includes capacity

in other countries.

specifically used to manage variability. This is

Policy support is required for heat

vital for the grid to balance supply and demand

technologies because the technologies are

for electricity but is not used very often. To

currently not cost competitive against the

avoid complicating the RO or FIT debate, it

production of heat through fossil fuels or

is recommended that this infrastructure is

electricity. Many of the technologies are

best handled outside of the core incentive

relatively new with much scope for learning,

mechanism based on generation capacity (see

so flexibility will have to be at the heart of any

Box 10.2).

successful policy support mechanism.

Whilst the Government recently decided

Heat from renewable sources can be provided

against scrapping Renewable Obligation

through stand-alone technologies on a domestic

Certificates in favour of a feed-in tariff,

or commercial basis, or through heat networks,

apparently on the basis of large developers’

which act much like gas networks, providing

objections of not wanting change (House of

heat to a number of buildings. Successful large-

Lords, 2008), it is now introducing a feed-in tariff

scale heat networks already exist in Woking,

for projects under 5MW. It seems clear, that

Birmingham and Southampton which have

with the feed-in tariff being adopted across the

saved many tonnes of CO2 each year.6 Policy
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Box 10.2 Financing backup electricity generation
We have presented an overview of the measures needed to support the shift to a low carbon economy. The combination
of proposals includes taxation, trading, direct incentives such as feed-in tariffs, strict legislation and compliance. There
is however one piece of energy infrastructure that is unlikely to be developed within this framework.
In creating a secure renewable electricity supply, biogas-fuelled turbines form a small but crucial component,
particularly to manage the variability of other renewables. But while biogas is needed for energy security, it is only
likely to be required for a few weeks each year. The financial incentives for the construction of such facilities based on
use are therefore likely to be inadequate. Even with the price security offered by feed-in tariffs, biogas generators are
likely to produce insufficient energy to be economic, despite their importance to the overall mix.
Rather than changing the overall fiscal structure for one small exception, it may be better simply to handle it separately.
One approach is for Government to offer a guaranteed return for the installation and maintenance of biogas generators,
and put it out to developers for tender. Whether such long-term contracts between Government and developer are with
the National Grid, or with other private companies, their role will be crucial in ensuring security of supply.

support for stand-alone technologies should

funding.7 When support is high, demand is

run along the same lines as general support

high and vice versa. The boom-bust cycles that

for other renewable electricity technologies.

result, make it very difficult to efficiently plan

Emissions reductions through this technology

production and investment by the heat industry.

would be incremental and involve the

Obligations on a percentage of use were also

installation of a large number of units. The

criticised because they make no distinction

development and implementation of heat

by technology. They also provide little scope

network schemes on the other hand is extremely

for economic optimisation because they have

complex and therefore requires a much more

no mechanism for ensuring a given level of

nuanced level of policy support.

efficiency.

Three policy options for supporting heat

Recognising that all technologies are not

networks dominate: government grants,

equal is the rationale behind the banding by

obligations on use or sourcing e.g. 30% of heat

technology in the Renewable Obligation or a

from renewable sources, and price support

feed-in tariff. If the rationale was short-term

mechanisms such as the Renewable Obligation

CO2 savings the banding could be organised

or feed-in tariff. Berg et al., (2008) have analysed

accordingly. However, the way these have

the merits of the various options and conclude

been used so far is to encourage development

that government grants tend to inhibit the

and therefore the bandings are based on cost

development of a heat industry, as policy

of deployment. This ensures that the market

support is determined by the level of political

delivers longer-term technology innovation

6

Woking has 13 CHP schemes including the first commercial scale fuel cell CHP, with a borough-wide emissions

reduction of 21% on 1990 levels (Audit Commission, 2007). Birmingham uses a gas-fired CCHP to heat, cool and
power the City Centre’s most prestigious buildings saving 4000 tonnes CO2/year (Birmingham City Council, 2009).
Southampton uses geothermal energy, as well as a gas-fired CHP unit and in the future a biomass boiler, that saves
12,000 tonnes CO2/year (Greenpeace, 2009).
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The paper focused on Germany but the same lessons apply.
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rather than just nearest market. However, it can

investment, a range of non-market barriers

definitely be complimented by research and

will also need to be tackled to allow the

development investment.

development of large-scale heat networks.

Therefore, as with renewable electricity,

A general non-market barrier to renewable heat

a feed-in tariff scheme is recommended

development is the low level of information

because it can precisely target support as with

and knowledge about the heat sector and the

investment grants, being cost efficient because

range of options available. The Government has

it is performance-based, and because it should

a clear role in tackling this, by disseminating

help advance long-term infrastructural changes

information through bodies such as the Carbon

through banding. Investors should be attracted

Trust and the Energy Saving Trust. Training

by the secure returns and reduced risk. A final

and education schemes for those in the heat

benefit is that it could be funded by a tax on

industry could also play a key part in making the

those companies that currently put fossil fuel

most of innovation as soon as possible.

heating fuels on the market, thus ensuring that
the “Polluter Pays Principle” is satisfied.
A number of adaptations could be made

There is a key role for the public sector in
developing partnerships with the private sector
and to provide an anchor heat load, long-term

to the standard feed-in tariff design. Firstly,

contracts and the physical building space

it seems clear that tariffs should be banded

required. Local authorities, mainly in urban

by size and technology to take into account

areas, also have a role in energy mapping –

the different levels of development, costs and

identifying existing heat networks, areas of

returns each involves. The Renewable Energy

high heat demand and sources of waste heat to

Association has also suggested a terraced tariff

facilitate any development –, with the potential

whereby the tariff is greatest for the first few

for heat mapping to be undertaken as part of

units produced. This should remove perverse

their Local Development framework (Greater

incentives for generators to stay below a certain

London Authority, 2007).

capacity. The terraced feed-in tariff could also
be configured to help support heat networks

Conclusions

and would be more adaptable at delivering the

The challenges we face are unprecedented.

beneficiaries the returns they need. However,

We need strong decisive action now to

it would be more complicated than a flat tariff

fundamentally rewire our economy to ensure

and a record of cumulative production would be

that the dual problems of climate change and

required.

peak oil can be tackled. A number of policy

Although a price support mechanism such
as the feed-in tariff should help incentivise

solutions are available at both the international
and national level which address climate
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Box 10.3 A Fair, green future
We have demonstrated how it is possible, through a wide range of policy interventions, to respond to climate change,
peak oil and recession. However, the scale of the current challenges we face must make us consider whether a
more radical reconfiguration of the economic system, something akin to a steady-state economy, might ultimately
be more successful. Reinvigorating local economies would be a key first step as it has great potential to both reduce
carbon emissions, largely through reduced transportation demands, and to make the overall national economy far
more transparent and resilient.
Due to the fractional reserve method of banking, the vast proportion of our money supply is lent into the economy by
banks. This money has to be returned in full with interest. On an economy-wide level, with a constant money supply,
the only way this can be achieved is through economic growth. Resource constraints which limit such growth mean
that the interest cannot be paid back and people begin defaulting. This can spread throughout the economy ultimately
requiring government intervention to shore up the system. Developing a currency which is not lent, but instead spent
into the economy, or is based on a finite resource, is an important area of future research.

change, energy security and our economy. These

international framework that allocates national

offer a better quality of life and employment

carbon budgets over time and between

for individuals plus opportunities for business

countries, via Contraction and Convergence,

and governments. A sustained political effort

currently offers the most feasible and effective

is required from national governments to work

solution.

together and make the most of the opportunities
available.
At the international level, the crucial first step

aimed at reducing emissions in the domestic
sector to complement the EU, ETS and CRC.

is to sign a global agreement aimed at limiting

Energy Efficiency Scheme aimed at reducing

atmospheric temperature rise to below 2°C, and

emissions in the domestic sector. Cap & Share,

setting a cumulative carbon budget that provides

TEQs and carbon tax schemes all provide viable

us with a high chance of meeting this goal. The

proposals and the answer may lie in combining a

exact policy mechanism could come later, but

hard cap with tax schemes to provide the certain

ensuring that all countries are on board with

environmental outcome and a guaranteed floor

this overarching target is critical to changing the

price for investors. Over time such a scheme may

direction of the global economy. Copenhagen

develop and encapsulate the whole economy

went some way to achieving this goal but a

with the EU ETS merging with a personal carbon

global cumulative carbon budget is needed.

trading scheme. A clear, high carbon price will

A key decision then needs to be taken over
which of the three international framework
road maps should be taken. It seems that an
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Nationally, the UK must introduce a scheme

incentivise decarbonisation actions amongst all
actors.
It is also clear that simply internalising the price
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of carbon will not solve all our problems. We
are locked into the present technologies and
processes, and more targeted interventions
are required to put the economy on a more
sustainable trajectory. A Green New Deal is
needed to provide the investment required in
large-scale renewable energy technologies and
energy efficiency improvements. Public money
has to be used as a guarantor, and innovative
financial arrangements have to be developed,
in order to attract private finance for such an
enormous investment programme.
Whilst the transition to a zero carbon Britain
will not be cost-free, a number of welfare
policies and job-creation strategies linked to
the decarbonisation of the UK economy can
be put in place to reduce the negative impact
of change, and to create the seeds of green
growth. Additional policy interventions should
aim to change energy pricing structures and
optimise or create incentive mechanisms for the
use of renewable energy, be it heat or electricity.
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Chapter 11
Employment
by the new economics foundation

‘‘

The fiscal stimulus measures intended to pull the

economy out of recession represent an invaluable
opportunity to decisively transform the UK into a
low carbon economy. A programme of investments
in low carbon industries would help build a modern

‘‘

and sustainable economy, securing Britain’s

competitiveness and future prosperity in the new
global economy that will emerge from this crisis.
Environment Audit Committee, (2009)

Introduction

while also offering a practical route out of the

The country has been here before – an energy

current recession.

crisis with a recession trailing behind, rising
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All of these challenges, however, are

unemployment, and the threat of savage cuts

symptoms of a much wider and systemic

in public service spending. But the current

problem with the current neoliberal economic

economic crisis is different. It occurs when the

model. Instead of endless, stable growth and

imperative to decarbonise the economy has

high and rising incomes equitably shared, we

never been greater. There is now an urgent need

have had inequity, volatility and crises. These are

for solutions that deal proactively with the long-

not anomalies, but a natural and increasingly

term challenges of climate change and peak oil,

severe expression of the “normal” functioning
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of the system. As even Alan Greenspan, former

In addition to creating new jobs at a time of

Chair of the US Federal Bank, was forced to

rising unemployment, the economic benefits

admit, there was “a flaw… in the model that

of low carbon investments bring the additional

defines how the world works” (Clark & Treanor,

benefit of avoided costs for fossil fuels and

2008).

environmental damages.

Astonishingly however, this is precisely the

The current chapter examines how

path to which politicians are trying to return

the economic benefits of a transition to

with their current economic stimulus packages.

ZeroCarbonBritain can be realised. In particular,

Governments around the world have passed

it explores the job creation potential of a

stimulus plans that total US$3 trillion, but only

transition to zero carbon, how this transition

a very small proportion of this has been used

can be made to work, what policy framework is

to promote the promised future low carbon

necessary in order to make it happen quickly,

economy. Instead, the recovery plans have been

and the implications of the current recession.

consumption-led – which, rather than taking

The focus is not simply on decarbonisation of

the world away from a catastrophic climatic and

the energy supply, but the decarbonisation of

ecological tipping point, will actually bring it

the entire economy – including energy (power

closer.

and heat), food, transport and other goods and

For example, many of the measures that were
hastily put in place at the start of the recession,

services.
It demonstrates that it is practically

such as VAT reductions and car “scrappage”

impossible to make a bad investment in

schemes, were specifically designed to “kick-

proven and appropriate renewable energy.

start” energy-intensive consumption. Because

This is because of the multiple benefits of such

of such measures, aggregate consumption is

investments, such as long-term mitigation

now increasing again with the effect of pushing

against the causes of climate change, increasing

up the price of materials. At the same time,

energy security (future energy prices are likely

inflationary pressures are occurring again. There

to trigger future economic crises), and the

is increasing concern over the risk of a second

employment intensity associated with energy

crash in the coming months, and with it, the

efficiency improvements and renewable energy

need for a second wave of stimulus packages.

infrastructure. In addition, the chapter shows

There is now a strong international consensus
in support of economic recovery packages

that:
• Shifting to a low carbon economy could

that direct investment into the transformation

provide significant economic benefits to the

of the economy to a low carbon state (see

UK in terms of increased employment, and

for example Green New Deal Group, 2008).

therefore increased tax revenues.
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• Pound for pound, per unit energy, or per unit
of investment, renewable energy and energy

potential for green employment.

efficiency have the potential to create more

Given the multiple benefits identified above,

employment opportunities than other more

the feeble investments currently earmarked for

carbon-intensive industries. However, direct

low carbon economic conversion are puzzling.

comparisons between studies are problematic

The transformation of the economy in a zero

due to different methodologies employed.

carbon Britain has the potential for numerous

• The transition to a low carbon economy will

economic, social and ecological dividends

inevitably undermine jobs in some areas, just

that go beyond reducing greenhouse gases.

as they grow in others. However, employment

However, these can only be realised if applied

in carbon-intensive industries such as oil and

and delivered in the right way.

gas, iron, steel, aluminium, cement and lime

A socially-just transition to a zero carbon

are already at risk from carbon pricing. An early

Britain is achievable, but the success of such a

spur to convert to a more sustainable industry

transformation and the speed at which it can

is likely to safeguard more jobs in the long-

occur depends on the magnitude of capital

term.

investment, the types of solutions employed,

• The UK’s oil and gas industry is also at risk
from peak production in indigenous reserves,

and the scale at which they are installed.

and the increased mechanisation of labour.

Carbon market failure

Evidence, however, suggests that “green

This chapter does not re-examine the economic

jobs” in energy, construction, transport and

debate over whether to deal with climate

agriculture should more than compensate,

change now or in the future. This is partly

even if they emerge in different geographical

because the science indicates that there is no

locations.

choice but to act now and quickly. However, it is

• Peak oil will have a huge impact throughout

also because such arguments tend to fall to the

the economy. The decline in the availability

paradox of environmental economics: namely,

of oil, gas and coal (in chronological order)

that without a meaningful cap on global

means that the price of fossil fuels is likely to

emissions, all methods of pricing carbon create

become increasingly high and volatile in the

a market that fails to constrain pollution before

near future. This is likely to have a significant

a catastrophic tipping point is reached (Simms

impact on employment across all sectors of the

et al., 2009).

economy. Conversely, the economic impacts of
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attractive, with palpable increases in the

For example, carbon markets have so far

peak oil and gas mean that investment into a

failed to create a nurturing environment for

low carbon economy will become increasingly

renewable energy. As French energy company
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Box 11.1 We’ve been here before – job creation grants for home energy
efficiency schemes in the 1970s
In the oil crises of the 1970s, job creation grants were used to fund initiatives benefitting both energy efficiency and
local economic development.
For example, Friends of the Earth groups used these grants to support projects such as installing home insulation and
providing energy advice. Successive job creation schemes enabled groups to take on unemployed people to do the
work and also covered running costs.
In the North East, Durham Friends of the Earth used a job creation grant to create home insulation services for
disadvantaged groups, such as pensioners (Lowe & Goyder, 1983). As the success of this and other similar projects
were recognised, they gained support from local authorities and businesses and scaled out across the nation. The
current government funding programmes to address issues of fuel poverty are the result of the institutionalisation of
these initiatives (Owen, 1999).

EDF recently pointed out, the volatile price of

an opportunity to demonstrate the multiple

carbon means that carbon markets are failing

economic, social and ecological dividends from

just like the market for sub-prime mortgages.

decentralised food and energy supplies. Many

For example, the recent fall in the price of

exemplary projects were developed at this time

carbon, currently €15/tonne (Point Carbon,

(Box 11.1). However, most failed to gain the

2009), has meant that some green energy

traction necessary to displace carbon-intensive

schemes have stalled. The government could

systems of provision in food, transport and

partly counteract the impact of low carbon

energy.

prices by spending on renewable energy as part
of the economic stimulus package.
A transition to a zero carbon Britain requires
long-term structural change and extensive
planning. But this will not have immediate

This time however, there is no room for failure.
In order to achieve the target, the transition
must start now.

A missed opportunity

effect and requires huge capital investment.
The uncertainty related to the price of carbon

Green spending in Europe is considerably

also causes knock-on uncertainty regarding the

smaller than in other regions such as Asia and

speed of transition to a low carbon economy.

the Americas. For example, South Korea’s green

This also means that the demand for “green

recovery package was 30 times greater than the

skills” is difficult to predict.

UK’s.

The oil crises, industrial decline and rising
unemployment during the 1970s provided

Recent research by nef’s climate change
and energy programme investigated the
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UK Government’s green spending. New and

planning practice and more localised supply

additional spending included in the green

chains reduce transport needs in the first place.

stimulus package of the government’s
pre-budget report was astonishingly small

body of research argues that higher levels of

compared with other recent spending

consumption are not related to higher levels

commitments, at just 0.6% of the UK’s £20

of well-being (see Figure 11.1). Once people

billion recovery plan. This key element makes

achieve material sufficiency and survive

up just 0.0083% of UK GDP, yet in the wake of

with reasonable comfort, higher levels of

the banking crisis, nearly 20% of UK GDP has

consumption do not tend to translate into

been provided to support the financial sector.

higher levels of life satisfaction or well-being.

This is a stark contrast to recommendations

Instead, people tend to adapt relatively quickly

made by consultancies Ecofys & Germanwatch

to improvements in their material standard

that at least 50% of stimulus packages should

of living and soon return to their prior level

be directed towards low carbon investments

of life satisfaction (Abdallah et al., 2006; 2009;

(Höhne et al., 2009).

Thompson et al., 2007).

Given that a second wave of stimulus

Known as the “hedonic treadmill”, ever-

packages may be necessary, it is essential that

higher levels of consumption are sought in

this second opportunity is realised.

the belief that they will lead to a better life.

The great transition

Simultaneously, changing expectations leave
people having to run faster and consume

As shown in earlier chapters, there are two

more, merely to stand still. National trends

key elements in the transition to a zero carbon

in subjective life satisfaction (an important

Britain. First there needs to be dramatic

predictor of other hard, quantitative indicators

reductions in levels of consumption of goods

such as health) stay stubbornly flat once a

and services, and secondly a deployment of

fairly low level of GDP per capita is reached

renewable generation. For example, it is much

(Easterlin, 1974). Significantly, only around

easier to:

10% of the variation in subjective happiness

• decarbonise an energy system when the

observed in Western populations is attributable

demand is smaller and more stable.
• localise food production and create organic
agricultural systems when there is less food
waste and lower demand for livestock.
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It is therefore significant that a growing

to differences in actual material circumstances,
such as income and possessions (Lyubormirsky
et al., 2005).
It is also noteworthy that energy crises

• manage waste when less is produced.

over the past forty years show that over short

• decarbonise a transport system when good

periods of time (weeks to months), with the
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Fig. 11.1 Life satisfaction and consumption levels
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The results of an online survey of life satisfaction and consumption in Europe, gathered by nef.
The web-based survey contained questions about lifestyle – consumption patterns, diet, health, family history – as well as
subjective life satisfaction. Using this data, estimates of footprint and life expectancy could be calculated. Over 35,000 people
in Europe completed the survey.
Source: Thompson et al. (2007).

right information, individuals and households

decline rapidly, the second element – a dramatic

are very adaptable to energy shortages and

decarbonisation of energy, food and transport

are able to reduce consumption considerably

systems – will also need to occur.

and rapidly (International Energy Agency [IEA],

Outcomes that are just can also be good

2005a; b). In particular, because the impacts

outcomes for individuals, for communities and

of a crisis are often non-discriminatory, there

for society.

is a temporary distortion of social norms. In
other words, it becomes acceptable to do

Transition & social justice

things differently for a while. This is politically

While the nation goes through its

important in the context of carbon rationing.

transformation to a zero carbon Britain, social

As the consumption of goods and services

justice cannot be ignored. This is not only
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a moral imperative. As Richard Wilkinson

of being employed is higher for those with

and Kate Pickett (2009) demonstrate in The

higher qualifications. Education is also central

Spirit Level, less equal societies have poorer

to explaining the inequality gaps between

outcomes on nearly every social measure, and

advantaged and disadvantaged groups in

are less inclined toward positive environmental

terms of health, living standards and social

behaviour. This holds true for people across the

participation (e.g. voting) (Office of National

income spectrum.

Statistics [ONS], 2004). Education levels can

While those on low incomes obviously have
a disproportionate share of poor outcomes, a
middle-class person living in a country with

adaptive capacity.
Employability, skills, trades and professions

high inequality will, for example, have a lower

will also all be affected by climate change. The

life expectancy than someone of the same

transition to a low carbon economy is likely to

socio-economic status in a more equal society.

displace jobs in unsustainable industries. To

Furthermore, the capacity to adapt to climate

balance this displacement however, there will

change (or any exogenous shock for that

be an increase in employment in “green collar

matter) is inextricably linked to socio-economic

jobs”.

circumstance. The most disadvantaged social

For example, the Local Government

groups are most likely to feel the impacts, and

Association (LGA, 2009) argues that for the

are less likely to be able to cope with and adapt

UK government to meet its renewable energy

to climate change (Johnson et al., 2009).

targets, jobs in the renewable sector will have

Furthermore, education, poverty and

to increase from 16,000 to 133,000. However,

employment opportunities are also tightly

the LGA also recognises that the economic

linked. Research has shown that children’s

opportunities to develop a low carbon economy

attainment in school strongly reflects

and create new businesses and jobs will vary

the socio-economic situation of their

from place to place. To ensure that the transition

families. For example, children from low-

is equitable, it will be essential to provide

income households, living in poor housing,

compensation such as training opportunities

disadvantaged neighbourhoods, with parents

to boost the employment market in areas that

that have low qualifications, low-status jobs

have experienced significant job losses.

or are unemployed are less likely to gain good
qualifications (Hirsch, 2007).
This has an overall impact of perpetuating
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therefore be viewed as a determinant of

In the context of social justice, history
is rife with examples of poorly-managed
transitions. The transitions to industrialism, from

existing socio-economic inequalities across

industrialism to a service economy and the

generations. For example, the likelihood

implementation of environmental policies have

framework
introduction
context
all had negative social and economic impacts.

justice context of transition again appears to

This is because no broader societal effort was

have been marginalised, particularly in the

made to limit the damage. Yet this is central for

UK. For example, despite all the rhetoric of a

wider public support and acceptance.

transition to a low carbon economy, the UK

For example, in the American Pacific

stimulus package in response to the recent

Northwest, thousands of workers lost their

economic crisis virtually ignores the issue of

jobs as a result of a conservation programme

“green re-skilling” in comparison to the rest of

to protect the spotted owl. There was no

the EU, while only France provided a fund for

public programme to support those left

training (Hoffmann et al., 2009).

unemployed. Another example relates to the

Even in the 1970s there was evidence that

collapse and closure of the Northern Atlantic

the UK government embarked on a number of

Cod Fishery. Over 20,000 workers in New

longer-term retraining schemes designed to

England lost their jobs in this case. While there

relocate unemployed workers in new industries.

was a compensation scheme, there had been

Some car workers were offered training in

no plan for a transition programme, such as

forestry work, in addition to the provision of

retraining to protect the workers affected by

mobility grants to individuals to contribute to

policies to manage the fishery. The social justice

the cost of relocation (Elliot, 1976).

implications are obvious, however, failure to

The job creation potential from renewable

consider such impacts has been a key driver of

energy spans a wide range of occupational

tensions between the environmental and labour

profiles, work skills, wage levels, worker

movements.

representation and empowerment. Given this, a

Moving 20 years forward, and the social

pure focus on the “green’ aspect” of employment

Box 11.2 Manpower Service Commission
The Manpower Service Commission (MSC) was set up to co-ordinate training and employment services in the UK
under Edward Heath’s Conservative Government. Although housed within the Department of Employment, the
Commission was created as a quasi-independent public body.
Compared with other countries such as Germany, Japan, Sweden and the US, the UK had a wholly inadequate
industrial training provision. The creation of the MSC was a deliberate attempt to improve this position (Evans, 1992).
In the 1970s for example, Westminster designed and implemented a number of short-term “job creation” programmes
through the MSC. The programmes included beach-clearing, tree-felling and similar activities, particularly to employ
out-of-work youths. While here, the retraining component was small, there were also examples of longer-term schemes
such as retraining car workers in forestry.
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Box 11.3 A Green New Deal
Prompted by the emerging financial crises in August 2007, a group of leading policy entrepreneurs, predominantly
from civil society associations, proposed a blueprint for a “sustainable economy” (Green New Deal Group, 2008). The
Green New Deal based its name on President Roosevelt’s 1930s New Deal to rescue the US from financial crisis. It
was, perhaps, the first concrete policy proposal to link globalisation of financial markets to climate change, food and
energy security, while redressing growing social inequalities within the UK and overseas.
The report outlines a vision for a low carbon energy system that includes “making every building a power station”.
Involving tens of millions of properties, their energy efficiency would be maximised, as would the use of renewables to
generate electricity. This would require the creation and training of a “carbon army” of workers to provide the human
resources for a vast environmental reconstruction programme. The authors argued that hundreds of thousands of
these new high- and lower-skilled jobs could be created in the UK. This would be part of a wider shift from an economy
narrowly focused on financial services and shopping to one that is an engine of environmental transformation.
An important component is to ensure more realistic fossil fuel prices. These must both include the cost to the
environment, and be high enough to tackle climate change effectively, by creating the economic incentive to drive
efficiency and bring alternative fuels to market. This would provide funding for the Green New Deal, via rapidly rising
carbon taxes and revenue from carbon trading. It would also fund a safety net for those vulnerable to higher prices. The
authors advocate establishing an Oil Legacy Fund, paid for by a windfall tax on the profits of oil and gas companies.
The monies raised would help deal with the effects of climate change and smooth the transition to a low carbon
economy.
It is also important to develop a wide-ranging package of other financial innovations and incentives to assemble the tens
of billions of pounds that are required. The focus should be on smart investments that not only finance the development
of new, efficient energy infrastructure, but also help reduce demand for energy, particularly among low-income groups,
for example by improving home insulation. The science and technology needed to power an energy-and-transport
revolution are already in place. But at present, the funds to propel the latest advances into full-scale development are
not. The Green New Deal report was later followed by a similar report by the United Nations Environment Programme
(UNEP) with the same name (UNEP et al., 2008).

is therefore not sufficient. United Nations
Environment Programme UNEP et al., (2008)
argue that green jobs should also be decent
jobs:

“pairing concerns like efficiency and
low emissions with traditional labour
concerns including wages, career
prospects, job security, occupational
health and safety as well as other
working conditions, and worker rights.”
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Green jobs & the transition
to a zero carbon Britain
Stability of the labour market is central to a
socially-just transition to a zero carbon Britain.
The following section focuses on the job
creation potential, first by identifying what is
meant by a “green job”, and second by exploring
the employment potential in a number of
sectors including energy, transport and
agriculture.
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What is a green job?

• They must meet long-term demands and
goals, with adequate wages and safe working

Not all green jobs are equally green. The United
Nations Environment Programme (UNEP)
defines them as employment in agriculture,

conditions, otherwise their net benefits are not
clear.
• Some of the calculations include other jobs

manufacturing, construction, installation and

that result from green spending, but that are

maintenance, as well as scientific and technical,

not themselves necessarily “green” at all. This is

administrative and service-related activities

because earnings from green jobs are spent in

that contribute substantially to preserving or

the wider economy, along with other induced

restoring environmental quality. They therefore

expenditure (ibid.).

include jobs that:
• help to protect and restore ecosystems and
biodiversity,
• reduce energy, materials, and water
consumption,
• decarbonise the economy and avoid
generating waste and pollution (UNEP et al.,
2008).
In other words, green jobs need to be

• There are different shades of green. UNEP’s
definition is based on the use of resources, but
not on their origin. They count new jobs in the
steel industry as “green” for example, if the steel
produced is to supply the windpower industry
(ibid.).
These questions may blur the issue. Indeed,
some of the new jobs may not be a sign of
progress at all. Nevertheless, as Box 11.4 shows,

viewed in the broad context of employment

paying people to stay in employment, especially

policy, rather than on a sector-by-sector basis.

if what they do is a “green job” with long-term

However, there are a number of problems in

benefits that save on future costs has multiple

defining a “green job”. These include that:

benefits that are both social and environmental.

Box 11.4 The real cost of making someone unemployed
Research published by the Green New Deal Group examined the cost of making someone unemployed (Green New
Deal Group, 2009). It showed that cutting a £25,000 job results in a public expenditure saving of less than £2,000 under
conditions of less-than-full employment.
It is therefore clear that paying to keep people in work may be beneficial – particularly if what they do has long-term
benefit that saves on future costs, such as the tasks proposed in the Green New Deal. Those cost savings – for instance
from green efficiencies – need only be £2,000 for it to be worthwhile to keep that person in work. Furthermore, that is
before considering the social benefits of being in employment, which are substantial in terms of inter alia reduced crime,
improved educational outcome and increased well-being.
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Box 11.5 Learning from the best – Germany’s thriving renewable energy
industry
Germany’s renewable industries already employ more workers than the coal and nuclear sectors together and it is
assumed that by 2020, a total of 500,000 people will be employed in this sector.
Germany’s leadership is largely due to a strong political commitment and the introduction of a feed-in tariff, which
was passed with the Renewable Energy Sources Act in 2000. This tariff consists of a fee on customers’ utility bills
that generates a revenue of €2.4 billion per year, costing on average just €3 per household. It guarantees renewable
electricity producers a higher-than-market rate, and long-term stability with a very low risk level.
The tariff helped Germany meet its target early, of generating 12.5% of electricity from renewables by 2012. The target
of 20% renewable energy by 2020 (set in a new Act in 2008) is also likely to be exceeded by 2011. By 2020, current
forecasts expect renewables to contribute around 47% of the total energy mix31.
In 2007, savings on imports of hard coal and natural gas totalled €1 billion, bringing the avoided external costs through
an increased use of renewables to an estimated €5.8 billion.

What might be possible?

missed out on the boom in “green collar” jobs.
For example Germany, a world leader

Although it is difficult to offer a precise

in renewable energy generation and

definition of a “green job”, it is likely that

manufacturing, has more than 31GW of

the lion’s share of them will come from the

installed renewable capacity, 250,000 people

renewable energy and energy efficiency sectors.

employed by the sector, an 18.5% reduction in

While transport and agriculture are also likely to

greenhouse gas emissions (compared to 1990

contribute, these figures are much less certain.

levels) and a renewable energy manufacturing

All estimates presented for jobs assume full-

and generation sector turnover of more than

time employment for one year, unless otherwise

€23 billion in 2007 (UNEP et al., 2008).

stated.
According to the UK’s renewable energy

there is a huge potential for green jobs, and

industry, it employs 8,000 people within the

that non-fossil fuel industries offer greater

UK. This is set to increase dramatically, with

“employment intensity” – which means more

estimates that 25,000 jobs will be created in the

jobs per unit of energy, and more jobs for

power sector alone by 2020 (British Wind Energy

similar levels of investment. The findings include

Association [BWEA], 2009). This represents a

(Jungjohann & Jahnke, 2009):

significant growth in employment for skilled

• Wind and solar could alone create more than 8

workers. However, the UK has so far largely
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Recent studies are almost unanimous that

million jobs worldwide over the next 20 years.
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• Many more jobs could be created in the
construction industry, if higher energy
efficiency standards were applied.
• Current EU renewable energy policy has the

skilled workers.
Renewable energy seems to generate
more jobs per average megawatt of power
manufactured and installed, per unit of energy

potential to create a net total of 950,000 direct

produced, and per dollar of investment, in

and indirect full-time jobs by 2010 and 1.4

comparison with fossil fuel power plants. On

million by 2020 in the EU-15. However, that

the other hand, coal and natural gas-fired plants

figure could be as high as 2.5 million.

employ more workers in their operations and

• Between 60 and 70% of these would be in

maintenance, where only solar PV systems

the renewables industries (mainly biofuels,

still compare favourably (Kammen et al.,

biomass and wind), with a significant

2004). Expanding clean technology also offers

proportion of the remainder in the agricultural

considerable business opportunities for goods

sector.

and services industries (Green New Deal Group,

• About one third of these jobs would be for

2008).

Box 11.6 How a Spanish region became a world leader in renewable energy and
saved its economy
Spain has witnessed considerable expansion of its renewable industry in recent years. Employment in this sector
has been growing steadily since the 1990s, with recent estimates suggesting that 89,000 workers are now directly
employed by renewable businesses (UNEP et al., 2008).
In particular, Navarre, a region in Northern Spain, has become a European leader in renewable energy, and is enjoying
a level of prosperity it could not have imagined 30 years ago.
In the 80s and 90s, the region suffered from an economic downturn, driven by high oil prices that affected competitiveness
of the region’s industry. As a result, unemployment was high, reaching 13% in 1993 (Hoffmann et al., 2009).
Over the past 15 years, Navarre has undergone a radical energy transformation resulting in greater energy security,
reduced unemployment (levels are now 4.76%) and wider economic benefits for the region. The figures are staggering:
over 60% of Navarre’s energy now comes from renewable sources and the region is among the wealthiest in Spain. Its
100 companies dedicated to renewable energy contributed to 5% of GDP and have created around 6,000 jobs.
Navarre is a mountainous area with a population of around 600,000. The Government of Navarre, autonomous from
the central Spanish authorities, began the transition to renewable energy sources in 1995. It created the First Regional
Energy Plan, placing significant emphasis on wind and solar PV sources. With wide public support, Government grants
and the presence of a group of willing investors, the Plan was implemented with great success.
The workforce is characterised by its high level of skill and training, as well as being comparatively young. Forecasts
suggest that investment in renewables will continue to increase, as will employment (Faulin et al., 2006). Furthermore,
to meet the demand for renewable energy specialists, Navarre launched the first graduate programme for electrical
engineers in wind and solar electricity in 2006 (Fairless, 2007).
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Wind

jobs lost in other sectors. Thus, the net job
creation potential is likely to be less, perhaps by

Wind is a vast energy source with an enormous

more than 50%.

job creation potential. The UK holds 40% of

In terms of the social justice implications of

the EU’s total wind resource, but only 4.2%

the wind industry, research based on Spanish

of its total installed capacity (Lambert, 2008).

and German renewable industries suggests

Currently around 5,000 are employed in the UK

that wind has the potential to offer good job

wind industry (Boettcher et al., 2008). By 2020

prospects, career paths and job security (UNEP

the government’s Renewable Energy Strategy

et al., 2008). Wind (particularly offshore) could

predicts an increase to 133,000 – more than a

act as an alternative career path for those

25-fold increase from current levels.

currently working in the offshore oil and gas

However, this is a much higher estimate than

sector, automotive and aerospace industries.

other studies, and assumes 14GW additional

Furthermore, jobs are likely to be geographically

capacity of both offshore and onshore wind

dispersed, but also be created in areas that

(Department of Business, Enterprise and

either suffer from high levels of unemployment,

Regulatory Reform [BERR], 2008). At the other

or are likely to, or already are suffering from

end of the scale, Greenpeace and the Global

industrial transition (Bird, 2009).

Wind Energy Council (2006) estimate between
5,000 and 34,000 in the same period, depending
on whether there are one or three wind turbine
manufacturers in the UK. This is based on a
figure of 15 direct and indirect jobs per MW

Wind: 15.33 jobs (direct and indirect)
per MW

Solar

of installed capacity. Due to technological
improvements, the employment intensity is

Solar energy has the potential to provide both

expected to fall to 11 jobs per MW by 2030.

renewable heat and electricity. Given that just

Additionally, 0.33 maintenance jobs are created

under 50% of the UK’s final energy demand

for every MW installed.

is related to heat and 47 % of the UK’s CO2

Another estimate by consultancy firm Bain

role in zerocarbonbritain2030 (Department of

are created in the UK for each MW installed

Energy and Climate Change [DECC], 2009).

onshore, and 5.3 jobs for each MW installed
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emissions, solar energy will play a significant

& Company suggests that 4 direct jobs (FTE)

The Solar Trade Association estimates that

offshore (Boettcher et al., 2008). However, there

over 100,000 solar hot water systems are

is no guarantee that these jobs would be in the

installed in the UK, and are growing at a rate of

UK, and the figure does not take into account

50% per year (European Solar Thermal Industry
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“The opportunities solar

that figure at between 50 and 53 jobs per MW

provides for the UK economy

of installed capacity (10 in manufacturing; 33 in

are massive with a huge

indirect supply; 1–2 in research) (Aubrey, 2007).

potential for job creation –

experience of 7–11 direct jobs per MW of power

installation; 3 to 4 in each of wholesaling and
This seems to be supported by the German

in excess of 100,000 people

(e.g. MWe) (UNEP et al., 2008; Hoehner & Forst,

could be employed in the

onshore), solar energy, therefore, appears to

installation of solar across the
country. Today, we are already

2006). Compared to wind (both offshore and
be even more favourable in terms of the job
creation potential per MW of installed capacity.
In the UK, total installed capacity for solar PV

witnessing these size industries

is currently about 6MW, which is a very small

in our European neighbours.

to be approximately140TWh or 35% of total

proportion of its overall potential – estimated

Solar benefits both the

energy consumption3.

homeowner and the economy.”

and solar thermal water heaters are based at

David Matthews, Chief Executive of the Solar Trade
Association1

Many jobs created by the use of solar PV
the point of installation (including installation,
retail and service). This high level of localised
employment holds the potential to create new
jobs in many different regions. With expected

Federation [ESTIF], 2009). While estimates for the

greater automation, however, it is also assumed

job creation potential for solar thermal energy

that over time, fewer jobs will be created in

are limited, Solarexpo Research Centre, an

manufacturing and the ones remaining may not

Italian solar energy research institute, estimates

necessarily be located in the UK.

that 1 job is created per 100m (~70kWth) of
2

Solar thermal: 14 jobs (direct and
indirect) per MW

capacity installed, or 14 direct and indirect jobs
per MWth (Battisti et al., 2007). Another study
suggests that solar thermal energy can create

Solar PV: 33–53 jobs (direct and
indirect) per MW installed

between 0.7 and 1.9 jobs per MW of installed
capacity, but this estimate only includes direct
jobs (Weiss and Biemayer, 2009)2.
For solar photovoltaic (PV), Greenpeace puts

1

cited in Lambert (2008)

3

This number is based on south-facing roofs & facades only. The figure roughly

agrees with estimates of the maximum reasonably available on buildings by Mackay
2

The figure varies with scale. At 5.8 GW installed capacity, the employment intensity

(2009) 4, of 111 TWh, & IEA 5 of 105 TWh, both based on south-facing roofs only. The

is equivalent to 1.9 jobs per MW installed. At 17.3 GW installed capacity, the

absolute Resource Potential for solar PV in the UK is 460 TWh for building-mounted

employment intensity falls to 0.73 jobs per MW.

PV.
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Energy efficiency

(Association for the Conservation of Energy
[ACE], 2000; EC, 2005; UNEP et al., 2008).

The estimates of jobs are particularly diverse

When people save on their energy bills,

in the energy efficiency sector, with estimates

the money saved tends to be re-spent in the

reaching up to 530,000 full-time jobs

surrounding area, also promoting employment,

equivalent in the EU-25 (European Insulation

although the effect is hard to quantify (known

Manufacturers Association [EURIMA], 2008). But

as “induced employment”) (UNEP et al., 2008).

what the literature does show is that investing

In particular, some of the estimates of total jobs

in energy efficiency nearly always creates more

from energy efficiency include:

jobs than any other low carbon investment,

• 10–30 jobs per £1m spent, rising to almost 60

especially when it comes to retrofitting existing
stock (EC, 2005). For example, retrofitting
activities in the building sector adds positively
to employment as they almost never substitute
other activities and are highly localised

if job creation and training are a priority (ACE,
2000).
• Another 70 jobs in induced employment per
£1m spent (ibid.).
•12–16 jobs for every $1m (US), compared to 4.1

Box 11.7 Warm Zones – an area-based initiative
Warm Zones is a subsidiary of National Energy Action, the national charity campaigning to end fuel poverty. There are
now 13 Warm Zones in England, and two similar programmes in Wales called Warm Wales. New funding under the
Community Energy Savings Programme (CESP) will develop these area-based initiatives further. Each Warm Zone
has a range of local sponsors from the local authority to community bodies and a major energy utility.
Warm Zones bring funding into an area from a wide range of different sources, to deliver benefits such as energy
efficiency, carbon savings, fuel poverty reductions, benefits advice, health improvements, fire and home security,
employment skills and training. Warm Zones have been particularly effective in accessing the hard-to-reach and
other vulnerable households who are at greatest risk. For example over a period of seven years, the Warm Zones
programme in Sandwell in the West Midlands has led to the energy efficiency upgrade of over 37,000 homes, an
investment of £23 million and a 90% increase in the thermal efficiency of the housing.
In 2008, a University of Durham study found a significant local economic multiplier effect from programmes such
as the Energy Efficiency Commitment, Warm Front and Warm Zones. In 2005–2006, £13.72 million was invested
through these programmes in energy efficiency measures in the North East of England, which resulted in the following
economic impacts:
• £11.26 million of gross value added;
• 369 jobs created regionally (249 direct jobs, 120 additional jobs);
• a regional return of an additional 82 pence for every £1 invested.

4
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Job years are defined as the number of full-time jobs per year times the number of years that the jobs are supported.
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for an investment in a coal-fired power plant

is one path to a decentralised, embedded

and 4.5 for a nuclear power plant (EC, 2005) .

or localised power system. One of the many

• The German Council for Sustainable

benefits of production close to the point of

4

Development estimated that more than 2,000

use is that it enhances energy efficiency by

jobs could be created for each million tonnes

minimising energy losses through transport and

of oil equivalent (approximately 11.5TWh) that

transmission. Small-scale co-generation plants,

would be saved as a result of measures and/

generally under 1MWe, can be used in multi-

or investments specifically taken to improve

residential dwellings, leisure centres, hotels,

energy efficiency as compared to investing

greenhouses and hospitals. They are simple to

in energy production (Rat für Nachhaltige

install and are flexible. Individual households

Entwicklung, 2003).

can use smaller units.

Overall, retrofitting and new energy-efficient

According to the Combined Heat and

installations have a comparatively high labour-

Power Association (CHPA, 2009), heat use

intensity, as they are carried out on-site. Indirect

– predominantly space and water heating –

employment in supplying manufacturing

accounts for 47% of the UK’s total CO2 emissions.

industries are also often located close-by,

Approximately half of this is in the domestic

and most firms are small- or medium-sized.

sector. While district heating (including CHP)

For example, globally 90% of construction is

provides up to half of all heat in some European

performed by micro-firms. Induced employment

nations, the UK’s CHP plants represent only 7%

is created through savings on energy that are re-

of the total supply (Allen et al., 2008).

spent within the community. This also enables

Despite the small contribution CHP and

a shift away from energy supply industries

district heating make to the UK’s energy mix,

towards sectors that employ more workers per

over 5,000 people are currently employed

unit of currency received (UNEP et al., 2008).

directly in this industry, with a further 25,000
associated with the supply chain for the industry

Energy efficiency: 173 jobs (direct and
indirect) per TWh saved

(Delta Energy and Environment, 2009). There
are limited figures on the employment intensity
in this sector. However nef carried out a study

Combined Heat & Power and
District Heating

on behalf of the CHPA that considered the
employment impact of the wider development
of CHP (Environmental Audit Committee, 1999).
The study concluded that up to 10,000 jobs

Co-generation using Combined Heat and

in the UK economy could be stimulated by

Power (CHP), although not always renewable,

the wider use of CHP, based on a capacity of
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Box 11.8 Case Study – Energy policy differences in Denmark, France and the UK
Denmark has shown that the potential for decentralised community-based energy is enormous. After the oil crises of
the 1970s, three European countries – Britain, France and Denmark – responded to their increasing exposure to highly
volatile energy markets in distinctly different ways. The UK brought its North Sea oil and gas reserves online, taking
short-term advantage, in energy strategy terms, of these available fossil fuel reserves.
France aggressively developed nuclear power through the nationalised Electricité de France (EDF) (Hadjilambrinos,
2000). By contrast, Denmark pursued an extensive energy efficiency programme, and developed a decentralised
energy system based on local CHP and district heating systems. The Danish solution particularly reflects the country’s
cooperative history and decentralised system of governance.
Since the 1970s, Denmark has improved its energy security by 150%, and is now a net exporter of energy due to its
hundreds of small-scale “distributed” generators making use of wind, biomass and a range of fuels. By contrast, the UK
lost its energy independence in 2004, and since this date has become increasingly reliant on imported energy.
At the time of the 1970s oil crises, Britain also explored the potential for a decentralised energy system, yet tragically
failed to implement this visionary strategy (Dodd, 2008). The strategy, called the Marshall Heat Plan, recommended
that energy decentralisation should begin with CHP and district heating development in the largest cities, with London,
Birmingham, Manchester, Liverpool and Glasgow identified as the cities that would take the lead on implementation.
As a result of this failure, decentralised supply and micro-generation now represents only a very small proportion of
the UK’s energy mix. Had the UK pursued a similar programme to Denmark, fuel poverty could have been significantly
reduced or completely eradicated. The UK could have been established as the world leader in wind and other renewable
energy technologies, with energy insecurity a thing of the past.
However, the UK chose to exploit its North Sea oil and gas reserves, ignore alternative energy policies, and virtually
abandon its short-lived energy conservation programme as soon as those reserves came online. Instead of addressing
energy conservation through building regulations or retrofitting, which would have had a double dividend for climate
change and fuel poverty, the Government chose to rely on free-market forces to increase energy efficiency.
This approach must now be judged to have failed in the light of the current climate change challenge, and increasing
levels of fuel poverty. The UK cannot afford once more to miss the opportunity to significantly transform its energy
sector to deliver sustainable social justice at the local level.
Nuclear-fuelled France has little to offer in terms of positive lessons on delivering an agenda of sustainable social
justice through its energy sector. The toxic legacy of nuclear energy alone excludes it from consideration as a viable
alternative, before even taking into account the prohibitively expensive cost of nuclear power stations, the length of
time required to develop them, and the unacceptably high security risk they pose in terms of terrorism (Simms et al.,
2005)

6GWe. Much of this would come through the
development and operation of community
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for a more substantial CHP target (ibid.).
Forum for the Future estimated that a

heating, together with the re-spending effect

3,000 MW CHP programme covering 9 cities

of lower energy bills. A study for Friends of the

– including Sheffield, Newcastle, Leicester,

Earth also estimates a potential of 30,000 jobs

Belfast and London – could create 140,000
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job years over a 10–15 year period (where

industry. Moreover, organic agriculture requires

job years is the number of years one person

higher levels of labour than conventional

would be employed in a full-time position).

farming.

Accounting for the displacement of jobs lost

A recent Soil Association report identified

through conventional generation, this scheme

that organic farms provide 32% more jobs than

would produce a net gain of 7,875–12,535 jobs

comparable non-organic farms (Maynard &

in manufacturing, installation and servicing

Green, 2008). Projections suggest that a large-

(Hewett & Foley, 2000).

scale conversion to organic farming in England
and Wales would result in a 73% increase of

CHP: 2.6 to 4.17 and indirect jobs
per MW installed

employment in the sector (Jones & Crane,
2009). Over 93,000 new jobs would be created,
with great potential to attract new entrants

Agriculture

to the agriculture sector (Maynard & Green,
2008). This could have positive impacts for rural
communities, supporting local economies and

The agriculture sector is the second largest

engendering greater community cohesion

source of greenhouse gases in the UK (Baggot et

(Jones & Crane, 2009).

al., 2007). Intensive farming is also responsible
for a range of harmful impacts on the natural

Transport

environment, from hedgerow destruction to
loss of wildlife. Beyond issues of sustainability,

The transport sector plays a central role in

the evolution of modern and “efficient” farming

supporting the current economic system, and

practices has resulted in a huge loss of jobs.

provides a wide range of jobs across freight,

Estimates suggest that 37 farm workers leave

logistics and passenger transport. However,

the agriculture sector each day (Maynard and

current transport policies have detrimental

Green, 2008).

impacts on a range of outcomes from public

Within this context, the organic farming

health to climate change (Dora & Phillips, 2000).

sector offers a window of hope. Organic farming

The sector is a major consumer of fossil fuels

presents a viable alternative to conventional

and thus a large contributor to greenhouse

practices, providing a range of positive

gases in the UK (Baggott et al., 2007). In meeting

outcomes including an increase in employment

the challenges of zerocarbonbritain2030,

opportunities (Department for Environment and

the transport sector can provide many

Rural Affairs [Defra], 2002). The organic sector

opportunities for a significant growth in green

is the fastest growing part of the agricultural

jobs. While there is scope to deliver green

5

For a discussion of aviation and employment see Johnson & Cottingham (2008) and Sewill (2009).
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employment opportunities across the transport
sector, this section will primarily focus on road
and rail.5

measures would include the generation of jobs.
Technological developments, from the
manufacture of electric or hybrid vehicles
to increasing the fuel economy of new and

Road transport

old vehicles could provide opportunities for

Road transport provides the majority of jobs

employment. Forecasts predict a rise in sales

and the greatest potential for reducing levels of

of electric and hybrid cars, with expectations

carbon in the whole of the sector (Committee

that these types of vehicle will significantly

on Climate Change [CCC], 2008). In shifting

penetrate the car market (CCC, 2009).

towards a zero carbon economy, a range of

to the automotive industry, providing jobs in

employment opportunities.

research, development and manufacturing.

Moving towards sustainable forms of road

For example, the production of hybrid vehicles

transport would require better public transport

(those with an electric motor alongside a

and an increase in infrastructure for cycling and

conventionally-fuelled engine) includes more

walking. Such investments would necessarily

components and processes than a conventional

provide a range of employment opportunities

vehicle and thus requires greater human

from construction to bus driving. Public

resource (UNEP et al., 2008).

transport is already a large employer. In the

Providing a boost to jobs in the UK car

EU for example, 1,200,000 people are directly

industry, Toyota has recently announced that

employed by public transport operators.

it will start production of a hybrid car in an

There are also indicative figures for the

English plant (McCurry, 2009). Furthermore,

number of indirect jobs created by this sector.

Government investment in research and

For example, Germany estimates that 157,000

development in low carbon vehicles is providing

employment opportunities are indirectly

many business and employment opportunities

created from the public transport system

for UK manufacturing (HM Government, 2009).

(International Association of Public Transport,

Worldwide, the level of green job

2009). With greater investment in and demand

opportunities in the automobile industry

for public transport, the number of jobs in this

varies considerably (UNEP et al., 2008). These

sector would necessarily increase.

opportunities may be positive in the context

Schemes to increase walking and cycling
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Such developments could give a new boost

measures would deliver an increase in green

of wider shifts towards a low carbon economy.

would require new construction alongside

However, if the number of vehicles on the

improvements in existing infrastructure

world’s roads continues to escalate, the shade

(Sustrans, n/d). A consequence of such

of green attributed to these jobs may be
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somewhat lighter.
Employment opportunities in the transport

industry. However, the lighter weight vehicles of
the future are more labour intensive to produce.

sector also include the repair and maintenance

A few studies have attempted to balance the

of vehicles, and the production of alternative

overall employment impacts of sustainable

modes of transport such as bicycles. The

transport, with predictions reporting an overall

number of bicycles produced across the world

growth in jobs (ibid.).

has fluctuated since the 1980s, reaching an
estimated 130 million in 2007. Since the 1970s,

Green energy transition costs

bicycle manufacture has risen more steeply than

Most studies find it hard to put figures on the

car production (Roney, 2008). The continuation

cost of transition to a zero carbon economy.

of such trends would further increase the

The UNEP report describes it as “likely be in

workforce.

the hundreds of billions, and possibly trillions,
of dollars”, and recommended high-income

Rail

OECD nations to spend at least 1% of GDP on

Within the UK, there has been a year–on-year

low carbon investments over the next two

increase in rail passenger travel (Office of Rail

years (UNEP et al., 2008). It is still not clear at

Regulation [ORR], 2009). Rail freight has also

this point however where such high volumes of

grown by almost 50% in the past 10 years

investment capital will come from, or how it can

(Rail Freight Group, 2005). Similar trends can

be generated in a relatively short period of time.

be observed in the railway industry across

The Institute for Public Policy Research (ippr)

Europe. However, the privatisation of rail

suggests that the UK should concentrate its

(both freight and passenger) has resulted in a

attention on offshore wind, decentralised

severe reduction in jobs, both within Europe

renewables like solar PV and better energy

and beyond (UNEP et al., 2008). With market

efficiency in buildings. It estimates that these

growth, industry representatives are optimistic

costs would amount to £50–70 billion per year,

that further employment opportunities will be

or about two-thirds of the annual NHS budget

created (European Monitoring Centre on Change

(Lockwood et al., 2007).

[EMCC], 2004).
In order to deliver a net gain in green jobs,

There will also be a time lag between
investment and economic return. This was

the transport sector will require major shifts in

estimated for Germany as increasing over the

investment and alternative approaches to mass

next decade up to a maximum of €5 billion in

transit. Moving away from the heavy reliance

2015 (Staiss et al., 2006). This lag should however

on motor vehicles would inevitably result in

go into reverse sometime in the decade after

a significant loss of jobs in the automobile

2018. Until this happens, the German solution is
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to sell their engineering products abroad.
There would clearly also be costs later as a

less important, people will also lose their jobs.

result of not making investments now. While

Some employment will be directly substituted

GDP is not a meaningful indicator of progress,

while still others will simply disappear. The

such estimates need to be seen in context. The

studies are not always clear whether they

Stern Review argues that climate change could

are talking about gross employment or net

reduce global GDP by at least 5%, although this

employment. Nor will the new jobs always be in

might be as much as 20% by 2050.

the same locations as the old ones.
The good news is that investment and

Is it realistic?

employment in renewables is already

On review it is hard to compare the various

growing fast around the world. Recently, the

studies. Their methodologies are diverse,

International Labour Organisation (ILO) and

and are often unclear. They include different

United Nations Environment Programme

assumptions about knock-on job creation

(UNEP) have released the findings of a study

from green investments. The studies often fail

on the impact on labour of an emerging

to make clear where the huge sums involved

global green economy (UNEP et al., 2008). The

might be raised from, and what kind of financial

report highlights that changing patterns of

innovation – or government borrowing – might

employment and investment resulting from

be required to achieve it. Work by the Green

efforts to reduce climate change and its effects

New Deal Group has, however, pointed to a

are already generating new jobs in many sectors

wide range of potential sources of funding –

and economies.

public, private, mutual and personal – and takes

About 2.3m people worldwide are employed

account of current economic circumstances

in renewable energies (ibid.). In Germany for

(Green New Deal Group, 2008).

example, the renewable energy industries

Shifting to a zero carbon economy will

already employ more workers than the coal and

definitely create jobs in the development of

nuclear sectors together, and by 2020, a total of

new technologies. There will be new industries

500,000 people will probably be employed in

that might preserve employment in existing

this sector.

firms that are committed to greening their

An added problem for the UK is that it already

operations. Others may demonstrate effective

lags behind Germany, Denmark, China the USA

“conversion”, such as aeronautical manufacturers

and Spain. It therefore has fewer opportunities

serving the wind industry.

to take a technological lead and to build new

Calculations are however complicated by the
fact that change does not only create winners.
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As the non-renewable energy sectors become

export markets.
The UK share of renewables in electricity
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generation has already tripled within ten
years to 4.5% in 2006 (excluding large-scale
hydro), according to BERR (2008). However,

apartments, creating 200,000 jobs and
reducing CO2 emissions by 2m tonnes a year.
• The right incentives for private businesses,

total renewable generating capacity will have

including an effective market price for

to increase seven to eight times from 2006

carbon, along with tax reform to reward

levels by 2020 if the UK is to meet its European

greener behaviour.

renewable energy targets by 2020 (ibid.).
Even so, the CBI believes that the UK

• New research and technology programmes
in these fields, including education

government’s targets for 2050 are achievable at

programmes for skilled workers. The

a manageable cost if early action is taken and

CBI highlights a serious lack of technical

government, business and consumers all work

specialists, designers, engineers, and

together (Confederation of British Industry [CBI],
2007). Whether the right investment happens in
the UK depends on the following:
• A feed-in tariff that guarantees higher rates
for renewable energy than the market
provides, as in Germany.
• Emissions standards that cap the allowable

electricians (UNEP et al., 2008).
• Support from the labour movement for a
major transition, even though it may mean
job losses in some sectors.
• Phasing out subsidies for harmful industries,
and shifting those funds to renewable
energy, efficiency technologies, clean

greenhouse gases emitted for every unit of

production methods and public transport.

electricity generated, and tighter building

• Fixing the current shortcomings in carbon

standards similarly to drive the efficiency

trading and in Kyoto Protocol-related

sector.

innovations like the Clean Development

• Building a home-grown wind industry,
perhaps by insisting on local content for
turbine manufacture, as in Spain. Most jobs
in the wind sector are assumed to be created

Mechanism, so that they can become
reliable funding sources for green projects
and employment.
• Eco-labels for all consumer products, to

in turbine manufacture and component

provide information to promote responsible

supply, with only a small minority in

purchasing and encourage manufacturers

operations and maintenance. Such jobs

to design and market more eco-friendly

could easily move overseas.

products.

• The political will to invest in energy
efficiency on a major scale, along the lines

Research gaps

of the German Alliance for Work and the

The most important gaps in the research

Environment which aims to renovate 300,000

relate to the impact on jobs in agriculture and
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transport. Both sectors are significant variables

has been significant green investment included

in zerocarbonbritain2030. For example, any

in the stimulus packages of many nations,

major shift in the approach to farming in

although this has been minimal in the UK.

response to rising fuel prices could lead to

recession has enormously reduced the capital

greater than the figures quoted above.

available for lending. It also appears to be

However there is also a major problem with

ushering in a period when governments face

studies examining the economic benefits of

increasing chasms in their budgets, and that

low carbon infrastructure and investment, in

this will make them less willing to invest, even

that it is almost impossible to compare them.

though some argue that increased spending

Some focus solely on direct jobs, therefore

will, paradoxically, reduce debt by increasing tax

underestimating the full potential for job

receipts as a result of the stimulus. Once again,

creation. Others use an input-output model that

it comes down to political will, and a better

considers the direct, indirect and induced job

understanding of the economic benefits of

creation potential. But many of the assumptions

green investment. Other factors include:

are not made clear.

• The outcome of efforts to reach an

As above, the European Commission study

international climate agreement for the period

that predicts 12–16 job years for every $1m (US)

after 2012, in which the UK is clearly involved.

spent on energy efficiency does compare this

• Obligations under the EU Climate and Energy

with spending on fossil fuel energy. It estimates

package, published in January 2008, which

4.1 job years for investment in a coal-fired

sets out proposals to achieve a reduction in

power plant and 4.5 job years for a nuclear

EU greenhouse gas emissions of 20% by 2020,

power plant (EC, 2005). However there is a real

increasing to up to 30% in the event of an

need for more research to allow more direct

international agreement on climate change

comparisons to be made.

Effects of the recession

(compared to 1990 levels).
• The Climate Change Act, which created a new
legal framework for the UK to reduce its CO2

The banking crisis has led governments to

emissions to at least 80% below 1990 levels

make huge sums available for urgent rescue

by 2050, through domestic and international

of their financial institutions. They have also

action. The Act requires the carbon budget for

experimented with novel ways of creating

2018–22 to be set at a level that is at least 34%

money, including “quantitative easing”. So it

below that of 1990.

is not clear that the recession will undermine
support for this kind of green investment. There
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On the other hand, there is no doubt that the

employment creation an order of magnitude
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Conclusions

(in chronological order) means that the price

• Shifting to a zero carbon Britain could

of fossil fuels is likely to become increasingly

provide significant economic benefits to the

volatile in the near future. This is likely to have

UK in increased employment, and therefore

a significant impact on employment across

increased tax revenues.

all sectors of the economy. Conversely, the

• Pound for pound, per unit energy, or per unit

economic impacts of peak oil and gas mean

of investment, renewable energy and energy

that investment in a low carbon economy

efficiency have the potential to create more

will become increasingly attractive, with

employment opportunities than carbon-

palpable increases in the potential for green

intensive industries. However, comparisons

employment.

between different studies are problematic due
to the different methodologies employed.
• The transition to a low carbon economy will
inevitably undermine jobs in other areas.
Employment in carbon-intensive industries
such as oil and gas, iron, steel, aluminium,
cement and lime are already at risk from
carbon pricing. Furthermore, the UK’s oil
and gas industry is also at risk from peak
production in the UK’s indigenous reserves,
and the increased mechanisation of labour.
However, evidence suggests that green jobs in
energy, construction, transport and agriculture
should more than compensate for this,
although these may not emerge in the same
geographical locations.
• Peak oil will have a huge impact throughout
the economy. For example, long-distance
transport, industrialised food systems, urban
and suburban systems and many commodities
from cars, plastics and chemicals to pesticides,
air conditioning and refrigeration, are all
dependent on abundant, cheap energy. The
decline in the availability of oil, gas and coal
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Residual emissions

Greenhouse gas emissions from the industrial,
commercial and waste sectors currently

to decarbonise each area and process.

constitute around 24% of total British emissions,

Landfill

excluding the emissions from the electricity that

Methane emissions from landfill have declined

they use.

significantly over the past decade as landfill gas

A brief exploration of how these may be

recovery has improved. However, landfill sites

reduced is given below. Some emissions in

were still responsible for emitting 19.5 million

these sectors are very hard to reduce, hence

tonnes of CO2e in 2007, about 3% of British

there will be some residual emissions from

greenhouse gas emissions (calculated from

these sectors left in the zerocarbonbritain2030

Jackson et al., 2009, and MacCarthy et al., 2010).

scenario. Together with the residual emissions

AEA Technologies (1998) have estimated

from other sectors, these residual emissions

that through a mixture of improved landfill

are offset with sequestration in the scenario,

gas recovery, improved capping of landfill

bringing the net emissions to zero.

and a reduction in biodegradable waste sent

Industrial and commercial
combustion

to landfill, emissions from landfill in the UK
could be reduced by 2020 to 177,000 tonnes
CH4, or 4.4 million tonnes of CO2e. Converting

In 2007 about 83 million tonnes of CO2e, or 13%

this UK figure to one for Great Britain gives

of British emissions arose from combustion

4.2 million tonnes which we will use for the

carried out in industrial, commercial and

zerocarbonbritain2030 scenario.

manufacturing contexts (Jackson et al., 2009).
these processes are supplied with electricity,

The “super greenhouse
gases”: HFCs, PFCs and SF6

hydrogen, heat pumps and biomass Combined

About 1.5% of UK greenhouse gas emissions are

Heat & Power (CHP). We have allowed sufficient

from the greenhouse gases hydrofluorocarbons

renewable resources to replace the current

(HFCs), perfluorocarbons (PFCs) and sulfur

energy used in industrial processes by these

hexafluoride (SF6) (Jackson et al., 2009;

technologies, but further work would be

MacCathy et al., 2010). Only tiny quantities

required to flesh out the details of the best way

of these chemicals are released but they

In the zerocarbonbritain2030 scenario
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are extremely potent with greenhouse gas

rather than ordinary Portland cement

potentials hundreds or thousands of times

(Geopolymer Institute, 2010). In addition, in

that of CO2. They are used in many applications

the zerocarbonbritain2030 scenario cement

including refrigeration, air conditioning,

production is reduced due to the shift to more

aerosols, manufacture of foam, metals and

ecological building techniques which actually

semiconductors, electrical and thermal

sequester carbon; further details are in the

insulation, asthma inhalers and fire fighting.

buildings section. In the case of cement, this

Thankfully, with the exception of medical
inhalers there are reasonably-priced mitigation

pulverised fuel ash.

options and substitutes available for nearly

We therefore assume that emissions from

all applications. Lucas et al. (2007) suggested

cement production fall by 90%.

that a 90% reduction in CO2e emissions from
of less than $250 US/tCO2e. Lucas et al. did

Adipic and nitric acid
production

not assess more rapid reductions, but as the

Most nitrous oxide produced from industrial

technologies to reduce all of these gases to

sources originates from adipic and nitric

minimal quantities have been readily available

acid production. The former is used for the

for a long time (Heijnes et al., 1999), the

production of nylons and the latter is used

zerocarbonbritain2030 scenario assumes that

primarily for fertiliser production. 2.8 million

these gases could be achieved by 2050 at costs

by 2030 emissions from the super greenhouse

tonnes of CO2e, or 0.5% of British emissions,

gases will have been reduced to 10% of their

arose from the production of these acids in 2007

current quantity.

(Jackson et al., 2009; MacCarthy et al., 2010).
By changing production processes, it

Cement production

is possible to reduce emissions from the

About 5.7 million tonnes of CO2 equivalent, or

production of these acids by 90–98% at a low

1% of British emissions were produced from

cost of less than 5 dollars a tonne of CO2e (Lucas

the chemical processes involved in cement

et al., 2007). We assume that emissions are

production in the UK in 2007 (Jackson et al.,

reduced by 97%.

2009; MacCarthy et al., 2010). The manufacture
of cement involves turning limestone into

Lime production

calcium carbonate, and carbon dioxide is given

About 1 million tonnes, or 0.1% of British

off during the process.

emissions were produced from lime

It is possible to reduce greenhouse gases
from cement by 80 or 90% by using geopolymer
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can also be reduced through combining it with

production and use in the UK in 2007 (Jackson
et al., 2009; MacCarthy et al., 2010). Lime is
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Table 12.1 Summary of industrial, waste and residual emissions:
Source
Industrial combustion
Landfill

% of 2007 quantity
remaining in ZCB2030 scenario

Residual emissions
(million tonnes CO2e)

0

0

22%

4.2

100%

2.4

Cement production

10%

0.6

High greenhouse gas potential
greenhouse gases

10%

2.4

Lime production

300%

3.1

Iron and steel production
non-combustion emissions

100%

6.8

3%

0.08

100%

4.4

Other waste

Nitric and adipic
acid production
Other chemical processes
Land converted to settlements

70%

4

100%

1.2

Total residual emissions:
Industrial, waste, land conversion to settlements
and disused coal mines		

29.82

Residual emissions from the land use and agriculture sector		

17

Miscellaneous residual emissions from the other sectors		

20

Residual emissions: Grand total		
2007 emissions		

67
637

Percentage of 2007 emissions remaining		

10%

Emissions from disused
coal mines

Industrial, waste and residual emissions in the ZCB2030, compared to 2007 (million tonnes CO2e).
Source: 2007 emissions data from Jackson et al. (2009) and MacCarthy et al. (2010).
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used as an agricultural soil amendment. In
the zerocarbonbritain2030 scenario lime

There are a number of other greenhouse gases

production and its associated emissions is

produced from industrial processes such as

trebled, due to the increased growing of

glass and chemicals manufacture, which each

biomass for energy production and carbon

produce less than 0.1% of British emissions

sequestration.

(Jackson et al., 2009; MacCarthy et al., 2010).

Iron and steel production

These remain unchanged in the scenario
although it may be possible to reduce some or

Much of the emissions from steelmaking come

all of them. Further work would be necessary to

from chemical processes rather than from

establish where reductions could be made.

combustion. These occur during the production
To separate the iron and the oxygen, it is

Land use change: land
converted to settlements

customary to use carbon in the form of coal or

Land conversion to settlements generated 5.7

of iron from iron ore, which is an iron oxide.

coke. The oxygen combines with the carbon and

million tonnes of CO2e in 2007, 0.9 percent

is released as carbon dioxide in a process known

of British greenhouse gas emissions. In the

as “reduction”.

zerocarbonbritain2030 scenario, town planning

It is possible to reduce iron ore using either

is adapted with the aim of increasing the

hydrogen or electrolysis instead of carbon

density of existing settlements rather than

and the processes have been demonstrated

encouraging continued outward urban sprawl,

at a small scale (Ultra–Low Carbon Dioxide

as detailed in the transport section. For this

Steelmaking [ULCOS], 2010). Assuming the

reason we assume that 2007 emissions from

electricity is renewably produced, producing

land conversion to settlements are reduced by

steel using electrolysis should be able to reduce

30% in the scenario, to 4 million tonnes.

greenhouse gas emissions to close to zero.
Sadly, the reduction of iron ore by these

Conclusion

methods is considered to be decades away from

The 67 million tonnes of CO2e. residual

commercialisation (Weddige, 2008). For this

emissions which will need to be matched by

reason we have not included these methods

sequestration.

in the scenario, but it is useful to note that in
the longer term it should be possible to almost
entirely decarbonise iron and steel production.
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Summing up zerocarbonbritain2030

The context section with which the
zerocarbonbritain2030 report opens examined
climate science and calculated a greenhouse gas
budget, based on an 84%+ chance of avoiding
a 2°C warming over pre-industrial temperatures

Reducing consumption of
energy through greater
efficiency and technological
improvements

• In the transport sector efficiency savings can

and what we consider to be an equitable

be made through reducing vehicle weight.

distribution of the resultant emission rights. On

Transport of freight can be made more efficient

this basis we suggested that Great Britain should

through shifting all such transport onto the

aim to rapidly reduce its net greenhouse gas

most efficient modes of transport.

emissions to zero.
We also noted the increasing British

• In the buildings sector, efficiency savings
of 70% can be made through retrofitting

dependency on imported energy and the

our existing building stock to improve the

reasons why it may be prudent to expect

building envelope. The embodied energy of

significant future volatility in international fuel

construction can also be reduced.

prices. We argued that there are good reasons to

in transit, or the rapid development of alternative

Reducing consumption of
energy and other resources
through behaviour change

fuel sources for transport.

• Behaviour change in the transport sector

believe that crude oil may be reaching a peak in
its production, requiring either a rapid reduction

The following chapters laid out the

includes a modal shift onto walking, cycling and

zerocarbonbritain2030 scenario in which our net

public transport, increased vehicle occupancy

greenhouse gas emissions and our combustion

and a reduction in the total distance travelled by

of fossil fuels are both reduced to zero. Each

both passengers and freight. This compliments

chapter looks in detail at the emissions in one

the technological improvements in efficiency to

particular area, but all of the sectors in the

reduce transport energy demand by over 60%.

scenario are interlinked and there are common

• Behaviour change in the buildings sector

themes that run through all of the chapters. The

can reduce energy consumption through

overall themes of these chapters are:

occupants learning more about the buildings
they inhabit.
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reduction in the production and consumption

Generating electricity with
renewable resources

of animal products serves a double purpose.

• The powerup section of the report details how

• In the land use and agriculture sector, the

It reduces the greenhouse gas emissions from

electricity in the scenario is generated through

the sector, and also frees up land that can be

a mix of renewables, with around 80% coming

used for other purposes.

Adopting electricity as an
energy carrier to replace
fossil fuels
• In the transport sector all private cars and
trains are electrified.
• In the buildings sector some heating is
provided with electric heat pumps.
• Electricity also replaces much fossil fuel used in
industry.

Supplementing electricity
with other non-fossil fuel
energy carriers

from wind.
• The grid is backed up with biogas made from
waste and a small amount of dedicated energy
crops. This is accompanied by a huge increase
in demand side management to create a
resilient electricity system.

Generating other energy
carriers with renewable
resources
•The hydrogen in the scenario is made from the
electricity generated in the renewables sector.
•Much of the biomass is grown on the newly
available land that is made available by the
reduction in the consumption of animal

Electricity suffers from some limitations. For

products. Perennial grasses and woody biomass

this reason there are some areas in every sector

crops are used for their low greenhouse gas

which are hard to run on electricity and where

impact.

it is supplemented with small amounts of
hydrogen and biomass.

Utilising waste resources

• In the transport sector hydrogen and biomass

• Food waste is used as livestock feed, reducing

are used to power heavy goods vehicles,

the amount of animal feed that must be grown

coaches, farm machinery and aircraft.

in the land and agriculture sector.

• In industry, electric heating can be

• Wet wastes are used to create biogas which

complimented with biomass powered

is used to back up the electricity grid in the

Combined Heat & Power (CHP) at sites were

powerup section.

heat pumps aren’t appropriate.

• Dry agricultural and wood waste is used to
create biochar for carbon sequestration.
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Jobs

into a carbon reservoir. This also reduces the

• Potential for over 3.4 million job years from

embodied energy of the construction industry,

wind alone.

turning one of the key sources of emissions into
a core solution.

Utilising carbon sequestration
to offset residual emissions

economics we discussed the high level

• A significant amount of carbon sequestration

policies that can support the transition and

Lastly in our chapters on Policy and

becomes possible because of the reduction in

turn the potential identified into reality. A

livestock. Carbon is sequestered in soils, in situ

global agreement would be a great motivator.

in forests, and in harvested biomass (see Figure

However there are also opportunities to take a

13.1).

global lead at a national and more local level.

•The buildings sector absorbs some of this

In the Behavioural change and motivation

harvested biomass. Our building stock

chapter we looked at additional ways of

becomes a carbon sink, over time transforming

motivating change to compliment financial

Fig. 13.1 Balance of positive and negatve emissions

Balance of positive and negative emissions in the ZCB2030 land use and agriculture system,
2030 (million tonnes CO2e).
Negative emissions, i.e. sequestration, is shown on the left and positive emissions on the right.
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incentives and top down policies. This covered a
very broad range of disciplines including social
marketing and values based communications.
Each of these will help bring about a sustainable
future: a zero carbon Britain.
A summary of the zerocarbonbritain2030
scenario can be seen in the sankey diagram in
Figure 13.2. More detail can be found in the
tools at ZeroCarbonBritain.com where you can
also keep up to date with the latest news on
zerocarbonbritain2030.
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Proposed energy mix for ZCB2030.
This shows the flow of energy under ZCB2030. The left hand side shows the different sources of heat and electricity supplied.
The right hand side shows the energy delivered per sector. Lines coming off to the bottom show the losses from the system.
The thickness of flows represents their size.
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Fig. 13.2 Energy mix in ZCB2030

